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PREFACE.

The Jadld Kalam-i Urdu is a revised and enlarged edition of

the Kalam-i Urdu, the text-book originally prescribed for the

Proficiency Examination. In the new edition, the poetry portion

has been considerably reduced, while the prose portion has been

greatly increased. Of the prose selections the first half were all

included in the former edition and consist of articles contributed

by various writers to modern literary magazines. In these the

influence of a Western education is discernible both as regards the

subjects dealt with and also in respect of the manner of treatment.

The second half of the prose portion is entirely new material.

The two pieces, "Namak Ka Daragha" and "Be-gharaz Muhsin"

are from the pen of a young writer of great promise, still living.

The remaining prose selections are from the writings of recognised

masters of Urdu style. The account of Raja Blrbal is taken from

the "Darbar-i Akbari" of the late Maulavi Azad, formerly a

Professor at the Government College, Lahore. In addition to this

history of the Court of Akbar the Great, he was the author of

"
Qisa^i-Hind" or "Annals of India," and "Ab-i-ffayatt' a history

of Urdu literature, all of which are much admired and have had a

great influence upon the development of modern Urdu proses.

The Fasana-i Azad, from which the next piece is taken, is a three

volume novel by the late Pandit Ratan Nath Sarshar, at one time

editor of the Oudh Akhbar in which instalments of this novel were

first published. The "Fasana-i Azad" and his other best-known

work, the l

'Sair-i Kohsar" consist of a series of very vivid and amu-

sing sketches of Lucknow life more or less loosely grouped round

the central figure of the hero whose adventures constitute a vagf
sort of plot. These are among the most popular works of

5

literature. The writer has a happy gift for exactly la 1-"8 off the

speech and mannerisms of the various types of h)'*'
ani'y congre-

gated in a large Indian city. The languajr
is not as a rule

difficult except on occasions when the writ" intentionally launches

out into a caricature of the old-fashio^d UrdQ writers.
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Next follows a selection from a collection of the letters of MaulavT

Nazlr Ahmad to his son. The last piece in the prose portion is an

extract from the Banat-un-Na l

sh of the same author. This work

is a continuation of the Mirat-ul- Arus which was written for the

benefit of his daughters and the two novels are still the most

popular books in the Zenanas of Upper India. Nazlr Ahmad's

other novels the
" Taubat-un~Nasuh" "2bu-ul-Vaqf and Muh-

si'nal" were all written with a purpose and are widely read by
serious-minded Muhammadans. As a writer Naztr Ahmad is a

champion of the Delhi school. His language is at once polished

and idiomatic. In his more ambitious works he does not neglect

the rhetorical devices of the old school. Tn fact he appears to

form a link between the old style of ornate conventionalism and

the more simple and natural style of the modern school of Urdu"

prose writers. Of the poetry portion of the Jadld Kalam-i Urdu

it is not necessary to say much. The first seven pieces, retained

from the former edition, are specimens of verse composed by poets

who are trying to free themselves from the "Gu! o Bulbul" tradition

of Persian and Urdu poetry. Lastly there are some 30 quatrains,

each illustrating a proverb or common saying, which have been

selected from the Ruba'Iyat of "Ranjur" which is the "takhallus"

of Shams-ul-'Utlama Muhammad Yusuf J'afarl Khan Bahadur,

the compiler and translator of the
^
Jadld Kaldm-i Urdu,

.

0. F. J.
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(Taken from the Magazine "Lisariu-s-Sidq" Calcutta^

ISLAM AND ITS PRACTICES.

Islam claims to have accomplished many things, and amongst
them that it has eradicated all superstitious observations, evil habits,

and pernicious customs from the world
;
and has demolished the

strong barrier of blindly following the footsteps of one's fore-

fathers,
1 that blocked the way of religious and secular advancement.

Just as there are found in Islam certain virtues that other peoples*

and faiths are not fortunate enough to possess, so too there is no

such religion or sect found in this world that can claim to be equal*

to Islam in being free from all the impurities of objectionable

observances. Although the whole world at this time admits the

supremacy
1 of European civilisation, the enlightenment of which

has dispersed from the inhabited world 5 the darkness of ignorance,

yet there are still found in Europe various customs and practices,

which are founded purely on superstition, and by which its peoples

are in no way benefited, but rather have to suffer moral and pecu-

niary loss. Alas that while Islam, on her arrival in India, had to

encounter many other calamities, she had also to suffer this great

loss, that on her fair and bright face there appeared the numberless

ugly spots of detestable practices, on account of which the whole

of God's6
world, instead of being charmed by her heart-ravishing

form began to look down upon it with contempt or aversion.

1. The sentence overlined in the text is a quotation from the Quran, which

literally means, 'what we have found our forefathers on.'

2. Milal, plural, millat, singular.

3. Lit., of the same head or equal in height.

4. Loha mannd, is an UrdH idiom meaning lit., 'to bow before the sword of.'

5. Lit., the fourth part of the world, supposed to be inhabited.

6. Lit., Divinity : hence everything pertaining to God, i.e., God's creation.
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"Islam and its practices" is such a wide subject that if all its

points
1 were to be fully discussed and it were to be clearly shown

what a simple and unostentatious religion it essentially was and

what changes it has undergone in mode and form, and what losses

it has suffered in the many countries it visited it would make a

large volume by itself. All that we have to show in this article is,

how much a free religion like Islam has been fettered with the

bonds of custom. Setting aside those moral injuries which it has

sustained from such customs, our object here is only to show

briefly the pecuniary loss which Indian Muslims have suffered and

are still suffering from the observance of these customs.

First of all let us see whether 2 Islam has in reality made com-

pulsory for every man such customs that in their observance he or

his parents have no other alternative than to undergo needless

expense. Let us examine the span of human life throughout from

birth to death. Now let us suppose that a child* is born. After

birth the first ceremony that Islam has enjoined for him is that the

azan* should be spoken into his ears, Simply to show that he is

adopted into Islam. Now is there any necessity for undergoing

expense on account of this azan ? No
; there is no need for spend-

ing even a cowrie on this. Next comes the ceremony of i

Aqiqa or

Nastka, when the child's head is shaved, the child is given a name

and one or two animals are sacrificed in its name. It is evident

that it does not cost much to have a child's head shaved, nor is it

necessary to undergo any sort of expense in having it named. Now,
for the sacrifice

;
that too is compulsory but only for persons of

some means : he that can afford it may offer up sacrifice
; he that

cannot afford it may omit it. After that comes the ceremony of

circumcision, for which also nothing requiring expenditure is

necessary. On attaining the age of puberty, for every man and

woman, marriage is enjoined as an absolute necessity. But in this

1. Lit., sides
; points of view.

2. Kiaya. Note that English people generally incorrectly use agar in such

sentences.

3. Ins3n, lit., 'a man.'

4. A call to prayer.
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too Islam has made no restriction 1 of any kind. Of course, the

bridegroom is ordered to give a banquet to celebrate the marriage ;

but the order does not mean that he should to-day borrow three 2

or four thousand rupees from a mahajan at (high) interest to give

a grand dinner of many courses to all his relations and friends

and tomorrow go abegging In the streets in want of his evening

meal. 8 Ttie order simply means that he should feed a few of his-

friends and kindred according to his means, so that the marriage

may be made publicly known and by eating and drinking together

the tie of brotherhood may be tightened. Now, after marriage
till the time of his death no other ceremony is enjoined upon a,

man. After his death his friends and relatives have only one duty

to perform ; they must say the funeral prayers and bury his body-

in the earth
;
and that is all.

Now remain the religious duties. They are four : prayer, fasting,

pilgrimage to Mecca 4 and alms.5 It is manifest that in the per-

formance of prayer or fasting no expense is entailed. As for the

ffajj\ it is restricted by the verse of the Quran,
" he who can

find his way to it." In their commentaries the theologians
6 have

fixed many conditions. Now it js a matter of consideration that

when it is universally admitted that national gatherings and

meetings are absolutely necessary for the strength and progress of a.

nation and for this very purpose in India itself for some time past

Congresses, Conferences and other assemblies are held every year in

which the inhabitants of every part and province of the country

undergo the trouble and expense of a journey to meet together-
then what harm has Islam done in having provided for a like annual*

conference or congress in which all its followers, whatever corner of

the earth they may inhabit, are enjoined to attend at least once

1. Pakh t meaning 'restriction' is a modern word not to be found in Dic-

tionaries.

2. Lit., two.

3. Lit., bread.

4. ffajj, 'pilgrimage to Mecca.' //5/i, 'a
pilgjjm.'

5. Zakat, one-fortieth part of a Muslim's property giv*ri"TrFcharity. Other

charities are Radqa or Jchairat.

6. Sing., faqik.
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during the course of their life, provided their circumstances permit,

and in which they can meet together to exchange their thoughts

and ideas and by mutual conference think of the best way for their

religious and secular advancement. what wrong has it done ? To

spend money on such matters is a boon and blessing for a nation,

not ruin or misfortune. Now, let us turn to giving of alms. What

reasonable man would think this an unnecessary expense ? Every
civilized nation looks upon this principle

1 as necessary and unavoid-

able for preserving the equilibrium of wealth of a country.

Now it is to be seen whether like other faiths and religions,
8

Islam too has instituted any fairs 3 or festivals for its followers, for

which silly expenses are unavoidable. If there are any festivals

prescribed at all for Muslims, they are only two : the 'Idul Fitr and

the 'Idul Azha! Now, is it incumbent on Muslims to make public

manifestations of joy or celebrations for these two festivals, such as

Hindfls make on the Diwalf and Christians at Christmas ? A satisfac-

tory answer to this question may be found in the well-known sermon

of 'All 1 (May God glorify his face! 5
) containing the following

words, "The 'Id is not for those who put on new clothes."6 Now,
there remain the sacrifices of the 'Idul Azha

; they are meant for

those who can afford to observe them
;
and for those who can afford

it, it is no great matter to make one sacrifice for each" member of

the family or for the whole family, according as their circumstances

permit.

i. U$ul, is plural of asl, meaning "root." Her the plural form is used

in a singular sense meaning "principle."

3. Sing., din.

3. Thela used separately has no meaning. It follows the word mela as a

"meaningless apposition."

4. Hazrat, lit., ''his presence," is generally used before the names cf pro-

phets, saints and kings.

5. This phrase is specially used after the name of 'All/

6. The remaining portion of the Arabic sentence is Innama-l-'ldu liman

khafa yauma-f-r~'a'id, meaning, that 'Id is only for those who fear the day of

judgment.

7. Ft (in Arabic meaning "in") is used in Urdti in the sense of "per,"

e g->fi 3a<2 Per cent.,// ya.um, per diem.
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Besides what is mentioned above, there seems to be no other

religious duty or ceremony in Islam in which unnecessary expense,

is considered compulsory. Let us see how far the Muslims of India

have, as regards binding themselves to ceremonies, followed that

Islam which once 1 attracted the whole world by its simplicity.

Great God ! such a vast difference exists between the customs and

practices of those Indian Muslims and true Muslims, that if any man

of the first Muslim era were alive at this time and were to see their

observances and practices, he would just as much hesitate to style

them Muslims, as to call the night day. As we have already shown

the different stages of a man's life from birth to death, and have

explained all the duties8 and ceremonies really enjoined by Islam

to be performed in them, so too we haveJo show in detail that the

Muslims of India have so fettered a man with the chains of ceremo-

nies from his very birth that release is only possible for him at his

death, nay, he cannot in fact get rid of them even after death.

Now, let us suppose that a child is born. Unless so much money
is squandered on its chhatl (the sixth-day ceremony) and mfihdan

(tonsure), that its parents are actually stripped bare 3 and put to the

utmost straits,
4 that chhatl or muhdan is not worth its name.4 Let

us look further. What else has to be done ? It is the namak-chashl*

or the khlr-chatal* (the first feeding ceremony). Even in this if

the parents do not spend at least three or four thousand rupees, how

can they show their faces to their kindred ? Now, if the child

happens to be a boy, then on its circumcision, and if a girl, on its

kan-chhedan (perforating the ear, i.e., on her putting on an ear-ring

for the first time), spending a few more thousands is not worth con-

sideration. After this, comes the preparations of the maktab (the

ceremony performed when the child is first sent to school) ;
in this

at least such sums7 have to be spent that not a farthing
8 is left for

giving even an elementary education to the boy. If the parents do not

spend they will be pointed out with scorn both by friends and foes.

In this description we have not given way in the least to exaggera-

tion. Scores of families we have seen with our own eyes which have

I. Note the force of pluperfect here. 2. Sing.far'iza.

3. Lit., shaved. 4. Mark the Urdtt idiom here. 5. Lit
, lickingsalt.

6. Lit., licking rice-milk. 7. Lit., capital. 8. Lit., a double pice.
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spent thousands of rupees on the "mak/abs" of their children, and

the children in consequence of their parents' poverty, wandering idle

in the streets illiterate and uneducated. Now, let us examine the

marriage ceremony, the most important of all ceremonies
;
to this

single ceremony hundreds 1 of other (junior) ceremonies are added as

offshoots of it and secondaries, and escape from these is impossible.

Now, do not ask me about this, for it requires a whole volume to des-

cribe it in detail. If anybody wishes to have a photograph, in

miniature, of a marriage in a respectable Muslim family
8 in India

and specially in the province of Behar, he should look through (the

pages of) the Islahun Nisa by a lady of Patna, the mother of Mr.

Md. Sulaiman, Barrister-at-law. In short, a marriage is only con-

sidered a real marriage if a whole family is utterly ruined by it, and

if in its celebration all th* property of the family is squandered
8 on

fireworks and such like, the result being that the family is compelled

to beg from door to door.

Not to speak of the marriages of human beings we have seen,

with our own eyes, the rise of a family and then its fall4 due to the

marriages of dolls being celebrated with great pomp and magni-

ficence* : the various ceremonies one and all were duly performed,

and in this way thousands of rupees were squandered without a

regret. But what was the final result of all this folly ? Alas ! we

have seen the children and youth of this once rich family, children

and youth who were brought up in great ease and comfort, and

from whose house hundreds of poor and destitute people were

daily maintained, we have seen them in utter destitution wander-

ing from door to door and stretching out their begging hands. Some,

too, we have seen, who, in their time of luxury, having surrendered

themselves to opium and evil habits because such habits are in

India considered the necessary accompaniments of wealth and

affluence, in their days of hard poverty and distress, have obtained

a few pice from the pity and charity of a stranger and have, instead

of spending that money in securing food and relief for themselves

1. _ Lit., fifties and hundreds.

2. Han is the contracted form of Yakan, meaning, 'place,' 'house.'

3. Lit., blown away or burnt. 4. Lit., 'flow and ebb/

5. Dham is never used singly. Vide note 3, page 4.
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from the pangs of hunger, spent it in opium, till from continued

starvation their backs have doubled up. The hearts of their bitterest

enemies, who had seen them in their time of ease and prosperity,

would melt at seeing them in this present pitiable condition and

their sad eyes would shed involuntary tears. "Verily God will not

change his grace which is in men, until, they change their sinful

natures." "So take warning, oh ye men of perception."

Now let us regard the state of life after marriage. If God bless

(the married man) with children, he must for the performance of the

chfcati and maktab spend for each of them as much, if not more,

than his parents spent on like occasions for him. Though his con-

dition may have declined in comparison with that of his ancestors,

yet the dignity 6f his position and birth has not God forbid-

changed a hair's breadth. His Honour and dignity require that there

should not be the slightest departure from the style and manner

in which these ceremonies were performed by his ancestors. If

there is, he will be (spat at) disgraced by all his relations and will

be unable to show his face to any of them. In short, if his parents,

by extravagance, fell into a deep well, he by
1
following them goes

deeper down even to the centre of the earth.

(Hemistich) "At such wisdom and prudence who can

restrain his tears ?"

At first sight it might appear that the connection of a man with

such ceremonies would only last for the duration of his life
;
but it

is not so. Although he himself after death is certainly released

from all ties of this world
;
but in India, even then his heirs' cannot

get rid of the bonds of custom, for after his death the rites of phul

or tya* chaharum* blwuah* chaltswan* barsl," etc., must necessarily

be performed, and in their performance the survivors of the

deceased must not fall short of their fathers, not even one inch.8

i. Lit., by the hands of, se being understood after ftathon, 2. Sing., luariq.

3. A ceremony performed in honour of a deceased person on the third

day after his death, when flowers are placed on trays in the midst of

the assembly.

4. The fourth-day ceremony after death.

5. The twentieth-day ceremony. 6. The fortieth-day ceremony.

7. The annual ceremony. 8. Mark the UrdTT idiom.
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Barst, etc., being over, there is Shab-i-barat} an annual festival,

in which the dead forefathers for seven generations back extort

something in their respective names.

Moreover, even the number of those ceremonies which the

Muslims, specially of India, have made obligatory upon themselves

deeming them their religious duties, and in the performance of

which they are, in no small way, encumbered, is no whit less than

the number of the customs, the observance of which is considered

necessary from a worldly point of view. Setting aside those

customary acts which they perform in the name of Islam, though

in reality those acts have no connection with pure Islam, but are

merely innovations other ceremonies are current amongst ignorant

Muslims which are in reality the special observances and duties of

Hindus, having no connection whatever with Islam, such as the

worship of the Mata* and the Ganges, the observance of the

I Chhath, the Jitiya, the Holt, the Diwall, and such like festivals.

Now to what extent Islam has, in reality, enjoined the observance

of certain ceremonies, and how far the Muslims of India have fettered

themselves with the chains of such ceremonies, and on account of

such observance what bad results 3
they have daily to face, are facts

we have just discussed at some length. Now, we have to see how

such customs and
^ceremonies

have become so deep-rooted in the

minds of the Muslims of this country ;
who are responsible for this ;

and what plan can be devised to obtain release from the bonds of

these ceremonies. Undoubedly almost all such customs found

amongst the Muslims of this country are taken from the Hindus.

When the Muslim conquerors took possession of India and had

free intercourse with the conquered race, the habits and customs of

the latter became impressed upon the former : and just as the Mus-

lims had taken possession of the country of the Hindus, the customs

and usages of the Hindus began to take possessions of the minds of

the Muslims. But here Arises this serious objection ; according to

the laws of Nature, the habits and customs of the conquering race

should impress themselves on the actions and habits of the conquered,

1. The well-known Mahomedan festival in which offerings and oblations

are made in the names of deceased ancestors.

2. Goddess of small-pox. 3. Sing, natija.
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and not the reverse. There is too a holy Tradition,
1 "

People follow

the religion of their kings." For example, it is (nearly) two

hundred years since the English took possession of this conntry, but

they have not adopted a single custom, practice or habit of the

Indians, whereas the habits and customs of the English have greatly

affected the Indians. Now, why is it that on the contrary the

Muslim conquerors were influenced by the habits and customs of

the conquered Hindus ? We will tell you the reasons for this.

Although on the face of things the relations of the Muslim con-

querors with the conquered Hindus appear to be identical with

those of the European conquerors with the conquered Indians, yet

in reality no comparison can be drawn between the two. Although

it is nearly three hundred years since the Indians have been

acquainted with the different nations of Europe, still even up to the

present day, each feels a strangeness or want of ease in the society

of the other. While the Englishmen posses the fine qualities of

justice, kindly feeling for the subject
3 races, administrative ability,

(energy in the) suppression of crime, etc., they have also this

characteristic, that they do not care to mix or associate much with

the conquered nations, which is, from one point of view, advan-

tageous, and from another, the reverse.

To discuss this subject in all its different aspect is a political

matter, with which we are not concerned. We have merely to show

here that this not mixing of the English people, their holding

themselves aloof from the society of Indians as well as their educa-

tion, prevented them from being influenced by any customs and

practices of the Indians.

Now let us consider the causes of the Muslim conqueror's being

affected by the customs and practices of the conquered Hindus. As

far as we see, only the following three or four facts have really caused

the Muslims to imitate the customs and practices of the Hindus :

(i) The ignorance of the Muslims generally and of their women

particularly, and their general want of education, reli-

gious or secular
;

1. The word sharif (meaning respectable) is generally added to Quran,

ffad'is^
and holy places such as Mecca, Medina, &c.

2. Ra'aya plural of ra'tyat, a subject.



<2) The Muslim conqueror's adopting India as their home

instead of adopting it as a temporary residence (unlike

the European conquerors) ;

(3) Their mixing freely and associating with the Hindus
;

(4) Not only the neglect of our learned men and spiritual guides

in their duty of exhortation to good and warning from

evil, but also, partly through the oppression of their

despotic government, but chieJly through the selfish

motive of filling their bellies and living luxuriously,
1 their

declaring unlawful things lawful and frequently too aiding

and encouraging their commission.

There is not the slightest doubt, that the chief cause of the currency

Hindu customs amongst Muslims, is the ignorance of the latter

in general and especially the want of education of their women. It

is the habit of our women to believe in whatever they hear from fruit-

selling women and milkmaids, who frequent their house, as an inspi-

ration sent down from heaven. If a child in the house is attacked

with small-pox, a gardener,
3 on the advice of Dukhiya, the milk-

maid, must be sent for to puja pat, otherwise the goddess of

small-pox will withdraw her countenance. However much you may

argue declaring that this is a disease and that some physician or doctor

should be sent for, nobody listens to you. In short, all those evils

that have sprung up in our society through the ignorance and want

of education of our women, are more glaring than the sun. There

is no need in this short article to discuss them in detail.

One of the principal reasons why the habits and customs of the

conquered race became impressed upon the Muslim conquerors and

made no impression upon the European conquerors, is that the

European conquerors always look upon India as a country for sight-

seeing, for shooting, or for temporarily residing in : they never think

of it as their, real home nor do they permanently settle here, no

matter whether they belong to the ruling or to the mercantile class.

For instance, during their residence in India, they must visit their

beloved home (at least) every three or four years if not every year.

1. Lit., filling their bellies and cherishing their bodies.

2. Among the HindTIs it is customary to call for a gardener to perform

ptfjg, etc., of the goddess of small-pox.



The officials and other Government servants, after retiring on pension

and merchants, when they become old and invalid, leave India for

good, return to their beloved home, to spend there the remaining

days of their lives and at last mingle with its dust. On the other

hand, when the Muslims conquered India they made their home here.

Having conquered this country they kept up no connection whatever

with their home, whether it was Kabul or Turkistan, or Persia or

Arabia, but until their last days lived without the good fortune of

seeing again their dear home.

However, in this matter, we cannot blame them nor make them

responsible in any great degree. For, in those days travel was a

travail
;

l there were no railways nqr steamers, neither were the

roads free from robbers. The dangers and difficulties that had to

be encountered even in a very short journey were indescribable.

A journey that now-a-days by rail and steamer takes two or three

weeks to perform would then have taken up the whole life of the

sojourner. It was merely owing to their courage, ambition and

perseverance, that they were able to endure all sorts of hardships in

travel and to spread over the world from China and the Paradise

"islands in the East to Morocco and Spain in the West, and to make

the coin1 of Islam current in the four quarters of the globe. They
are not therefore so much to be blamed if after arriving in India

and achieving their object, they made it their home and were

unable to keep up any connection with their native country.

There still remains the third cause, i.e., the Muslim conquerors

mixing freely and associating with the conquered Hindus. This is

chiefly due to the Muslims permanently settling in India, as has

been described in the foregoing paragraph where too it has also

been shown that this was unavoidable. But this is not all
;
the

liberal views of Akbar the Great greatly helped matters. He tried

to do away with all the differences and distinctions between the

conquering and the conquered races : he regarded them with the

same eye : he brought down the Muslims from the zenith of victory

j. Lit., travel was a sample of hell (there is a close orthographical resem-

blance between the words safar and saqar in UrdTI, the difference being onl

of dot).

2. That is "to establish the supremacy."
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and raised up the Hindus from the depth
1 of their abasement and

made them meet on the same plane. To carry out his object he

took pains nay even exceeded the limit and introduced the custom

of taking
2 the daughters of Hindu Rajas into his harem. Nor did

he stop here
;
but himself assumed the garb and guise of Hinduism

and instead of showing the pomp and grandeur of a Moghul

Emperor in his appearance and dress, he became a regular Maha-

raja Adhfraj.
3 Now the Hindu princesses, that were taken into

the Imperial harem, brought with them alf their own customs,

habits, and practices : and when the customs and practices of the

royal palace changed, the fashion and forms of the subjects

changed also, as the tradition goes, "People follow the religion

of their sovereigns." In short, while the policy of religious

toleration and impartial treatment of Akbar the Great, almost

unprecedented in the pages of history from one point of view

proved a boon to the country and the nation, yet it also, from

another point, introduced certain evils into Islamic society, to root

Out which, social reformers have spared no effort, but without any

satisfactory effect : and we too are now lamenting this (in this

article). In fact, had not Akbar the Great in India been succeeded

by Aurangzeb, 'Alamglr the First, who completely abolished the

practice of taking the daughters of Hindu Rajas into his harem and

assumed the strictest "policy" as regards matters of religion, the

sun of Islam, which is now half-eclipsed
4
by those evils, would

have been totally eclipsed and the whole of India would have been

plunged in darkness and obscurity.

For the corruption of our customs and practices, our learned

men and spiritual guides, too, are no less responsible. Partly

through their being oppressed by a despotic government, they were

obliged to declare many unlawful and prohibited things as lawful

and proper, such as prostrating before kings and the wearing of

silk robes and gold ornaments by kings, and so on. But more

than this the idea of filling their pockets and bellies compelled
5

1. Lit., the lower apsis in an eccentric orbit.

2. Lit., "sending for palanquins."

3. A Hindtl suzerain king.

4. The lunar eclipse is called khusuf.

5. Better ma'il karna "to induce."
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them not only to connive at the silly useless practices of their

disciples and adherents, but also to encourage them. The ordinary

offerings brought to them by their disciples and followers were

not by them thought sufficient to fill their pockets. But now owing
to the introduction of new rites and customs it became necessary

that the disciples should, on such occasions, honour their spiritual

guides with extraordinary gifts and receptions.
1 And if they

ordinarily spent, say, ten thousand rupees on a festive occasion,

what extra burden would it be for them to offer a hundred or two

more to their spiritual guides ? for as the proverb goes, 'One

might as well be hanged for a sheep as a lamb (///., what does it

matter if nine extra maunds of earth are thrown over ^a corpse

which has already got a hundred maunds over it)', how could the

spiritual guides abolish such practices as a fine source of revenue

to them ? Moreover, the machinery of making actions lawful or

otherwise was in their own hands. By that machinery they could

at their will change (mould) the unlawful or detestable into the

lawful or permissible. This is not all ;
avarice further induced,

them to invent new rites and ceremonies clothing them with the

sacred garb of religion.

Whatever has been stated above is intended to show how a pure

and simple religion like Islam could be defiled with the filth of

detestable or foolish practices. Setting aside the ignorant and

and superstitious, we marvel at and pity those persons who claim to

be educated and enlightened and even feel the evil effects of those

practices, but still make no attempt to remove them. Amongst
the latter 3 too we have seen such foolish practices and extravagant

expenses on the most trifling occasions, even in the houses of many
of those gentlemen, who have returned from their educational

trip
3 to Europe. Were you to ask them, they would exculpate

themselves by putting all the blame upon their women
;

but is

their excuse to be listened to with patience ? Certainly not. In

1. A'o Bhagat karna means 'to welcome courteously.' It is derived

from Sanskrit,

2. Lit. Not to speak of others (amongst the Utter).

3. Lit. Have returned from Europe after walking about idly (as they seem

not to be really educated).



the first place, on such occasions, nautches and similar perform-

ances are held, with which their ladies have nothing to do. Such

amusements are arranged by the men alone out of their silly long-

ings and their wild desire for pleasure. Secondly, what does it

mean, that a man should fall under the power of a woman ? We
do not mean to say that you should beat women or treat them

roughly ;
but you ought to educate them and convince them of

the injurious effects of all these practices.

The nuptial relation is such, that the wife is sure to be influenced

by the husband. Those who have tried to reform the ideas of their

wives, have always been successful in gaining their object. The

women ofIndia especially, who have been endowed by Nature with

the qualities of love and obedience to their husbands, like and

approve of every action of their husbands, and readily agree with

their husbands in every matter. It has always been remarked that

if the daughter ot a Shi'a is married to a Sunni or the daughter of

a Muqallid to a Qhalr Muqallid,
1 she also becomes a Sunni or a

(i) Ski'a or

(who bel

in the 4
'A
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Glair Miiqallid. In short, the lame excuse that the women wont do

away with those ceremonies cannot be accepted. And if, in fact, you.

cannot make your own wives agree with your views, who are you to

expect to exercise your influence upon the public at large ? Then-

your cry of "Reform !" "Reform !" is but idle and useless.

"Is your work on earth well done,

That you turn your thoughts to Heaven ?"

Some people in support of such ceremonies on festive occasions

produce the argument that by celebrating various festivals they get

the opportunity of inviting their relatives and their friends with

their wives to dine with them
;
and that this is the best means of

strengthening the ties of brotherhood and good fellowship : and

that to entertain guests there must be nazitches,
1

music,
3 illumina-

tions and fireworks. We admit that there are many advantages in

inviting friends and relations and in dining with them. Well, if

God has blessed you with riches, you must arrange for dinner

parties, but do not run into debt nor ruin yourselves for that

purpose. Still what is the good of issuing invitation with a name
invented for the purpose ? To give dinner is generally commended

in the holy Traditions. But if you invent a festival of your own

accord, it, in the end. assumes the shape (importance) of a rite,

the performance of which is considered to be unavoidable, how-

ever ruinous it may be ;
and eventually no one is able to do away

with it. But we are not prepared to admit the necessity of in-

dulging in such silly and deteriorating amusements as nautches,

etc., for entertaining your guests. If you are bent upon pleasing

your guests, then why should you not include wine and kabab 3

as a necessary item of the menu ? All these arguments of yours

are futile. Is it not enough for the entertaining of the mind to

enjoy the company of a few friends ?

It is indeed a happy thing that the Mahomedan Conference and

the Nadwat-ul-'Ulama* have of late taken up the idea of social

reform. But mere passing of resolutions wont do. It will be a real

i and 2 Rang and gaje are meaningless appositions.

3. Roast meat, usually eaten after drinking wine.

4. A society of learned men founded some years ago in Lucknow.
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source of joy to us only when these associations give us practical

proofs of their intentions, and show in deeds what they say in

words. In our opinion, they ought to insist on their members

avoiding these foolish practices and extravagant expenses on

their part, and to appoint volunteers in at least every big city

and town of India, whose duty it should be to dissuade people

by their own example and by preaching and lecturing, from in-

dulging in such evil practices. Remember, that unless you do

so yourselves, no one will listen to you. Had the late Sir Syed
1

simply cried "Learn English ! Learn English !" and kept back

his own children from English education, do you think the

people would paid any heed to it ? No, never : when he himself

first gave his sons an English training and sent them to England to

complete their education, the people became convinced of its advan-

tages and ceased to look upon English education and journeying to

England with fear and dislike. If Maulana3
Isma'Il, the martyr,

(May God have mercy on him!), in Delhi, and Maulana Wilayat'AH

(Mercy be upon him !), in Patna, had not given in marriage widows

out of their own families, the respectable people of those places

would not have ceased to consider the laudable custom of marrying

widows as disgraceful and objectionable.

O national Reformers ! O, so-called 3 advocates of Reform !

you should always keep this holy verse in your mind "Why do ye

say what ye do not do ?" and make it your (life's) motto
; or, else

rest assured that you will meet with disappointment and discom-

fiture in all your efforts and undertakings. "It is only ours to give

the message."

Muhammad Yusuf Ja'farl Ranjur, of 'Azlmabad (Patna).

1. Sir Syed Ahmad of 'Aligarh.

2. Lit., 'our master.' It is a term of greater respect than "Maulavi,"

3. Lit., those who claim to be
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(Selectionsfrom the "Makhzan" Lahore.

THE CAP OR HAT.

One of the most important questions which now-a-days presents

itself to the minds of sound thinkers in India, is the question of the

cap. The Official Secrets Act, the University Reform Bill, the

Partition of Bengal are largelydiscussed, but the question of cap too

is discussed just as much. The fromer have limited circles of inter-

est (effect), but the last affects the whole public at large. You

may not have heard that cap is a matter of great importance, but

your ignorance of this does not affect the matter at all. It is at the

head of all questions : it is now-a-days the ruling power ;
the poor

turban has given way before it. A few farsighted well-wishers of

this country think the turban necessary for India
; may God with-

hold the time when the turban of this country is removed (i.e., the

country is humiliated) ;
however the people think lightly of those

well-wishers1 and say :

"That the turban is nothing but twist over turn
;

Wise men say, the cap has no rival."

And why not ? These have made great use of these lines of Sa'df.

Were the Shaikh of Shlraz alive to-day, he would have applauded.

Sa'di little guessed that like other books his Gulistan should be deli-

berately misinterpreted.* In short, all possible means are used to

favour the cap ;
but the problem

3 of the cap still remains unsolved.

The wise men of Europe long ago solved this question for their own

countries, and according to the climate and requirements they have

adopted one pattern of hat. Since then the whole of Europe have

begun to wear hats. Though there is some difference in the fashion

of hats used in different countries, the difference is but slight ;
the

principle is everywhere the same. It serves the purpose of protecting

the head from cold and heat, keeps a shade over the eyes, and saves

them from the rays of the sun by day. It seems that there is some

sense in the hat, but whether this sense is innate in the hat or has

1. Lit ,
Think they hold such old ideas as those of the time of the Emperor

Decius (Daqyus or Daqyanus).

2. Takr'if, literally means 'transposition of a word or a letter.'

3. Lit., 'a knot.'

2



acquired by constant contact with philosophers' heads is doubtful.

However, there is no doubt that the European hat is a sensible hat ;

although by its outward appearance it has no claim to beauty, still

it is replete with eternal beauties. The Turks of Europe, too, have

l$ng ago decided the question of the hat
; they have adopted one

uniform type for all, which is liked by the whole nation. The

Turkish cap, which is also styled a Fez or Tarbush, is in its

mould and shape and cut distinguishable from all other types of cap,

just as the Turks themselves are distinguished from other races by

their fine physique. Its agreeable red or dark crimson colour, its

soft material,
1 its flexibility, its easiness, and above all its pendant

tassel, are all attractive ; and Praise to God how well it suits the

red and white complexion of the Turks. But as regards its utility, it

may perhaps be suitable for the place where it was invented, but for

a country with extremes of climate, it is defective. The Persians too

have a national uniform dress, and peculiar type of cap. But alas

for India ! like the camel it is ungainly in all its members. The

inhabitants are regardless both of their head and feet. The Bengalis

go bareheaded, the Madrasis barefooted. If the Bengalis ever take

the trouble of putting on a cap, it is only in name. Let us proceed

further to the United Provinces of. Agra and Oudh. Be it summer

\ or winter, the old-fashioned people, one and all, put on a feather-

weight cap (lit., cap of half a tola in weight) easily blown away by

the wind. If there be any special occasion, such as a fair, they put

on a laced cap. One step further towards improvement, and we get

the embroidered cap. Here begins the line of demarcation which

distinctly separates new-fashioned from old-fashioned people. More-

over, there is another distinction the Hindus and the Muslims each-

have their own peculiar cap, whilst even amongst the Muslims there

are further distinctions. If photos of the people assembled in a

gathering, a fair, of in any place of amusement were to be taken and

the various specimens of cap found there were collected, they would

be sufficiently varied to form a separate department at the Exhibition

at St. Louis. In a country like India, to expect this delicate ques-

tion to be satisfactorily solved, and the whole of India to have one

uniform dress,is to expect the impossible although such a uniformity

I. Lit., "Broad cloth" of which it is generally made.
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is, undoubtedly, useful from a national point of view. At least, all

the Hindus should agree to gradually introduce one uniform type of

cap, and the Muslims, another. Amongst the Muslims, the Turkish

cap is gradually gaining ground, and, compared with other patterns,

it has, indeed, a right to do so. But the time is still far off, when it

will be found on every head without exception. If you are ignorant

of the objections, then hear them from me. Many people are

opposed to it
;
some of them are soft-brained, and suspect a touch

of Na/un'e/ 1 in this pattern of cap. Apparently, the cap is a quiet

innocent thing but on its coming into our country it has acquired
certain special properties. It can change the mind of its wearer ;

it can bring on confusion in his belief
; put it on, and you are at once

marked as wearing the badge of a Natury. There is a class of offi-

cials that considers this cap to be disloyal and cries, "Do not be

deceived by its simple and innocent look
;
there is secret mischief

hidden in it." They fancy, that whoever puts on a Turkish cap,

becomes a Turk then and there. The suppressed antagonism (lit.,

oblique glance) that exists between the Turks and the Europeans,

is not of to-day. But, still the Turkish cap, is imperceptibly

gaining adherents day by day. While some people look, with dismay,

at its ever-increasing use, others look upon it with expectant eyes as

likely to produce some good. There is but one defect in the Turkish

cap ;
it is seldom found in mosques. Its success will depend oti its

visiting all places. It should not only exhibit its tassel on the stage

of grand assemblies of English fashion, nor should it only be an

ornament of those who sit erect at parties with their chests puffed

up, but it should also go to the house of God, where people bow

the head in humility to the ground in supplication.

There are some amongst us who dote upon the internal

beauty and usefulness of the English hat. One is compelled to

justify their forsaking the crowd who adore the outward appearance

and take shelter in the temple (///., special halting stage) of worship-

ping the inner virtues. But those (that wear English hats) are not

all of the same nature. Some put on a hat simply to be taken for

i. Those who follow the belief of the Iate,Sir Syed Ahmad of 'Allgarh, that

nothing unnatural or miraculous can happen in this world, are nick-named by

their rival sects as Naturies, i.e., believing in the law of nature (alone).
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Europeans. This is a low example of adoring ihe outward appear-

ance, and must be utterly condemned I have even seen our old-

fashioned 1

light cap laughed at by the cumbrous and pompous hats

of these imitation Sahibs. In the same way, I can hajdly agree

with those who make the English hat a passport on their journeys.

The English hat worn by them is, as it were, a time-serving hat. I

have often heard from my countrymen, who had occasion to travel in

this country, that a man cannot expect to get comfort in his journey,

even though he pays for a first or a second-class ticket, unless he

appears from his dress to be a Christian
;

* and for this reason, when

setting out on a journey, without hesitation, he puts on an English

hat. It is true that by this he finds it somewhat easy to deal with the

railway servants
;
and if there be any European fellow-passenger,

there will be less chance of an altercation. But in the hope of

getting this much comfort, he enhances the importance of the Eng-

lish hat at the cost of his own self-respect and national pride. By

this, he makes his own respectable fellow-countrymen, who dress

after the native fashion, and cannot, even if they so desire it, put on

an English hat without making themselves ridiculous, to be regarded

with indifference on a railway journey ;
and he only obtains his

purpose temporarily. What is that respect which others pay you

only when they take you to be what you are not in reality, being

deceived
.
in you by your appearance ? That respect is worth the

name, which is paid to your own usual cap and not to what you beg
or borrow for a time. We all should choose one type of cap and

make it our country and national head-dress, so that we may be

recognised wherever we go, and then try our utmost to make that

cap so^steemed and respected that whoever sees it at once exclaims,

"Here comes a man belonging to a respectable class." The cap is

held to be a mark of respect in Eastern countries, and therefore you

eught to make it respectable in every way.

Ikrdm.

1. Vide note 3, page 13.

2. Christians, in Hindustani, are called 'Isai ; by the word Kirishtan, a

native Christian is generally meant.
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THE TURBAN.

Having read the article on the Cap and the Hat, a critic has

made the following remarks :

"Many kinds of cap have escaped notice. The turban had a

right to some attention."

By all means, there are several other kinds of cap awaiting my
attention

;
what wonder if a day comes when I may turn my atten-

tion 1 to them. For the present, let me have a chat with the

Turban. God knows whence words get suggestiveness. Some

people may not be aware of this fact, but my conviction is that there

are words so formed as to sound respectable, and others so light as

not to be esteemed. Some one may perhaps say, "Your remark

results from your old and antiquated ideas," but in my opinion the

word Dastar, notwithstanding its depreciation in the modern eyes,

sounds respectable to our ears
;
while the word Topi, although it has

the badge of general approval, appears to be a light thing. In what-

ever language you may express the word Dasiar, it seems to carry

weight and import. Even the word Pagri, for instance, has the same

number of letters and the same 'measure' as the word Topi, but the

former has got somewhat greater weight than the latter. In pro-

nouncing it there is some gt'rdni* (difficulty) and this girani

(difficulty) is not only verbar; for a Pagrl is more giran (dearer)

than a Topi. While you can get a plain or laced muslin cap for a

few annas, you have to pay as many rupees for a similar turban.

An ordinary gold-embroidered or a laced cap can be had for five or

six3
rupees ;

but if you want a silk, gold-embroidered, or any kind

of ornamental turban, you will have to pay from twenty to a hundred

rupees. If you mention it by its Arabic name 'Ammama to a man
of taste, just observe what weight it carries. In the first place the

word 'Ammama carries weight ; again on account of its constant^

contact with persons of weight, it has gained a further weight.

Whenever you hear of it, it is in connection with the name of some

1. Lit., I may make enquiries about them.

2. Here is a pun upon the word girani which means weight, difficulty in

pronunciation, as well as dearness.

3. Mark the Urdtt idiom.
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holy person, such as a hermit or a religious leader. It has, as it

were, identified itself with such people. For example they say :

"Behold ! O Shaikh ! do not come into the assembly of liber-

tines.

For this is an assembly where the lAmmama is tossed up in

the air (by us drunkards)."

This couplet has two meanings. The first is, that the Shaikh

wears an 'Ammama; and the second, that he thinks it to be the

dearest and most respectable of all his^possessions ; by threatening

it he is easily kept away from their assembly. In the same manner

another libertine 1 writes in Persian :

"In to the lane of tavern-keepers, O Hermit ! grandeur cannot

find its way ;

Granted you may pass in, but the lane is too narrow for your

'Ammama."

Here the 'Ammama is considered as a personal property of the hermit,

and it is looked upon with so much awe that the assembly of liber-

tines want to avoid it, and do not wish it to disturb their privacy ;

further they know it to be such a big thing that it cannot squeeze

through the lane, though the hermit himself may perchance make

his way. The merit of the dastar is established by the very fact

that it forms a part of the "turban of merit." 8 In proof of the

respect that is paid to a turban, it is sufficient to mention that even

at the present day, in our villages, the turban is a symbol of the

headman. Its use should not be considered'old and whimsical ;
but

even the ruling race who put on hats hold the turban in esteem. It

is a rule not codified that in courts of justice and other Govern-

ment offices people should enter with turbans on their head. In

Calcutta, the Bengalis, who are free from the bonds of both cap and

turban, and think that their natural skull and well-combed hairsatu-

1. The religion of Islam is divided by the STIfis into two classes Maz-

hab or Shari'at and Mashrab or tariqat, the first deals with the outer form

and the second with the inner purity.

2. Turban of merit is put upt>n the head of an Arabic scholar on his pass-

ing the College Final in Arabic. Here is a pun on the words dastar and

fazilat.



rated with cocoanut oil are a sufficient ornament, even they put on a

ready-tied round turban when they sit upon the court chair, for that

is the sign of judicial power, and that is the badge of ability. On

returning home they put off the turban, as if they are relieved of the

burden 1 of judgeship or Munsifship, and sit at home quite at ease

like regular simple Bengalis. Now let us turn to nearer home,

viz., the United Provinces, and it will be seen that the PantUtjI is

proud of his smooth and tightly bound Pagri; and the mark which

distinguishes the Sethji Maharaj
8 from the Gumashtas, 3 brokers and

common tradesmen, is his small pink Pagri, the tying of which on a

block,
4 is the means of livelihood to many poor people. What shall

we say about the Maulvl Sahib? His 'Ammama is a necessary ap-

pendage of his Maulaviship. Be it in the South or North, in Hindu-

stan 5 or in Sindh, in Kashmir or in Mysore, his 'Ammama with slight

modifications is everywhere prominent. These two couplets are

applicable to most Maulavl Sahibs :

Their gown sweeps the ground ;

Their 'Ammama serves as a*i umbrella over their heads
;

Their turban of merit is exceedingly heavy ;

And their belly is a library shelf.

Now turn your eyes to Southern India (and you will find) that

ihe Madras people know the real value of the turban, so much so

indeed that they have even cast aside their shoes. It is a funny

thing to see an old-fashioned Madras!. He has a coat and pants, a

collar and a tie, and bound round his head a turban of double-

breadth6 Benares stuff worth thirty or forty rupees; but if you
look at his feet you will find them wanting in even the convention-

ality of a pair of socks. Well-to-do and respsctable people run

barefooted to and fro on the sand in a way worth seeing. Now
what shall we say about the Bombay people ? They have preserved

i. Lit., get light-shonldered. 2. i.e., merchant class.

3. A collecting officer of a native zemindar.

4. Kalbut is the corruption of the Persian Kalbud.

5. Hind is not properly used here, Hind is generally used for the whole of

India, and Hindustan for the United Provinces and Bihar.

6. A piece of linen, in which there are two breadths.



their 'Ammama in all its original beauty.
1 Even the turbans of the

Mahrathas have a peculiar dandyism ;
but their shaved heads show-

ing from underneath appear somewhat incongruous. But the hand-

some 'abas* with long cloaks over them, and the beautiful and rich

'Arab turbans of the Bombay Muslims are the outward manifesta-

tions of their wealth and respectability. Would that these turbans

carrftd with them the merit of learning, then we would put forward

the Bombay Muslims as a model for people of other provinces.

The head-dress of the Parsees, too, is a sort of ready-tied turban ;

and that so high, lasting and strong that its very appearance cries

out in these days, that it has preserved the honour of all the Indian

races. If you come 1 to Central India, and the Native States of

Rajputana, you will find that the turban assumes a peculiar and'

soldierlike air. If I had pictures by me, I would show you how

military men swagger about with their smart twisted turbans. Here

the Pagrl worn on one side plays the part of a cap so worn. On
the one hand, the twists of the turban try to run away on from the

ear over the head, and, on the other,, to encroach upon the cheeks

after covering the ear : on one side there is a mountain peak, on

the other, there is a valley. In short, this turban is the picture of

the ups and downs of this world. There is one more point about

this turban, which, even a photograph cannot show and that is its

beautiful colour. It appears as though a Ward! Major had snatched

the rainbow from the sky and twisted it round his head. Although

the turban is found in some shape or other in every part of India,

still our Punjab is its real home ; here it flourishes. The bigger

your turban the richer and more respected you are. If any one

goes out with small turban, people cry, "Halo ! what a /angor/
5

have you on your head !" In places like Bahawalpur, Mullan, and

the Derajat, they put an entire than on their heads and even this is not

enough for them
;

if longer thans could be manufactured in England
and imported to India, they would find crowds of purchasers in

1. It should be us kl asli khub'i and not apnl .

2. Here 'aba'eh is not used in its proper sense. It should be achkaneii for

'aba and qaba both are worn over other garments.

3. A cloth u-orn between the leg? just to cover nudity.



these places. There is a speciality
1 in these turbans. Their twists

are so peculiar that though they seem irregular there is still a real

symmetry in them. Apparently they go any way this side or that,

but 2
every individual has his own manner of tying ;

the twists seem

to run mad, but there is a method in their madness. In large cities,

and specially in the capitals of the Native States in the Punjab,

turbans of different shapes and colours display a wonderful beauty.

In the Punjab frontier, a specially heavy kulah ^which is an Egyptian

pyramid in miniature but dome shaped) is taken to be necessary

appendage of the turban, and much labour is spent on its make.

In these days, these turban-wearing Punjabis have made a name

for themselves in all departments of life
;
and with this name the

reputation of their turban also has been spread abroad. No matter,

if the Bengalis are ready to throw the Pagrl away, or the people of

the United Provinces have given preference to the cap, and the

Bombay and Madras people merely put it on occasionally ;
still so

long as the Punjab has life in it, the Pagrl will never lose its impor-

tance
;
and it will be no wonder if the people of other provinces

too sing its praise.
3 Are they not aware of the fact that in the

Punjab, the turban is closely associated with the Sikh nation (their

long hair cannot be managed by any other head-dress), and the

most favourite nation, in the eyes of the Government, at this time,

is the Sikh ? Those who have, all this time, been denying the

merit of the turban and have had doubts as to its excellence, should

consider this a sufficient proof of it that the Sikhs wear turbans on

their heads and that Lord Curzon's hand is on their turbans.

//tram.

A NATURAL STEREOSCOPE.

What is this world ? It is difficult to answer this question. To

my humble mind it is a natural stereoscope ; for, whenever we apply
our mind's eye to its glass, a new picture is viewed. This stereoscope

I. Lit. Virtue. 2. Aur should be magar.

3. Here there is a pun on the word Jam.
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is so comprehensive that were we to view its scenes, day and night,
1

till Doomsday, we would see a new picture every moment. As it is

a Divine stereoscope, all the pictures of Nature are either charming

or instructive
;
and its great beauty lies in the fact that the pictures

are not peculiarly suitable to any individual taste, but suit the taste

of everybody. The pictures are not 2, 3, 4, 50 or 100 but innu-

merable, so that a man can view them throughout his life, and

when he embraces the sleep of Death he may leave them to his

children. And even if his children go on looking at this wonderful

mirror3
till the Day of Judgment, there will be no end to their

enjoyment of the pictures. Now, while I was turning with my
mind's hand the picture-displaying roller of this stereoscope

and enjoying the sight of its natural pictures, my hand suddenly

ceased to move on my seeing two figures : one of Sorrow, the other

of Pleasure. The first figure was black and had large terri-

fying eyes ;
it wore dirty clothes

;
its nails and hair were long and

unkempt ;
it had hundreds of hands, in one of which there was a

glittering sword, in another a pistol, in a third a dagger, in a fourth

a cup of poison, and so on
;

in fact their was not a single hand

which was not furnished with something dangerous to life. Its

expression was one of disappointment,
8 and its face was gloomy ;

its body was thin and emaciated
;

its lips were dry ;
its back

bent
;

its voice weak, so that it had not the strength to utter dis-

tinctly. For its food, it had (imaginary) skin and bone on imaginary

plates. Instead of the water of consolation it was given a glassful

of heart's blood. It was full of distress and had not the slighest

acquaintance even with the name of comfort
;
nor had it any fixed

abode. Wherever it went, people tried to drive it away. It had no

concern with sport and pastimes, music and dancing, rambles and

recreations, laughing and talking, disputing and quarrelling, or story-

telling : save silence it knew no art. Sorrow frequents the gardens

where autumn reigns and fragrant flower plants have made way for

1. In Muslim literature this reversed order is common, for it is believed

that night precedes the day, so Friday night should be expressed as Shab-i-

Shamba and not as Shab-i Jum'ua. .

2. Jam-i-Jam or Jam-i-Jamsh~,d, the mirror of Jamshid in which he saw

whatever he wished. ^
3. Mark the Urdtl idiom here.



thorny bushes, where streams have run dry and where instead of

birds creeping things and poisonous insects crawl hither and thither,

where darkness has spread and effaced the light.

The second picture is fair, its face smiling, its eyes so lovely

that one. cannot help looking at them for hours 1
together, its dress

neat and clean and its hair well-combed and glossy. It too has

hundreds 8 of hands. In one it holds garlands of flowers, in a

second a phial of otto, in a third gold and silver, in a fouth a cup
of syrup of pomegranate. In short, it has no hand which does not

hold something refreshing and exhilarating. It has before it an

imaginary dish full of delicate and delicious dainties, and a glass

filled with cool refreshing nectar. 3 For its ease-loving tempera-

ment there is a house like Paradise, in which are hundreds of

fragrant trees. Sports and pastimes, music and dancing, rambles

and recreations, story-telling in merry companies, make its days

like 'Id, and its nights like the Shab-i-barat. There is nothing in

the house save things that can please the mind. It (the picture)

always strolls in that ever-green garden, towards which the tyrannical

hands of autumn cannot even reach, and in which fresh streams

flpw and garden-birds sing.

After a glance at these figures, I now again turn the roller and

see two more figures. This time, too, two antithetical figures turn

Aip before my eyes. One of these is that of a rich man and the

other of a poor one.

The house of the former is a pucca and spacious building, fitted

on its four corners with lightning-conductors which are considered

to be a contrivance for the protection of life. Much money has

been spent in furnishing this house. Several companions and

attendants are sitting with folded arms* before the ra'is. His life

1. Note the use/of formative plural here, which is used without any post-

position (tak being understood here).

2. Mark that numeral adjectives are used as formative plurals without any

post-position.

3. Ab-i hayat 'water of life,' a fabulous fountain, said to be veiled in obscu-

rity, in search of which Alexander the Great went but to no effect.

4. Dast basta may either mean 'having clasped the hands' (in humility or

entreaty), or having puc the hands one above the other over breast or below

it, as a sign of respect.
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passes in merriment and ease. If he ever speaks a falsehood, his

sycophant companions promptly witness to its truth :
l
they do not

rest satisfied with this only, but go so far as to corroborate his

statement by hundreds and thousands of proofs, invented on the-

spot ; they shower on him shouts of applause ;

3 and raise a mountain

of falsehood. Although he understands this, yet as their false:

approbation keeps him in* good humour he always listens appro-

vingly. His mind ever remains undisturbed. Sorrow cannot easily

approach him, and if somehow it does find its way to him, wealth

his servant at once drives it away. Whatever and whenever he-

desires anything to be done, it is done immediately. All the

accompaniments of luxury are ever ready at his side. Wherever

he goes a retinue of fifteen or twenty men precedes him. When

necessary a servant at once puts a silk umbrella over his head to

protect it from the sun. He never goes out on foot, i.e., without

a carriage. If he has a false jewel in his ring, people think it to be

real
;

if he has anything of brass, people take it to be gold. Many,

people selfishly flatter him, for which they are sometimes paid a

little and sometimes not paid at all. To be brief, his life is one-

of continued enjoyments.

The latter has a fair complexion, but his face has the look of a

withered flower. His dwelling is a kachcha, tiled house that

threatens to collapse next rains. His clothes are dirty and full

of countless patches. A child is clinding to him and crying. His

wife has a sucking infant in her lap which she comforts, but it

will not be comforted. When the wretched woman finds her baby

restless and impatient, her eyes involuntarily shed tears
;
and gazing

at that innocent face she becomes desponding, and begins to pat it

gently to console it. This distressed person, described above, once

had his day. He had hundreds of servants, but now he goes about

dusting the shoes of others. At one time a dozen persons used

daily to dine at his table, while now his own children have been

starving for the last two days, nobody taking any notice of them.

There was a time when he would not stir out of Jiis house without

a carriage, and now he is strolling about barefooted, with his head

; . Mark the Urdtt idiom. 2. Mark the UrdTI idiom.



covered with dust. Once he used to distribute atigarkhas
1 made of

Dacca Jamdanl (a kind of muslin, studded with woven flowers) ;

now he roves about aimlessly from street to street, wearing a torn

and dirty achkan* or covering himself with an old blanket. For-

merly, his children would sleep with tneir heads on soft pillows ;

now they lie on the ground. Once maids were engaged to serve

his delicate wife, but now that very wife does her own and the house

work. That little sucking baby fretting in its mother's lap has not

had a drop of milk since morning. How can he know that his poor
mother has been starving for two days, so no milk can come to her

breasts ! If the poor husband goes to the door of a rich man, the

servants, seeing him from a distance, behave like barking dogs to

him and do not let him approach their master. If he does, by some

means, find his way to the master, the attendants 8 and sycophants

surround him, engaging him in idle gossip. If he is fortunate,

the rals may after a long time show him some slight favour ;

otherwise he will have to ruturn to his wretched house, blaming his

own ill luck. Self-respect withholds him from going to many
places. Helplessly he relates his pitiful tale to God

;
and at night,

when alone, he stretches out his hands towards Him. He forgets

his own troubles and cares at the sight of the^distressed and despon-

dent faces of his children, thanks God for it, and weeping and wail-

ing cries, "O Lord ! bestow on my kind some feeling of sympathy."

Saiyid Mahdi, Nawab of 'A&mabad (Patna).

THE DEATH OF A FRIEND.

Some time ago, I was strolling depress'edly in the courtyard of

my hou^e about 8 o'clock at night. My separation from some dear

members of my family, who had deserted my house that evening

through fear of the Plague, was fresh in my mind and I could settle

down to nothing, when, suddenly my paternal uncle called me and

1. A long-coat or tunic worn by men, made to open on the left or right.

2. A long-coat buttoned in front.

3. Lit., those who sit in the margin.
^
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told me the sad news he had just heard from a friend of his. He
said, "The HaklmjI's son1

suddenly got ill to-day and died."

Ah ! Is Jagdish no more ? Jagdfsh ! Dear Jagdlsh ! Has he,

whom I saw not a week ago, left this world ? And so soon and

suddenly ! No news even of his illness has reached us as yet.

Unao is not far off. Had he been the least ill, we must have heard

of it.

In short, my heart refused to believe this bad news
; my mind

would not accept it. Thousands of doubts arose in my mind, as to

how it could be possible for such a hale and hearty youth, of noble

aspirations, high principles, persevering and right-minded, to leave

this world. Although I could not then fully believe the news still

there was some suspicion in my mind, for it is not known wtoen and

where Death overtakes one. This life is short, and no one has

control over it ;
when the time of death arrives, it is impossible to

tarry in this world, even for a moment. In short, painful suspense

troubled my mind 2 the whole night, and I could nohow shake it off.

I made thousands of efforts to divert my mind, but the memory of

my friend entirely occupied my mind. How could any other thought

come ? My senses strangely enough were all right and my mind

and brain had the powet of thinking ;
or how could I judge whether

this news was true or not ? My mind, during the whole time, prayed

to God that the news might be false. But God willed otherwise.

He, for the safety of whose life I was praying, was, by that time,

released from the bonds of all worldly ties
;
the body, for the health

of which I was beseeching God, had been made over to fire
;
the

body that I longed to see had no trace left of it
;
that earthly mould

for the preservation of which I was so anxious, was now nothing but

dust nay, not even dust, but mere ashes.

I was determined to start for Unao on getting up, the next

morning, to ascertain the truth of the news. With this thoffght. I

tried to console my heart
;
but its anguish reached its height and my

mind could in no way find ease
;

I was in a strange suspense, I

passed the whole night in this state of distraction. By day break.

1, Snhib-z'ada is politely used for the sons or respectable persons, while a

man speaking of his own sons will say banda-zada.

2, Lit., "this thorn pricked my mind."



the truth of the news was established
;
and the doubt regarding the

death of my friend gave way to certainty. As soon as I was sure

of his death, my mind was overwhelmed with grief and despair.

During the night, there was some sort of hope although slight. By
reason of this hope, the thought of my friend remained in my mind,
and his image and virtues were present before my mind's eye the

whole night. His virtues and fine qualities, his straightness and

rightmindedness, his truthfulness and honesty, public spirit and wide

sympathy, his energh and perseverance, patiefce and forbearance, in

fact everything that was associated with him, was present in my
mind. My heart was guaging the great loss that the nation and"

the country would suffer, did the tiding prove true, and the per-

petual thought of it distressed my mind.

Undoubtedly, had the life of this fine young man been spared a

little longer, his deeds for the good of his country would never have

been forgotten. My acquaintance w?th him was mostly during his

student life. But from constant companionship with him for two or

three years I can say, that the life of the deceased was an example
to be copied as regards honesty and a sense of duty for those people

who are the hope of their country. Punctuality, integrity, sincerity

and truthfulness were the special characteristics of our late friend.

Early rising, doing everything at its proper time, punctuality in at-

tending college and remaining attentive during college hours were his

ordinary habits. He was a very punctual man. At several meetings

I saw that he was the first to come. He was a man of such integ-

rity that no one ever had cause of complaint against him. He 1 was

the Librarian of a religious society. Once it so happened that some

people present (in the Library) were praising a new publication, and

were very eager to see it, when a gentleman finding it lying on the

table took it up and just looking at the title-page asked him for it

without due formality. The deceased replied, "I am sorry ; this

book is not mine but belongs to the Library ;
it can only be issued

to its members." The man, finding out his mistake, begged his

pardon for his hastiness.

I. Here is an example of ap being used for the third person as a sign

of respect.
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He had a rare regard for fulfilling promises. He once came to

my house, in June last, to see me ;
and sitting for a moment said,

"I must return by this train." I asked him whether he had

promised anyone^at home to return by that time. "Yes," he replied,

and I did not urge him to stay, for, I knew his nature well. He

maintained this characteristic up to his last breath. Four days

before his death, on hearing of the illness of a friend, he went to see

him, and stayed in his house for four days on end. He had promised

to return home by Sunday. On Saturday evening he got a severe

headache and pain all over his body. Although the master of the

house pressed him to stay for the night fearing that he would get

worse by staying awake the whole night (in the train) ; yet he did

not the least mind staying awake at night or the other tronbles of

the journey, and he reachen his house at the appointed hour, next

morning. No sooner did he arrive than his indisposition began to

increase every moment, so much so that by midday his voice com-

pletely failed him and after an hour he set out for the eternal

regions.

I often tested his sincerity and was invariably satisfied. In con-

versation, he spoke the truth without any reservation. Whenever I

had occasion to consult him on any matter, he at once stated his in-

depeddent opinion, without any reserve. Whatever he supported and

whenever he wished to disapprove of anything, he did so without

any hesitation. I had on several occasion to consult him on

various matters, and every time I was convinced of his sincerity. On

some occasions, I was struck with his opinions, but never, up to this

lime, I or perhaps any other of his friends have had any occasion to

be offended at anything he said. Differences of the opinions had no

effect on his mind. In matters of great importance be it said almost

all his friends were unanimous with him. What greater evidence

can there be, of his truthfulness, than that he was always ready to

believe in the statements and good motives of others ? He had not

an atom of superstition or narrow-mindedness in him. He often used

to tell me that he had come to know the distinction between a

Hindu and a Muslim, only by reading the newspapers, for1 before

reading them, he could never realiz this distinction. As for strong-

i. Note the idiomatic use of ivarna here.
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mindedness, I should say, it was a part of him. Many a time pro-

posals for his marriage were made and his parents tried to force

him in this matter, but he always refused out of principle ; and after

all his parents were compelled to abide by his will. His idea was
that it is not right for a student to marry while still studying, but

that after a student completes his education he should be left to

decide whether he will marry or not. My impression is that he had
no idea of marrying at all, for, from his conversation I on several

occasions gathered that he intended to sacrifice his life in the cause

of his country and to devote all his time to the service of his fellow-

countrymen : and, fearing that married life would prevent him from

carrying out his this noble object, he hesitated to enter the married

state.

In short, this life, so prematurely snatched from us, was to have

been spent in doing good to others !

On account of this firm attitude he had to suffer a great deal of

worry, but up to his last breath, he kept to his resolution. Leaving
aside the questiou of refusing to marry, even for him taking any

objection to any matter regarding his marriage, was thought, by the

members of his family and other people, most of whom were old-

fashioned folk, to be a strange and novel idea and most improper
and fanciful

;
and his firm attitude was generally condemned. The

ladies of the house were greatly annoyed ; the old grandfather was

much upset at this youthful grandson's refusing to marry. Out of

their great affection for him they all were of course much grieved,

not knowing the meaning of his strange obstinacy. In their view,

this determination was altogether without reason
;
and God knows

what other ideas they cherished in their mind. There was not a

single soul in his family, old or young, who felt any sympathy for

him or helped him (in his views). Some of them, even went so far

as to suspect evil about him. He used to tell me that before his

intention was publicly known, he was considered the most moral of

young men in the whole city of Unao and was liked and esteemed

by all, but that now 1 there were none but me and another friend of

his (who was his classfellow and my relative) who showed any

sympathy for him or appreciated his ideas. Our sympathy and

i. Ab is wanting after magar.

3
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appreciation greatly encouraged and helped him in maintaining his

attitude. I frankly told him that though generally speaking I

objected to lifelong celibacy, but that as, according to his ideas, his

future happiness and doing good to his country depended upon

this, and that as I too knew that married life force a man, in Indian

society, to live in one place, I would support his views. I tried my
utmost to uphold

1 his views. In support of his opinions, he often

said, "If the conditions necessary for a chaste bachelorhood have

been found in me, let me be allowed to carry out my idea in

practice ;
otherwise not." And certainly his conduct in life verified

iiis claim.
'rj>w

:

He considered it to be his duty to make proper and necessary

efforts for carrying out his ideas regarding the improvement of his

race and the welfare of his country. There can be no doubt that

reformation can only be effected by a man first of all reforming

himself and then trying to induce others to follow his example, and

not by himself leading an evil life and advising others to lead a

good one. But it is a pity that this country is greatly wanting-in

this important, nay fundamental point. We three proposed to take,

when possible, a vow that we should ourselves first carry out in

practice what we thought necessary for the improvemenl of people

or wished to intfoduce in society and thus set an example for others

to follow. Alas ! all these hopes were never fulfilled owing to the

untimely death of the leading member of our fraternity (lit.,

counsel).

Hemistich : Alas ! in the twinkling of our eye the company of

my friend has come to an end.

Let us see what will hapeen now.

There was one more quality in him, hardly to be found in the

present generation of young men, namely, his great regard for other

men's thoughts, beliefs and feelings, whether in their presence or

behind their backs. He had a great respect for the feelings of

others ; he was not a man to speak evil of all who disagreed with

him or to utter carelessly any word that might offend. In fact, he

seldom by his utterances wounded the feelings of any of his hearers,

and what is more he never was offended by the rudeness of others.

i. Paira-wi is not used in its proper sense here.
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This constant virtue in our friend was throughout his life a strong

proof of theSiberality and nobleness of his mind. Regard for other's

feelings is a quality seldom found in Indii. We generally see that

whoever differs, however, slightly in belief/ practice and manner of

living, is condemned.

This was the difficulty under which my late friend had to labour.

Bachelorhood was condemned 1
by his relatives and by society as

contrary to social custom and therefore improper. For this reason,

whenever and wherever he was an object of talk, people would in-

variably refer to his obstinacy in this matter : they used to say any-

thing and everything. .Alas for that society, ia which a well-meaning

man should have to undergo displeasure, disrespect and the ill-

treatment of others, on account of his fidelity to his own high ideas.

I doubt very much whether anybody else can ever be successful in

carrying out such ideas. But in following the right path the deceased

did not at all c'are whether other people praised him or abused him.

He used to say, "A man cannot serve more than one master. Come
what may ! I am resolved to obey God and my conscience. It is a

matter of great regret that in India up to the present day there is no

suitable place for bachelors or spinsters": we used to encourage him

to make such a place. His strength of mind has saved one innocent

girl from lifelong misery.
8 The difficulties he had to undergo on

account of his firm- resolution would have produced a bad effect in

the minds of any other person ;
but the determination of the

deceased could not be shaken in the least ; nay it became daily

stronger.

Besides al] this, there were many other virtues in him that

befit a student : (for instance) sobriety, reserve, brevity in Speech,

patience and forbearance. There was not even a sign of osten-

tation in him.

On account of his reserved and silent nature many of his virtues

were not known to others but remained buried in obscurity. Non

but his particular friends knew all his virtues and noble ideas.

1. The sentence should be chiinki shadl na karna dastur o riwaj ke Tchilaf

tha, is liye un ke 'aziz o aqarib aur ham-qaum us ko bura samajhte the.

2. Had he been married his wife would have been doomed to perpetual

widowhood.
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He was constitutionally so chary of words that I used always to

complain to him of the shortness of his letters. But even in thse

concise letters an observant person would discover the virtues
o^f

the deceased
;
and this* is a proof of his uprightness. He always

remained in a rather depressed state of mind. He had great faith

in the efficacy of prayer ;
whenever during his illness he wrote a

letter to anybody, he always asked him to pray for his recovery. He
had such a tranquil and composed mind that two hours* before his

death, when he had not the strength to write. with his own hands, he

made his sister write for him to the Principal of his College, to a

sincere friend of his,^pd to a neighbour ;
to report the contents of

them fills one with grief. God grant that all the students of our

country may be light thinking, right believing and noble minded

like him ! Although that storehouse of virtues is now no more in

this world to give the pleasure of his company to his friends, still I

pray that the good effects of his example, which is*^rth imitating,

may continue in the hearts of his school-fellows and sympathetic

friends, and that God may grant him heaven as his portion.

Daya Nardyan Nagam, Cawnpore.

SITAJI.

None but her garments saw her naked body
Like a spirit in the body, which none can see,

The name of the MaharanI Sltajt, the crown-jewel of Irtdian

women* will ever be remembered
;
and although the^iistory of this

goddess of chastity, and the image of purity and innocence is known
in every household in India, and even up to to-day serves as a guid-

ing light to the women of this country, still her instructive life, how-

tever much repeated, is never -lacking in freshness and useful interest.

She holds the highest position among the chaste, faithful ladies and
devoted wives of India. Although thousands of chaste^women of

this country have burnt themselves to ashes to preserve their purity,
and thousands have comitted suicide by jumping from the windows
of palaces, still the very severe trials and adversities that Sitajl had
to undergo in her life were never met with by anyone else. May
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God forbid that they should befall even to one's seventh 1 enemy I

That patience, that perseverance, that composure of mind, and that

fortitude which she displayed in her uncommon lot, their like are

found nowhere else. To-day we cast a cursory glance at her serene

and spotless iife, and we hope that our just readers will admit that

the respect and veneration with which her oame is taken even up to

this day, are certainly her right.

There is no aspect of Sliaji's life that is not instructive ;
no inci-

dent that does not produce good effects
;
no part that is not instruc-

tive
;
and no fact that is not worth imitating. Even the minutest

event and the most insignificant incident of her life is. not without a

moral lesson. Her holy life seems to have been meant for the

guidance of the world. The women of this country cannot be too

proud of the powerful example of her chastity and her sacred life ;

for, such an effective example of chastity and purity, ability and

gravity, courage and perseverance,* mercy and justice, wisdom and

prudence, habits and manners, style and fashion, and in short, all

the virtues that may be expected in the best of women, can hardly

be found (elsewhere).

Janakpur, once the capital of Raja Janak, the fame of whose

knowledge and learning, even up to this time, resounds throughout

India, has the honour of being the birthplace of Sitajr. The

court of Janakpur was at this time famous for its appreciation

of learning and encouragement of the learned, and the conversa-

tion of the court, which was the resort of men of letters from

far and wide, was itself learned. From this, it may be inferred what

sort of an education Maharaja Janak must have given to Sltajf, the

pupil of his eye. In ancient India, girls received quite a different

kind of education from boys ;
and Suajl too would have had

the usual girl's education. It included many curious and strange

features which have now 8
disappeared from India. Suitable instruc-

tion was given in domestic and household duties, and many useful

accomplishments were taught to the ladies, so that they might make

proper arrangements for the pleasure and h.appinesis. of their hus-

1. 'Seventh enemy' here means "the bitterest foe who carries his enmity

for seven successive births (in the transmigration of soul according to

Hindtl belief)."

2. Fi samanina is an Arabic phrase literally meaning 'in our times.
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bands. They were generally educated on broad principles. Many
things, which are now completely neglected and many arts now

condemned on account of their bad associations, formed, in those

days* a part of (female) education. The Princess Sitaji was

brought up with particular distinction ; and notwithstanding the

fondness and affection which Maharaja Janak and his queen had for

her, her education was not allowed to suffer in any way. She

was as willing to perform the daily duties and routine of the

household, as the higher duties of life. She used to serve Janakjl

with zeal like a simple good girl. The princesses of these days

would probably consider it derogatory to do those services which

Sltajl did daily with great pleasure and willingness. She used

herself to do the minor domestic duties of the day ;
for instance,

shg toot upon herself the duty of making arrangements for

the daily prayers
1 and worship of Janakjl, and she used even to

clean' the cooking place and utensils.

Thus, her childhood was passed in learning and in teaching, and,

in taking theoretical and practical lessons. Now the time came when

Janakjl thought of getting her married
;
he wished that pearl of

great price to be given to some peerless youth. The things deemed

necessary for a marriage to-day were not even dreamt of in those

days. If we compare the marriage ceremony of our unfortunate age

with that of those days, we find all the difference in the world. The

blind extravagance with which a marriage is unavoidably celebrated

to-day was unheard of then. Alas ! time has so changed that all

the good customs of the old times have died out. I cannot exactly

say at what precise age Sitaji was married
;
but I remember to have

seen in some authority that it was at eighteen. It appears, however,

from different conversations between Sltajl and her companions and

also from her soliloquies, that Janakjl was in no hurry to get her

married, and many other matters prove this. As far as I have in-

vestigated, I Cannot find any proof of Sliaji having been married in

her infancy. In short, all accounts are unanimous on this point that

Sitajl was, alrthe time of her marriage, both in point of age and

1. The HindH system of worship -fs called puja and the Muhammadan

prayers namaz.

2. The phrase chauka deiia is only used among the HindEs.
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ability, fully prepared to take upon herself the heavy responsibilities

of marriage, and to perform the duties inseparable from her high

rank. It is known to all how she was married to Maharaja

Ramchandrajl ;
so it is needless to repeat the story here. May God

bless everybody with such a happy life as these two pure souls enjoyed

for several years after their return to Ayodhya. In fact, immediately

after they were united, Ramchandrajl and Sltajl became one soul in

two bodies. Their separate entities at once merged into one. In

fact, we should consider these two sacred personages as one
; for,

the one was so much influenced by the virtues of the other, that we

cannot distinguish one ^rom the other. One nature was to the

other what borax is to gold.
1

. For their comfort and happiness, they had all that the wealth and

power of a potent king like Maharaja Dasarath could afford or secure.

That magic poet Valmfk has given us a glimpse of her palace but

once only and that a cursory one. But even in this, we are dazzled

by its pomp and grandeur, its beauty and magnificence, its furniture

and plenishing, its ornament and decoration, so that we cannot gaze

long at it. Kamala water used to be brought from JanakpQr for

SitajI's drinking, so that no ill effects from the change of climate1

might disturb her health. Even in this life of ease and comfort

Sitaji did not shirk the least of her duties of pity and mercy. Her

behaviour towards all, high or low, has become an example to be

imitated by the~women of the whole world. These virtues are, in

my opinion, the noblest heritage of the Indian people.

Now came those ill days when Ramchandrajl was suddenly

ordered to go in exile
;

and on the very day, when the Royal

Crown was to be placed on his head and the Royal Gown on his

body, and the whole city of Ayodhya was going to celebrate the

coronation 3 of the popular
1

heir-apparent, he was required to put

on the dress of a beggar and live in the jungle. All know how

gladly, willingly and smilingly he made himself ready to fulfill the

promise of his father, how his loved father lost his life from grief

1. Mark the UrdH idiom here.

2. The phrase ab o hataa means "climate"', its component parts lose their

separate signification.

3. Lit., sitting on the Royal throne.

4. Lit., dear to every heart.
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at this separation, and ho\v the whole Ayodhya was upset by this

heart-rending
1 event. Now let us look at that side of this painful

scene, in which Ramjl is advising Sttaji to remain in his -house and

serve his parents and is trying to convince her of the dangers and

difficulties of a jungle life, while Dasarath and Kausalyaji are

insisting on her staying with them ; and Sumantra, the minister

and Guru Vasishtha are saying that it is not advisable for Sitaji to

go alone with Ramchandra unaccompanied by her servants. It was

such a critical time that even the wisest and strongest-minded

woman would have been terrified. She was in great perplexity,
2

for it was her duty to obey her parents-in-law while the orders of

the gunls were also to be respected (fujtfher) the very idea of the-

danger and hardships of jungle life might have terrified a brave

man. But the courage, strongmindedness and readiness with which

the Maharanf Sltajl decided (to accompany her husband) at such a

critical moment when everybody else was at his wit's end, have,

indeed, no parallel. I admit that at this time of general anxiety

it was a great consolation and help to Sitaji that Ramchandrajr had*

not given any express order preventing her from accompanying

him, or her situation would have been a difficult one
;
but this too

was the result of SftajT's earnest importunity. The seriousness with

which she refuted all the objections, and the force and conviction

with which she urged her claim to accompany him and share his

sorrows and joys, are, in themselves, the strongest proof of her

ability and perseverance. The zeal and earnestness with which

the princess, who was accustomed to the ease and comforts of a

royal life, was willing to undergo a journey on foot and a sojourn

in the jungles, were, in themselves, no small matter. Moreover,

the thought of this terrible change had no effect upon her mind'.

She merely wanted to stay with Ramchandrajr, and her wish was

fulfilled. What cared she for troubles or comfort ! At the time

of her departure she distributed all her ornaments and belongings

to the poor and simply said to her mother-in-law, "It is my
misfortune that I could not serve you longer." Except this she

had no other regret.

1. Lit., life-shortening ; soul-exhausting.

2. Lit., sixes and fives, and hence "hesitation," "confusion."



On entering the jungles, Sftajl tofck upon herself various

voluntary duties, and among these serving the wives of hermits and

saints deserves special mention. She was so given up to charity,

benevolence and helping the poor, that when, after his coronation

the Maharaja Ramchandraji requested Sltajl to ask from him a

boon, she only desired that she might be allowed to distribute

clothes to the wives of saints.

Thus there are thousands of events in her jungle-life for which

a big tome alone would be required. Her virtues were really

brought to light in these days of distress ;
and after this, her

undergoing with courage and fortitude, various hardships in Lanka

(Ceylon), displayed her transparent and hidden virtues. So patient

was she that in spite of thousands of misfortunes she never uttered

one word of complaint. The dreadful women of Lanka by the

order of Ravana used to tease her in many ways : their incessant 1

maltreatment made her life a burden to her : they so harassed her,

that once or twice 3 she attempted to commit suicide : but she

thinking it to be a sin, and dwelling on the distress Ramchandra

would be put to thereby, refrained from doing so. Not only did

she never answer back the women of Lanka, but she also refrained

from saying anything against Ravana. When much harassed she

merely said : "Worry me, kill me, or even eat me, do whatever

else you like, still I will never yield
3 to Ravana." When Ravana

would himself come and threaten her, she would say with great

courage and composure, "I am as inseparably associated with

Ramchandra as light and rays are with the sun."

Goodness, generosity, goodbearing and nobleness are never

without effect. Sltajl, at last, with her nobleness and goodness,

won over the hard-hearted and fearful oppressors of Lanka, and

by her actions softened their temper to such an extent that most

of them became friends, so much so, that they used to relate to

her the daily progress of the war and all the news of the court

of Ravana. This nobleness and forbearance and good behaviour

1. Lit., through the eight divisions of the day, i.e., all through the day.

One Pahar= S gkarls= 3 hours.

2. Mark the Urdu" idiom.

3. Note the peculiar future form here which is always used in a negative

sentence.
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formed the main characteristics of her nature, and were not assumed

-merely to gain some temporary object. We have not to go far to

prove this, for when after the conquest of Lanka, HanumanjI came

to convey to her the good news and to take her back with great

pomp and magnificence, Sltaji delighted with the glad tidings said

to him, "You may ask for any boon you like." Hanuman had

-once seen with his own eyes her distressful condition, and he

decided in his heart to avenge the tyrannical treatment (she had

-received from the women of Lanka). What else could he ask for

but her permission to kill all of them in her presence ! Sitaji with

her usual noble nature and kindness simply said, "No, pardon

them
;
don't harass them

; they were merely servants of some-

body else."

There are other instances of her nobleness and generosity.

Even after she came into exile, she used to treat Keka'I and Bharatjf

with the same respect and affection as before.

When Ramjl asked her to put off all the jewellery and assume

the garb of a Faqir, she was at once ready to carry out his order
;

because when Ramchandrajl himself assumed that dress, what

objection could she possibly have ! She would have willingly obeyed
his orders, had not Guru Vasistha and Raja Dasarath strongly

objected to it. GurujI said that the garb of a yogin is prohibited to

her during the lifetime of (her husband) Ramchandrajl ;
and the

afflicted Raja said that he had not intended the exile of Sltajl.

After this, when all the people, together with Keka'I and

BharatjT, came to the forest to take them back, at that time too she

gave to Keka'Iji, on whose account she had to undergo
1 all these

troubles, the same kind reception as she did to her own mother-in-

law, Kausalyajf. Thus there are many proofs of the purity of her

heart. She never complained of Keka'IjI either in her presence

or behind her
;

nor did she cherish any ill feeling against her

in her heart, which was always entirely filled^ with her love for

Ramchandrajl. Although Sitajihad. on many occasions, to undergo

great hardships on his account, yet she was ever ready to sacrifice

herself for him, as long as she lived.

i. Mark that jhelna and u'.hana are not inflected here. The Lucknow

people never inflect the infinitive, whereas the Delhi people do.
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One day, Ramchandrajl was sleepiug in the jungle and she 1 was

sitting by him, when a wild bird pounced upon her and pecked her

ieg with such violence that it began to bleed, but she bore the pain

calmly and did not awaken nor disturb the peaceful sleep of.

Rumchandrajl.

Besides this, there are many other incidents from which we can

form an idea of that intense love she bore to Ramchandrajl. This

fact too is worth mentioning, that she had never, during her whole

life, doubted (the love of her husband) Ramchandrajl nor did she

ever dream any suspicion. She had always a perfect trust in him

and never questioned his veracity in the whole course of her life.

She was so keenly sensitive (of her
chastity)

that when Hanumanjf,
after stealing into Lanka, asked her to ride upon him, so that he

might secretly
3

carry her off at night, and bring her to Ramchan-

drajl, Si.ajl, with great self-denial, refused his request merely on

the ground that she would have to touch the body of a stranger.*

Possibly she might also have thought that it would be glorious if

Ramchandrajl himself delivered her by conquering (Ravana).

Another strange thing in Sltajl was that she never lost her pre-

-sence of mind even in the most perilous circumstances. Intellectual as

well as personal and moral exellences were so happily united in her

that the former were to her good nature, kindness, amiability, liber-

ality and faithfulness, as borax is to gold.* The control she had

upon her senses and the command she had over her intellect are

proved by the fact that even at the time of distress and confusion,

when Ravana carried her away, she retained her presence of mind

and all along the road kept casting down her ornaments, to facilitate

the search for her by their identification. When Hanumanji met her

stealthily at Lanka, reporting himself a messenger from Ramchan-

drajl and showed RamchandrajI's ring as a token, the way she cross-

examined him and the questions she put to him, to be sure of the

facts, proved her prudence, control and ability. It was not impos-

1. The honourific ap is here used for the 3rd person.

2. Mark the UrdTI idiom here.

3. Ghair mard<=na-mahram, i.e., one who is not (as regards marriage)
within the forbidden degrees.

4. Mark the idiom sone par suhaga, which means that the one enhances

the beauty of the other.
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sible 1 for Havana's cunningness and deceit, to send someone in the

guise of a messenger from (RamchandrajT) to test her mind. She-

had never seen Hanumanji before. Being an intelligent woman, she

could not readily believe him. In her heart doomed to feel the

pangs of separation the anxiety to learn news of Ramchandrajl was

excessive ;
but her wisdom checked her hastiness, and it was her wis-

dom which got the better of her natural impulsiveness.

This sketch of SltajI's life is not complete.
3 We contemplated'

giving a cursory view of her life, but for fear of making this article

too lengthy we are compelled to bring this sketch of a holy life to a

close for the present. We hope that even this short account of

Sitajf's sacred and unparalleled life will not be wanting in interest

and usefulness.

DayCi Narayan Nagam.

NADIR SHAH.

From a persual of authenticated historical works it appears that

historians are silent on Nadir's early life. Had he come of a respect-

able family or been the son of a king or an amir, his early life*

would, of course, have been written. But, as he, by sheer dint of

courage and bravery, made all Asia tremble, it is proper to give an-

account of his conquests, which still stand out conspicuously
1 on the

pages of history.

If historians have given any account of Nadir's early life, they

have simply said that he belonged to the Afshar 5 tribe and that he

was the son of Imam Quli. One of them writes that his father wa&

neither a man of importance amongst his own people nor had he any

high position. Nadir, too, never claimed to have come from noble

1. Lit., far from.

2. Lit., Half-finished.

3. Sawanih is the plural of saniha which is masculine
;
Sawanih-'umrl

meaning, life or biography, is used by some as masculine and by others as

feminine.

4- JaSJaS karna "not to shine as the sun but to show up" as a white

house.

5. A Turkish tribe of Persia.
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.parentage. Thus his origin remains obscure ; and as he himself said,

'Nadir Shah is the son of the sword, son of the sword and so on up
to seventy generations' this is true. Swords are the parents of the

brave. But his flattering biographer ,Mirza Mahdl, who has recorded

all the events of his life and the battles that he fought, relates that

his father was a man of some position in his own tribe
;
and by so

saying he evades the fact. The worth of a precious jewel worn by

kings is due to its colour and water, not to the mine in which it

.grew. Sir John Malcolm in his comprehensive history of Persia

writes that Nadir Shah, in his early days, was a pustln maker and

earned his bread by this professon. In as much as his calling in life

was low, his associates were also low class people. When Nadir

wanted to get his son married to the daughter of Muhammad Shah,

the latter said that it was their custom that the son-in-law must name

his forefathers up to seven generations. Nadir Shah said to the

messenger, 'Go and say that your son-in-law is Nadir's son and

Nadir is the son of the sword and thus go on up to seventy genera-

tions.' A reliable historian of Persia narrates that Nadir Shah was

born in 1 100 A.H. in a village of Khurasan. When he was seventeen,

he with his mother was captured by Uzbaks and remained imprison-

ed for four years. His mother, unable to bear the hardship of im-

prisonment, died. God only knows how Nadir freed himself and

escaped. After this, he entered into the service of Ba'il Beg, a chief

of Khurasan. He killed the chief and fled with his daughter whom
he married. Riza Qull Khan Mirza was his son by this Begum.
Nadir was thirty-one at that time. Shortly after, he collected a gang
of rogues and desperadoes, and becoming their leader, commenced
a life of robbery in the vicinity of Khurasan and injured and oppress-

ed the people in many ways. By and by the news of his cruelties

reached even the ears of the Governor of Khurasan. The Governor,

out of policy, took Nadir and his fellow-robbers in his army. At that

time, tjje Governor was Called upon to fight with the Uzbaks. As

Nadir had a long-standing grudge against this warlike 1
race, he

-fought desperately
2 with them and so utterly defeated them that as

1. Mark that the adjective laraka is used both with masculine and femi-

iiine without any inflection.

2. Mark the UrdTI idiom.
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long as Nadir lived they never came to Persia for plunder. The

Governor, pleased with him, raised him to rankand wealth. A
short time after, the Governor was offended at Nadir's insolence

and expelled him from his service with ignomity. Irritated at this,

Nadir left Meshed. 1 Nadir's uncle was, then, at the head of a small

branch of the Afshars in Qilat. Nadir went direct to him from

Meshed and stayed with him for a few days, but the uncle also was

much disgusted with the ill deeds of his nephew and in great wrath

compelled him to leave his fort. In fact,'wherever he went, he could;

not on account of his fickleness and insolence remain steady.

How strange is your fickleness !

Neither are you steady, nor is your tongue so.

Then he resumed his former occupation, and collecting his former

friends and companions again began to rob and plunder ;
but this

time he formed a larger gang. Iran was, at this time, weakened by
the inraids of the Afghans and by frequent battles with them, while

Nadir increased troubles 2
by his depredations. It was, r^eally, a very

hard time for the Safavi rulersf The Afghans, however, could not yet

gain a firm footing in Persia
; although, by their raids, the country

had to face fresh losses every day. In short, there was disoder all

over the country, in those days. Now let us turn to Nadir. On
account of his valour and skill, a large number of terrible dacoits

gathered under his banner, and gradually this gang gained so much

strength, that it proved to be to the Safavi government a greater

source of dread than even the Afghans. Shortly after, this gang of

Nadir fell upon the peole of Khurasan and extorted hnavy sums from

them. When Nadir's uncle saw that Nadir was daily gaining in

power, he became afraid and wrote to him saying that if he gave up

his nomadic life and pluddering habits and rendered help to Shah

Tahmasp in his war with the Aghans, he would kill two birds with

one stone,
3

i.e., he would gain a reputation for valour and would also

put the king under an '

obigation.* Nadir fbok up the idea with

IIP

1. Se is evidently wanting here.

2. Lit., "caused the breath to come into the nostrils of."

3. Mark, the Urdti idiom.

4. The word mashkur is wrongly used by Indians for Shukr-gnzar ; or

mutashakkir for mashkur means 'thanked' and not 'thankful.'
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great pleasure and in reply expressed his willingness. .But he-

doubted whether His Majesty the King would pardon him
;
but said

that he would readily present himself to the king on an assurance

of pardon from him.

This too was easily settled
;
and Nadir gladly started for Qilat. As

he always thought his uncle to be an obstacle in his way and had also

an old grudge against him, for once driving him out of Qilat during
his stay there, he availed himself of an opportunity and killed him,
and in this way, he added one more unlawful murder to the many
others committed by him to be recorded in the register

1 of his-

actions. Having freed himself from all these affairs he turned his-

eyes towards the Afghans. As Providence was on his side, and as

the release of Iran from the oppression of the Afghans was ordained

to be effected by the agency
3 of Nadir, he drove them back after

defeating them thoroughly. The king of Iran was extremely kind to

him and the whole kingdom of Persia escaped this danger, with

great difficulty,
3

through the hands ot Nadir. But from this time

onward the king Tahmasp Safawl grew somewhat jealous of the pru-

dence and valour of Nadir.

Having thus suppressed the trouble of the Afghans, Nadir be-

came engaged in another expedition, when the Shah sent him a

farman to return. Nadir refused to come without having decided the

campaign. The helpless king sjjpke of him as a rebel and a traitor,

before his courtiers.4 By and by,
5 this news reached the ears of

Nadir, and he fell upon Isfahan with his army and forced the king

for his own safety to agree to whatever terms should be proposed by

him. "A bound man gets a good beating." So the king being,

helpless agreed to whatever Nadir said. What little power Tahmasp
had ever had, all ceased to exist from this time. Although Nadir

intended treating him with respect, until a^ suitable opportunity

offered for usurping the kingdom, he however went on scheming to

1. According to the Mahomedan bdMef a register of one's deeds will be

handed over to every man on the Day of Judgment to be accounted for.

2. Note this instance of the postposition, se, being understood after hathon.

3. Lit., "After earnest and repeated imploring of the aid of God," and:

hence "with great difficulty."

4. Arakin is a dffuble plural (jam'u-l-jam*) of rukn, the plural being arkan.

5. Mark the UrdH idiom here.
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this end. Since the conquest of Khurasan, Nadir, b/fiis manner and

movements, gave the court and the country distinctly to understand

that he no more cared for the orders of the king. Like Ardshir

Babakan, Nadir also used to ask the astrologers, every morning, for

the interpretation of his dreams of the previous night. One night

he dreamt of a four-fmned fish which baffled every effort to capture

it, but which he easily caught. In explaining this dream the astro-

logers congratulated him on his (coming) kingdom. But Mirza

Mahdl writes that the four-finned fish indicates the four countries

which afterwards came into his (Nadir's) possession, i.e., Iran,

Khwarazm, Hindustan and Turan.

When Tahmasp saw, that on account of his bad luck 1 his royal

authority was reduced to a mere name, he submitted to his fate

and sent one of his courtiers with a jewelled Crown and a Royal

warrant of authority over four large provinces,
8 Khurasan.

Mazindaran, Slstan and Kirman, to Nadir, and also requested him

to append the title of 'king' to his name. Nadir accepted all the

Shah's gifts with the exception of the title of 'king,' the assumption

of which he thought would only excite the jealousy of others and

do him no good. Besides, the right time for it had not yet come,

and so he refused this honour with thanks/*

Professor Mirza Hairat in his translation of Sir John Malcolm's

History of Persia writes that in thq meanwhile Nadir's eldest son

Riza Qull Mirza was married to the daughter of the late Sultan

Husain Mirza. Although Nadir had declined to accept the title of

'king,' yet he assumed the authority of a king in one important par-

ticular : he ordered his name to be struck on the coins to be dis-

tributed in payment of the salary of the army.

The Ottoman Empire had at this time the adjoining provinces

of Iraq and the whc% of Azarba'Ijan in its possession. Nadir's

troops had scarcely recovered after driving away the Afghans,

when Nadir set out to drive the Turks from out of the boun-

daries of Iran. The two arises met in the desert of Hamadan.

The Turks were defeated and repulsed with great loss. Having

1. Lit., on account of the inauspiciousness of his deeds.

2. In the text the word Shahroh meaning 'cities' is wrongly used for Subon

meaning 'provinces,' though in Persian shahr has both meanings.
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done this Nadir directed his attention towards Azarba'Ijan and

took possession of Tabriz, Arbdll and all the other big cities of

that province,

The news of this defeat of the Turks reached Constantinople.

The Janissaries
1 first killed the War Minister and then dethroning

the Sultan Ahmad III., made his nephew Mahmud V King. Nadir

sent one of his greatest chiefs Riza Qull Khan to Sultan Mahmud
with the following words, "Pray order the Turks to vacate Azar-

ba'Ijan or the blood of God's (innocent) creatures will be unneces-

sarily
2
spilt." While Nadir was engaged in this, Tahmasp, who

was a mere puppet
3 in the hands of his courtiers, sent congratula-

tions to Sultan Mahmud on the occasion of his coronation. 4 The
result of the embassy of Riza Qull Khan had not yet become known

nor had the news of acceptance of the address of congratulation been

yet received, when the foolish king at the instigation of his courtiers

went to lay seige to Iran,
5 the capital of Armenia, then uuder the

subjection of Turks
;
but without any satisfactory result. He was

defeated by the Turks, and thus those three or four cities, which

through Nadir's ingenuity and bravery had been brought into the

possession of the Persians, again became free. Now peace was con-

templated by His Majesty the King. In the end, Tahmasp saved

himself by foregoing the Turkish possessions, which had been so

long under the control of the Persians. Moreover, he had to give
6

five towns in the neighbourhood of Kirmanshah as presents to

Ahmad Shah, the Governor of Baghdad, who negotiated the peace.

This mean policy much humilated Iran and it was hence looked

down upon with contempt by other 'governments. When the news

of this state of things reached Nadir, he took it to be a good
a ______

1. The captives of wars with the Christians were trained up and enlisted

in the army and they were called 'Janissaries, (Yankcharis). In course of

time they grew so much in importance that they would give the throne to

that prince of the Royal Family who promised them the greatest remunera-

tion. Sultan MahmTId did away with them entirely.

2. Note the idiomatic use of ww, t here, which generally means 'gratis'.

3. Mark the Urdu equivalent.

4. Lit., Sitting on the royal throne.

5. Probably 'Erivan,' a chief town of Armenia.

6. Vide note i, page 42.
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\

opportunity for usurping the kingdom. He circulated a/arman to

all the grandees of Iran (addressing them thus) ; "Death would

have been preferable to peace made with such cowardice. I an>

coming with a triumphant army, and will, in no time, take back

all the provinces that have, through Tahmasp's foolishness, fallen

into foreign hands. Wherever my triumphant
1 army will go, victory

will accompany them there."

"Tell the Fire-worshipping enemy, who is a fruitless worker,

To throw dust upon his head, for the lost waters have come

back to river."

Afterwards he also sent a message to Sultan Mahmud V, telling

him either to give back all the provinces that he had taken from

Iran or 8 to prepare for war. To Ahmad Pasha, the Governor ot

Baghdad, he wrote the same thing. After all this he came to

Isfahan and severely censured Shah Tahmasp. Then sending for

him on the pretext of an invitation he made him a prisoner and sent

him with his ladies3 to Khurasan. Mirza Mahdi writes that at this

time the officers of the army and those entrusted 4 with the govern-

ment of the kingdom offered the royal throne and the Crown to

Nadir. But Nadir, thinking it not to be the proper time for assum-

ing the throne, made Shah Tahmasp's son, then 8 months old, sit

on the throne with the title of 'Abbas III, and himself undertook

to manage the affairs of the State. This was done in 1145 A.H.

After he had performed the ceremonies of the Coronation he set

out fpr Baghdad with a formidable army.

As Ahmad Pasha, the Governor of Baghdad, was a great warrior

and a brave soldier, Nad ir had to face him thoroughly equipped.*

Tupal 'Usman Pasha, a Turkish commander, was sent by
6 the Sultan

of Turkey7 with a brave army to help Ahmad Pasha. According

to Mirza Mahdi's statement Tupal 'Usman had, at least, a lac of

1. Victory (compelling) wave.

2. The sentence should either be ki ya to jis qadr .ya lara'i or

ki jis qadr warna laro'l.,.-,

3. Khatoatln is the plural of Tchatun.

4. The singular of ttmana is amin.

5. Mark the Urdn idiom.

6. Se has been omitted after taraf.

7. Turkey is generally called Rflm (Rome) by the Orientals.



soldiers with him. Having left 12,000 cavalry near Baghdad, Nadir

with the rest of his army, went to Samira1 where Tupal waited with

his army. No such battle with so much blood-shed had before been

fought between the Persians and the Turks. At first the Persians

were victorious
;
their cavalry in one rush drove back the Turkish

cavalry. But the Ottoman infantry baffled 8 them, and fought so

desperately that the Persians were forced to flee. Twice Nadir's

horse was 3 hit and his standard-bearer was killed
;
and all the goods

and belongings of the Persians fell into the hands of the Turks.

Further, while flying (from the battle) the Persians were ruthlessly

killed 1
by the Baghdadis. This happened in 1146 A.H.

Sixty thousand Persians were said to have been killed in this

battle. Even if the losses were not so great as that, twenty thousand

must, undoubtedly, have been killed. The loss of the Turks too was

equally great,
5 but they won a conspicuous victory. Nad ir with his

army fled with such a speed that he did not take breath until he

reached Hamadan.6 No chastisement inflicted by Nadir on this

occasion could have been deemed too great.
7 But in his sagacity

he consoled his soldiers, rewarded and encouraged them to avenge

themselves upon the enemy. This policy was very successful ;

the soldiers thinking Nadir to be their true adviser and sympathiser

prepared themselves to take revenge. After three months, Nadir

reached the neighbourhood of Baghdad with an army even larger

than before.

There was not so much zeal, now, among the Turks ;
in the first

place they were in,great trouble owing to their not getting their pay,

in the second place there was no regular supply of provisions. The

Minister of War of the Ottoman Empire, who was an enemy to

Tupal 'Usman, did not help him in any way nor did he direct his

attention towards arranging for their supply of provisions or payment

1. Smira is a village on the bank of the Tigris, 60 miles from Baghdad.

2. Mark the Urdfl idiom here.

3. Mark the idiomatic use of ke in ghore ke bhl goliyah login.

4. Lit., 'put under sword.'

5. Note the idiomatic use of kam Una here, which means 'to be killed in

a battle.
1

6. Two hundred miles from Samira.

7. Mark the Urdfl idiom.
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of their salaries. Nevertheless, Tupal sent twenty thousand cavalry

to meet Nadir. The Persians, in whose hearts the fire of vengeance

was then in full blaze, repulsed the Turks in the first attack. No

sooner "did Tupal 'Usman hear of this than he himself came with as

large an army as he could collect
;
and a battle ensued. One of the

Persian cavalry recognising Tupal struck him with his spear through

the breast, and having cut his head off took it to Nadir. How could

an army without a commander carry on a battle ? All of them gave

way. Nadir had the head of Tupal together with his body buried

with great respect ;
and after this he set out for Baghdad. In the

meantime, news of the rebellion of Muhammad Khan Beluch reached

him. Nadir, being in a hurry, made a treaty with the governor of

Baghdad on these terms, that all those provinces of Persia that were

ceded to the Turks, in the time of the deceased Sultan Husain,

before the Afghan rebellion, should be restored to him, and returned

to Persia. While Nadir was engaged in putting out the fire of rebel-

lion kindled by Muhammad Khan, it was reported to him that the

Ottoman government had not approved of the treaty and had sent

'Abdullah Pasha, the Governor of Egypt, with full authority to

declare war or peace, at the head of a large army. Nadir having

quickly conquered Armenia and Georgia, reached Qars, and simul-

taneously laid siege to Tiflis, Ganja and Erivan. 'Abdullah Pasha

was in a strongly fortified position, surrounded by entrenchments,

at Qars. By besieging these three cities, Nadir tried to force the

Pasha out of his stronghold and to fight in the open field, for the

fortifications were very strong and almost insurmountable. With

proud confidence in the strength of his army, 'Abdullah Pasha came

out of his stronghold. According to Mirza Mahdi's statement, the

Turkish army consisted of sixty thousand cavalry and fifty thousand

infantry. Considering the numerical strength of the (enemy's)

army, Nadir collected his military officers and addressed them thus,

'Undoubtedly, our army is not even one-eighth of that of the Turks ;

but the Turkish soldiers have not got even the smallest fraction1 ot

that enthusiasm and courage which our soldiers have. Last night,
2

r. Lit., 'scent,' 'smell.'

ft. Rat, without any adjective preceding or any postposition, signifies
'last night.'
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I dreamt of a fierce animal which entered my tent and was about to

kill me but I managed, with great dexterity, to kill it. This is a

good omen and it forebodes victory. Should we find the Turks to

get the better of us, we will turn towards Erivan which is close by ;

but this^ should never be.' These words filled the hearts of the

soldiers with great spirit. Nadir, having well arranged his army and

taking a detachment of selected cavalry, fell upon the enemy, at the

very onset, with the firmness of Fate and the irresistibility of Death.

His cavalry was so filled with impetuousness that none (of the

enemy's army) could bear the brunt of their attack or dare to with-

stand them. In the very heat of the battle, a Persian sowar, named

Rustam, beheaded 'Abdullah Pasha. Nadir raised the head up on

the point of his spear, and the Tuskish army, seeing the (severed)

head of their commander, took to their heels. The Persians pursued
and killed them in thousands ; and, Ganja and Tiflis were con-

quered without opposition. The Ottoman government made peace

with Nadir on the same terms which had formerly been settled

between him and the Governor of Baghdad, and restored to him

Qars, Erivan and the other provinces that had formerly been in the

possession of the Persians. Now, Nadir thought it to be the proper

time for him to place himself on the throne, and that there was no

more any obstacle in the way. In the meantime the news of the

death of 'Abbas III. reached him.

In Iran, the people observe the custom of celebrating the advent

of the spring, when there are festive rejoicings all over the country ;

and the king awards khil'ats (robes of honour or distinction) and

in'ams (rewards) to the chiefs of the State and distinguished officers 1

of the government, according to their respective ranks. Nadir, on

this occasion, displayed greater pomp and magnificence than any of

the former kings of Iran. He had a splendid building erected tem-

porarily for the purpose, which he furnished most liberal ly with all

the articles of comfort and luxury. At the close of the festival he

made a speech to all the officers of the army and the pillars of the

state (ministers) (addressing them thus) : "Shah TahmSsp and the

princes of the Royal family are all alive
; you may choose whomso-

ever you like, as,your king. I have done my duty ;
I have released

I. Lit., 'eyes.' Singular 'atn, 'an eye.'
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i

Iran from the tyrannical hands of the Afghans, Turks, and the

Russians, and have made it a peaceful kingdom." They all cried

out, "The kingdom justly belongs to him who has freed the country

from the hands of the^enemies, and he only can manage it properly."

Nadir refused to accept it and solemnly declared that the idea of

sitting on the throne had never entered his mind nor did he now

wish to do so. In short, this discussion went on for a month
; the

people pressing him to accept the throne and Nadir declining it.

At last, when he was quite sure that the people were sincerely

desirous of making him their king, he accepted their request, and

on the 26th of Farwardin,
1
1149 A.H., at 20 minutes after 8, which

was announced by the astrologers to have been an auspicious

moment, he set his foot on the Royal throne.' The coronation

ceremonies were performed as usual and coins were circulated with

this inscription :

Nadir of the land of Iran and the world-conquering sovereign

Made a gold coin to be current all over the world.

'Whatever has happened, is for (our) good'.

Immediately after he sat on the throne, Nadir made the follow-

ing proclamation : "After the glorious death of our accepted

Prophet (may God bless him and grant him peace),
3 four Caliphis

one after the other succeeded to the throne of the Caliphate. Shah

Isma'il 'Safawl rejected this belief and gave currency to the Shi'a*

religion. The result of this was that since that time, Iran was made

a store-house of tumults and disturbances. As the people of Persia

have made me their ruler, I think it proper that the Sunnl religion

should be adopted. But as his Lordship the Imam Ja'far Sadiq
5

(peace be with him) is the most emeinent of all the descendants of

1. The first month of the Persian solar year, corresponding to February

or March, the remaining eleven months being Urdi Bihist, KhurdSd, Tir,

Amirdad, ShahryHr, Mihr, Ab&n, Jzar, Dai, Bahman and IsfandySr.

2. Lit., "On the throne of the guardianship of the world."

3. This phrase is generally added to the name of Prophet Muhammad,
while 'alaihi-s-salam (peace be with him) is added to the names of all other

prophets.

4. Vide note i, page 14.

5. Grandson of Husain, son of 'All, the fourth Caliph.
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the Apostle of God (may God bless him and grant him peace) and

he is respected by all, high or low.1 I think it proper to name this

religion after his name." So this religion was called Ja'fari ;
and

the Sultan of Turkey was requested to recognise it as the Fifth*

Religion and to establish a fifth mansion3 in the Holy Haram.*

The common people accepted this Reformation.

Historians give many different versions as regards Nadir's chang-

ing his religion, but that of the late Professor Hairat is the most

reasonable. He writes that, to speak the truth, Nadir followed one

religion only, and that was the worship of self. When Nadir was

in the service of the King of Iran, and was engaged in driving out

the Afghans and Turks, he was a follower of the Shl'a religion, for,

this religion was a good instrument for carrying out his (selfish)

objects; but when* he gained these objects and determined 5 to

root out6 the dynasty of Shah Isma'il Safavi and made up his mind

to conquer Qandahar, Hindustan, and Mausil, he thought it advis-

able to give up the Shl'a religion.

After his coronation, Nadir came to Isfahan and having equipped

his army proceeded to Qandahar. At that time, Husain Quli Khan,

brother of Mahmud Khan Ghilja'I, was the governor of Qandahar.

The Bakhtyarl tribe were in the habit of making frequent ravages

and plunders in the neighbourhood of Isfahan, and made life miser-

able for the inhabitants. Nadir now intended to show these refrac-

tory people also, the consequence
7 of their actions, and according-

ly with a view to root them out he advanced against them with a

large army. This tribe inhabited the mountains between Isfahan

and Shustar, and in times of danger they hid themselves in the

1. Lit. "particular and common."

2. The four other divisions of the religion being HanafI, Shfifi'I, Maliki

and Hamball (vide note I, page 14).

3. There are four mansions within the compound of the sacred Mosque
of Mecca, set apart for the four sects, mentioned in note No. 9, to say their

prayers.

4. The court of the Temple of Mecca.

5. Lit., "girded his loins (for)."

6. The trilateral root of istisal is asl, 'root/

7. Lit., 'to let have a taste of.'
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caves of those mountains. These caves were situated in such

narrow and rugged
1

defiles, that to explore them was the work of

some ironbodied 8
person ; for,

3 a man of ordinary courage would5

(certainly) lose his heart. But Nadir with great bravery seized their

leader, 'All Murad Khan and killed him. Then4 the entire tribe

of the Bakhtyars was overawed by Nadir's power.
5 Nadir formed"

a regiment of selected strong men, which he named Bakhtyar regi-

ment
;
and this army proved themselves to be Bakhtyar (lucky) in

every war. From this place Nadir proceeded to Qandahar. The

natural barriers 6
(mountains) on all sides which surrounded this

place made his heart quail. But Nadir devised a new plan ;
he

ordered another city to be founded and populated opposite to

Qandahar and that a bastion should be erected opposite to the fort

and that cannons should be mounted on it. In this way access (to

Nadir's dominions) on this side was totally stopped.

Muhammad Shaf? n-d-dln Khan.

AN OLD DIARY.

ist October, 1823 A.D. To-day Prince Jahangir-i-Zaman Jami-

'uddfh Mahmud, the son of the famous Lion of Mysore, came to

pay me a visit. This Prince has been engaged for the last year

in learning English. The Prince has invited us to his house.

j/j/ December, 1823 A.D. The King Naslruddm Haidar, hear-

ing the news of the advent of Lord Cambermere, the General of the

English army, sent his son Kaiwanjah to receive him. The said

General received the Prince as the heir-apparent. Lord Camber-

mere and the Resident took their breakfast with the king to-day.

1. Lit., "ill-shaped."

2. Kisl ahan-tan ka hi is a Panjabi construction
;
in good Urdu" ka should"

have come after hi.

3. Mark the idiomatic use of -aiarna here.

4. Jab is idiomatically used for tab here.

5. Note the Urdu" idiom.

6. It ought to be Qudrati dlwaron.
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After breakfast 1
gold embroidered clothes, shawls, woollen clothes,

th&ns of Dacca muslins and various sorts of precious stones were

given to every guest according to his position and rank, as presents

from the King. These ceremonies being over, all the trays contain-

ing these presents were brought into the store-house of the

Residency to be deposited for the East India Company.
Col. Gardiner came to Lucknow a few day's ago. His wife

is the daughter of an Indian Nawab, possessing territories ;
and

their son is married to the sistsr (by the same father and mother)

of the married* wife of the King of Oudh. Col. Gardiner came

here to see the Prince's father Mirza Sulaiman Shikoh. Sahib

'Alam Bahadur has got twelve sons and forty daughters. Have

you ever heard of a man having so many children ? The poor

Mirza" is in a very distressful condition : his income falls short of

his expenses ; the pension of five thousand rupees which he gets

every month from the Court of Oudh is almost all spent in making

payments to his innumerable creditors. The Mirza has, of late, a

sort of ill-feeling with his son-in-law, the King of Oudh, and he

now does not like staying here. The Colonel came here with the

noble and laudable object of taking the Mirza and his family, with

him, to Delhi, where he thought satisfactory arrangement could be

made for him to live. Seventeen of the daughters of the Mirza have

recently been betrothed to the seventeen Princes of Delhi.

October, 1830. NawSb Mu'tamad-ud-Daula Agha Mir, late the

Vizier of Ghaziyu-d-Dfn Haidar, the late King of Oudh, is coming

to Cawnpore. The whole retinue of his family, together with their

treasure, stores and other howsehold effects, is encamped on the

other side of the Ganges. One regiment of the British Army has

been sent from the cantonment here, to escort them safely into

British jurisdiction. To-day their elephants have crossed over to

this side of the river. The river is in high flood now-a-days and is

more than four miles from bank to bank.

Sth Januvry, 1831. We are now stationed at Cawnpore. The

1. Lit., 'meal served to an invited guest.'

2. The Shi'as have also MutS'i wives besides married wives. Their mar-

riage 13 temporary and is dissoluble after a fixed period. The Sunnis con-

demn this sort of marriage as illegal.
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tents of Nasir-ud-Dm Haidar are pitched on the other side ofrthe

river
;
a bridge of boats is built for the traffic across. It is rumoured

that the number of elephants and camels of the King's retinue is

nearly two thousand. There are also several regiments with him.

Lord William Bentinck is expected at Cawnpore on the morning of

the 6th.

7/A January, This morning, at about 7 o'clock, the King with

a large number of elephants and camels and the other accompani-

ments of a royal procession, crossed the bridge and marched with

great pomp and magnificence to the Governor-General's camp to

pay him a visit. Lord William Bentinck proceeded half the way
to receive the King, and in compliance with the King's request he

took his seat in the gold embroidered royal howdah. Lady Bentinck

with other ladies of high rank was standing at the gate of the

Durbar Camp for his reception. After shaking hands and embracing

each other, the Governor-General and the King went (together)

into the dining tent. The King's officers and attendants were all

dressed in magnificent attire.

8th January. To-day, the Governor-General went to the King's

camp to pay him a return visit
;
and took his breakfast in the terri-

tory of Oudh where the King is encamped.

loth January. The King has started to-day for Lucknow and

the Governor-General will proceed to that place to-morrow.

i8th January. The Governor-General will go to dine with the.

Kingto-day. The Lat Sahib with other high officials mounted on

elephants, started from the Residency for the King's Palace. The

King met him halfway. It was a sight worth seeing. The Governor-

General alighting from his elephant took his seat on the King's

howdah and passing through the market places entered the Chhatar

Manzil. Rich dainties were served on golden trays. On the

conclusion of dinner the King with his guests came out to the veran-

dah which commanded the river. In the maidan on the opposite

bank, elephants were standing ready for fighting. Under the balcony,

the river Gumtl flows gracefully. On the surface of it there is

floating a fine boat very much resembling a fish in its shape. The

King often uses it for his pleasure-trips on the river. A large

amount was spent on its building.
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2ist January, To-day we went to visit General Martin's famous

building, named Constantinople. In this building, after the death

of its generous founder, a college named La Martiniere has been

established according to his will, in which European boys are

educated. Pages would be required to fully
1 describe the beauty and

grandeur of this magnificent palace. The plan of the building is

excellent and its architecture is very pleasing ;
the spacious marble-

hall is worth seeing ;
in the cells under this lies the grave of the

General. General Martin, a Frenchman, who after retirement

settled in Lucknow, died in 1800 and bequeathed the enormous

wealth that he had accumulated by supplying the King of Oudh with

European goods, for the education of the children of his nation.

22nd January. The Governor-General left Lucknow this morn-

ing. To-day we also saw that room in which the royal throne

is placed. In this palace there are several stately and exquisite

rooms, in most of which fountains play ;
a glimpse of fairy-land

can be had there. The royal baths are also worth seeing. In

the middle of the pleasure-garden adjoining the palace stands a pic-

turesque summerhouse* built of marble, the ornamental relief work

of which is worth mentioning. On the left of the garden are the

houses of the Begums of the King. There is a splendid park which

is known by the name of Dil-Kusha, in which deer, antelopes,

peacocks and all sorts of game, even tigers, roam about. The

King often visits this park for sport. In this park there is also a

small house which is beautifully furnished with all sorts of articles

of comfort.

2jth January. To-day I took a trip to Govind Bagh. This

garden belongs to a Hindu merchant who has spent a large sum on

it. He himself lives in an ordinary house in the city ;
but all the

rooms of the house within this garden are well furnished with

chandeliers, domes, mirrors and other decorations. On the ceiling

there is very fine ornamental fiower-work in relief. The menagerie
of this garden is in my opinion better than that in Paris. To-day we

also saw the tomb of the late Nawab Sa'adat 'All Khan, whose

1. Jama haqquhti is an Arabic phrase meaning 'as is due to it.' (A"aas
maim what is

; haqquhu**\ts right).

2. Lit. "A hall with twelve doors."
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grandson is the present King. The grave of his principal wife is

also by the side of his grave. This building is also worth seeing.

The subjects of the King of Oudh do not at all wish to come
under the sway of the British Government. The people of this

place seem to be much better off and more contented and happy
than the subjects of the British Government.

Sri Ram.

AN IMAGINARY SUGAR PLANTATION.

The story of our love is true, but here and there

We add for the sake of ornament.

We have tasted various sorts of sweetmeats and we have had

many kinds of delicious fruits; but none of them approaches the

delight which I have enjoyed through the kindness of a friend, in

an imaginary sugar-plantation. There were four of us and we

passed several days in a journey. We got tired of putting up in

inns and hotels
;
we were sick of taking our meals without salt

(taste) ; and we had almost emptied our purses on travellers'

comforts provided by the innkeepers. No sooner did somebody
ask us to come and put up with him for the night than we accepted

his request.
1 Had we even not been in such circumstances who

the infidel could think of refusing him ? For, did he spare him-

self in insisting upon (our accepting his proposal) ? As soon as

our carriage came within his view, he immediately ran to us. He
shook hands with and embraced every one of us. He embraced'

us with so much fervour 1 that some of us who were rather sensitive

were upset by it. Observing signs of confusion in us our friend

opened his lips (Ah ! I am not right in using such an expression,)

for, his lips were open all along and his tongue had not touched

his palate (for a moment) 3
(and said), "You are delicate citizens,

1. Mark the Urdfl construction.

2. Mubalagha literally means 'exceeding ordinary or proper bounds.'

3. i,t., 'was never at rest.'
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and we are rude country-people ;
-we eagerly long for you, and you

are our desired objects : how could you realize our feelings ?

The pleasure we enjoy in pressing (our friends) close, you have to

learn from us. How else should the flame1 of our heart be put

out ? This is nothing ;

2
it is just the preliminary embrace. On this

an extraordinary
8 loud laughter burst out. It is said that laughter

is the key to the lock of the door of the heart
; (and, thereupon) we

began to talk more freely with each other. He made repeated and

forcible requests and said, "Do please enlighten my humble house

to-night and be the lamp of my dark house." We made earnest

entreaties saying, 'Please let us start for the next stage, it is not yet

too late, or allow us to go to some inn. We have already had the

pleasure of meeting you ;
that is enough.' But who was there to

listen to all this ? Our luggage was thrown out (of the carriage)

and some people began to collect and carry them into a room
;
and

our courageous host alone took four of us within the compass of his

arms, and shouting with a triumphant voice, led us to our destina-

tion. We found ourselves in an elegant and well-furnished room.

The fatigue of the journey, articles of comfort all round, absence

of any formality between the host and the guests, all these removed

any hesitation, if there may still have existed in any one's mind

about staying there ;
and we halted there, feeling ourselves quite

at home.4

Host 'Behold the position of the house and the view of its sur-

roundings. No better house has been built in this city. Every

brick of this house has a history of its own. The doors you see

before you are made of choice 5 cedar
;

and the niches that are

there in the windows are of pure sandal wood. Mark how keenly

I have tried to unite Native and European tastes in furnishing the

house. I had to travel twice to Calcutta and Bombay to get the

best European articles.'

1. Ag is understood after lagl,

2. Mark tfte UrdH idiom.

3. Lit., "made to order," hence 'not ordinary'.

4. Mark the idiomatic construction of the whole sentence of the text.

5. Lit., "Spotless, i.e., without defect."
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A Guest. 'Certainly, your house 1
is a curiosity of the time

;

and we are fortunate enough in finding an opportunity of putting

up here.'

H, 'Do you please consider this as your own house,
1 and stay

here for a week or ten days, if not more.'

G. 'It is extremely kind of you. On this occasion we Have not

got so much time. But, should you continue to treat us with such

kindness, it would be no wonder if some time or other we came

and stayed with you for a whole month, not to mention a week or

ten days.

H. 'Sir, it is your own house. You may live here as long as

you like, and it will be to me a matter of pride and honour.

Whenever a guest comes the house seems to be full
; at other

times, it seems blank, in spite of all its furniture. I alone, how

far can I stretch my legs (i.e., how much can I occupy) ? The

zenana is set apart ; there is also an excellent drawing room for

men in it. At times I sit here and at other times there. Please

come, and I will let you have a view of the surrounding scenery,,

from the upper story.'

[They all go to the upper story.]

G. 'Ah ! what charming scenery ! Pray look at yonder hill I

How beautiful is its verdant colour ! How gracefully does the

river flow ! It is the enjoyment of Paradise to live in this house.'

//.(Bursting with joy)
3 'That towering edifice, which appears,

at a distance, belongs to this humble one, and that mosque, the

minarets* of which hold converse with the clouds, was built by my
fore-fathers. The gardens that you see around the city are alt

yours.'
3

1. In a polite conversation, a man, speaking of his own house says Gharib-

Ichana and that of the person addressed, daulat-khana.

2. Lit., "consider this to be a house where no ceremony is required to be

observed."

3. Mark the Urdtl idiom. The literal meaning is Swollen with so much

pleasure as not to contain himself.

4. Minor is the Persian corruption of the Arabic Manor, 'a light-house/

(A^wr-light).

5. Polite way of the saying 'mine.
1



G. 'O ho ! those numerous gardens encircling the city are

all yours ?'

H. 'You will find what a large variety of fine fruits must at this

time be ripe in them.'

[Calls out a servant.

'You Jumma, come on. Hie to the largest garden and tell the

mall (gardener) to get a basket full of the best fruits. On your

way, tell the mall of the garden with a reservoir, to come to me, so

that I may enquire of him what fruits are ripe in the garden in his

charge.'

[Calls out another servant.

'Ho ! Is anybody there ? Overtake Jumma and tell him to get

a few handsome bouquets also. Let some one else come
; hasten

to the inner apartments and get the tea service. (Addressing the

guests) Pray, excuse me. O ! what a fool I am ! I have been rude

enough to entirely forget to have tea served. The fact is whenever

I happen to meet an old friend of mine, I at once forget the whole

world and everything in it.'

G. 'You are unnecessarily bothering yourself with formalities.

Can the sights that you have given us to enjoy, and the pleasure we

have derived seeing your house, have left room for any lack of

courtesy ?'

H. 'No, Sir ! what sort of courtesy is that which is put off by
words ? You have just come off a journey and the first thing that

should have been given you was tea. Who is there ? Come. Ghaffar

has gone for the tea-service, you run and get milk and sugar. We
have got tea here ;

be quick and make tea. If there be somebody

else, tell him to hurry up and get the nan-khata,l (a kind of sweet-

meat). (Turning towards the guests) Pray, tell me at what time do

you generally take your evening meal and what kind of food you

have a fancy for. I am no doubt a poor man, but I consider

hospitality to be the mission of my life. Oh ! further tell me, if

you have a taste for music ;
if so, that also will be arranged for.

Now, for the evening round, would you like to drive or row in a

boat ? I am going to specially engage a shikari for you. (Again

calling out a servant.) Go and see that my particular boat is not

taken out by anybody else. What can I do ? People come and

ask for it
;
and it goes against the grain to refuse them.'
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Our host continued to indulge in these delightful and various

formalities of hospitality with such fluency that he gave none of us

time to make the usual refusals or to dissuade him from taking so

much trouble. His guests soon became convinced that this is a man

who will never stop acquitting himself of elaborate formalities. An

experienced friend of mine was somewhat suspicious and he said

that the cloud that roars loud rains little
;
but the majority of

opinions was contrary to this, and every one of us said, 'Is it

possible that a gentleman, who himself proposes so many things

for the entertainment of his guests, should go back on them ?'

While indulging in the fancy of these prospective pleasures, we all

washed our faces and hands, changed our clothes and began to

get ourselves ready for the trip. The time to start was come
;

all

of us were anxious to go out
;
but tea was not yet served. At last,

it was decided that we should have tea after we returned from the

outing. Another thought struck (the host) that the fruit (that was

ordered) would be brought for nothing. A man was sent to the

garden with word that we would be coming there to eat the fruit.

When we reached the river bank there was no sign of the special

boat
;
some gentleman had already taken it away (whether on hire

or gratis, it could not be ascertained). There was a rickety boat

ready for hire
;
we all got in it, and the boatman 1 began to row.

We had not gone far when the host cried out,
2 "Gentlemen, please

tell me whether you wish to go to the garden to eat fruit or you

have a mind to see the city. The garden is still four miles from

here ;
it will grow dark before we can reach 8 there ; and it will

be very inconvenient to return in the dark. You* are quite knocked

up and may perhaps require rest soon.5 Let us come and have

a look at the city, and after that we will go to dinner." Although

the guests had already .begun to feel disappointed, but taking this

1. Lit., 'salt manufacturer' (milk as salt).

2. Pukarna, meaning to cry out or shout, is used as intransitive, and

meaning 'to call" as transitive,

3. Mark the idiomatic force of the repitition of the participle in the text.

4. In good Urdtt the Persian plural with an is only used in phrases of

Persian construction as ahiban-i zi.shan.

5. Jaldl is noun but is here colloquially used for the adverb jald.



change of plan (of the host) to be purely accidental, they consoled

themselves and turned towards the city, cherishing the (sweet)

dream of dinner. In about half an hour they came alongside
1 the

host's house. But this -was the house which he set apart for the

zenana. 'Come/ said he, 'let us finish our dinner here.' The

guests agreed ; they went in and sat in a room the walls of which

were enamelled. The host spoke highly of it and said that ,it was

the only house in this district, in which this sort of work has been

done with such excellence and he asked permission of the guests

to go for half an hour into the zenana. They waited for two hours

but. the hospitalable host did not turn up. Now they began to feel

anxious
;
there was not even a lamp/burning in the house

; they were

also tired of talking to each other. They were in great perplexity

at finding themselves in such a fix, when the enthusiastic and loud

voice, of the hospitable host again reached their ears, and they

recovered themselves. 2 He was heard from a distance to threaten

his servants loudly, saying, "I was out on business
;
were you all

dead that you neither took care of i\\Q hooka nor the water ? Not to

speak of other things, none even thought of lighting a lamp. How-

ever, let it pass for to-day ;
to-morrow I will settle accoufls with

you. Well, you will see if I do not drive you away, one and all. 3

What an ungrateful* lot you must be !
5 Parasites have all gathered

(in my house). You do nothing and have the name Miyan Subhanal6

In short our host was so much heated that when he came in, we

had to cool him down instead of complaining of his long delay, and

we were compelled to say to him, This is our affair also, there is no

need of troubling yourself. We have not been in any way inconve-

nienced ;
we all four were having a chat. We did not feel the time

pass.' This cooled him down to some extent, and he said. 'Shall

I send for a hooka ?' We replied, 'we will have it after dinner.'

'No/ said he, 'the hooka is ready and the dinner is also about to

1. Mark the idiomatic use of Barabar here.

2. Mark the UrdTl idiom.

3. Mark the UrdH idiom in this whole sentence.

4. Lit., 'Untrue to one's salt' (the reverse is namak-halal 'faithful').

5. Mark the idiomatic use of kahlnka here.

6. i.e., you do nothing and yet pass yourselves off as respectable.

5
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be served.' The hooka was brought ;
each of us took a pull or

two. "Did you notice," said he, "what a sweet tobacco it is ? We
do not like strong (bitter) tobacco." Saying this he got up again.

We fancied that they were bringing the dinner. Another hour

elapsed and at last the dinner came. Most of the dishes were such

as were peculiar to that place and to the taste of which our tongues

were not familiar, and having tasted them it was only by imagining

it that 6ne could find a pleasant flavour in them. There were one

or two dishes of sweets, such &s firm
1 of which there was but one

dish before five men. The host took it up in his hands and offered

it to us, saying 'taste it.' Each took a spoonful of it and exclaimed

''Oh ! how fine it is !" Having tfcus made us taste a bit of it, the

host (himself),- without any hesitation began to dip his fingers in it

and lick them. While eating it, he went on saying, "Alas ! you

have no taste for Sweets or it would have been a dainty (for you).

'You- have satisfied yourselves with a spoonful of it." One of us was

bold enough to say, "Certainly, we like it very much
;

if there be

more (of it), please send for it." He at once cried out, "Get me

as many dishes as there are olfirnl." A man turned up after about

ten irtffiutes and said, "No morejirni is left." In the meantime

we had all washed our hands. The dishes were then taken away.
2

We now thought it better to return to our inn and asked his permis-

sion to do it. 'Halo !' said he, 'you have not as yet taken tea.

There tea was also prepared for you over there 3 but to no purpose ;

now it is ready here. Do you take it with sugar or with salt ?' We
all replied, with one voice, "We are not in the habit of taking tea

after meals nor do we feel any necessity for it. What now conies

'first and foremost is rest." But he said, "It is already prepared, I

am just going to bring it." He again entered the inner apartments ;

in the meantime the wind was rising and it seemed likely that it

would rain. Our anxiety began to increase, when our friend ap-

peared with a lantern 4 in his hand and said, "Rain is coming, you

1. A dish made of ground rice, milk and sugar.

2. Barhaya-gaya (was increased) is the polite form of saying uthaya-gaya

(was taken away).

3. i.e., in the zenana.

4. L&ltain (f.) is the corruption of the English word 'lantern.'
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may get tired of waiting for the tea. Tea would have been ready

in only a few minutes, but I do not like to try your patience any

longer." After thanking him we were just about to leave, when

he advanced with his lantern to accompany us, and said, he would

escort us to our destination. Although we asked him to himself

retire and that we should see him again in the morning, still he

insisted on accompanying us. After we had gone a few paces drops

of rain began to fall and (with them) ended the determination of

our host. As soon as1 the shower was heavy, he suddenly cried out,

"'Now, I am off," and shaking han? with all of us in haste he

returned, and left us to find our own way out. The pleasure of the

imaginary hospitalities "which fell to our lot that night will not be

forgotten for many years to come. From this remark no one must

think that we are ungrateful and that we do not act up according to

the proverb, "We sing his praise's who feeds us." But there is

siriging and singing. Sing, we do, the praises of the imaginary

sugar plantaion, but the burden of this song is somewhat peculiar

and would be most touching to our host himself.

Four Dervishes.

AN ACCOUNT OF AN ESQUIMEAUX 3 MAID.

She sat with ease on a block of ice which we used as an easy-

chair, and I sat by ready to hear her story. She was very beautiful

according to the standard 'of beauty of the Esquimeaux, although

people probably thought her to be rather cumbrous. She had just

passed her teens ;
and although she had an awkward leather coat

on her and wore leather trousers and boots and covered her head

with a sheet, yet her dress did not detract from the beauty of her

face. She had a cheerful countenance, was free from affectation

and pure in heart. Her name was Lasca. We two often went out

to hunt walruses. Once I accompanied her some distance after a

bear, bufrreturned midway, for I am afraid of bears.

1. Mark the Urdtt idiom.

2. The inhabitants of the icy Northern regions of Europe are called by

this name.
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Lasca began to narrate her story thus :

"Our tribe like others lived a nomadic life in frozen seas. But

about two years ago, my father, giving up
1 his wandering habits,

built this lofty house of ice for his habitation. It is seven feet high

and is about three or four times as long as the. neighbouring houses.

Now we have .permanently settled here, and my father is very proud

of the house.

If you look attentively at it, you will find it somewhat better

more complete than the ordinary houses. In front, there is a raised

platform for the comfort of the -guests where the whole family can

s,it together and dine. Carpets of the skins of walruses, bears,

white foxes, etc., are spread over it. Besides, there are several ice-

benches 2
arranged along the walls. In short, by the grace of God,

I have got all the necessaries of life, but what I have sought for a

long time is still wanting ;
a true lover is still to be found. Suitors

there are many,- but3 all of them, lam sure, are. lovers of my
father's wealth, none of them are deeply in love with me."

I thought that by wealth she could not have meant her house,

for other people too can build such houses, nor did she think of her

sledges, dogs, spears, boots, her angling hooks or needles made of

the bones of fishes : for s-ueh things were not counted as wealth.

Reading my wonder in my face, Lasca coming close to me,

whispered in my ears, saying, "Well, see if you can calculate what

wealth my father has." I sat and thought over it silently for some

time, but could not make it out. Lasca seeing me in this plight,

burst out laughing and bringing her mouth close to my ears, she

said in a serious tone, "Forty-four angling hooks, not made of

bones, but all of pure iron, and of foreign manufacture !"

Saying this, she at once stood aside to see the effect of her extra-

ordinary tidings on me. I also did not wish that she should be

disappointed, and accordingly I .said in a tone of great bewilderment

and wonder, "Indeed ! By thy head ? Lasca, you are making a fool

of me
; speak the truth." Hearing this she was somewhat perplexed

1. Lit., bidding farewell to.'

2. The English word 'bench' is masculine in the text, but is generally

used as feminine in UrdTI.
;

3. Lekin or magar is wanting here in the text.
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and gravely replied. "Mr. Twain, it is true, every bit of it
;
and

I hope, you will not -take Tne to "be a liar." When Lasca was

satisfied that I believed what she had said, to" please and perplex

me she showed me her valuable amulet. (This Was a square

piece of brass).

Lasca. What do you think of this jewellery ?

I. I have never seen siich a fine thing.

Lasca. Are you in real earnest ? Certainly, it is a very valuable

thing : people come long distances to see it crossing the sea. Have

you ever seen its like anywhere else ?

I. No, never. (This falsehood, undoubtedly, cost me an effort ;

but what could I do ? I did not want to offend the feelings of that

poor girl by speaking the truth that in New York millions of such

pieces were knocking about everywhere and nobody noticed them).

But good care ought to be taken of this rare thing.

Lasca. Speak low, please, lest somebody should hear you.

This is deposited in my father's treasury ;
I have only put it o^Po-

day. How should anybody know that I have it on ?

I. Lasca ! you are very fortunate
; you have got such a

splendid house to live in, this rare amulet to wear, and besides this,

a valuable treasury, fields of ice, vast frozen plains to walk over and

bears and walruses to hunt. To whose lot do so many boons fall ?

And what is most vauable of all is that all the youths, from far and

near, have given up their hearts to you, and they consider it their

proud privilege to be at your service'.

Lasca. There is a dark cloud hidden behind these apparent

rays of light. It is not an easy task to bear the burden of wealth.

I often wish I was born in a poor family or at least I had not so

much wealth. 'It hurts my feelings when I see my neighbours

point me out and whisper to each other saying\ 'Lo, there goes

the daughter of a millionaire !' They say in a very despondent

tone, ''This girl has got a store-house of angling hooks while we

have not got a single one." I feel for them when I hear this.

When I was a child and we were not blessed with so much wealth,

we slept fearlessly with our doors wide open ;
now we have to keep

a sentry. In those days my father treated everybody with great

toleration and forbearance
;
now he has turned rough and proud,

and does not like to be familiar with anyone. Formerly, he never



thought of anything but his own family ; now, he is always
concerned about these damned hooks. People flatter him infinitely

on account of this wealth. Then, nobody smiled .even at his witty

sayings, now they double up with laughter before a word comes

out of his mouth. In short, the whole of our tribe has become

demoralised on account of this very wealth : those who were

courageous and upright before have-^now become flatterers and

cheats..
f ^ ?: ^^^^ -

1/8 Sn'j sniasorMi SI
Faizn-l-ffasan.

. .or* j ns OKI j?.oo .{IbaJduobna .fccoik

A SCENE AND ITS SIX SCREENS.
;

'-% Sroken heart is a sight to see;

What an
c
edifice sorrow has pulled down !"

sizn '
:

:

1. The scene is laid on a river bank during the rainy season
;

th^me is evening, rain has just fallen. The river is in full flood.

Torrent after torrent, wave after wave, is following (in swift succes-

sion) and with them, God knows, from what distant regions, are

washed along sticks and straws, now a dry bit of wood, now a fresh-

ly broken branch of a tree now there is only water with nothing

floating on it. Everything is floating along with uncommon speed

and solemnity. The flow of the river causes doubts of this world to

rise in the minds of thoughtful persons. Our fancies about the tran-

sitoriness of this world are strengthened by the sight of the river

which presents such a clear and vivid picture to the mind's eye that

it has no need of spectacles.

2. There is a bridge of boats
; people are crossing it to and fro

from one bank to another. Some are going with speed, others are

loitering to see the sight. One is sitting in the corne.r of a boat in

the company of friends to his taste and enjoying the sight, and after

enjoying it for a time they all get up and leave the spot. In short,

to move on is a condition of every state and nothing is free from jt.

3. On the other side of the river, just on the bank, is an old

Barah-darl summer house. It has no roof
;
the poor roof fell

down long ago, never to be rebuilt. The walls, too, of those parts

facing the river, continually exposed to the effects of water, fell

down into the river. The water flows touching the building whose



remains cannot be expected to stand much longer. Those

uncovered pillars and walls, that are still standing, proclaim, as

it were, by their very attitude
;

Hemistich : Look at us and hear our tale
;

Learn from us the lesson of the world and its faithlessness.

But, whence should men of feeling come to lend their ears

amidst the bustle and roar of the river to the silent voices of these

poor walls ?

Hemistich : Who can hear the song of the finch 1 when the

drums are beating.
8

4. On the other side of the river three old tombs are visible at

short distances from each other
;
one is that of a powerful

3
king,

which, however, has greatlj
r maintained its grandeur up to this ; but

alas ! how much longer will it do so ? The second, which is stand-

ing at some distance from it, is that of some great noble of the

same king's court. But its dome is in a bad state of preservation,

for the plaster of its ceiling has parted from the bricks and is ready

to fall. Excellent masons ! you,
: on your part, spared no pains in

preparing mortar and applying it
;
but what appeal is there against

the Law of Nature which directs change and decay for everything ?

The inside layer of plaster is still intact without even a crack
;

but

none can curse too much the wretched bricks that have cast the

poor thing adrift and left it to take care 1 of itself.

Hemistich : Live or die, what is that to thee ?4

The third tomb, which has a low roof and is still farther off, is

that of the most beloved Begum of the same king. What can one

say of the unspeakable state of this building ? Read, what its

dweller herself predicted with her silent tongue :

Couplet : There is no lamp nor flower on our poor grave ;

No moth is singed, no song of nightingale is heard.

By day the cowherds, from neighbouring villages, come to graze

their cattle here
;

it is bestrewn with cowdung, here cows and

buffaloes are taking their rest, calves are standing, while yonder

1. The common Rose-Finch.

2. Naqqlir-Wiana, the place at the porch of a palace where the drums are

beaten at stated intervals Naubat-khana.

3. Lit.
t equal in rank to Jam or JamsMd.

4. Note the peculiar idiomatic use of Ter'i bala se.
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kids are skipping by the side their dams. On all sides'of the tomb-

children are busy in careless play ;
in their ignorance they do nol

even know whose dust they are trampling under foot. Alas ! she

who once by the light of her knowledge and wisdom and goodness
and charity illumined the whole world, her tomb to-day is, as she

herself says, not even lit with a lamp,
1 much less adorne3 by

flowers. -'* is-'

5. Further up than the bridge of boats there is an iron bridge

over which trains pass to and fro. -Although they do not appear to

be at all affected by this sight, yet they too have in them change.
3 '

Nothing in this world is at rest or stable. This is a fact :

Hemistich ': Unstable is this world in all.

LJ & On this side of the river, a huge log has floated down front

some hilly tract. Some stranger is sitting on it in silence, absorbed

rn his own thoughts. His loved and loving father recently left him

alone and grieving. Although he wants to shake off his grief

and makes efforts to do so (and perhaps has resorted to the river

bank for the very purpose of solacing his mind), but how can he ?

-Can hearts made by God to taste bitterness of grief easily forget

such a bereavement ?* His eyes have of course fallen on the river,

the bridge, the Barak-dart and the tombs, in succession, and in all

he has marked change and decay : but often his thoughts have

turned towards himself, and often has this couplet unconsciously

come to his lips*

"My broken heart is a sight to see :

What an edifice has sorrow demolished !"

JahM&r.
: 3t!noJ JaoHa 131!

; 3V

A NIGHT (SCENE).

It was about 10 o' clock on a moon-lit night ;
four or five of us

were sitting on chairs and charpois and chatting in the court-yard

near verandah. The time was so delightful, and our feelings

from our youthful and unrestrained talk and good natured chaff
~

: ; .
. -

I. A small earthen lamp. 2. Lit., motion onwards.

3. Note that kalnh is here idiomatically used for kabhT.

4. Mark the UrdTT idiom.
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,

ran so high* that the idea of going 'to bed did not occur to us. Sud-

deniy the face of the sky became overcast, the wind rustled in the

trees and its force began to be felt more and more
;
the lustre of the

moon began to fade, and the stars grew dim. Some one cried out,

"Look, a storm has come on. 8" We all began to look around with

apprehension. In fact, the western horizon assumed a lurid hue

which became intenser every moment; Scarcely a couple of minutes

had passed when we were all overwhelmed by a dust-storm. Dust

flew up and sought shelter in our eyes, nostrils and mouths, and we

felt the full force 8 of the gusty wind. The slamming of the doors

inside reminded us that the rooms had been left open ;
I got up,

and covering my face with my handkerchief I felt my way to my
room and shut the door, and dragging the bare charpoy from the

courtyard into the varandah, I lay down upon it covering: my head

with a sheet. Some time passed in discomfort
;

in the circling

hurricane of dust I could not decide on which side to lie
;
for a

while I rolled to and fro and gave evidences of my restlessness

and discomfort ;
but I "am sure I soon had fallen asleep and

begun to snore,

I do not know what time my eyes suddenly opened, and I can

not positively say why ;
but I am inclined to suspect that it was Mis-

tress4 Mosquito ; tor, otherwise how it was that as soon as I awoke,

I began to rub the back of my hand on the leg of my charpoy. In

any case, whoever or whatever awakened me is entitled to my hearty

thanks. On opening my eyes, what a sight I saw ! It was all light,

the wind had subsided and silence reigned over5 the whole earth

and sky. In place of that terrible hurricane which had made me

shut my eyes, a pleasant and fresh breeze6 was blowing. Whence

does these music of some tiny instrument proceed ? Perhaps,

it is the cricket, the companion of night, that is so absorbed in

a striking up a sweet and continuous tune. If the puffs of the

2. AnpaJnmchl is the old form of a pahuiichl. 3. Lit. 'Violent slaps.'

4. Khanam, generally added to the names of Moslem women, is the
... r 77 -
feminine of khan.

5. Lit., covered.

6. Lit., the 'morning breeze'
;
the evening breeze-is called 8aba.
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morning breeze, that come from time to time, are supposed to be

the vocal music for the soul, then the cricket accompanies them

placing the part of a guitar.

Moon ! what a lovely name ! But I doubt whether this name

is suitable for her present appeance. Fain would I name her

"The Queen of the Sky" or rather "The Crown of the Queen of the

Sky," but no name seems to be suitable for giving an exact idea of

that lovely and cheering face, which, from a little below the

meridian, is steadily gazing towards this earth and its inhabitants. Is

she absorbed in the thought that her light has made everything so

beautiful ? . No, she is not ; aware that God has given her such a

lovely .and captivating face. Had she known this, is it possible that

she would let the inhabitants of the world enjoy the sight of her

beauty ? Looking at that guileless and beautiful face at one time I

thought that she was enraptured with joy. Now her face exhibited

an .agreeable and sympathetic sadness, and now a solemn seriousness

and a perceptible gravity ; now she seemed eager to draw the deni-

2ens of the world to herself, and if that was impossible, to be herself

drawn to them. This charm may have deluded the poets of ancient

Greece, who with real belief made her sleep in the lap of her lover

Endymion. But, dear moon, it is impossible to describe thee in any

particular frame of mind. Possibly like those who look attentively

at thy countenance and now seem to be pleased with thy charming

beauty, and who are now sad at being at a distance from thee and

now thankful -to the Fountain of Existence at being benefited by

thy light, and now in wonder at thy
1

myste.rious life, thou too art

-equally r, affected with the sight of the dwellers on earth ; for, we

human beings also notwithstanding our position below you, are one

of the wonderful works of Nature nay more, for, as the 'Creator

of the Universe Himself has said, we are the noblest of all things

created, in other "words, we are somewhat greater than thee. It., is,

therefore, no wonder if we think thee like ourselves to be subject

to varying emotions.

I was very much delighted with the idea that it was in my power
to make that beautiful sight still more beautiful, for, while lying on

the charpoy, I put my finger upon one of my eyes and began to play

i. Lit., "head to foot."
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with the moon. First there was one moon, but now with a little

effort there are two. Next one of them was high above the meridian,

while the other was kissing the surface of the earth far away on

the horizon.

The stars were so overpowered by the moonlight that they lost

themselves in 1 that world of light. Although I looked with wide-

opened eyes, still I could find none of the tiny. stars.

A row of mm trees ran across my vision* at some distance

before me. They ought to have somewhat lessened the beauty of the

moon light, but no
; how beautiful was their swinging to and fro in

rapture, and how pleasant their sighing at a time when the. rest of

Nature was asleep. Their branches seemed to be pure virgins of

Caucasia playing wantonly and dancing unfettered by the chains of

ceremony while grazing their flocks on the verdant hill-tops. Oh,

what a delightful time it was when my human nature, cleaned of all

base thoughts, was wholly
3 absorbed in the wonders of Nature ? See^

those branches are whispering in each other's ears, and availing

themselves of this opportune solitude to make merry. Now another

gust of wind has come : and just as a sportive and bold girl to bear

the whispered witticisms of her friend, suddenly
4 draws back, so

that branch yonder thrusts its fellow aside and turns away ; the

pure-hearted moon views this sight from on high.

Such a solemn silence reigned round that from earth to sky no

sound whatever was heard. Of course was the voice nay

the continuous music of the cricket
;
but that was so sunk in this

pleasant calm that I was rather inclined to think it a part of the

moonlight or the wind. In this stillness I thought that there were

only four living things in this world, the moon, the trees, the wind

and I. Would that my mistake had lasted for some time, I was

enjoying this pleasant time, not the slightest thought of ceremony
touched the bewilderment of my heart, while the angels of virtue

were singing a heart-alluring song in my ears, when the truth of the

iv

1. Lit., 'formed a part of.'

2. i.e., the line of my sight or vision was crossed by a row of itlm trees.

3. Note the idiomatic repetition of "ho"

4. "Khat se" represents the sound, made by suddenly separating two

things sticking to each other,
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saying 'Knowledge is a thick veil' was suddenly forced upon me.

While my mind was totally absorbed, my attention turned towards

the poets, and, I thought that it was these sights that made them

worship Nature
; (and so I saw no reason) why I should not take a

poetical lesson from the present. As soon as this idea came to my
mind, ceremony with its artificiality began to take hold of my be-

wildered heart. I heard.the rustling of a dry withered leaf, and this

was the first incongruous sound, in that peace and quiet, 'that turned

my attention elsewhere. The effect of this sound was yet fresh

in my mind, -when I heard somebody lying on Safdar's charpoy

say, "Mr.1 God, what' are you doing ?" This speech had a suspicion

of complaint in it, and so, of course, I did not like it. But I soon

thought it was the result of some bad dream. I had barely thought

of this-when Sardar arid Karlm, addressing Safdar one after the

other, said,
c>Well, brother, 2 what is it ?" These gentlemen were

like a spreading infection, 3 Voices began to arise from each*

of the charpois. These harsh sounds did me a great wrong ; it

seemed to me as if a very pleasant dream was passing away from

before my eyeV:
'

'

"Let tne recover myself, O despair ! What a great

calamity it is,

"That the skirt of the 1

thought of my friend is

on \te 05 'going out5 of my grasp !

Alas ! these cruel and hard-hearted noises succeeded, to some

extent, in dispelling the magic around me. There remained only

a very faint picture before my eyes, when the whistle of the railway

train and the sound of its rushing came to my ears
;

but a more-

awful thing still was the mu.azzin6 who lifted up his piercing voice.

This over, the college bells began to ring and they destroyed the

whole talismanic spell.
; : _ ^ ,

I. Common people generally add miyan to the \vord Allah 'God.' No

disrespect is intended.

a. In conversation, while addressirfg a person, bha'i is generally abbreviat-

ed into bha.1.

3. In grammar muta'addi means 'transitive.'

4. Mark the idiom ek ek kar ke.

5. Clihuta j3,e hai is the old form of the present chJiuta jata hai.

6. One who chants the call to prayer.
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Now there was no longer coolness in the air. nor any trace of

moonlight. 1 know not in what corner the cricket hid itself

after ending its song.. There was now no charm in the trees, nor

could I mistake .their branches for .the fairies of the Caucasus, 1

and in place of calm and quiet, the ding-donging" of the bells

was hurting my ears. ,.

ffaji* Muhammad Khan.

M.A.O. College, 'Aligarh.

.37-

d.jiw aoas98 sirfj srr; -:\AT

THE RAINY SEASON.
:-; JJ inoil svhijL . ,

Oh, 3 how delightful
4 is the rainy season ! If you only leave your

house, and stroll on some maidan r you will see how Nature has

opened her big volume of the wonders of the world. Every dot of

her volume is full of indications of how to understand God, by

which, one who has got perception can gain a knowledge of many

things, and understand much of the infinite beauty of the works of

Cod's Nature.. In whatever direction you look, you will find a

beautiful spreading carpet of green grass, and that the rain, which

has just stopped,
5 has so beautifully stitched white pearls on that

green velvet carpet, that the enrapturing sight brings an involuntary

exclamation of admiration to the lips. It is a season in which the

most melancholy hearts even are elated : and its charming sights

compel even those men to laugh, from whose lips the hardships of

ihe times have driven away laughter. Not to speak of man, 6 even

animals cannot help enjoying it. If you go to some large garden

while a light rain is falling, you will see what pleasure you will

derive. You will find trees swaying to and fro with joy, and char-

ming beautiful birds flitting from branch to branch. Even those

birds, whose sweet notes are never heard at other times, cannot sit

1. Caucasus Mountains are considered to be the abode of fairies by the

Indians, as the Caucasians are the most beautiful type of human races.

2. The word Hajl is generally prefixed to the names of men who have

performed a Hajj or pilgrimage to Mecca.

3. Uf is an exclamation of disgust as well as of pleasure.

4. Mark the UrdTI idiom. 5. Mark the Urdtl idiom.

6. Mark the Urdn idiom.



quiet in this season, but chirrup every now and then. In short,

there are found signs of freshness in this season in everything, be

it man or animal. The trees, which were stripped of all their

leaves and fruits by the tyrant hand of Autumn, and had withered

like the hearts of unrequited and separated lovers, become as green

as though Autumn had never ruled over them. The earth, in which

the scorching
1
rays of the sun created heart-burning, now gets rid

of its vapours in the shape of verdure. The red-velvet* insects, seen

moving hither and thither on the green grass, delight the eye.

Thus while all the creatures of God welcome this season with a

great joy, men of all ranks enjoy the sight of its bewitching tapes-

tries ;
but the pleasure which simple cultivators derive from it is

beyond the power of my pen to even sketch.

Go to some malddn when dense clouds obscure the sky and rain

is falling in torrents
; you will see a ploughman driving his bullocks

in the pouring rain. While ploughing, he is so influenced by the

beauty of the scene that he naturally bursts into tune. 3 Ah, this

rough but effective tuning, mingling with the wind, resounds in the

jungle and one's heart becomes full
;
even the ploughman himself

feels it. He becomes so absorbed in his own tuning that he forgets

the world and all round him. 4 Over there, there is a young boy,

scarce fifteen or sixteen years of age. Naked and carrying a big

stick on his shoulder, he drives his bullocks and. at the same time

tunes his voice so melodiously that it draws the hearts of his hearers.

In another spot water has collected in a puddle or a hollow of the

grounds, and the little innocent village girls are jumping and

skipping about in it. One is splashing up water
; another is trying

to make her companion fall in the puddle ;
while a third is singing

"Hear, friend, my husband has become a jogt''m such a soft and

sweet voice, that the bushes round echo back and prove that they

are joyously and thankfully taking part in the merry making.

1. Lit., 'raising a commotion.'

2. The repetition of adjectives in UrdTt does not give the idea of intensity,

but of plurality.

3. Alapna to pitch the voice, i.e., to run over the scale before singing : an

Indian custom.

4. Ma-fi-ha is an Arabic phrase : ma what
; /! in

;
ha it.
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You must go and take a walk on the banks of a river when it is

raining hard. What eyes would not be delighted to see small drops

falling in the river and troubling its water, while silvery fish come

to the surface of water in their excess of joy and again suddenly

disappear ? What ears would not be glad at hearing the croaking of

frogs and the quacking of ducks on such occasions ?

In short, every aspect of this charming season is sufficient to

make one's mind restless, and every sight of it captivates the heart.

You must ask its worth from someone gifted with subtle and divine

knowledge.

Couplet : Each green leaf of the trees is in the eyes of the wise,

A volume of the book of the knowledge of God.

Saivid Muhammad Hadl.
',, ... C7 ,

of Machhh Shahr.

bfifi e^sb
KALANUR,

Kalanur is a town in the District of Gurdaspur, Panjab. Con-

sidering its present condition and size it is not worth being counted

among the renowned cities of India, nor had it ever a fame like the

famous cities of this country that it should be remembered. But

still it boasts of being the place of coronation of an emperor like

the Great Akbar, and this is no small matter
; and, in the pages of

the his'tory of 'India, the name of Kalanur will always be found

associated with the account of the coronation of Akbar the Great.

It was at Kalanur that Akbar the Great first got the sad news of

the death of his respected father
;
and it was in this very

Kalanur that Akbar the Great, according to the policy of the time

and the advice of his ministers,
1 assumed the royal crown and sat on

the imperial throne. Although the platrbrm, which had the especial

honour of being the place where Akbar's throne was placed and

which was specially made for the purpose, is owing to the tyranny
2

of Time in a dying state3 and is bewildered at his many changes

1. Lit. 'pillars of the state and eyes of the government.'

2. Lit. longhandedness.

3. Jan ba-lab hona literally means 'the life coming to the lips.'



by which it itself has lost the lustre of its youth ; y.et it is still a

memorial of the coronation of Akbar the Great, and. it is sufficient

to make -the spectator shed a whole rosary of tears (i.e., as many
tears as there are beads in the rosary). Good God I

1 the place,

to which even a bird could not gain access,
8 where the public

could not enter without special permission, where even human
vision felt diffident at entering the precincts,- and where there was

even a great gathering of notables, is to-day a deserted ruin
;
the

place which once was suffocated by the density of its crowds is to-

day longing for the sight of one living face. It is true that :

(Hemistich] : Such is the way of the world, now this, now

that.

Its royal pomp and grandeur have been effaced by time, and

in their place helplessness, memory and sorrowing despair say with

speechless eloquence :

Ah ! fickle are the ways of Time
;

This is proved by the alternate changing of days and

nights.

The place where the awe of royalty stayed the steps of men,

there the terror 3 of wild animals now blocks the way. Kalanur was

in its youth when Akbar was crowned. A few tombs, a ruinous

citadel with ancient gates, and the debris of old buildings are all

the memorials of its former prosperity. AVith the Moghal Empire
it too began to decay, aifc, like a faithful servant, it retired into

obscurity when its master's family became extinct. Although as

regards its population it is a town
; yet as regards its area it is still a

city. Once there was a time when people unable to find accommo-

dation in the city were obliged to camp outside
;
but now many of

its houses stand open waiting for occupants, while others, whose

time of waiting has exceeded the limit, have, like sleepless lovers,

rolled over with anxiety and restlessness.

A strangely beautisul rivulet, called the Kiran, flows round this

1. Lit. 'God is great.' Here a pun is played on the word Akbar.

2. Lit. 'could not flutter its wings' ;
in UrdE this means 'carefully

guarded.'

3. Lit. (terrible) look. The beauty in using these two words haibat and

hai,at here lies in the similarity of their forms in Urdn.
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town. Although in length and breadth it is insignificant, yet the

course it has taken is so zigzag that one gets tired after walking

only a little distance along its bank. It has the appearance of being
a white dragon, either tortuously and stealthily stalking its prey, or

else harassed by the tyrannical hand of Time, of fluttering in a

state of despair, as illustrating the proverb that "even a coward fights

when driven into a corner." All along the bank of the river there

are ancient ruins that present a strange sight to a thoughtful person.

Seeing such sights one cannot but seat oneself on the boat of des-

pair and start on a journey on the boundless ocean of imagination ;

nor can one help pondering with great bewilderment on the fickle-

ness of Time.

After a long time the fortunes of this city, thanks to the British

Government, have taken a better turn. 1 Arts and crafts are being

introduced, and the people of this city are desirous of educating

tneir children : women, too, have an inclination towards learning.

Saiyid Irshad l

Ali.

SAUTARA.

Mountains hold a remarkable position in the lovely garden* of

Nature.- A view, however ordinary
8 of itself, if it ends in high

mountains, has a wonderful charm. The sight of distant verdant

lofty
4 mountains revives saddened hearts

; and the transparent

silvery springs that spring here and there up from them, uniting

into a river, make the land5
green and fertile. It is mountains

whose sight makes a man inwardly confess his own worthlessness

and nothingness, transfers him to some other world and teaches

him the lesson of the true knowledge of God
;
and it is in the dark

and fearsome caves of the mountains that a man oppressed by his

I. Lit. 'the star of this city has again shone.'

Z. Lit. 'A place adorned with the bloom of spring.'

3. The phrase may also be idiomatically worded thus :

"Kaisa hi ma'muli manZ.ar kyuh na ho."

4. Lit. 'raising their heads to the sky.'

5. Lit. 'world.'

6
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\

passions
1 seeks retirement, and by means of devotion and austerity

liberates himself from the physical bonds of flesh and visits the

other world. It is the mountains that have been for thousands of

years hiding costly gems in their bosom, as if they were their child-

ren
;

8 and only after great resistance do the greatest human efforts

succeed in approaching them. The scattered pebbles on the

summits of these mountains remind one of the existence of oceans

and prehistoric deluges, in comparison to which Noah's Flood is

but an event of yesterday. In short, the mountains are the living

history of time, so antique that even a historian's imagination

cannot reach it, and are for man a wonderful source of wealth and

warning.

Fortunately enough for the District of Bfr, the northern part of

the Western Ghat, surrounds half of it : and though there is this

great drawback in these mountains, that they are devoid of all trees

that are considered to be their ornaments, and thier upper parts

spread out for miles and miles together for the habitation and

maintenance of human beings and animals, and it is only because

at every step one's view trips against fragments of stone, big and

small, round and pointed, that one reminds oneself that one is up
on the mountain

; yet here and there, especially at steep places,

there come such charming views that once seen can never be

forgotten. Although in the summer season the distant sight of their

scorched surfaces and awful heights depresses the hearts of the

fatigued and worn out traveller, yet, when he approaches certain

spots, he is well rewarded for his fatigue. In the west of Bfr, where

the Ghats terminate, the soil is extremely fertile. In whatever

direction one looks, the fertility for miles together of the verdant

fields is for his eyes as antimony of precious stones, and, however

economical the angel Michael 8
might be in the rainy season, the

productive soil enriches the toiling cultivator in season. The Indian

1. A man is thought to have got three sorts of soul :

Nafs-i-ammara, or the soul that commands the indulgence of pleasures

and sensual appetites ; na/s-i-lawwama, or the soul that reproaches for

committing sins
;

and nafs-i-mutma tinna t or the soul in a state of peace

and free from sins.

2. Lit. corners of the liver.

3. The angel Michael is supposed to have command over the rains.
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corn is more than a foot higher than a man's stature, and its ears,

on account of the number of its huge grains, are burst open. The
chain of these fertile fields ends in a straight even road, which,

coming straight down from the Ghats, goes to Ahmad Nagar. The
fields and the road in the bright sunlight seem to be a mantle 1 of

light green with a bordering of silver8 lace. 3 On the other side of

the road near the skirts of the Ghats, the village of Sautara is so

situated as if an eagle were sitting on the summit of the mountain

with its wings spread out. Although having regard to the general

condition of the houses and occupations of the people, Sautafa has

nothing to distinguish* it from the other villages of Marhatwari, yet

the verdure and fertility of the country, the cool breezes, the easy

circumstances and civility of the inhabitants and, above all, the

charming views to be obtained there produce a lasting impression

on one's mind. On the other side of the village, towards the west,

an uneven and untilled land, half a mile in length, which gives one

lessons in the ups and downs of life, extends to the edge of the

Ghats. There the sight of God's marvellous works can be seen.

If one looks down a little, he will see a deep cave, on both sides of

which there are steep walls which, meeting, make an acute angle ;

and it seems that some superhuman power has extracted a triangular

piece from the mountain side. The depth of the cave is not less

than five or six hundred feet
;
and as the ascent is quite perpendi-

cular, one's vision looks down shaking and trembling. But the

sight that it sees at the bottom is a sufficient, nay, more than a

sufficient, compensation for all the fears and trouble. As the depth

of this cave is popularly supposed to be equal to the height of a

hundred palmyra trees, the village is called Sau-tara.5 One's

terror-stricken vision, on looking down into the floor of the cave,

1. Lit. A piece of linen having two breadths.

2. The Delhi people use rupahll and sunahrl both for masculine and

feminine
;
while the Lucknow people use this form for feminine and rupahla

and sunahra for masculine.

3. I think {kappa is a misprint for pattha ;
for a white road might be

likened to a silver lace and not to an impression.

4. Ma-bi-hi-l-imtiyas is an Arabic phrase. AT5 = what, fo'= with, A/=it,

and imtiyaz= distinction.

5. 5a:=ioo, and tar= "
palmyra tree."



sees dense trees all round, the dark green of their dense 1
foliage

producing an extraordinary impression on one's mind. A crystal

stream, too, can be seen there flowing over the rugged surface of

the hill veiled with a green veil of leaves. Where there the leaves

are not too dense, or where the branches of two trees embrace

each other, or where the gusts of wind lift the veil a little from its

face, a glance of its clear transparent water makes a man forget

his own being and reminds him of the other Being. Looking

attentively, one can see the reflection of some dome-like building

flickering on the surface of the water
;
and when one turns one's

attention from the reflection to the reflectant, and tries to discover

it, one sees something white peeping out of the deep green of the

dense leaves, which renders the view still more attractive. Where

the cave ends 1 in an angle, its appearance is quite different. Small

streams, flowing from all sides, approach the cave, and their

scattered waters unite into a swift mountain stream 8
which, bub-

bling, skipping jumping and wandering waywardly, at last reaches

the top edge of the cave, and then finding no surface, in the search

of which it had to undergo so much worry and fatigue, it becomes

restless, and in the very state of restlessness, it springs and falls

headlong, so that it seems that a river is hanging in the air. Seeing

this sight one is so attracted, that one involuntarily wants to descend

into the cave to enjoy that animating sight* better. But at first the

perpendicular descent, the terrifying depth, and the deep uneven

steps, all these restrain one's feet
; still, one's eagerness pushes one

with such force, that one's feet cannot but move, and so somehow

or other, placing them in those rude stairs, the formation of which

is chiefly to be attributed to the hand of Nature,
8 one comes to a

place, where nothing can be seen for some distance except one

smooth slippery rock. There, one is obliged to sit and slide
; and

when after some time one sees more steps, one again stumbles for-

ward as before
;
then at last, after labouring hard for about half an

hour, which bathes one all in sweat, one steps on the lower surface.

1. Ghanghor, a word not to be found in a dictionary, means 'dense,' and

is generally used with ghata,en, 'clouds.'

2. It ought to be shuru' hota hai, "begins." 3. Should be dhara.

4. Lit., 'spring.' 5. It should be qudrat.



But having reached there, one sees a scene so charming
1 that it

makes one in a moment' forget all one's troubles. The lofty
1

and stony walls, on which some philanthropic and rustic engraver

has, with his untrained hand, sketched rough pictures of human

figures to guide strangers wishing to get down to the bottom, block

the view on two sides. Looking towards the south one can see,

as far as the eye reaches, nothing but fields,* one behind the other,

in which a clear transparent rivulet is flowing, getting broader and

broader as it recedes. On the north, a cascade rushes down with a

noise like that of a train
;

5 but being veiled by trees it cannot be

seen. In the middle distance a crystal brook is flowing to join its

mountain stream, and stumbling like a drunken man, dashing itself

at every step against bits of stone, large, small, round, pointed and

square. On both sides of it there are large trees standing, umbrella

in hand, to protect its cool clear water from the glare of the sun

and the gusts of mountain wind. Still the yellow rays of the sun

being diffused through the trees, fall on the surface of the water

and produce the effect of glowing Mahtabs? On the other side of

the stream one can see, veiled by leaves, the building itself, which

casts down its reflection in the stream. When we cross the stream

and go to the other side, we find a small temple on a higti platform,

built in that charming spot, [where everything is a sign of the

matchless workmanship of the true Artist (God)], by some Nature-

worshipping risht 7
quietly engaged in turning over the pages of

the book of Nature, with a view to solve the mystery of existence.

After enjoying the sight of this temple and admiring
8 its founder's

unique selection of site, one wanders under shady trees towards

the north and along the bank of the stream, observing its charming

gambols ;
and if one looks out from under the grove of trees, one

I. Lit., 'taking away the senses.' 2. Mark the Urdtl idiom.

3. Vide note 4, page 81. 4- Mark the Urdfl idiom.

5. A railway train is generally called rel-garl or simply rel by Indians.

6. Mahtab or Mahtabl, a kind of fireworks (the light of which resembles

that of the moon). Here is a pun on this word, for just before this the

word a/tab has been used.

7. 'A HindTI saint.' A Muslim saint is '-wali.'

8. Lit., 'giving justice to.'
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gets a glimpse of a delightful view. A deafening
1 noise reaches

one's ears as though a river in torrent were rushing towards one,

which bewilders the vision and at the same time satisfies it. When
lost in enjoyment of the scene, one steps forwards and approaches*

it and lifts one's eyes, then at first one sees a sheet of crystal hang-

ing in the air
;
but when the sheet descends a little, it is divided

into several torrents, which retain their shape for sone distance,

till each torrent breaks up into large drops, whose size decreases in

proportion to the distance they have fallen, till at last when they

near the bottom they gradually decrease, proving the existence of

the 'indivisible atom,'
8 and then transform themselves into vapour.

Even the dust of this place has got the property of an elixir,
4 in

as much as these invisible watery particles again turn into a violent

torrent as soon as they reach the surface of the level ground. The

sight is so charming that one remains standing, with one's eyes

fixed upon it for hours together, in a state of absorption ;
and then

suddenly observing the near approach of evening one thinks of re-

turning home. But eager desire has brought one there, and it is

now a difficult task to return. 5 However, somehow or other, with

an unwilling heart, falling and stumbling, scrambling and rising

again, every now and then wetting his throat with water, one at last

comes up rrom the cave. One is quite knocked up
6 with the

fatigue and thinks that

(Hemistich} : What one saw was a dream
;
what one heard was

a fable.

Muhammad 'Az'iz Mirza.

1. Mark the Urdtl idiom.

2. Bhl should be nlz, because bhl always comes after a noun, adjective

or a verb, and never precedes it.

3. A term of Arabian philosophy.

4. A powder or mixture supposed to be capable of converting other metals

to gold or silver.

5. Mark the UrdTI idiom.

6. . Lit., 'his body becomes stiff like a plank.'
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BANDAR-I-'ABlBS.

( A leaf of my Diary. )

27th February, 1888 A.D., Wednesday. Bandar-i-'Abbas is a

port situated on the Persian Gulf. It has a population of about

four thousand. The people inhabiting this place consist of Persians,

Indians, Negroes, Hindus, Khojas, Multanis, and inhabitants of

Haidarabad, Sindh. The number of Shras 1 is double that of

Sunnls. 1 Almost all the Sunnls belong to the Shafi'I sect1 and

follow the instructions of their Mujtahid,
2
Janab

3 Shaikh 'All Sahib.4

The people of the other sect are the followers of Janab Shaikh

Muhammad Riza Sahib, Rishdl. 8 There is a Governor here, whose

title is Na'ibu-1-Hukumat, and whose name is Mirza Nasrullah

Khan. He is a highly enlightend and civil person. He gets no

salary from the Persian Government, but Bandar-i-
%Abbas has been

leased to him for a sum of 32o,ooo,
6 which includes customs and

other sources of revenue. There is also a British Vice-Consul here,

Mirza 'All Khan Tira.nl, who has been appointed by Colonel Ross,

the British Consul at Bushire. His annual salary is Rs. 28,000, and

he also gets a commission of 5 per cent, in civil suits. The cases

here are entrusted to Mirza Nasrullah Khan, but his decision is not

final. He only sends his reports to his superior officer at Bushire,

on whose sanction depends the decision of the cases. But, of

course,
7 he can inflict some light punishments for petty offences,

such as imprisonment for a day or two,
8 or a few lashes with a

whip ;
but there is no fixed law here fixing the number of lashes.

In murder and other serious cases, after taking down the statements

and evidence of the witnesses, the case is sent to Bushire or even

directly to Tihran, and, on getting a reply from that place, the case

is decided. If any case is brought by some British subject, it is put

i. Vide note i, page 14. 2. A spiritual director among Muslims.

3. Janab, lit., threshold or a place to which one repairs for refuge, and

hence a title of
respect.

4. Sahib, lit., 'companion,' is a title of courtesy added to names or

designations of gentlemen. Used singly as a noun it generally means an

European gentleman.

5. Perhaps 'an inhabitant of Rishd.' 6. Most likely 3,20,000 rupees.

7. Mark the UrdTI idiom. 8. Lit., for a day or half.
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before Mirza 'All Khan 1
;
and if subjects of both the Governments

have been involved in a case, it is jointly decided by both the

British and Persian officers, and its report is sent to Bushire for

sanction
; but if some difference of opinion arises there, it is

forwarded direct to the Aminu-s-Sultan, the Chief of the Revenue.

The jurisdiction of Bandar-i-'Abbas extends in the south to

Shamil, a distance of three miles
;
in the north of Mahal Ism, a

distance of one mile
;

in the east to Minao, a distance of forty-eight

miles
;
and in the west to Khamir, a distance of forty-five miles.

Besides, there are gardens in the sea, and Armaz, Yisrik and

Kishlm, that are situated in the Long Island, are also included in

the jurisdiction of Bandar-i-'Abbas.1 There is a Chamber of

Commerce here, which decides commercial suits. It consists of

five members who have got full power to decide cases. They
forward their written opinion to MirzS Nasrullah Khan : and the

culprits are punished accordingly. A monthy report of the

Chamber of Commerce is made to the Mushiru-d-Daulah, the

Minister of Commerce at Tihran.

The Police here is in a very wretched condition. I have seen

constables in blue uniform, with guns on their shoulders, walking

about chewing carrots. Had there been no gun on their

shoulders, I would have said that they were some wild animals.

There are only forty constables in the Police, and these too are

extremely weak and emaciated, their cheek bones protruding

through starvation. They get a salary of rupess five per mensem,

and their officer is a Beluch, whose name is 'Abdulah Khan, who

draws a monthly salary of rupees twenty ;
he may be styled the

head constable. There are a battery and five guns here, and these

too are supervised by the same officer.

The total revenue of this port which has been leased out, includ-

ing taxes on cultivation and palm groves and custom duties, etc., is

more than 320,000 ( ?). A custom duty of three rupees

eight annas per cent is levied on all imported goods, and ten per

cent on agricultural produce. There is a peculiar way of assessing

I. Lit., before Miiza 'All Khan's court.

2.\The whole of the above passage from the beginning of the paragraph

has not been written clearly.
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land and palm-groves, that is to say, one fifth of the produce of

gardens that have been cultivated for forty years and have been re-

gistered is taken by the Government as a tax
;
and if anybody has

several gardens, or only one, but has purchased or cultivated some

other small gardens,
1 he has to pay no tax for them. Wheat8 is

sown here in December and reaped in March. The date harvest is

ripe in August. The rains commence from November and continue

till the end of February. Both the winter and the summer seasons

here are severe nay, the heat of summer, on account of the proximi-

ty' of Mount Armaz, deprives one of one's senses.* I came here

in the end of the rainy season
;
but even then, in the day-time,

the heat was intense. 5

Mercantile produce of no less value than a crore of rupees are

annually exported from other place to foreign countries, and as

much is imported from other places. Hajl Saiyid Ja'far 'All Sahib,

'Alawl, agent to AgJNa 'Abdu-1-Husain Sahib, the Ammu-t-Tujjar,
8

resides here, and he too sends his merchandise to distant countries,

i.e., wheat, gum, etc., to Jeddah ; cloth, ropes, sugar-candy, dry

ginger and cloves to the interior of Persia : shawls, wheat, linseed

and mother of pearl to London
; grinding stones, mill stones and

red chalk to London
;
and tobacco and henna to Baghdad. Candles,

stuffs, copper, cloth, etc., are imported here from London
;
and tea,

china ware, china root and cinnamon etc., from China.

There are no good or fine buildings here. There are some stone

houses along on the beach, which are plastered with white mud, and

which are thatched with palm-leaves supported by small beams.

All the houses are ugly and ill-shaped. Stay, there is an exception :

the house of the Governor of Bandar-i-'Abbas has some pretentions.

Over its gate-way there is one upper-room rather lofty, which is

like a small round bungalow. It is made of wood, coloured yellow.

This building was erected by the Portuguese more than three hundred

1. The meaning of this sentence is not clear.

2. Gehufi, chanival and names of other grains are generally used in the

plural number.

3. Lagbhag also means resembling.

4. Chhakka here means 'the six senses.' It also means the sixth at cards

and dire, etc.

5. Mark the Urdtt idiom. 6. Means 'trustee of the tradesmen."

I
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years ago ;
but it is nothing to look at, nor have any modern

improvements
1 been made in it. It still remains in its old style.

There are eight mosques
2
here, five belonging to the Sunnls, and

three to the Sbfas. There is a Hindu temple
3 in the Bagh-I-

Mastanl. There are only two or three narrow streets here, and they,

too, are very narrow and in very bad repair. Bandar-i-'Abbas is

only a market place which exports and imports mercantile produce.

The men here are very dirty ; their dress is the ordinary turban and

Arab 'aba. The dress of their women is peculiar. They had no

doubt* veils on their faces, and a burga'a over their body ;
but both

the eyes and the black cheeks were uncovered. There was a cover

only for the nose projecting like a wall. Their faces were so jet

black that it made me sick to look at them. They were merry-

making in the streets, their trousers of Bandar-i-'Abbas-made chintz

no lower than their ankles. The bazars were very filthy, and the

stink of fish offended my nostrils still more. Here loaves were for

sale
; there, vegetables and fruit of every kind, such as raisins,

pistachios, pomegranates oranges, walnuts and figs. I bought five

seers of pomegranates for one rupee. The curds are sweet, and

the milk too is good. I saw a boy in the bazar carrying a leather

bag full of milk, like water-carriers, and pouring it into a cup, giving

it to the people to drink, and taking money from them in return.

Goldsmiths, blacksmiths, makers of gold lace, in fact all sorts of

people live in this port. Considering, however, on the whole, the

condition of the place and the state of administration, it is clear that

the town is in a wretched and deplorable condition. No heed is

paid to its sanitation or improvement, nor is the administration

allowed any scope. If an agricultural society were founded here,

especially for the sake of improving the state of agriculture, and if

waste lands were cultivated by the Shah 5
,
and irrigated by mountain

streams, then I think, the present state of things would be completely

1. Lit., 'shaping and fashioning/

2. Masjid, lit., means 'a place for prostration.'

3. Lit., place of worship. This word may be used for the temple of any

religion or creed.

4. Mark the Urdfl idiom.

5. The Shah of Persia is generally given the title of Kaj-kulSh, i.e. t one

who wears his cap away.



changed in a very short time, and that the revenue would also be

increased. How unreasonable is it to be contented with only the

income of the custom duties and not to increase the agricultural

possibilities of the land ? But, alas ! our negligence, laziness and

luxury have put a veil1 over all these useful means of improvement.

The people thought that the Shah's journey to Europe would prove

useful for the welfare of the country, and it is possible that the Shah

himself had thought of this
;
but our experience makes us believe

that the journey was made only with a view to see the sights of the

Avorld. Had this not been the case, the country would have been

verdant throughout and the breeze of prosperity would have blown

over it. But, alas ! we wish something, which the Time does not

wish.
i,

The sea was at its ebb, and the shore was very muddy. I got

on the back of a Negro to get to the boat, and began to spur him

playfully. He got cross, and said, "What are you doing, Sir ?"

"Keep quiet !" I replied, "I am spurring." Hearing this,* he

laughed heartily and while laughing, the white teeth on his ebony face

shone like pearls in black water. I boarded the ship ;
and in a short

time there was a great uproar ; they began to make preparations for

weighing anchor. The cargo was all loaded, the wheel stopped

singing
3 and steam began to issue from the engine. At last, at half

past twelve, it gave its parting whistle, and the ship began to crawl

over the surface of the water. I bowed down and saluted Bandar-i-

'Abbas from a distance and signalled to her that if I returned that

way safe and sound I would not even look at her face. At the time

of the ship's departure, I went on the quarter deck, where the

Captain was present. Taking from him the telescope, I had a last

view of Bandar-i- 'Abbas
;
the moving panorama at that time was

very pleasing to my eyes. The Negro coolies, that had come before

the ship's departure to load it, began to descend by means of ropes

into their respective boats. 4 While loading or lifting heavy loads,

they sing something in chorus to an unmusical and disagreeable

air, with a view to lighten their labour. I was anxious to write down

i. Lit. the border of a veil or mantle. 2. Lit. 'on this sentence.
1

3. Rag-niZla is the name of a treatise on music.

4. Hur'i, meaning a 'small boat,' is a Bombay word.
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their songs, but I did not understand what they said. I called a

Negro and told him in Persian to recite to me his song. He had

some education and he made me write a piece from the beginning

of his Negro song, which made me roll over with laughter. In re-

ward, I gave the tuneful songster a rupee and requested him to

explain his song. But alas ! the ship was about to start, and I did

not get an opportunity to have the song explained.

Sajjad Dihlawl 'Atimaladl.

SELECTIONS FROM PREM PACHISI.

( By Munshi Prem Chand ).

THE SALT INSPECTOR.

When the Salt Department was established and a general

prohibition was made against the enjoyment of one of Natures 1

bounty, and people found the main entrance closed against

them, they began to look for openings and cracks. Embezzle-

ment, misappropriation (of money) and bribary
8

prevailed
5

everywhere. They left the respectable and profitable situation of

Patwari-ship and took the post of guards in the Salt Department.
An Inspector of this Department was envied by pleaders (even).

It was the time when English education and Christianity were taken

as synonymous words.4 Education in Persian served as a certificate

of distinction : people, after reading (certain) love stories5 became

fitted for the highest positions
8

(in. society
7 and government7

).

IVfunshi BansI Dhar as well went through the tale about Zulaikha8

and got himself acquainted with the sorrowful story of Majnun*

I. Lit., th*e blessing gifted by God. 2. Lit., to make one greedy.

3. Lit., the market was brisk. 4. Alfaz is the pi. of /a/a.

5. Lit., stories of beauty and love. 6. Madarij is the pi. of daraja.

7. Lit., for life.

8. The wife of Potiphor of Egypt, who was afterwards according to

Muhammadans married to Joseph, the Prophet.

9. MajnTtn, lit. mad.
;
was the surname of Qais, a legendary lover of

Arabia, who is supposed to have gone mad for love of Laila.
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and Farhad 1
. These stories he supposed to be more important

than the American War or the Battle of Nile and so set out to

make a living. His father was a man of worldly experience ;
s

he began to reason with him and said "My dear son* you are

aware of the wretched condition of our family ;
we have run down

into (heavy) debt, the girls are growing up extraordinarily fast ;*

I am just like a tree on the edge (of a river in flood) and do not

know when I am going to fall down : (so) you are now the head

and manager of the family. Never think of your pay or standing ;

it is like the tomb of a saint, (and so) you should take into

consideration the offerings and the chadar* You should take up
such a job, that you may have (some) additional6 income

; the

monthly pay is just the same as the full moon, 7 which appears

on one day only, and gradually disappears. The additional income

is a running spring, from which the thirst is always quenched ;
the

monthly pay is given by a human agent, that is why it is never in

abundance, while the other income is obtained from a superhuman
source and so it is abundant. You are yourself a learned8 and

educated8 man, so I do not find it necessary to reason with you ;

it mostly depends on recognition of a man's intentions and

appearance. Observe each man and his necessity and think over

the occasion and then reflect over (the matter) carefully. You

may be cruel or indifferent to a needy person ; but it is difficult

to conclude a bargain with a person who is not in need of anything.

This is the experience that I have gathered from my whole life,

you must bear 9 these matters in mind."

After this paternal advice some words of blessing were recited.

BansI Dhar listened to all these reasonings very attentively like an

obedient son and then set out (on his journey).

1. A traditional lover of Persia, who was in love with Shirin.

2. Lit., having seen the world
;
from Per., jahan= world, and didan to see.

3. Mark that beta being in vocative case is not inflected.

4. Lit., rising like the Ganges and JamnS.

5. Here it means a sheet offered at the grave of a saint.

6. Bala'i lit., extra, over and above. It is a euphemism for bribes.

j. Puran m5sAJ = the full moon day and the last day of Hindi months
;

from H. />wr5 = full, and niash = month.

8. 'Alitn, pi. 'ulama. Fazil, pi. fuzala. 9. Lit., tie into a knot.
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As he started on (his journey) at an auspicious time and had

good luck, he was appointed an Inspector in the Salt Department.
The pay was fairly high, and there was no limit to the income
to be made by private means. When the old munshi received the

letter he was extremely delighted. For in it he obtained a certi-

ficate for conceliating the wine merchants. The neighbours began
to envy him, while the severity of the money lenders was changed
to tenderness. : H'

It was a night in the winter season when the guards and watch-

men of the Salt Department were always present at the tavern as

if they were its gate-keepers.

Only six months ago he had arrived at the place ;
but (even)

in that (short) period, his officers and the public had acquired
confidence in him, through his honesty and sense of duty. The

Jamna flowed at a mile's distance to the East of the Salt Depart-

ment's office, and a pantoon bridge was made across it. The

Inspector was having a pleasant sleep in a closed room, when he

suddenly awoke and heard the rattling of carts and the shouts

of boat-men instead of the sweet rolling of the stream. He got

up (and began to reflect within himself) why at dead of night

carts should be crossing the river
;

if there was no deciet. why
did they require that dark curtain (of night). His doubt was

strengthened through this argument ; (consequently) he put on

his uniform, placed his pistol in his pocket and in a moment

reached the bank of the river galopping his horse. There

he found crossing the bridge a row of carts longer than the

scented (long) hair (of the beloved)
1

. He addressing them in a

commanding tone said "Whose carts are (these)". For a short

time the scene was still, then a whisper
8 ran from man to man

and a carter replied, "(They) belong to AlopI Din". "Which

Pandit AlopI Dm" '? (said the Inspector) "Of Data-ganj," (replied

the carter). Munshi Bans! Dhar was startled (after he had heard

this). AlopI Dm was the biggest and most respectable Zamlnddr

of the district, who had transactions of lakhs of rupees and had a

1. Indian poets exeggarate the length of the beloved's hair to an excess.

Zulf-i 'ambartn, lit., means 'the hair perfumed with ambergris.

2. Sar-goshi=*3i whisper, from Per. sar = head, and gosh = ear.
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business of grain as well. He was a very influential man and

friendly with officials 1
. High officials used to visit his lands for

shooting and used to be his guests, (so that) he kept open house

throughout the year. Afterwards it was enquired where they

were off to
;

and the reply was made that they were going to

Cawnpore : but when a question was raised about their loads

silence prevailed all over the place, and the doubt of the Inspector

reached the degree of certainty. After fruitlessly waiting for an

answer he said loudly, "Are you all turned dumb ? I ask you
what is loaded in these (carts) ?"

As he did not obtain any answer even then, he putting his

horse close to a cart felt a sack there was certainty instead

of doubt3 and it was found to have lumps of salt (in it). Pandit

AlopI Din was coming along in his well decorated rath, half asleep,

half awake, when suddenly several alarmed carters came up and

awoke him
;
and said "Sir ! the Inspector has stopped the carts ;

he is standing at the ghat and is calling for you."

Pandit AlopI Dm had ft very strong faith in the power of the

Almighty Dollar3 and had a personal
4
experience of it. He used

to say, "why speak of this world, its power is exercised 5 even in

Paradise." His assertion was quite true for law. righteousness,

and justice are like toys for it, with which it plays as it finds

necessary. He said carelessly, while lying, "Well, go on I am

just coming." Afterwards he prepared a certain number of

betels very composedly and then putting a quilt on, came to the

Inspector and said frankly "Well, baboo, greetings to you, what

offence have I committed that these carts are stopped ? You

ought to be kind to us, Brahmins at least." Bansi Dhar recog-

nised him and said indifferently, "(That's) the Government Order."

AlopI Dm laughingly said, "I know neither the Government

Order nor the Government (itself); I take you for my Government.

We are just like the members of the same family and I am ever

1. Hukkam-ras* influential, from Ar. hukkam (pi. of hakim) officials,

and Pe. rasidan=alo reach, approach.

2. Lit., doubt embraced certainty. 3. Lit., gold, peace be on it.

4. Lit., practical. 5. Lit., wealth's coin is current
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ready to obey
1

you. You took this trouble for nothing, for it

is quite impossible that I should pass by this way without offering

anything to the god of the ghat ;
I should have presented myself at

your house."

These sweet words did not have any effect on BansI Dhar, as

his zeal for honesty was quite fresh, and he said loudly, "I am not

amongst those persons who go about dispensing their honesty for

trifling sums. Now you are in custody and in the morning will be

prosecuted according to the law. That is all, I have not got any

more time to talk : Jama'dar Badla Singh ! I order you to take

him into custody."

This upset the Pandit, and confusion was felt amongst his

well-wishers and the carters. Probably this was the first occasion*

in his life that he had to listen to such uncomplimentary expres-

sions. Badlu Singh advanced (in his direction), but being exces-

sively over-awed (by his high position) had not courage enough
to get hold of his hand. Alopi Din had never found Duty to be

so indifferent to Wealth, (consequently) he was Dumb founded

and reflected within himself. "He is just a school boy ;* he has

no idea what wealth really is
;
he is quite raw and shy and (so)

requires more flattery. (Now) he said very humbly "Well, baboo

do not be so cruel, (for) I shall be ruined and my honour will

be destroyed ;
at the same time, it will not benefit you at all : at

most if you get anything, it will be a little sum by way of reward ;

but I an> at your service in every respect." "I do not want to hear

such things," said BansI Dhar sternly.*

The rock, which Alopi Din had taken for a support, seemed

moving from under his feet. His confidence in his own presump-
tions and pride of wealth felt a severe shock

;
but still he had a

strong faith in the quantitative strength of wealth, (so) he said to his

manager. "Well lala, present a currency note for a thousand

rupees to the baboo
;

for at present he is just like a hungry lion.

"Let alone a thousand," said BansI Dhar angrily, "even a lakh

could not make me to go astray from the path of Duty." Wealth

I. Ke ftukm is understood after kabhi ap. 2. Mauqa', pi. mawaqi'.

3- Tifl, pi. atfal. 4. Lahja, (lit.) -tone.
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flared up at this bold and silly action of Duty and this pious

annihilation of passion ;
now a very severe struggle took place

between the two powers. Wealth was repeatedly annoyed and

made several attacks with the vigour of despair. It (the bribe) was

increased from one thousand to five thousand, from five to ten,

from ten to fifteen and from fifteen to twenty ;
but Duty opposed

this great army with manly valour and she stood alone against it

like an immoveable mountain. 1

"I am" said AlopI Dm "not in a position to offer more than

that ;
now you can do what you like." BansI Dhar shouted to his

Jamtfdar (to take hold of the Pandit) : Badlu Singh proceeded

towards AlopI Din reproaching the Inspector in his mind. The

Pandit was alarmed and stepped a few paces ba,ck and said,

entreating in* very forlorn manner, "Well, baboo, for God's sake

be merciful to me : I am ready to conclude the bargain for twenty

five thousands (of rupees)." "Impossible", (responded) the

Inspector. "Thirty thousands" said the Pandit "Impossible"

replied the Inspector. "Is it not possible even (if I pay) forty

thousands" said the Pandit. "Let alone forty thousands" said

the Inspector, "it will not be possible even if you tempt_me with

forty lakhs. Badlu Singh take this man in your custody, now

I don't want to hear a single word (more)". Duty crushed

Wealth under her feet. AlopI Din saw a giant like man coming
towards him, he threw a glance around him helplessly and then

fainted and fell down.

The (whole) world was asleep but its tongue was awake
; when

the morning came, this occurance was the topic of each and

every person's conversation : shouts of reproach and disgust were

heard from every direction 2
,

as if there was no such thing as

vice now in the world, and it was right to call, a person milkman

who sold altogether water in the name of milk, those who filled

up a forged diary as government officials, those who travelled

without a ticket as babus, and those who forged hand notes as

bankers and traders ; now they all were shaking their heads

like pious men. Next day when AlopI Din was called to account

1. Atal, from Hindi fl = not
;
and (alna = io move.

2. Lit., from every alley (and) street.

7
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for his breach of the law
;
he set out with two constables for the

court hanging his head down through shame, having hand cuffs

on his hands and sorrow and grief within his heart. This sight

alarmed the whole town, even in fairs the people did not seem to

be so keen on sight seeing (as they were now) : (the court) was

so overcrowded that it was difficult to distinguish between the

.ceiling and the wall. ..;

Pandit AlopI Din was the Leviathan of this vast .sea 1 the court
;

the officers respected him, the men of the staff were indebted to

him, the pleaders and Mukhtars were his flatterers and orderly,

peons and watchmen were more than slaves .to him : as they

saw him, they all rushed to him, they were amazed at the sight

and put their Angers between their teeth 3
. They did not do so

for surprise that AlopI Din should have committed such a mean

thing ;
rather that he should be gripped by the law3

; for why
should such a person, who had wealth which makes an impossible

thing possible and who had the sweet words 4 and which could charm

the gods be made the victim of the law. After the amazement

was over, they began to sympathise with him. A band of pleaders

was immediately formed for the defence against the charge ;
and in

the battlefield of Justice a regular fight between Duty and Wealth

was started. Bans! Dhar was standing quiet, he was one and single

and had nothing with him, save truth, he possessed no weapons,

except true explanation ; although We had witnesses in support of

the charge, still they seemed hesitating through having been won

.over, and even Justice herself seemed unfavourable to him.

It is really true that Justice is never in need of wealth, but

secretly it is more keen on getting it than openly it could be;

in the garb of invitations and presents
5

it assumes an extremely

deceptive aspect. That was a court of justice, but its officers 6

'were intoxicated with wealth ; (so) the case was very soon dis-

missed. The Deputy Majistrate wrote the following judgment,

i. Nihang here lit. =a "shark", also means "crocodile." Balj.r-i Quleum =
the Read Sea.

2. As a token of surprise. 3. Qanun pi., qawnin.

4. Lit., greased tongue. 5. Tuhfa, pi. tal}a,if.

6. Rukn**(\it.) a pillar ; pi. arkan
;
double pi, arakln.
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"The evidence against Pandit AlopI Dm is very weak and without

any foundation. 1 He is a wealthy and respectable
2 man : it is.

impossile for him to have done such a mean thing for a profit

of a few thousands of rupees. The Inspector of the Salt Depart-

ment, MunshI BansI Dhar is really guilty of unnecessary zeal

and of a mistake, which grieves me. I feel glad (to say) he is

a dutiful young man ; but his extreme loyalty,
3 which is beyond

his department, has overpowered his discretion and sense ;0and

he should be careful for the future." r
^As) the pleaders heard

this judgment they began to dance with (excess) of joy ;
and the

Pandit came out (of the court) smiling. His friends showered

down rupees upon him, a storm of generosity and liberality was

raised and its waves shook even the foundation of the court.

When BansI Dhar came out of the court, with looks full of pride,

he was made an object of taunts and jests by all who were present,

the peons and constables bowed down to salute him
;

but all

these comments and criticism made no impression at all on

his pride. Had he been successful in his case he might not have

put on such a pompous air : the world had already given him

the lesson that justice, learning, great titles, long beards and

loose4
cloaks, not one of them deserved real honour.

BansI bhar had picked a quarrel with Wealth and Influence,

and so he had necessarily to pay for it. A week had hardly

clasped when he received an order for his dismissal
; soJie got

the punishment for his dutifulness, and set out for his home

with a broken heart and in a bad condition. The old munshi

had already been suspicious about him and often said to himself

"I advised him even upto the point of his departure, but he did

not listen to any of my reasonings. I, in this old age, have to

put up with the importunity of the wine-merchant and the butcher;

while he has turned into* a pious man and (earns) his pay only.

I too have been in service, although I held no rank of position ;

still whatever I did I did it on a grand scale. He is going to be

an honest man
; (for he follows the maxim) the mosque must be

I. Lit., meaningless. z. Ra,is, lit. a head man
; p\. ru,asa.

3. Here pun is intended on the word "namak."

4. Dhale is a meaningless apposite.



furnished with a lamp, although the house may remain without

any light, it grieves me very much that all the education I gave him

has proved useless." Meanwhile BansI Dhar arrived at home in

a wretched condition. When the old Munshi heard the circums-

tances, he beat1 his breast and said "I would like to smash the

heads of both of us." For a long time he regretted and grieved

at the affair
;

in his wrath he even used bad language, and had

Banff Dhar not removed himself from the spot, it might have

assumed a practical forj. The old mother was also afflicted, the

hopes of Jagannath and Rameshwar were turned into disappoint-

ment
;
and his wife did not speak to him in such a manner as

behoved her8 for several days.

He had to put up with his relatives' stern looks3 and his friends'

sincere4
sympathy for a week, in that way. It was evening, the

old Munshi was busy worshiping
5 God, when a well decorated rath

came to his door and stopped there. It had pink curtains and

bullocks of Western breed, which had blue threads round their

necks and their horns mounted with brass. The Munshi ran

forward to receive (the visitor) and found him to be Pandit AlopI

Din. He bowed down to greet him and was profuse
6 in his

prudent expressions, saying "It is our good luck that you have

stepped in our house
; you are our patron. I am ashamed 7 before

you, how can I look you in the face ? My condition is helpless,

for n^y son is unworthy and disobedient, or I should have no

reason for being ashamed. May God keep a man without a son8

rather than favour him with such an one." BansI Dhar saw AlopT

Din and shook hands with him, but with a restrained air. He

supposed, for the moment, that the Pandit had come to annoy

him : his Pride submitted to Regret and through shame he could

not request to be excused. He disliked his father's friendly atti-

1. The Urdu idiom is 'to beat the head.'

2. Mark the Urdu idiom. 3. Lit., sour looks.

4. Dil-doz. Lit., heart sewing; from Per. <?/ heart, dokhtan=to sew.

5. Lit., counting beads -while reciting Ram's name.

6. Dur-afsJiZnl. Lit., scattering pearls; from Per. rfwr= pearl, and

afshandan *= to scatter.

7. Kslik= black (). 8. Lit, a lamp.



tude : suddenly the Pandit interrupted the conversation and said,

"Well, brother don't speak so."

The power of reading faces of the Munshi failed and he replied

with amazament, "What else should I call such an ofspring
1 ?

"You should be thankful to God for getting such a good son. who
is a cause of pride to his family, and who will illuminate the name
of his ancestors. How many men are there in the world, who are

ready to sacrifice all they possess for Honesty. Well, Inspector
do not take it for time-serving in me ; for by way of time-serving

I had no necessity for taking the trouble to come here. On that

night you took me into your custody in your official capacity ;

but to-day I myself have come to submit to your command. I have

seen thousands of rich and respectable men, and have come in

contact with innumerable high officials. I made all of them slaves

to myself and to my wealth, but if I was ever subdued by

aaiy person it was by you. May I take liberty to ask you for

something ?"

Bans! Dhar found a shadow of sincerity in his words and looked

towards the Pandit with a cursary but searching glance ;
there he

found extreme sincerity shining forth. This pride submitted to

regret and he said in an ashamed manner, "It is your extreme

appreciation ;
it was for the sake of duty I was obliged to be

insulting to you ;
but as a matter of fact I am at your service,

and will not refuse to carry out your orders so far as I can do."

"On the bank of the river" said AlopI Din with entreating looks,

"you did not comply with my request, but you will have to accept

this one." "What am I worth for ?" replied BansI Dhar "I will

not hesitate to render you any service that I can." AlopI Din took

out a legal document and placing it before BansI Dhar said "Please

have a look at this power of attorney and sign it. I am a Brahmin

and I will not leave your door until this request of mine is complied

with."

When Munshi BansI Dhar read the power of attorney, his eyes

were filled with tears of gratitude. Pandit AlopI Din had appointed

him general manager to all his estates, with an .annual pay of

I. Aulad in Arabic is the pi. of IValadama child; but in UrdTI it is

used as sing. fem.
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Rs. 6060 and a daily allowance for his pocket expenses. Horses were

also allowed for his use and his power was to be exercised without

any limit. He spoke out in an agitated tone of voice and said,

"Well, Pandit, I do not find words to express my gratitude to you,

for your thinking me to be a fit person to bestow unlimited bounties

upon : but I tell you truly that I am not worthy of such a high

position." "Do not praise yourself with your own mouth" replied

Alopi Din laughingly. "As a matter of fact I am your slave and it

is a cause, of pride for me to 'serve such reverened people as

vou are
;
but I am neither learned nor sagacious and at the same

time have no experience, which could meet these deficiencies 1
. For

such a high post a great business man 2 and experienced writer is

required" said Bans! Dhar gravely.

AlopT Din took out the pen from the pen case and after giving

it into the hand of BansI Dhar said "I need neither learning

nor sagacity nor experience nor the knowledge of business for I

have already tested the virtues of these gems. Now fortunately
3

I have found such a priceless pearl, that the beauty of learning

and sagacity will prove nothing in comparision to its lustre. Here

is the pen, now do not delay, but quietly sign* on this paper. I

pray to God only that He may ever keep you the same unkind,

harsh and rude but dutiful inspector who met me on the bank of

the stream.

Tears ran down 5 from Bans! Dhar's eyes ;
he could not hold

such a large quantity of gratitude in his small heart. Once again

he glanced at the Pandit with a look of reverence and admiration

and signed the document with a trembling hand. Now Alopi Din

jumped up in excessive joy and embraced him.
'

i. Lit., which my cover these deficiencies.

. 2. Lit, one understanding affairs.o

3. Husn-i-itfifaq= \\t. beauty of chance. Ittifaq<=(i) chance, (2) union.

4. Dast-Miatmlit., hand writing; from Per. dast**hand kha

It is used as a plura! masculine.

5. ChhalaknS*=lit., to overflow.



A DISINTERESTED BENEFACTOR.

It was the month of Sawan 1
,
when ReotI Rani having decorated

her feet with minhdP 'and dressed her hair, went to her mother-

in-law and said to her, "Dear Ma, I, as well, will go to see the

fair today." ReotI was the wife of Pandit Chintaman. The
Pandit did not find much benefit in the worship of the goddess
SraswatI3

,
so he gave it up ;

and had adopted attendance on the

goddess Lakshml*.

He had also a money lending business
;
but contrary to the

practice of money lenders except on special occasions he never

deemed it right to charge more than 25 per cent5 interest.

Reotl's mother-in-law was sitting on a cot6 with a child (in her

lap), when she had heard the speech of her .daughter-in-law she

said, "If you get wet, the child will catch cold." ReotI "No,

mother it wont take me long, I shall be back very shortly."

ReotI had two children one of them was a boy, the other a girl,

which was still at the breast : the boy Hlraman was in his seventh

year. She dressed him in fine clothes and to protect him from

the evil eye marked his forhead and cheeks with kdjal
1

. She

handed him a beautiful stick for striking the dolls and set out with

her companions to see the fair.

At the bank of the river Klfat, there was a huge crowd of

women. The dark blue clouds were gathered overhead
; aryi

women, who were perfectly dressed were enjoying the pleasure

of the sweetly falling rain in the beautiful plain neighbouring

the river. Swings were hung from the branches (of the trees), some

of them were swinging, some were busy with singing mcilar* while

others were playing with waves seated on the bank of the river.

The cool and pleasant breeze, the gentle drizzling rain, the washed

1. The eleventh Hindi month corresponding to July.

2. Minhdl or hina, is a kind of myrtle ;
which is used to redden fhe

feet and hands as a toilet-accessory.

3. The goddess of learning. 4. The goddess of wealth.

5. Fl sadl ; from Ar. /j=per and Per. sads= hundred.

6. Khaiola is the diminutive of khaissa cot.

7. Lamp-black. 8. A variety of Hindi songs.
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green of the hills and the charming splash of the waves had made

the weather fascinating
1

.

Today it is the honey-moon
8 of the dolls

; they will go to their

mother-in-laws house. The unmarried maidens beautifying them-

selves with minhdi and decorating the dolls with jewellary have

come to see them off. They float them in the water and sing-

joyously
3 the ballads of Sawan. As these dolls which were brought

up in great comfort and were taken out of their abode of ease,

they were subjected to a thrashing from all directions.

Reotfs mind was occupied with this scene, and Hlraman was

engaged in thrashing the dolls with the girls at the steps (of the-

ghat built on the bank) of the stream. The steps were covered

with slime
; suddenly he slipped and fell into the water, ReotI ran

(to the spot) with a shriek and began to beat her breast. In a

moment a crowd of men and women gathered round
;
but none

of them was so humane* as to get the boy out of the water, and thus

save him, if it were possible. A number of them thought that

their dressed hair would be spoilt
5 and their washed dhoti would

get wet. Ten minutes were gone but none 6 of them was seen to

pluck up courage and poor ReotI was staggered. By chance a

a man was passing by on a horse
;
when he saw this crowd, he

got off his horse and enquired of a bystander why the crowd

was gathered. "A boy has been drowned" replied the man. The

traveller "Where?" The spectator "On that spot where that

woman is standing and weeping."

The traveller at once took off his jacket of garha
1 cloth and

pulling his dhoti up plunged into the water. Silence prevailed all

over the place and all the people were wondering as to the identity

of the man. After the first dive he found the cap of the boy, after

the second his stick and after the third he came out with the boy'

1. Tauba-shikan=* nullifying penitence.

2. Bida,l trom Hindi Bida karna to bid farewell.

3. Chahakna to warble to chirp.

4- Insanlyat taqaza na hartl thi=- lit. humanity did not demand.

5. Lit., scattered.

6. Sharks, pi. askMas.

7. A country made coarse quality of long-cloth.



in his arras. At this the spectators raised shouts of applause and

the morther ran and took up the boy. Meanwhile a number of

Chintaman's relatives arrived at the spot and began to try to bring

the boy back to his senses. In half an hour the boy opened his

eyes ; and the people were relieved. The doctor said, had the boy
been two minutes more in the water, his life would never have been

saved. Then the people begao?, to look for their unknown bene-

factor, but could not find him any-where. They sent people in all

directions, and searched for him throughout the fair, but he was

not found.

It was now twenty years (since that event had taken place), during

this period Panclit Ghintaman prospered day by day, his mother

made all the seven pilgrimages, and when she died a temple
1 was

erected in her name. Now ReotI had advanced to the position of a

mother-in-law, from that of a daughter-in-law, and all the accounts

and registers were in the charge of Hlraman. Hlraman had a

handsome appearance and had grown to be a very stout2 and

bulky man. He was very courteous and good-natured ; sometimes

he lent money to the poor free of interest. Chintaman had often

shown his displeasure to his son for this offence and had threatened

to separate from him. Once Hlraman subscribed fifty rupees for a

Sanskrit patshdla* the Panclit was so annoyed at this that he did

not take any food for two days. Such occurences were usual and

that is why he was a bit estranged from his father : but all his

mischiefs were done with the connivance of ReotI. When the poor

widows* of the town or women of the tenants oppressed by the

Zamlndars went to her and blessed Hlraman, spreading the border

(of their head cover), she would think that there was no woman

more generous than herself and no man so good-natured as her

own son. Afterwards she would perforce recollect the day, when

Hlraman had sunk in the Klrat stream, at the same time the form

of the man who had saved her son from drowning would appear

standing before her eyes ;
and praise would rush forth from her

heart, rather she would desire to see him and prostrate herself

1. Thakur-dumara=* temple, from H. lliakur a god ;
and duiuara = door.

2. Lali~im-o-shah~im = \\t. fleshy and fat.

3. A Hindn school. 4. Bidhwii (H.), be\va (U.) = widow.
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before him. Now she was quite sure that the person was not a

man but some god. Now she would take her seat on the- very cot

on which her mother-in-law used to sit, and would feed her two

grasdsons.

On that day it was the twentyseventh birthday of Hframan
;

and it was a more auspicious day than all other days of the year

for Reotl. She displayed great generosity on this day and that

was the only unreasonable expense in which Pandit Chintaman

took part. She used to be very cheerful on this day and wept

(tears of joy), and prayed for her unknown benefactor very sincerely

and earnestly
1 for (she thought) it was through him that she was

fortunate enough to witness that day and enjoy that happiness.

One day Hlraman came to Reoti and said "Mother, Siripur is

up for sale, tell me if I am to bid anything ?"

Reotl "The whole* ? (or a part of it)"

Hlraman "The whole. It is a good village neither (very) big

nor (very) small and is situated at ten miles from here. The bid

has gone up to four thousand and the bargain will be concluded

at a hundred or two more. Reoti "Well, first ask the opinion of

your father 3." Hlraman "I have not sufficient time to waste two

hours in discussing
4 with him."

1 Now Hlraman had become the head of the family and Chintaman

had no hand (in the family affairs.) The poor fellow would sit on

a cushion with spectacles on, and would pass his time in coughing.

On the next day Siripflr was knocked down in the name of

Hlraman and thus he advanced to the position of a Zammdar from

that of a money lender. Taking his clerk 5 and two peons, he set

out to see the village : when the inhabitants of Sirlpur came to

know of the affair
;
as it was their new Zamlndar's first visit, all

.

1. Jazbat = feelings, sing, jazba.

2. As 16 annas make a complete rupee, so solah ana is very often used

for anything whole or complete ; accordingly ath ana is used for half,

char ana for one fourth and so on.

3. Dado, properly, paternal grand-father, sometimes is used for father

by Hindus. (Nana = maternal grand-father).

4. Sar maghzan karna = lit. to wory one's head.

5. Lit. a deputy.



and every family began to make preparations for presents. On
the fifth evening Hlraman entered the village, his forehead was

marked with rice desolved in curd and three hundred tenants 1
, with

hands folded remained standing at his service till the first watch of

night. In the morning the general manager began to introduce to

him the tenants
;
each of them, who came in front of him placed a

rupee or two at his feet according to his capacity, and by noon it

became a heap of five hundred rupees.

It was the first occasion that Hlraman came to know what

peculiar advantages were afforded by Zamindari. It was the first

time that he felt proud
8 of his wealth and power ;

the greatest pride

of all is that of wealth. When the list of tenants was over he spoke

to his manager "Is there any one else?" Mukhtar "Yes, my
lord, there is one more named Takht Singh". Hlraman "Why
didnt he come?" The manager "He is a bit lazy." Hlraman "I

will cure his laziness, well, send some one for him." After a short

time an old man supporting himself with a stick came and after"

greeting him sat down on the ground, without making any present.

Hiraman was highly annoyed
3 at his such impertinance, and said

sternly. "As yet you have not fallen into the clutches of any

Zamindar : I shall make each and every one of you pay for your

impudence."
Takht Singh gazing at the face of Hiraman said, "In my life

time scores of land lords have owned this village and afterwards left

it, but none spoke to me so sternly." After he had said this, he took

up his stick and made off to his house. The old Thakurain* said to

him "Did you see the Zamindar ? What sort of man is he ?" Takht

Singh. "He is a good man
;

I could recognise him." Thakurain

"Did you know him previously ?" Takht Singh "I know him

for the last twenty years: dont you remember the occurance of

the "Doll Fair' ?" After that day he never went to Hframan.

After six month's time ReotI felt desirous to see Sirfpur, and

visited the place with all her children and the daughter-in-law.

1. As~im~i, double plural of ism=sa. name
;
the simple pi. is asma.' When

it is used as a sing. mas. a tenant.

2. Nasha at]\t:, intoxication. 3. Bukhara* lit., vapour, hence fever.

4. Fern, of thakur.



All the women of the village including Thakurain came to see them.

ReotI was amazed at the good manners and behaviour of the latter ;

and at the time of her departure from the place said to her,

"Thakurain, I hope you will sometimes visit my place, I have been

very pleased to see you." In this way both the women by and by
became friends. While on one side circumstances had assumed

this aspect ;
Hlraman through the misleading of his manager

was adopting means to dishearten Takht Singh.

The paran masht of Jeih> had approached, and preparations

were being made for Hlraman's birth-day*. ReotI was sifting flour

in a sieve, when the old Thakurain arrived. ReotI said to her

smilingly "Tomorrow you are invited to my house." Thakurain

"I am glad to accept. Which birth-day
3 is it ?" ReotI The

"thirtieth." Thakurain "Pray to God ! we may be fortunate

enough to witness a hundred days more of this sort." ReotI "May

your tongue be auspicious. It is only after many great incantation

and through your prayers that I am able to witness this day. His

life was endangered when he was only seven years old. I had

gone to see the Doll Fair, when he fell into the water ; fortunately

a magnanimous man succeeded in saving his life : his life in

reality has been given by him. I searched for him very much,

but could not find him. On every birth-day a hundred rupees are

put aside, which now have reached to over two thousand. The

child intends to build a temple at SerlpQr in his name. Thakurain !

take it for truth, if I could see him once, I should thinck I had

reaped the fruit of my life and the desire of my heart would be

fullfilled." When ReotI became silent, tears began to run down

from the eyes of Thakurain.

On the next day on the one side the revellings of Hlraman's

birth-day were going on and on the other Takht Singh's lands were

piK up to auction. "I am going to seek the help of ReotI Rani,"

said the Thakurain. "Not so long as I am living," responded

Takht Singh.

1. Jeih is the ninth Hindi month corresponding to May.

2. Sal-girah, lit. yearly knot. A record of one's age kept by knotting

a cord every year.

3. Baras ganih, lit. yearly knot.
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The month of Asarh 1
approached, and the rains set in

showing their reanimating generosity. The peasants of Siripur

went out to till their fields, while the sorrowful and longing looks

ofTakht Singh followed them till they were hidden by the fields.

Takht Singh had a cow, now he tended her the whole day long,

and that was the only support he had. He lived by selling dung
cakes and milk and sometimes had to starve. He endured all

these calamities, but he never went to Hiraman to ask for help for

his wretched condition. Hiraman intended to subdue him, but he

was subdued himself : even his success was a defeat to him, and

he could not bend the old iron with the fire of his mean obstinacy.

One day Reoti said to him "Son !* it is very bad that you have

oppressed a poor man."

"He is not poor," said Hiraman sternly, "I shall break his

pride." The Zamlndar proud' of his wealth, was trying to break

a thing which had no existence at all : just as a mere child fights

with its shadow.

Some how or other, Takht Singh passed through the whole year.

The rains were again in, but his house was not roofed and as it

rained very heavily for several days, a part of it fell down. The

cow was tied up at its side it was buried under it, and died : Takht

Singh also was severely injured* and was laid up with fever from

that
day.
He had none to attend him and cure him, even his means of

lively-hood were lost, a cruel and pitiless calamity had ruined him

entirely. His house was full of water, there was not even a

particle of grain ;
he himself was being moaning in a dark (corner)

ot it, when Reoti arrived there, he got up and enquired as to the

person who had come. Thakurain "It is Reoti Rani." Takht Singh
"I an very fortunate that you have been so kind to me."

"Thakurain, God knows, how I am surprised at my son," said Reoti

shamefully, "tell me (whenever) you have any trouble : you have

been in such calamity, but you did not even let me know of it."

1. The tenth Hindi month corresponding to June,

2. Mark that beta is not inflected, although it is in Vocative case, to

show affection.

3. Matwala, lit. drunk. 4. Badan men is understood after ke.
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Afterwarfls she placed a small bundle of rupees in front of the

Thakurain.

When Takht Singh heard the ringing of the money, he got up
and said, ''Rani, we are not in need of it, be good enough not to

make me a sinner at the point of my death."

On the next day . Hlraman also passed by the place with his

friends. He smiled when be found the house fallen down
;
and

reflected within himself that at last he had succeeded .in breaking

his pride. He went into the house and said, ''How are.you, Thakur

now ?" "It is all the grace of God," said the Thakur gently, "it is

'very strange that you should come to my place."
1

Hlraman was defeated a second time; his desire that Takht

Singh should rub his eyes' upon his feet was not fulfilled. On that

very night the poor, but free, honest and unselfish Thakur departed

from this world.
,

'

J
Now the old Thakurain was left alone in this world, there was

none who might share her sorrow and mourn for her after her

death. Her poverty and indigence added fuel to the flame of her

sorrow : although affluence can not replace the loss of one's dead,

bu.t still it is of great use in easing
3 one's pain.

Anxiety about a lively-hood is very troublesome. The Thakurain

now used to collect cow-dung from the fields and grazing-grounds

and used to sell it after forming it into cakes. The sight of her

going to the fields with the support of a stick and comifig back

from the place with a basket upon her head and panting (all along

the way) 'was very pitiful : so that.even Hlraman was moved at it.

One day he sent some flour, pulse and rice to her, putting them into

(brass) dishes; ReotI herself took the articles to her. But tears

stood in her eyes and she said, "ReotI, as. long as I can see and

my limbs are serviceable to me, please do not make me and the

one who has expired, sinners." Since that day Hlraman did not dare

to show any sympathy. One day ReotI bought some dung cakes

from her : in the village they were sold thirty per pice, she

wished to take only twenty for a pice ; after that day she

never brought the cakes to her house.

.

1. Mark the Urdn idiom.

2. Lit. but certainly it serves as ointment.
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'

.-: There exist but very few such goddess-like women in the world.

Was she not aware that if she would reveal the secret,
1 all her

miseries would be put an end to
; (but she feared) that it would be

a return for the service, rendered. It is a well known proverb 'Do

good but never give it any place in your memory'.
3

Perhaps she

never even recollected, doing any service to Reotl.

The woman, perfect in manners and true to her sense of honour,

lived for three years after her husband s death. The difficulty

with which she passed this period, (is so shocking that it) makes

one's hair stand erect. For days together she had to starve, some-

times she could not get any dung and at others some one would

steal the cakes. Such is the will of God, some have plenty of

wealth but there is none to enjoy it; while others pass their lives

very wretchedly. The old woman put up with all these troubles.

but never asked 8
any person for anything

It was now Hlraman's thirty second birthday ;
and the pleasing

notes of drums were (again) heard: piins
k were prepared some

with ghee, and some with oil ; the former for the fat and respecta-

ble Brahmins, and the latter for the poor starving low people.

Suddenly a woman came to Reotl and said to her, "The

Thakurain's condition seems critical 5
;
she has (sent me) for you.

Reotl reflected within herself that she might6 be on the point of

death and prayed to God keep her through the day safely.

Thus having considered the matter she did not go to the old

woman. When Hiraman found that his mother did not wish to go

to her he himself set out (for the place.) For the last few days he

had had very kind regards for the Thakurain But Reotl followed

him up to the door to stop him, (and thus proved to what extent)

she was merciful and good natured.

When Hiraman arrived at the house of Thakurain, silence was

prevailing all over the place. The old woman's face was pale, and

I. Lit. hidden secret. 2. Lit. do good and throw it in a river.

3. Lit. but never stretched her hands before any one.

4. A^
kind of thin fried cake.

5. Mark the Urda idiom. Jane is a colloquial contraction of no. janen.

6. Mark the negative construction.



her end seemed very near. 1 Hlraman said loudly, "Thakurain !

here it is Hlraman."

The Thakurain opened her eyes and directed him with gestures.

to bring his head near her
;

and then spoke out with certain stops,

saying, "There are the Thakur's bones and the red lead of my
married life as well, at the head of my bed, please send them to

Parag Raj
8
(after my death.) After she had uttered these words,

she closed her eyes. Hlraman opened the box and found both

the articles quite safe
;
a tiny bundle containing ten rupees was

also found which were kept, probably, for her funeral ceremony.3

The Thakurain's troubles 'were put to an end for ever on that night.

On that very night ReotI dreamt, that it was the month of

Sawan, clouds were gathered (all over the sky), she herself was

standing on the bank of the river Kirat
;
meanwhile Hlraman had

slipped and gone under the water, she began to beat her breast

and cry. Suddenly an old man jumped into the water and took

Hlraman out of it. ReotI threw herself on his feet and asked him

as to his identity. He replied that he lived at Siripur and his name

was Takht Singh.

Siripur is still in the possession of Hlraman
;
but now it's beauty

has been doubled. If you go to the place, the golden pinnacle of a

temple will come into view from a distance. It is built at the very

spot where the house of Takht Singh stood. In front of it there is

a well and a dharam sala* both made with bricks. The travellers

stop in it and sing his praises. Both the temple and the dharam-

sola are known by his name.

MAHESH DlS (SURNAMED) RAJA BlRBAR.

(From Darbar-i-Akbarl by Shamsul-'Ulama-Azad o/ Delhi)

His name is (always) mentioned with that of Akbar, just as is

Aristotles' name with that of Alexander. But if we examine the facts

of his life, as compared with his fame, it appears that he was more

fotunate than Aristtole. As to his origin, he was a bard : and now

1. Lit. the death agony was come upon her.
,

2. Allahabad. 3. Lit. was the passage money of the departing one.

4. A rest-house for travellers and pilgrims.



you will yourself come to understand what consideration should be

given to a bards' learning. Not to speak of any work,
1 not a single

verse composed by him has been seen up to this time, fit to be

recited, with approval, before an assembly of meritorious 2 Pandits 3
.

No couplet of his, has been heard that could be repeated* before

friends. As regards his qualifications, no comparison can be drawn

between Todarmal and him 5
. Now if expeditions and conquests

6 be

taken into consideration, (it will be seen) that he did not even touch

the handle of his sword. Notwithstanding all this, the fact is that

out of the nine gems
7 of Akbar's court, not a single one competed

with him in (gaining) the appreciation (of) and the ear of Akbar.

Some historians, say, that his original name was Mahesh Das,

and (that he was) a Brahmin by caste8
;
but most of them describe

him to be a bard who assumed the poetic name Barhlya. (But)

Mulla9 Sahib writes his name as Barham Das, the Bard. His native

place was KalpI ; formerly he was a servant in the court of Ram
Chandar Bhat. Like other bards he too used to roam about from

town to town and recite Hindi songs.

Luckily he happened to meet Akbar some where in the beginning

of his reign.
10 God knows what action of his pleased Akbar (so

much), that in no lime he rose from the lowest position to one of

the highest ranks11
. As a matter of fact, no noble man of rank12 or

courtier 13 of high dignity could match him in his access to Akbar
;

but the connection he has got with the history of Akbar's reign

seems to be very little.

[Just see how the Mulla Sahib describes him.]

Nagarkot was conquered by Husain Quli*Khan's sword, in 980

A. H. To narrate this story
18

briefly, the emperor,
14 from his child-

i. Kitab, pi. Kutub. Bala-i-taq = (lit.) on the niche = shelve. 2. From

Sans. Gun = merit, virtue. 3. A learned Brahmin. 4. There is a pun on

the word Duhra. 5. Mark the UrdH idiom. 6. Sig., Path
; pi. futTIh

;
double

pi. futnhSt. 7. Nau-ratan (nine gems or jewels) was the name of Akbar's court,

which was composed of nine ministers. 8. Qaum, pi. Aqmam, g. Mulla

Do-piyaza was one of the nine courtiers of Akbar. 10. Lit., sitting (on the

throne), u. Note the UrdTI idiom. 12. 'Ali-jah from Ar. '/*'= high, jah = rank.

Amir (chief), pi. Umara. 13. Qi?$a, pi. qaa. 14. Lit. 'King.' According to

the Muslim belief, the word Shahanshah, 'the king of kings' (emperor) should

only be used for God.

8
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hopd, felt a great attraction towards Brahmins, Bhats and other

Hindu communites, 1 and paid special attention to them. In the

early days
8 of his reign, a Brahmin Bhat a mendicant named

Barham Das, who was an inhabitant of Kalpi, and the praise singer

of Hindus by profession, but at
the^

same time a very clever and

cunning fellow, entered into his service and got access to him, and

through flattery got a great influence over him 8
; and, by degrees

he rose to such an elevated position that the following line proves

true in his case.

I became thou and thou becamest I ; I became the body, thou

becamest the soul.

First he got the title of Kabrai or the king
4 of Poets 5

Raja Blrbar.

The cause6 of this expedition was that the empror, taking offence

on some matter, gave orders for the conquest of Kangra, and made

him its king with the title of Ra)a Blrbar. He sent zfarman to

Husain Qull Khan, directing him to take possession of Kangra and

place it under Raja Birbar. His policy in doing so must, surely.

have been that as it was a sacred place of the Hindus it should

have connection with a Brahmin name. Husain Qull Khan having

gathered all the chiefs of the Panjab, raised an army with artillery,

and having taken with him all the materials necessary for subuing

a fort and invading a hilly country, set out on his march, and

placing the Raja in front as if he was the flag-bearing elephant.

Historians' pens become lame in describing the pains
7 the general

8

took in descending into the vallies and ascending the mountains.

In short, using his force at one place, and his influence at another,

he, (at last), reached Kangra. Izad, What could the Raja have

been doing in such places of labour and hardship
9

? He must

I. Aqsam, pi. of qism (kind) ; TawS.if, pi. of ta,ifa (a tribe, a commu-

nity) ; Hunud, pi. of Hindu. 2. AwS.il, pi. of Awwal (the first). 3. Note
that 'Barham Das' is colloquially, in the case absolute, and the following
sentence commences with the pronoun us-ne.

4. Maliii, pi. Muluk (Mulk, a country, pi. mamalik
; Malak, an angel, pi.

mala
t
ik

; Milk, a possession, pi. amlak).

5. Shu'ara, pi. of Sha'ir (Shi'r, pi. Ask'ar.). 6. Lit., root.

7. Lit., shedding sweat. 8. Sipah-salar, from Sipak^zn army ;
and salar

a chief. 9. Lit., diminution of life.



have been shouting and making noise, making the courser of his

jokes curvet around, abusing the coolies and labourers, and carrying

on with quips and cranks. They beseiged Kangra with great

assiduity and the army consisted of both Hindus and Muslims.

The Raja was greatly taken to task on account of the high handed-

ness carried on by him in the zeal of invasion. As Ibrahim Mirza

had made an attack on the Panjab as a rebel, Husain Quli Khan

was obliged to make peace and give up the seige of Kangra. The

Raja of Kangra finding this opportunity in his favour, accepted all

the terms proposed (by the enemy). As regards the fourth term,

the general said that Raja Blrbar's case required a favourable

consideration, as the governorship of that place had been conferred

on him by the emperor ;
and this condition was also accepted.

The result was that five maunds of gold by Akbarl weight was

laid 'before Eirbar' and curious1 and valuables,
2 worth thousands

of rupees (were set apart) for the Emperor. What had Blbar Ji

to 3 do with other matters ? He took his alms4 and rode off.

Akbar was ready to make a forced march to Ahmadabad in Gujrat,

(when Bibar came and) paying homage and invoking blessings

on him joined the army.

At the close of 990 A. H., Blbar invited the emperor, to a

banquet the latter accepting his invitation, went to his house
;

(whereupon Blbar) placed before Akbar the very things that Akbar

had from time to time bestowed upon him, strewed the coins

over him and presenting the other things stood before him with

his head bowed down.

Azad The circumstances (that led to this invitation) must

have been otherwise. It is not unlikely that the people of the

public and private Darbars should have argued with him about

his not entertaining the emperor like the other nobles. But it

is evident that the latter used to carry on warfare, conquer

territories, rule over them, earn wealth, and get rewards as well.

If they gave entertainments to the emperor, they decorated their

houses with royal magnificence, the most ordinary function of

which was to raise a platform at the cost of one lakh and twenty-

i. 'Ajajb, pi. of 'ajlb. 2. Lit., nicities. Nafa,is pi. of naf'is.

3. Gharaz = purpose, object ; pi. aghraq. 4. Present to Brahmans.
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five thousand rupees. They spread velvets, cloths of gold and

brocades in the way of the emperor ;
and when the latter reached

near, they showered on him flowers of gold and silver ;

and when he stepped in the door, they strewed on him trays

of pearls. They offered to him presents of lakhs of rupees

consisting of precious stones, shawls, golden embroidered velvets,

valuable1 armours,8 handsome slave girls, beautiful pages,

elephants and horses; and to cut the detail short, they lavished

on hkn all that they had earned. (But) all these roads were

closed to Raja Blrbar. He did not utter a single word, but

placing before him all that Akbar had given to him he stood up.

But he was not a man to be shy, he must have said to him some-

thing or other, (as) he was ever ready with an adequate answer.3

Had Azad been present there he would surely have said (to him),

''I present to you what you have bestowed upon me." Hemistich

Whatever is received from him, is eventually received by him.

From the Darbar to the palace, there was no place that was not

unfrequented by him at all times
;
and he, through his sagacity

and careful study of the emperor's mind, on every occasion

received favourable orders4 from him. That is why the Rajas, the

Maharajas, the nobility and the chiefs 5 sent to him presents worth

lakhs of rupees, and the emperor too sent him to most of the Rajas

as his ambassador6
. He was very wise and intelligent ; by reason

of partly his nationality, partly his rank of ambassador, and paitly

his wits and jokes, he easily gained familiarity
7 with them also;

and obtained his objects from them in a way that armies could not.

In 984 A. H. the emperor sent him with Rai Lun Karan to the

Raja of Dongarpur. The Raja was just about to send his daughter

to Akbar's harem, but for some reasons, he hesitated to do so.

As soon as Blrbar arrived there, he enchanted him in such a way,

that he forgot all his plans ;
and Blrbar came back to the emperor

I. Per., Garan = dear; and baha = value. 2. Asliha pi. of Silah. 3. Lit.,

He was a phuljhar'i of readiness in answer. Phuljhar! (from phul= flower
;

jharna = to drop, to shower) a kind of fire work resembling a fountain.

4. Hukm (order) pi. Ahkam
;

hakim (ruler), pi., hukkam
\ hakm, pi.,

hukama. 5. Khatoatfin pi. of khan. 6. Saflr, pi. sufara. 7. Lit., melted

and mixed.
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with the conveyance of the princess laughing and raising shouts

of congratulation. In 991 A. FT. he repaired to the Darbar of

Ram Chandar in company with Zain Khan (the Emperor's) foster-

brother. Blrbhaddar the Raja's son was afraid of appearing before

the Emperor; but he too was prevailed upon by his words ; and

so on.

In the same year, Raja Birbar escaped a great calamity. While

Akbar was playing Polo in the plain of Nagar Chin, his horse

threw the Raja off and he seemed to be senseless. God knows 1

whether he was really unconscious or jokingly feigned to be so.

The Emperor called him several times, rubbed his head with

great affection and ordered him to be carried away to his house.

In this very year, the Emperor was enjoying the spectacle of

elephants fighting on the Polo Ground when quite another

spectacle happened to be seen. The elephant, named Dil

Chachar, and notorious for his wildness and bad temper, suddenly

ran after two foot soldiers. They took to their heels
;
and while

the elephant was chasing* them Birbar happened to come in his

way. Leaving their pursuit, he fell upon Birbar. The Raja did

not dare to flee away ;
and besides he was bulky. It was a

curious sight : and the crowd* all round began to raise hullabaloo.

Akbar pushed his horse through ;
the Raja ran away tumbling

and falling, trembling and out 4 of breath
;

and the elephant

stopped at a few paces behind the Emperor. Oh ! how fortunate,

Akbar, thou art !

The province of Suwad (Suwat ?) and Bajor is a vast country

on the west of Peshawar, and its soil is like that of India, fertile*

and fruitful 6
;
and to add more (to its advantages), its climate is

temperate, and its seasons are cool. (Tt) is boundad on the north,

by the Hindukush mountains, on the weft by the range
7 of Sulaiman

I. Khuda-jane (God knows) is used to express doubt Khuda janta hai

(God knows or God is witness) is used in making
1 a solemn affirmation.

2. Here bkZgn jata tha is rather Panjabi ;
it ought to be daurajafci tha.

3. KJ2_ala,iq pi. of khalq. 4. Lit., out of breath and shivering. 5. Lit.,

'gold producing' (Per., #ar= gold ;
khee from khastan = to raise, to produce).

6. Per., Affr= fruit; and awar from a-oiurdan-=io bring. 7. Ar.SUsilaa.nd

Per. zanj'iraz. chain.



mountains, and on the south by the Khaibar Hills, extending to the

river Indus. This province too is a part of Afghanistan ;
and the

robust 1 and brave 1 Afghans inhabiting this land are called

Bardurranls. The situation of the country, having (naturally)

made them unruly and head strong holds them forth prominent

amongst their tribes, and raises them up as high as the icy summits

of the Hindukush. There are plains or valleys, each extending

as far as thirty or forty miles in the above 3
province ;

and in each

valley, there are passes leading through the mountains to other

plains, and they match Kashmir in the purity of their air, the

verdure of their soil, and their flowing streams. These vallies

either terminate at the passes, having high
4 mountains on each side,

or disappear in dense* forests. Such a country could, but with

difficulty, be traversed by invaders
;
but is not at all difficult for

the inhabitants of those parts. They are well practised in ascending

and descending a mountain and fully acquainted with the roads,

and so, in no time, fhey pass from one valley to another, where, a

stranger would, for days nay rather for weeks wander about, dashing

his head against the mountains.

Although the Afghans
5 of that place consider strong headedness

and highway robbery
6 their national gift

7
; yet a cunning man

under the veil of a saint calling himself Plr8 Ranshna,! gathered

a good number of ignorant people of the aforesaid Afghan tribes9

around himself. The above mentioned mountainous -country, each

part of which is a natural fortress, has become a shelter place for

them. From the banks of the Attock to Peshawar and Kabul,

they used to commit highway robberies and lay waste the habi-

tations by their plunderings and ravagings. If Government

officers attacked them with an army, they made vigorous
10

oppo-

i. Per. ^aw = body; aivar from ais>urdan= to bring. 2. Per., Dil = heart ;

and awar from awtirdan = to bring. 3. Lit., mentioned (past part, of

Zakara=* mentioned). 4. The repetition simply indicates plurality. 5. The

Ar. broken pi. is Afghnina. 6. Per., rah = way ;
and zanl from eadan. = to

beat. 7. Jauhar = spirit ;
merit but its Ar. broken pi. juwahir means 'a

jem, and is generally used as singular, its pi. being jawahirat. 8. Lit., 'an

old man'
;
and hence, 'a religious leader', 'a saint.' g. An Afghan tribe is

generally khel. 10. Lit., head breaking.
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sition with great stubbornness; and if overpowered, they hid

themselves among the mountains
;
but when the invading party

went back, they would come out again and attacking them from

behind turned its victory
1 into defeat. In the year 993 A. H.,

Akbar wished to crush them 2 and settle the affairs of the country

completely; (and so) he sent Zain Khan Kokultash in company
with several officers, with an army ;

and he taking the royal army
with him and providing himself with the materials necessary for a

hill campaign
3 and provisions entered the country and first, under-

took the invasion of Bajor.

My friends ! it is so difficult to traverse 1 these hilly tracts,

that only those, who have travelled in those places, know the hard-

ships (of a journy) there
; strangers can not have an idea of it.

When one enters those hjlly tracts, the ground seems to be steep ;

and then one sees something like coulds at a distance, spreading
in front5 all over (the sky) from right to left, and rising higher and

higher. As you go on advancing, you will see rows of small

hillocks; and if you go still further right through them, you will

rind high hills. After you have crossed one of their rows, you
come to a steep glen, and there again a row of hills comes before

you. And now you will either find a mountain split into two ;

6

i a gorge), and you will have to get across it, or you will have to

make your way up a mountain and then come down on the opposite

side. While you ascend and descend, if you look down from the

top of the edges of the mountain, you will see deep ravines on

either sides, even to look into which will be repugnant to you.

If you slip a little, you are undone
; you will find no place to rest

until you reach the nether regions. At one place, you will come

across a plain, and at another you will have to descend two or

three miles, just in the same way as you had to ascend
;

still

further you are again to make your way up for some distance. In

your way, you will find passes here and there, right and left where

the road branches off in a different direction
;
and in those passes

i. Broken pi. futuh. 2. Lit., Break their stiff necks. 3. Lit., opening

the mountain. (Per. Koh = a mountain
;
and Kshuadan =to open). 4. Lit.,

this hilly country is so clumsy. 5. Note the direct narration in Urdtl.

6. Lit., two mountains split in the middle.
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you find habitations for miles and miles together, the people of

which are quite unknown to the world at large. At some places,

you will have to go along through narrow passage for miles. In

short if you go to those places you will come to know the

meanings'
1 of these terms 8

steep ascent, precipitous descent, the

rib of a mountain i.e, the road in the middle of the ascent going

along the side of the mountain, the collor of a mountain, i.e., a

crevice in a mountain, a mountain defile i.e., a narrow pass between

two hills, the creet of a mountain i.e., a road along the ridge of a

mountain, and the skirts of a mountain, i.e., the plain at the bottom

of a mountain, mere imagination will not make you understand

these things, while sitting at home.

All these mountains are covered with trees, large and small ;

springs of water flow down right and lft, which on the surface,

are in places found in t"he form of shallow rills, and at other

places in the shape of water channels. In some places they

run down through two hills where, it is difficult to go across

without a bridge or a boat
;
and as the water comes down from

a great height, dashing against rocks, it rushes with such a force,

that it is impossible to ford it. If a horse dares to do so, he will

slip on the rocks. These inaccessable roads, these passes on

the right and left, and these skirts of the mountains are populated

by the Afghans. They weave blankets, horse coverings, carpets

and rugs from the wool of sheep and camels
;
and they pitch small

tents made out of wool. Along the skirts of the mountains they

1>uild one or two storied huts and cultivate lands there. Forests

of apples, quinces, pears and vines are their natural gardens. They
eat these fruits and enjoy their lives fully. When an outside

enemy attacks them, they come forth and oppose him. They beat

drums on a high hill
; and every body within hearing of the sound

of the drum, in compelled to come to that place. They provide

themselves with two or three meals i.e., some bread and flour,

and equip themselves with arms, and then come (to the place of

action). The imperial armies, accustomed to fight in the plains,

are struck with wonder to see these Afghan fighting clans spread

over the mountains like swarms of locusts
;
and when they think

I. Ma'na, pi., ma'ani. 2. Alfaz (Lit., words) ; Sig., la/a.



of the terrible journey they had to make to come to this place

through very many inaccessable mountains, and see these devils

before them, and find no easy task for themselves either to

make their way back or to confront these rogues, they find

themselves lost between the earth and the sky, and think of

nothing else but God. 1

In battle the Afghans fight very bravely. When they attack,

they rush forward minding but little their being exposed to the

enemy's fire 2
;
but they cannot keep their feet firm before the

imperial army ;
but when overpowered they climb the hills and hide

themselves in the posses on either side. They are stout and strong.

Even to ascend to high ground is a difficult task for our fellow

country men ;
but as for them, they of course fall if hit in the headfe

hearfand liver
;
but if a bullet hits their arms, their hands or

legs, they take no notice of it at all. They go on rushing through

woods and ascending hills like monkeys. If shot while doing so,

they will do no more than tap or scratch their wound, as if stung

by a wasp nay, a mosquito.

The great difficulty that comes in the way of the imperial

armies, is that as they go on advancing, they foolishly
3 think that

the country lies open before them
;

but in reality they go on

entering the very mouth of Death 4
. The Afghans who had shown

their back to their enemy and retreated 5 or entered the side

passes, again ascend the hills after they had descended, the people

inhabiting the passes also come6
(to their aid) ;

and they shower

bullets, arrows or stones from above. To speak the truth, 7 the

Afghan's shouting and making noise is enough to terrify an army

which was thinking that it had advanced after clearing the way

(Lit. field.) An attack from the front is always imminent8
;
that

battle field is ever ready (for them). As long as flour is tied round

the waist of the Afghans, they go on fighting ;
when- it is consumed,

I. The whole sentence has been rendered very freely into English. The

reader should observe the Urdu" idiom. 2. Lit., they fell upon the enemy's

cannons. 3. Nadan = foolish (Per., 7t5 = not
;
and dUn from danistama'xnow).

4. pi. Amivat. 5. The text is apparently not correct. It should run thus Jo
samne se halkar pichhe bhag ga,e the. 6. An pahithchti hai should be

a pahunchtl hai. 7. Haqlqat, pi., hajajq. 8. Mark the UrdTI idiom.
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they flee away to their houses
;
but some remain in the field,

others come back with more provisions, and still some new ones

come to add to their number. In short the more the imperial

armies advance and the distance behind them increases, the more

the road back to their homes is closed for them
;
and if the road is

closed, bear in mind that all sources of getting informations,

provisions and in a word, all communications are closed.

Zain Khan devised the scheme 1 of battle very skillfully ;
and

wrote to the king that there was nobody to check the advance of

the victorious army ; (adding) that very old Afghan chiefs had

come forward, with chudders round, their neck, to beg pardon for

their offence
;
but against the places where caution was necessary,

some other army should be sent. At this time the vessel of Blrbar's

me which was sailing on guided by the (favourable) wind of

desires, was suddenly caught in a whirlpool and sank down. In

the court this matter was under discussion namely which of the

chiefs was to be sent who could lead an army in such oddly

situated roads, and skillfully arrange the intricate matters that might

crop up. Abul Fazal offered his 2
services, while Birbar made the

same 8
request : the Emperor drew lots, and the angel of death

brought forth the name of Birbar. His jests and jokes used to

amuse the Emperor very much and he could not part with him for

a moment, but God knows whether some astrologer imformed him

or he himself, conceived the idea that the expedition was to be

brought to a successful end by Birbar. Although it was against

his wishes, still he was compelled to give him permission ;
and

ordered that the special artillary should also accompany him.

Now think of the manner of his love for him that on the point of

parting he placed (one of) his hands on his arm and said "Birbar,

please come back soon 4 ." On the day of his departure, the

Emperor while returning from shooting went into his tents himself,

and explained to him a great many important
5

points. He set off

with sufficient army and transport. When he arrived at the halting

i. Lit., spread the ches board. 2. Fidia'i = devoted
; your devoted servant

(much used by inferious instead of the pronoun 'main'
1

). 3. 'Ko 1

is understood

after ghulam. 4. Jaldl, colloquial for jald or jaldl se. 5. Lit., ups and

downs.



stage of Dok, a pass appeared in front and the Afghans had climbed

the hills on either side. Blrbar was standing at a distance shouting

but the other chiefs pushed on. The uncivilised people of

hills are totally wild and are worth nothing ; but they opposed
the imperial army so furiously that although a large number of

Afghans were killed, still the imperial army also had to retire with

heavy losses. Now, as a very little part of the day was remaining

it was found necessary to get back to the plain.

The Emperor himself knew what a jester bhat could do.

After a time an army was sent by him under 'the command of

Hakim Abul Path with the instructions that after reaching the plain

he was to take with him the army of the place and passing the

valleys of Malkand hills to join the army of Zain Khan. Although

Zain Khan was brought up in the climate of India, yet he was

the son of a soldier. His forefathers were born in the same country

and passed their lives in the same place as soldiers. When he arrived

in the territory of Bajor, he immediately spread warfare in all

directions and made such attacks that mountains were shaken 1
,

thousands of Afghans killed, lands beseiged, families captured ;

and he pressed them so hard, that other chiefs of their country

putting cords round their neck appeared before him to show

their submission.

Zain Khan now turned towards the country of Sawad. The

Afghans rushed down from the foot hillocks and hills like

{swarms of) locusts
;
and began to shower 3 bullets and stones

Tike hail. The advanced guard had to retreat, but the main body
8

plucked up courage put their shields in front of their faces and

un-sheathed their swords
;

in short some how or other, it managed
to get through the pass.

At this sight others also were inspired with bravery ; anyhow

they succeeded in ascending the hill, and the Afghans fled to the

i Bhauhchal earthquake ; (bhUrn or bhuin = the earth, and chal =

motion).

2, The Infinitive barsana according to the Lucknovv idiom should not

be inflected.

3. Evidently muqaddama (advanced guard) has wrongly been used here

for qalb (main body). The other meanings of muqaddama are (i) a law-suit,

and (2; preface.
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hill ('situated) opposite. Getting up (the hill), Zain Khan

established himself (there); and encamped in Chakdara with an

entrenchment all round, and (thus) turned the place into a fortress.

As Chakdara is centrally situated in the aforesaid country and

help can be sent in every direction, from the place ; consequently

the whole district 1
excepting Karakar hills and Buner, was captured.

Meanwhile Raja Blrbar and Hakim arrived one after the other.

Although Zain Khan was not on good terms with the Raja, (still),

when he received the information of his arrival, following the

principles of generalship he went to receive him and he met him

in the way and talked to him in a friendly and cordial manner ;

afterwards he proceeded on and busied himself with the arrange-

ment of the passage. All day long he remained standing and got

the whole army, camp followers and transport down the snow

covered hills
;
then encamped and passed the whole night there,

lest the Pathans should attack the rear. The Hakim with his

army hurried forward to the fortress of Chakdara, where they all

joined up in the morning. Kokultash gave them an entertainment

and received them very cordially regarding them as his guests.

He made great preparations for their entertainment and invited

them into his own tents, so that proposals might be agreed
8

upon.

At this the Raja burst out into comp'aints, saying that as the

Imperial artillary was with him, it was necessary for the servants

of the Emperor to gather round it to discuss upon the different

points.

Although it was proper that the Raja should have given over

the charge of the artillery to Kokultash, taking his commandant-

ship into consideration
; nevertheless, Zain Khan attended by all

other officers, came to him without hesitation, though it was un-

pleasant to them. Worst of all. the Hakim and the Raja also were

not friendly (with each other). On this occasion an altercation

arose between them, and the Raja descended to filthy abuse.

Kokultash's high mindedness is to be admired, as he put out the

fire which was ablaze
;

and the meeting ended peacefully and

amicably : but still there existed no harmony amongst the three

generals, on the contrary, enmity and discord were getting stronger

I. PI., asla'. 2. Raj = opinion ; pi., ara.
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and stronger day by day. None of them agreed with the others,

and every one wished that his own dictates should be followed by
the others.

Zain Khan was the son of a soldier and born of warriors 1
; from

a child he grew to manhood in wars : he was acquainted with the

conditions of this country as well, and knew how to conquer those

people. The Hakim was a very prudent man, but wise 8 for the

court, not for such odd hills or their wild inhabitants. He could

devise plans well but from a distance (from the battle field) ;
and

it is a known fact that there is a vast difference between theory

and practice. Besides this he considered himself to be the special

courtier of the Emperor, and that nothing was to be done without

consulting him, (at the same time lie entertained this idea that)

they occupied no higher position. From the day BTrbar joined

the army, he used to be upset at the sight of forests and hills :

he was always cross, and used to say to his companions, "Let

us see, to what a distance, the companionship of the Hakim and

the odd schemes of (the Emperor's) foster brother, will take us."

Whenever he came across them in the way, he used to abuse 3

them and quarrel with them. Azad There were two causes of

this, firstly, he was the lion of the palace and not a man of the

sword : secondly he was the favourite of the Emperor. He
claimed that he could reach a place, to which no one else had

access, and that he had such an influence over the king that he

could undo his settled* plans. He cared very little for Zain Khan

and the Hakim
;

5 in short, his conceit spoiled the expendition.

It was the suggestion of Zain Khan, that as his army had been

fighting for a long time, (so) some of their army should stay in the

camp of Chakdara and manage its environs
;
and a part of it should

advance with or that any of them who desired might advance.

Neither the Raja nor the Hakim agreed to this proposal ; they

said, "It is the command of His Majesty that we should plunder

I. Mark the UrdTl idiom. 2. Lit., brave.

3. Lit., he used to tell them bad and good.

4. Therna and therana are the Punjabi forms for Thaharna and thahrana.

5. Note the UrdU idiom. Mai= property ; (PI. animal), ffaqiqat worth
;

(PI. haqa.iq).
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and destroy : it is not this aim1 to conquer and take possession

of the country. We have come as an army killing and slaughter-

ing by this way, and must go back by some other way and present

ourselves before the Emperor." "With what drastic labour/'

responded Zam Khan, -'this territory has been conquered. It will

be a matter of regret if we give it up for nothing. Well, if you
don't want to do anything else, at least let us go back through by

the way we have come ; so that the settlement may be made

perfect."

The Raja was proud of himself
;
he did not listen2 to any one,

and set out on his own way the next day. Perforce Zaln Khan and

the other officers as well, setting their army and transport in order,

followed him, and marched through ten miles of hilly tract in a

day. It was fixed up for the next day that the march should cover

only a distance of half a mile, as the road was rough, valleys were

narrow
;
a big hill was in front

;
the ascent was steep ; transport,

8

and followers were all to pass. The next day they were to get

mounted earlier, so that the snow capped hills might be crossed

easily and they might encamp at the halting stage
4 without any

anxiety. Immediately on this proposal being settled a notice 5

was served on all officers.

Early at dawn the huge6 army moved on. As soon as the

advanced guard ascended a hillock and waved the colour, the

Afghans appeared and at once surrounded it up and down and on

right and left. It is, however, a common thing in the hills. The

Imperial Army opposed them and moved on beating them back ;

when they arrived at their destination, the advanced guard with all

its camp-followers
7 made a halt. Look at the ill-luck of Blrbar

;

he was informed by somebody that a night attack was imminent

at that spot, (and he was advised t,hat) if he would advancee for

eight miles, more he would be out of danger. (Consequently) he did

i. Lit., in view. 2. Bat is understood after ek.

3. Bar-hardarl ,
from Per. i5r= a load; and ba.rda.rl from bardashtan =*

to carry.

4. PI., manazil.

5. Chit t hi, in Hindi, is a letter in general, while in Urdtt, it generally

means an official letter.

6. Lit., river of army. 7, Note the case absolute.



not halt at the stage, but marched on, considering that there \vas a

long time to the approach ot the evening and it was not difficult

to march eight miles (during the period) ;
and that when the)' had

reached the place they would get rest, and that the plain would be

in front which would remove all anxieties
;
while the other officers

would arrive there some how or other : that is why they went on

advancing. He had seen the roads of Agra and Slkrf. He had no

idea at all of those hills
;
and had never travelled amongst them.

How can those people, who go about with kings in litters, palan-

quins and sedan-chairs know these affairs. They are quite

ignorant of the situation, where a night attack can be made and

of the consequences of such an attack. Warriors only, not bards

know such affairs. He supposed that it was a matter of eight miles

only. However the three armies set out one after the other.

Azad "My friends ! that country is a strange world
; and I am

at a loss how to picture it that you may have an idea of it. Now
see 1

;
there are mountains and forests on all sides

; the valleys are so

narrow, that it is difficult for even two or three men to pass through

(side by side) ;
the path is (so narrow) that it seems a mere line

along the ups and downs of the rocks, which should be taken for

a road. It is only the horse with his high courage and his sure

footedness that can pass along it
;
there are ravines sometimes on

the right and sometimes on the left : at some places on either

side, the sight of which is dreadful*. If one steps a bit uncautiously

one is sure to go down. The condition of affairs is so (wretched),

that every one cares for his own soul
; (for instance) one brother

rolls down, while another (simply) looks on at him and goes on

stepping on-ward, without any intention of helping him. One

goes on and on, when some open sky and plain appears, one also

sees a wall of mountain sending its peaks high into the heavens.

One thinks that when one has passed them, all the difficulties will

be surmounted. After battling with the difficulties all day long,

one reaches the top, and finds oneself in a plain, and distant peaks

again appear. Descending from them one is in a valley and

similar lofty
3 walls are again in front, which lie with a weight on

i. Lit., such is the state. 2. Lit., one does not wish to look into.

3. Note that asmanl d'liuaren means 'very Jofty walls', such as reaching
the sky.
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one's mind 1
. (On such occasions a traveller says) "O God ! how

will this mountain of sorrow come to an end" and the heart within

gives up all hope of life1 . At some places, some small hillocks

appear in one direction, and the traveller's heart is delighted with

the idea, that he will soon get out of them and find himself in a

plain. When he has passed them, he comes into an open place ;

after advancing for some miles he has again to enter a pass, while

he hears the sound of falling cataracts. After a mile or two he

has again to face the same darkness, where he can not distinguish

East from West
;
how is he to know, whether the sun is rising or

declining ? Let alone any mention of habitations.

In short Blrbar, being mistaken in thinking that he would get

out of the place some how or other, marched on
; (for he consi-

dered that) if that (proposal) was not carried out3
they would all

be slaughtered while those behind would follow taking care of

themselves. But this journey was not from the court or 'fd-gah* to

his house. Those who had encamped by this time, when they saw

him moving on and going ahead
; supposed that they were given

wrong orders or that these were cancelled : (consequently) all were

confounded 5 and those who had just arrived rushed forward, while

those who had already pitched their tents or were pitching them

at the time were upset, (and proposed) that after folding them and

putting under their arms they should flee away. At last the tents

were pulled down
;
and folding and tying them up roughly, they

ran after (the other party). The Indians, who were wearied of

mountains and of continuous struggles and tired of incessant

dangers took to their heels, while those who were at peace were

upset and followed their example
6

. The Afghans, who also were

amongst them or lay in ambush on either side, seeing this disorder,

began to plunder (them).

1. Lit., those mountains are like mountains of sorrow on the breast.

2. Lit., the heart says that he is sure to die on the spot.

3. Evidently there should be nakln before to of hi sat ka

4. 'Id-gah, an enclosed place (out-side a to^vn) where the appropriate

services are held on the festivals of 'id and baqar-'id.

5. Lit., their hands and feet were swollen so that they could not move.

6. The text is not clear.
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Had the men of the Imperial Army been in their wits or had

Birbar been favoured with Divine Guidance, so as to rein (his

horse) and stop at the spot ;
it \vould not have been a difficult

task (for them) to overcome these plunderers. But (Akbar's)

favourite Raja must have supposed, that the army being enormous

could force its way through ;
and cared very little about those

who would perish, but only about his own march. The army
which was extended for miles in a line and moving on like a

rising river, was now in a state of turmoil. The Afghans were

busy in plundering, slaughtering and capturing ;
the road was un-1

even, the valleys were narrow
;
so that the army was in a bad

plight. Zain Khan put up a stout defence and manoevouring
the army to and fro fought desperately ;

but what could the poor
fellow do (alone). The terrain was very difficult, (consequently)

loaded bullocks, mules8 and camels were captured ;
a considerable

number of men were destroyed and those who fell into their

hands were taken away ;
in short they marched on fighting, dying

and killing for twelve miles.

The next day Zain Khan made a halt, so that the wounded*

might be dressed* and take rest
;

while he himself went to

Raja Blrbar's abode, and held a meeting of the leaders for con-

sultation. The army mainly consisted of Indians, who were

in terror of the country and its people ; (consequently) it was

proposed by the majority that they should make off (for their

home). He (Zain Khan) said that the hills and hillocks in front,

were difficult of passage, the men had lost their hearts, the Afghans

had become bold and they were gathered on the hills in large

numbers, wood, fodder, water and grain was obtainable in abun-

dance : and that in his opinion it was advisable, that they should

stay there for a time and after putting themselves right should

chastise 5 the enemy in such a way that they might come to their

1. Kudhab, from H. w=~bad
;
and dhab= mode, manner.

2. ghachchar, is masculine
;
but in the Punjab it is used as if feminine.

3. Tute phuie, is ordinarily used with in-animate objects ;
and means

broken.

4. Marham = salve, ointment. Pattl = bandage ; (also the longer arm

of a charpoy).

5. Lit., rub the ear.

9
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senses. 1 (He further said) that if that proposal failed, they were

sure to negotiate as their relatives chatfels and cattle were in the

possession of the Imperial army, and so the Afghans would

surrender to them, and ask for forgiveness ; and at that time they

would hand over their prisoners to them and march away at their

ease. (Adding further) that if that alternative also'was not agreed

upon, they should write about the conditions to His Majesty
3 and

ask for reinforcements, which would surround the mountains on

one side, while they would attack from the other side. But how

could these pulse-eating Indians, who were used to enjoying

themselves through the labours of others,
3 cross the hills ? They

did not agree upon any proposals at all, that is they were bent

upon going home and feasting
4 on dainty food.

In short, having struck their tents, tbey set out with great

anxiety and confusion. Camp followers and transport are usually

in the rear, and the'Afghans are accustomed to fall upon them ;

therefore, Zain Khan himself was in the rear guard. Immediately

on their setting off, a fight ensued
;
the Afghans poured down in

numbers from the hills, and (some of them) were hidden in ravines,

valleys and winding
5

paths, (at times) they came out suddenly,

(at their sight) the Indians used to shriek and, fall upon one

another. Whenever they had to pass through any valley or pass,

there was a terrible6
scene, (for) no distinction was made between

man and beast, living and dead
; they were all trampled upon,

let alone any mention of their being assisted or carried. Neither

the officers nor the soldiers cared about them. Poor Zain Khan

was running hither and thither, exposing himself like a shield ;

so that the army might pass safely (lit. easily). When it was

evening the Afghans gained courage, while the Indians lost heart.

They attacked them from all sides in large numbers using arrows

i. Lit, turned heads might be set right. 2. Lit., (his) presence.

3. Mama puTehtiyan or mama pukhtaryan ^ mce dishes prepared by a

maid servant.

4. Tori, PanjSbl for J?ra,t-a kind of vegetable ; Luffa acutangula. Phiilka

=the best and finest kind of chapaties.

5. Lit., serpentine twist. McLr= serpent ; pech^ twist.

6. Lit., the Day of Resurrection used to come.
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and stones, which caused a great uproar and confusion 1 in the

Imperial Army and camp followers, (whereat) the hills resounded.

The road was so narrow, that even two sawars could not ride side

by side, moreover it was getting dark. The Afghans getting their

opportunity, showered bullets, arrows and stones from all sides.

Elephants, horses, men, camels cows and bullocks were falling

one upon another
;
which made the spectacle that of the Day of

Ressurrection : a large number of men were killed on that day.

So night came. His sense of honour prompted Zain Khan to

make a stern resistance, holding his ground and to sacrifice his

own life, following the principles of loyalty*, when an officer came

up and led him away from the crowd, holding the rein of his

horse. There were so many dead men and horses in the valleys

that the road was blocked. Of necessity he dismounted and

climbed the hill on foot along a by-way and escaped and reached

the halting stage
3 after a thousand difficulties. The men as well

were led astray through confusion some of them reached the spot

safely, while others were captured. Hakim Abul Fath after consi-

derable difficulty
4 reached the camp ;

but alas ! there was no

trace of Raja BTrbar. Not he alone but thousands of other men,

most of whom were the Emperor's friends and courtiers, lost

their lives; and numberless people were captured. In short

it was an utter 5
defeat, and throughout the reign of Akbar his

army never fled so disastrously : out of forty or fifty thousand not

a single soul was left. Zain Khan and Hakim Abul Fath, utterly

broken down, did not take any rest, until they had reached

Attock. The Pathans got such a large booty as they had never

obtained for seven generations
6

. Akbar7
,
since he ascended the

throne8 had never been so much grieved
9 as on hearing that news

and of the death of Raja Bfrbar, who was one of his courtiers10 and

1. Lit., lamentation, weeping and wailing.

2. Lit., in the way of sincerity. 3. Marzil, pi. manazil.

4. Lit., agony of death, ^an life
;
Kandldan or kandan = to dig.

. 5. Lit., disgraceful. 6. Pusht back, hence 'generation.'

7. Lit., the sacred mind. 8. Lit., sitting (on the throne).

g. Lit., burden of sorrow. The whole phrase literally means, 'there was

such a burden of sorrow on the sacred mind. 1

(0. Lit., companion of the friendly association.
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confidants 1
. He did not hold any entertainments for two days;

and did not even take any meals. When his wife Maryam-i*

MakanI reasoned with him strongly and his loyal servants 3
wept

and wailed, he forced himself to partake of food. Zain Khan and

Hakim etc., were deprived of the right of entree.4 The Raja's

corpse was carefully searched for, but alas even that could not be

found.

The Mulla is offended that he (Akbar) should grieve for him

(Birbar). He writes, and in what, a funny way, "Those, who were

deprived of paying homage, were forgiven. Because they had

destroyed a courtier like Birbar through their mutual discord

(which was evident) ; they were turned away and were not allowed

any audience for a few days; but again their former positions

were restored to them nay they were raised to higher ranks.

Akbar never felt so much grief at any other noble's death as he

did at Blrbar's. He regretted that his (Birbar's) dead body could

not be taken out of the valley, so that it could have been burnt.

At another time he consoled himself (with the idea) that he was

quite free of all bounds and that the sun-shine 5 was sufficient to

purify him, nay rather he did not need any purification."

Azad The people were aware that Birbar was a source of

amusement for the Emperor at all times.6 Now, when they found

him so restless and upset at his death, they began to pour in

splendid
7 news. (For instance) a pilgrim would come in and say

that he was coming from Juwala Jl and that he had seen him

going with a band of Jogl there. Others would say that he was

seen delivering religious sermons with the Sannyasts.* The dis-

composure of the Emperor's mind would lead him to believe

every version. He himself used to say that he was free of worldly

1. Lit., confidants of the holy assembly.

2. Maryam is 'Mary' ;
"of Mary's rank" a title of Akbar's wife, or it means

(his wife who was) 'as chaste as Mary.'

3. Lit., the slaves, who had deep faith in him, or believed in his sanctity.
"

4. Lit., salutation. 5. Lit., in the light of the great shiner.

6. Lit., eight watches. A day of twentyfour hours is divided in eight

pahars ;
and every pahar, is subdivided into eight gharis.

7. Lit., many coloured. 8. A sect of Hindu ascetics.

9. A Hindu religious mendicant.
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ties 1 and had a sense of honour ;
it was not strange, if he, through

the disgrace of the defeat, had turned himself into a Faqlr.

The foolish courtiers used to spread those thoughts abroad with

some exaggeration.

There was a new rumour* at Lahore every . day, and matters

reached such a stage that the Emperor sent a man to Kangra for

finding him out, but this proved fruitless. The Emperor's whim

in cherishing the idea that Blrbar was still living and his deep
faith*in it, attained (such) a publicity (that it was talked about).

Petitions were received from the Munshl3 at Kalinjar. which

was his (Birbar's) Jaglr^ (in the court), saying that Blrbar was

surely there, though hidden somewhere
;
for a Brahmin, who had

known him for sometime, had recognised him by his moles and

features, while applying oil (to his body). From His Majesty

orders were immediately issued in the (name) of the Karon* (of

that place). That foolish fellow had kept a poor traveller,
6 either

through his folly or by way of joke, to personate Blrbar. Now
when he received the orders and made an enquiry about it he came

to know that it would bring a slur upon him in the court
; nay

rather his service was in danger. He sent the barber 7 back and

gratuitously put the innocent traveller to death for nothing. (At the

same time), he wrote a petition to the effect that he had certainly

been there, but unfortunately death had cleared him away, before

he had had the oppertunity of kissing His majesty's feet.8

Expressions of condolence \\sere again current in the court and

mourning ceremonies were performed. On the charge of not

informing the Emperor of the matter, the Karon and other servants

I. 'Ala,iq is the plural of 'ilaqa. 2. Hawaii (Jchabar), lit., windy news.

3. Munshl = an author
;
scribe

;
a title of respect ;

and a teacher in oriental

languages to Europeans.

4. A landed, property assigned to a subject by government for his good

services.

5. A tax gatherer.

6. Is ahmaq ne bana-kar rakha hu
t
a tha, is a Punjabi construction

;

past participle can not follow an agent case. Therefore hu,a must be omitted.

7. Formerly a message was usually sent through a barber, which custom

is still current to some extent.

8. Pa-bos, from Per., pa foot
;
and bos'idan^io kiss.

v
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of the place were sent for. They were imprisoned, punished and

fined thousands of rupees ;
but at last were set free. Splendid !

his (Blrbar's) death even displayed an element of buffoonery ;
for

people had thereby to suffer innocently. Although Blrbar did not

hold a rank higher than that of a Do-hazan j

1 still he was such

a favourite (of the Emperor) that jewels worth thousands and lakhs

of rupees were bestowed upon him annually nay rather monthly.

Sahib-us-saifi-wal-qalam* was one of his titles : in letters and

farmans* his name could not be written, before eight lines
^were

blackened by the pen. The Emperor himself wrote the news of

his death to nobles of high rank
; accordingly he sent a very lengthy

farman of six pages to Abdur Rahim Khan Khanan, which is contained

in the first volume of Abul Fazlt Akbar took him for such an

intimate friend that he did not keep any secret from him. He even

went to such an extreme, that he would call him into his harem at

his leisure : and really this was the (fittest) time for his (Blrbar's)

jokes and jests, for the place used to be private and free of all

ceremony.

Blrbar professed the Dln-i-ilahl (the Devine Religion), founded

by Akbar
;
he was a sincere disciple of his and was a fore-runner

in the four stages of the religion. The Mulla seems to be very

much annoyed with him
;
but it is wrong on his part to pollute his

tongue by calling him damned, infidel irreligious dog etc. There

is no doubt about it that Blrbar, in his jokes and jests, would say

anything he chose about Islam 5 and Muslims, which must have

been annoying to the Muslim nobles : accordingly Shah-baz Khan

Kamboh as well, who held the rank of Char-hazarl and conducted

several expeditions as a general (he was an inhabitant of Lahore and

his real name was- Shahrullah), once on an occasion of special

Darbar, called him names in such a way that the Emperor was dis-

1. An officer in command of two thousand soldiers.

2. Lit., master of the sword and the pen. Military officers are termed

Ba^tlb-iis-saif (companion of sword) ;
while civil officers are called Sahib-ul-

qalam (companion of the pen).

3. A mandate.

4. Here it means the book, Abul Fazl, written by Abul Fa=l, one of the

nine courtiers of Akbar.

5. Lit., resignation (to the will of God).
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pleased and took the part of Birbar. Men believed that it was Birbar,

who mostly influenced the mind of the Emperor with Hinduism.1

You have already seen at page 77, that the Emperor had

founded (a quarter named) Shaitan Pura; * but he was very

careful that no noble should visit the place and (so) used to make

private enquiries. Once a reporter gave an information that

Blrbar also had stained his chastity
3

(there). He knew that the

Emperor used to be very greatly offended at this crime; (conse-

quently) he fled away to his Jaglr, Kora Ghatampur. His reporters

as well informed him that the secret was betrayed. When he came

to know of it, he was very much upset ;
and resolved to turn (him-

self) into a Jogl and roam about. Getting intelligence of this the

Emperor sent himfannans, full of consolation and pacification, for

his coming back.

The people are amazed at the restlessness that Akbar felt at his

death and his cherishing his (Birbar's) memory. They argue why
did he not mourn so much at the death of some of his most

learned, experienced and brave generals, and courageous courtiers,
4

as he did at the death of Blrbar. It does not require any deep

consideration. It is apparent that each (courtier) was expert in his

own sphere ;
and there were special occasions for the use of each.

For instance if it was an assembly of scholars5 and learned6 men,

a gathering connected with research or a meeting dealing with

poetry, Faizi, Abul* Fazl, Shah Fathullah, Hakim Abul7 Path and

Hakim Humam will naturally he remembered. Birbar had such a

disposition that he was ever ready to interfere with every and all

matters8
;
his knowledge or ignorance about them was of no

consequence. The various religions,
9 followed blindly, were

1. Lit., beliefs of the Hindus. 'Aqa,id, is the pi. of 'aq'ida.

2. Lit., abode of Satan. A quarter fixed for prostitutes.

3. Lit., Birbar's skirts were polluted. 4. Arkan, is the pi. of rukn (a pillar).

5. 'Ulama, is the pi. of 'alim. 6. Fuzala is the pi. of faqll.

7. The following letters are called Shamsl (and the rest Qamar'i) -.

t, ?., d
, ? r

>
z

>
s

,
sh

> *.< $> f.> ?.,/and. When the Ar. definite article al

precedes any of the above letters, the / is not pronounced, and the letter

following it is doubled.

8. Dakhl dar wa'9/a* = interferance with sciences; hence interferance

with things beyond one's reach.

9. Mazahib is the pi. of mashab.
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constantly criticised
;
and no notice was taken of any book1 or

authority*. Both, Hinduism and Islam were under investigation.
8

He (Blrbar) had acquired such a position in these matters, that he

Abul Fazl and others were appointed as Caliphs* of the Divine

Religion, founded by the Emperor Akbar. When such be the case

with traditions5 and narrations, what could be said of intellectual

arts and sciences6 ? While treating them, they were at liberty to

caricature this and to redicule that.

If it was a matter concerning the administration of the country

or the management of offices, the Raja Todarmal and the above

mentioned scholars would by all means be remembered 7
. Although

Birbar was not a book-worm, but stiU he was of a very wonderful

character. Even in such meetings, he would suggest something or

other, partly through his intelligence and partly through his wit ;

further he would check the accounts of an auditor with mere

words8
: (at the same time) when he got an opportunity, he would

present the meeting with some appropriate nosegay such as a

couplet, a verse or a pleasantry.

When there were any battles he would fight them without any

sword, and blow up artillary without any gun.

9 At the times of Emperor's riding and shooting, no courtier would

accompany him unless obliged to
;
for 9 it was no business of

theirs : but he like a soldier would willingly accompany him, and

entertain him on the spot, with roasts prepared with the spices
10 of

his wit. However, when he scented a tiger or leopard, he would

conceal himself in his hauda.

He played the Raja Indar 11 in gatherings of merry-making, in

1. PI. Kutub.

2. Lit., a thing to lean on
;
hence an authority, a certificate : pi. asnad.

3. Tahq'tqat is the pi., of tahqiq ;
but it is used as sing, in Urdtl.

4. Khalifats, successor; a successor to the prophet Muhammad or any

religious leader.

5. Manqulilt is the regular pi. of manqula.

6. Ma'qulat is the regular pi. of maqu'la. j. Awegiie is the old form of a,ehge.

8. Lit., verbal credit and debit
; idiomatically it 'means mere words'

(opposed to deeds). "Here a pun is played on the words jam'kharch and mizan.

$. Lit., otherwise. 10. Lit., salt and pepper.

II. The supposed king of the fairy land according to Hindus.
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dancing parties, and in all other such private entertainments,

where no other person had access.

It will not not be wrong if you assert that his presence was a

decoration to the gatherings and made them lively.
1 Now you can

conceive yourself for whom would Akbar always grieve* if not for

Birbar and whose memory would he cherish except his. Akbar

did him innumerable favours
;
but it is a matter of great regret that

he in return, has not left anything to perpetuate his (Akbar's)

memory. Leave alone any hymn of praise he has not left even a

couplet, sung by bards, which one might recite when one's heart is

full of rapture. Yes certainly, there are some pleasantries which

are very popular
3 amongst the Chaubes* of Mathra and the Mahanls*

of temples. When they lie on their backs, puffing their bellies up
with the meals prepared at the cost of others, they lightly stroke

them, belch, and say, "Splendid, Bftbarjl Splendid ! (for> you had

made the Emperor Akbar your alone." While others say "In

their former stage of transmigration, Blrbar was a raja and Akbar

was his slave." And then attach a pleasantry to it. They toss

about on their beds and go an praising him for hours. These are

the (few) pleasantries on the knowledge of which the old Banyas

and Munshls (/'. e. kayasth clerks) as well, pride, and consider

themselves masters of history and etiquette
6

. As no works by him

were to be found, I intended to finish his biography with some

ilustrious7 and pleasant
8

squibs ;
but there were very few which

contained any scholarly or poetic beauty. After a great deal of

search, I secured some very old manuscripts,
9 and wherever I heard

of his pleasantries, I tried to get them10
;
but when I studied them,

my sense of morality did not allow me to put them in. 10

1. Baton k^garm masalih = (lit.) hot spices for conversation.

2. Mark that some omissions are made in the text : the following phrase

is wanting after gham, 'na hota to kis-ka hota.' 3. Lit., are on the tongue.

4. A Brahman acquainted with the four Vedas (now however the term

is applied to the descendants of such, though not learned).

5. An eminent personage ;
a Hindu monk

;
an abbot.

6. Sarmaya lit., capital (money). 7. Lit., coloured, painted.

8. Lit., saline. g. Lit., a blank book (for notes).

10. Waraq mere bath se chhin-liya=* (lit.) snached the leaf away from my
hand. Auraq is the pi. of vuaraq.
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AN ALCHEMIST.

(From Fasdna-i-Azad).

In short, the Nawab 1 set out and took his seat in a compart-

ment1 of the train. Immediately after his occupying the seat,

another gentleman entered the same compartment. His style was

like that of Muslims, his features appeared to be pure
3

European
4

,

he was dressed in gentlemanly clothes, well perfumed
5

. (His

luggage consisted of) two bags and a surahi*
; spreading his bed, he

sat close by the Nawab but as yet, there was no exchange of

words. As the train moved on, the Nawab said, "Where are you

10 ?" "A few stations farther," replied the other person. The

Nawab asked what his name was, the reply was 'Joseph.' N "Are

you a Christain" ? J "Yes". N "It does not appear so from

your attire 7." J "Quite true.J'
N "Your home 8

please." J

my house 1'

is in Itawa." N "Well, then you are an artisan of

Itawa." J "O yes ! a great many men have been polished there."

N "Has any one been made Qazt of Jaunpore ?" J None

has got the capacity for it. N "In what department are you

serving ?" J "I have got a mania for Alchemy." N "What11 non-

sense !" J "That is why, I named it by "mania." N "Every

one, however foolish one may be, has got a share in God's provi-

dence 11
;
but in my opinion, there is no one more foolish than an

1. Nawab is the corruption of nuwwab, pi. of na,ib, a deputy, a viceroy.

2. Lit., a class. 3. Lit., special.

4. Walayatl may mean either a Persian; Kabull or European.

5. Mu'atar means 'perfumed' (with any scent) ;
Mit'ambar perfumed

with ambergris.

6. A long necked flask. 7. Lit., style, fashion
; pi. ausa'

8. Lit., house of wealth, used politely for another's house or home.

9. Lit., poor house, used politely by the speaker for his own house.

10. Lit., judge. Qazis of Jaunpore, in former times were noted for their

being learned and at the same time, simpletons, pi. Qu^at.

11. The full Arabic phrase runs as follows : La kaula iva la quiuata ilia

billah = 'ti\ere is no power or strength except in God' an exclamation uttered

by Muslims to show disgust.

12. Lit., God provides even His ass with boiled riee. Afiyans=(i) Mr.

(2) master, (3) husband.
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alchemist." J "Well, these are personal views." N "Thousands

of people have been ruined in pursuit
1 of alchemy ;

there have

always been some trifling details wanting
8

. Fondness for alchemy

s a sort 3 of madness, and I have found thousands of men suffering

from the same malady."

Once a dervish visited the house of a Thakur*, under the name

of Mast Shah, claiming to be an expert alchemist. A huge crowd 5

was always found assembled at his door
;
and there was none who

did not bow before him : Mast Shah was puffed
6

up. A Patwari 1

did him good services
; Mast, once went to his house, asked him

to burn some cowdung cakes and to bring an un-used earthen pot.

Placing the pot on the fire, he said, "If you want gold, then bring

*ome brass, and if silver some pewter ;
but it should not exceed

two tolas" 8
. The Patwari immediately brought the brass, Mast

putting it into the pot, made the flame stronger and mixed some

drugs in it as well. The Patwari was pleased that he would

get two tolas of gold, and besides, would obtain the prescription

of alchemy. Mast was a cunning fellow and no doubt about it
;

he even surpassed
9 a juggler : finding the Patwari not on his

guard, he threw the brass away and replaced it by gold, and said

to him, "My boy, take your seat here, I shall soon be back
;

but do not make the heat stronger."

Taking the Patwari in 10
,
and biddidg him to sit there, Mast

Shah made off11
. The Patwari awaited him for an hour, and then

consulting with a friend of his opened the pot
1
', took the brass out with

the tongs, and lo, it was a (piece) of glettering gold. His eyes were

1. Lit., entanglement.

2. Lit., it was always short by one flame. 3. PI. aqsam.

4. A person of rank amongst Hindus.

5. Bherya-dhasan = \\ke a flock of sheep, one following the other.

6. Lit., Mast-Shah's brain was on the high heaven.

7. One who keeps all the accounts connected with the lands of a village.

8. A tola is about a rupee's weight.

g. Lit., cut the ears of jugglers.

JO. Pa.it i parhana lit. means 'to teach the letters (to a child) from a board.

11. Transative Verbs compounded with Intransative Verbs do not require

their nominative in the Agent Case.

12. Handiya is the Diminutive of Handl.
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opened. Patwari "Gold ! Gold !" Friend "Oh wonderful ! where

has Mast Shah gone." Pattuari "God ! it is real gold." Friend
('O yes I" P "Well, now go to Jagan Nath Bakhsh and tell

him 'alchemy is made in this way."' Friend 'jfrom this day

I have acquired a faith in Mast." P "He is a perfect 'dervish'".

Friend "No doubt."

The Patwdn and his friend noised the matter about saying

that Mast Shah has turned brass into gold within a moment.

The people hurried in, and were amazed at the sight of the gold.

Now the pot, from which the gold was taken out, was looked into

by about two hundred men minutely. Some tried to find out the

drugs, some smelled it and others scratched it to get at what it

contained, but all of no avail ; no clue was forund. P "Well,

is'nt it real alchemy ?"" A neighbour "Quite true." Some fifteen

or twenty men went to hunt for Mast Shah and every one had a

heart-felt desire to secure him for himself. At last he was found

in the hut of a beggar by Thdkur Gajrdj. Thdkur "I have

come out only to find you." Mast "Why" ? Thdkur "Now

come along please." Mast "Now I wo'nt go." Thdkur (folding

his hands) "I shall certainly take you with me." Mast "Go away,

go away, now do not bother me." Thdkur (placing his'cap on

Mast's feet) "Must take you away." Mast "you tfouble me."

Beggar "Who prayeth God, His he becometh." Thdkur (to

the beggar) Please intercede for me
;
I shall remain in the service

of Mast Shdh for my whole life. I desire nothing, but, that he

should take a seat at my door." Mast said in a stern tone, "O, then

I am a porter." The beggar invented an excuse and said, "It does

not mean that you should occupy the post of a porter ;
but the

idea is that his services may be at your disposal." Mast "I do

not understand." The beggar "Well, now please accompany him."

Mast Shdh after a great deal of trouble consented. Although he

thought that his device was successful and that he would enjoy

nice dishes 1
(at another's cost) ; but he pretended not to be willing

to go, for his secret was betrayed. He feigned also that he was not

avaricious, so as to make himself reputed as an expert alchemist.

O ! what a deceit !

I. Mafna-pukhtiyan, lit., 'nice dishes cooked by a maid-servant.'



In which ever direction Mast Shah walked he was pointed out

as a dervish skilled in alchemy; they also said that he could turn

brass into gold and pewter into silver
;
but they were quite unaware

of the plot that was hatching
1

. Thakur Gajraj took Mast Shah

away to his house, and a*huge number of men2 followed them.

Hundreds of people, who were weak in faith, admitted his per-

fection in spritualism and his skill in alchemy. After some four or

five days, when he had perfectly fooled 8 the people, he ensuared a

money lender. He too had a mania for alchemy, and was defective

in intelligence
4 as well. He was a simple man and was caught in his

trap. Mast Shah said to him "Bring as much jewelry as you can

today ;
for it is a day in which fifty tolas of gold can be prepared

with one tola of it." The money lender brought jewelry to the

value of ten thousand rupees. Mast Shah after putting it into an

unused earthen pot, placed it on the oven. Mast "Should I tell

you the prescription." Money lender (laughingly) "Good God !

What kindness! Why ask me!" Mast "I shall let you know the

day after to-morrow." Money lender "Thank you." Mast

"But do not make more than six mashas* daily or you will have

to suffer. 6 Money lender "Six mashas per day ?" Mast "That's

all." Money lender "I have plenty of money and property ;

I don't want io learn it for the sake 7 of making. God forbid !

I merely learn for the sake of the art itself." Mast "The day

after tomorrow in the evening." Money lender "And when

will I get this ?" Mast "You will get this jewelry tomorrow

morning ;
or rather fifty times as much more." Money lender

(placing his cap on mast feet) "Excellent ! you are really a

good dervish." Mast "You have deserved well no doubt,

Money lender "What service have I done
;
and of what avail am

1 ? Fie ! Fie !" Mast "Go away today, come tomorrow even-

1. Lit., a flower is going to open.

2. Lit., creatures of God. 3. Lit,, "made-owls of."

4. Lit., enemy of wisdom.

5. Masha, twelveth part of a 'tola.'
1

6. The object saza (punishment) understood.

7. Tama 1

,
i = avarice.
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ing." The money lender leaving the ornaments with him departed

When he entered the house, his wife said to him, "Well, where

have you left the jewelry ?" "With the dervish" replied the money
lender ;

"He will return fifty times as much." As his wife heard

this, she started beating her head. "Al*s ! Alas !" exclaimed she ;

now the jewelry is gone ;
what dervish ? What trust does a beggar

deserve ? What then if he runs away with the money ? No ! it were

no wonder if he had gone away by this time. Is he mad, that he

should not abscond with jewelry worth some ten or twelve thousand^

of rupees, when he has got it in his possession ?"

"He is a trustworthy man, poor fellow" said the money lender,

"how can it be possible ? Tomorrow evening, you will have fifty

pieces for one." Wife "Well, let me have my own jewelry
3

Money lender "I shall go (to him) in the evening." Wife "You

will not get any trace of him in the evening." Money lender

"Your mind, of course is false; but not his. He is a man of

marvels and no doubt about it." Wife "Oh ! now the jewelry

is totally lost." Money lender "Excellent ! that poor fellow is

doing good (to you), and you talk about snch things !" Wife "Oh,

he will rob you thoroughly, do not believe in his goodness."

Money lender "Well, I am not going today, and if I do go, it will

be in the evening." . ^ '
l

'

The woman came to see that the dervish had handled her

husband in a very skilful manner, and that reasoning with him even

for a lakh of years would end in a failure. She quietly left the place

and sent for her brother. "He had taken away jewelry, valuing ten

thousands of rupees" said the woman, "now he says that he (Mas')

will return fifty for one, and nothing will induce him to come to

a point of reason.1 Now, you post (some) two or three men

unobserved near his (Mast's) door, lest he should run away." "The

plan is excellent," said her brother, "but (I fear) lest he should

curse me."

"Jewelry to the value of ten thousand rupees," said the woman,

conclusively and weepingly, "is about to be lost
; take some

i. Na harl mante hain, no. jltl, lit,, 'he admits neither his defeat nor

his success."
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measure 1 soon." Her brother promised her to secure some

remedy, before he left the place. '-If I go by myself or with some

police men, or if I post
8 some persons at his door," he reflected

while on the way, "and Mast Shah comes to know it, single curse of

his will ruin me totally ;

3 but if on the other hand, I do not take

any step, my sister's jewelry will be lost." At last, after plucking

courage
4 he went to Mast Shah.

Lo the door is shut
;
there is no occupant, and solitude prevailing.

He knocked at the door, but there was no response ;
then he called

but got no reply. He made a row for an hour, but aU to no purpose.

How could a reply be had, when there was no occupant. In the

meantime a woman spoke from within, "Whom do you want ?"

(The man) "I want Mast Skdh and have come to see him. Open,

open." (The woman) "He does not live here now, he has gone

away ;
and there is no trace of him for the last ten or twelve days.'"

(The man) "Strange ! he had asked me to call on him today, with

some sweets. Where has he gone ?" (The woman)
l Oh ! he

is never in the habit5 of asking for anything ;
he is not6 a common

man." 7 (The man) "Well, lady ! just open the door, we shall

have only a little talk." (The woman) "My husband is out. How
can I open the door for you. Had you not been a young man, I

might have had no objection. If I open the door for you, and my
husband comes in, it will breed a quarrel

8 for nothing.
9 I will

not open if" (The man) "My good lady, he was here till this

morning.
10 Where has he gone now ?" (The woman) "Oh !

1. Fikrt lit., anxiety ; pi. afkar masc. or fern.

2. Ta'aiyunat, vulg. ta'inat (pi. of ta'aiyun but also used in the sing.)

S. M. appointments; appointment.

3. Lit., will not let me remain in any place.

4. Lit., hardening the heart.

5. 'Adat= habit
; pi. 'adat

;
from Ar. 'aud, to repeat.

6. Note that sometimes in Urdtl a strong negation is expressed by the

words 'thora hi, or 'thore hV etc.
; e.g., us mulk men rel thore hi hoi there

is no railway in that country at all.

7. Lit., like this and that.

8. Lit., shoes and slippers. 9. Lit., gratis.

10. Lit., early ;
from H. su =good, and for=time.
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well sir, sometimes he was seen at Agra, sometimes at Calcutta

and" at another time at Husain-abad
;

it does not matter, he is a

dervish,
1 not a husbandman." (The man) ''What relation have

you with him ?" (The woman) "No relation Sir, I have nothing to

do3 with him. Simply I know that he is a good faqlr." (The

man) "I should go now then. "(The woman) Smilingly. "No sir,

I am going to have the bedstead out, please have a rest."

(The man) "But I tell 3
you, it is not a good thing ;

these are not

good manners*. How long will a small unripe mangoe hide itself

amongst
5 the leaves, at last it will be sold in the market6 one

day. (The woman) "In what7
, bajar (market) ;

art thou a rustic."

(The man) "Whether (the person addressed) is a rustic what;

this treatment is not good : bear this in mind." The poor fellow

left the place, and said to a mutton 8
-seller, "Well, my friend,

9 who

lives in this house ?" "A dervish," said the butcher, "is stopping
10

there for the last few days." "Is he in," said the man. "or not."

"I saw him just a little before," replied the butcher.

The man told him (the butcher) that his name was Muna Lai,

he was a money lender, and wanted to see the dervish. The

butcher "What for ?-" Money lender "I want to take a charmed

cord 11 and an.amulet 1 * from him." The butcher "Did you call

was there any reply ?" The money lender "Yes, but there was

no reply." In the evening the (first) money lender went (to the

1. Faqir= needy ; faqr= want : pi. Fuqara.

2. Matlab = object, meaning; talaJb = demand : pi. matalib.

3. Such compound verbs made with the inflected past participle, generally

express threat or n%ar futurity ;
but here former force is implied.

4. Lit., gentlemanliness ;
from H. bhala = good, manus = m&rt.

5. Lit., under cover of. 'Cover' (i) of a letter= ltfafa, (2) of a sword=

ghilaf, (3) of a pamphlet etc. tablaq, (4) of a pot etc. = dhakna.

6. Bajar vulgar for bazar. 7. Collaq. for kis men.

8. Lit., goat-butcher. A beef-butcher is ga,e-qa88ab.

9. Collaq. contraction of bha'i (brother). This is a general term for

politeness, used even while addressing a woman, showing familiarity.

10. Also 'to last' (of things in daily use).

11. A cord made of threads, with knots worn to avert any evil influence.

12. Nouns on the measure of taf'M are feminine
;
this word is the only

exception.
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spot) himself; and immediately after his arrivel, shouted out,

"Saint, Saint, O Saint ! open, open, open the door; if there is

anybody in please open the door. None seems to hear, good God I

they are perfect fools." No response, there is not the least sound.

The butcher "Another person had also visited the place, I do not

know his name, he called, but 1 none replied." The money lender

"Is anybody in, open the door. Oh ! has any snake* bitten

you (all). If any one is in open the door, be sharp or I shall break

it." Had any person been in he would have responded, but what

hope with a locked door and a vacant house. Stillness was pre-

vailing in all directions, and there was no sign of any humanbeing;

(but) he went on shouting for a long time.

The money lender "This is far enough to carry the joke :

(now) open (the door)." The butcher "Hush ! who is there to

open." The money lender "Well, the saint." The narrator8

'Whose saint and of what place ?"* The money lender "The

saint." The narrator, "wonderful !" . The money lender "Now
I have come to the point, to the very point." The narrator "Do

you mean not to understand (the fact) even now. Alas ! you have

come on to the right track very late." The money lender "Well,

saint, open it, your good manners require your opening the door

sharp."

None responded, and how could there be any response, when,

nobody was ins
? He began to enquire the neighbours (as to the

whereabouts of the Shah) The money lender, (addressing the

butcher) "Well, when did he leave the place ?" The butcher

"He was here till yesterday. I do not know, when he went away."
The money lender "Well, did he make off yesterday or today ?"

The butcher "Being a fanciful6 man he goes where his whim7

directs. How can I8 know about it ?" The money lender "I shall

1. Vulg. for mafar.
2. Lit., smelled

;
used for snake bite, cursingly.

3. PI. ru-wat. Introduces a comment by the author himself.

4. Such interrogative phrases express strong negation.

5. To jawab de, is understood after Ko,i ho bhl
;

here bh't, has the force

of 'at all.'

6. Lit., wavy. 7. Lit., wave. 8. Ab It, redundant.

10
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summon you all as witnesses." The butcher "Witness ! God

forbid ! What sort of witness ?" The money lender (addressing

the perfume dealer 1

) Well friend, do you know the direction he

took ? Was he here till yesterday ?" The perfume dealer "Yes

sir". The money lender "Did any one take his abode in this

house ?" The perfume dealer Well, the saint Mast Shah. The

money lender "Where is he now ?" The perfume dealer ''Last

night he came to me and bought two tolas of otto. I saw him this

morning but not since then
;
he may be coming." The servant

of the perfumer "Well Sir ! he is a roaming* ascetic and no doubt

has no abode
;
sometimes he is here, sometimes at Calcutta and

at another time else-where." The money lender "My dear 3 friend,

please find out, where he is now.
11 The perfume dealer "What

for ?" The money lender "I have got some business." The

perfume deafer "Do you want any amulet, charmed cord or

anything else ?" The money lender "What can I explain you ;

I am totally ruined. Oh ! it is a cruelty." The perfume dealer

"Well, tell me, what has happened ? The money lender "What

should I tell you, my friend, (drawing a very deep* sigh), alas !'

r

The perfume dealer "I do not understand you at all." The

money lender "New tell me, is he to be found ? If it is not

so, I should submit a report to the police station." The perfume

dealer "Is it a criminal 5 offence. Fie ! Fie ! has the matter

reached such a crisis ? It grieves me." The money lender made

a row for some houses, until scores of men gathered and hored

him with questions mixed with amazement. One "What is

the matter after all ?" The second "Did any burglar
8 run away

with (your) money." The third "This (house) was occupied by
the saint." The fourth "He must be within ; but being a dervish

he may be possessed by some whim for not opening the door."

I. 'From gandk 'scent.' 2. Here hi has the force of 'no doubt/

3. jnn, lit., 'life', is generally added to nouns of relation etc. to show

affection.

4. Lit., cold.

5. Lit., army-keeping, from '/a/' = army and dari from 'dashtan'~to

keep.

6. Lit., rival.-
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The fifth "But he says that he ran away with (some) money."
The sixth "Stop, or your tongue will rot away." The seventh

'Well, he is not in his senses 1
. Mast Shah himself can produce

lakhs of rupees by the help of an insignificant drug. He cares for

none." The eighth "He is going to do for8 him (the saint.) The

ninth "What are you jobbering about that he is going to do for

(the saint.) He is not a poor man or peniless like you. You say he

is going 'to do for' (the saint) ;
he is a millionaire,

3 not a common
man.

The tenth "Well ! One must always be on guard not to fall

into the net of a dervish. And he who makes himself known as an

alchemist, must be taken for a regular cheat
;
that is a proof

(of roguery.)" The money lender "It is quite true, no doubt ;

alas ! O my friend, now I have come to understand." A spectator

"How much was the jewelry worth ?" The money lender Well

my friend I am totally robbed. What a fool, I have been ! Some

people reasoned with me
;
but unfortunately

4 I could not then see

the point." The spectator "When did you hand it over ?" The

money lender "It occurred just today." The spectator "Then

break open the door ; how long will you stand (here) looking

foolish ?"

Some men advised him to make a person climb the wall, and

leaping inside, open
5 the door. "Well" said they, how long will

you stay here crying." The money lender was not in his senses

at all. In short, one of them scaled the wall, and having got

down the other side, opened the door. About fifty men rushed

in, in a tumult. "Where is he ? Where is he ? Hallo
;

there is

no trace (of him). Well, there is no body at all, it is quite deserted."

The money lender "Look about, look about, he must be some-

where here." The people "Now where should we look ?" The

money lender "What cruelty ! alas ! alas ! My friends ! I am

1 . Lit., he has eaten grass. Chans, vulg. for ghSs.

2. Lit., he makes him die with himself.

3. Lit., lord or possessor of a lakh.

4. Lit., by chance of time. Waqt, pi., auqat.

5. Note that in the Imperative Mood Indirect Narration is mostly used.



altogether ruined." The people "He played a disastrous trick,

and ran away with (the jewelry)." The money lender "He has

murdered (me)." The people "Come, let us have a look again ;

perhaps he may be found. It will not be strange, if he is hidden

somewhere or ." The money lender "Will he not come here

again ?" The people If he comes (back) ;
he must be madder

than you are" (laughter). The money lender "Alas ! I have

lost the money, and am called a fool as well 1." The narrator

"Firstly the loss of property ;
and secondly the sneering of

the neighbours." The money lender (sitting down) "I am

undone 8 and ruined." The people "Was it jewelry or cash ?"

The money lender "He has spoiled me
;

cheated me and

cleared off." The people "What was that ? Jewelry, cash

or currency notes." The baker' "No sir ! it must be cash*".

The barber "No ! it was not cash but jewelry." The oilman

"Then what happened, did any thief happen to come ? Who took

it away ?" Brahman "It was not an ordinary thief but an expert

one. He made an astrological calculation,* before he came." The

Shaikfc "Sir ! how much was the jewelry worth ? Was it a big

sum of four or five thousands ?" The Brahman "He (the money
lender says that it was worth ten thousand rupees. I do not know,
how much it (really) was. But from (his) wailing it seems that it

was a large sum. Ten thousands rupees is a big amount." The
barber "He has wheedled 7 him." The oilman "Search for him

1. Note the idiom.

2. Lit., my loins are broken
;

I am dead and effaced.

-

3. Nan-ba,t, corruption of nan-aba t i, lit., 'bread and soup seller'
; from

Pers. nan -bread, aba -soup.

4. Naqd, is adj. while naqdl a noun.

5. Sa'at^a. watch, an hour
;
and hichamo,** to calculate.

6. Lit, Ar. Air old man
; hence a respectable man. In India the term

is generally applied to people of Arab descent, other than sayyids, i.f., the

decendants of the prophet, Muhammad. 'Jl and Sahib are terms of respect,

the former being added to names and designations etc. of the Hindus
;
and

the latter, to those of the Muslims and Christians. But vulg. the rule is not

properly observed.

7. Lit., shaved off and taken away his hair. Mark the pun in the word

mtindna in the mouth of a hajjam,



in every nook and corner 1

; he may be hidden somewhere." The

Brahman "Now report
3
(the matter) at the police station

;
so that

they may take steps soon, or he will not be found, but will run

away."
3 The money lender "Well, perhaps he will be found, you

suppose." A Serjeant with two constables* came (to the scene).

The Serjeant "Was that jewelry yours ? Whose jewelry was

that ? yours." The money lender "Yes sir." The Serjeant

"What was the quantity ? Was it of silver or gold ?" The

money lender "No sir, of pewter and brass." The people "Well

he is very wealthy ;
all the jewelry was in gold." The Serjeant

"Why then, did he trouble us ? Why is he wailing
6 for a little

jewelry if he is rich. If it is gone let it go." The money
lender "It was a large sum." The Serjeant "Then what !"

The Serjeant searched every hall, room and closet and went on

the roof to find him. (Afterwards) the enterance room was

examined, but all of no avail : there was no trace of Mast Shah at

all. The money lender (rubbing his hands) "Now I shall take

arsenic, and will give up my life." The serjeant "No ! No ! look

here, we are going to trace him ctat, if he is found, it will be a good

piece of work
;
but in the event we are unsuccessful, it cannot be

helped. (Still) one does never practise such a thing." The money
lender "There is no chance of your getting hold of him7 ." The

Serjeant (taking him aside) "Tell me truly, how much the money
was ?" The* money lender "It was not money but jewelelry." The

serjeant "How much ?" The money lender "Worth ten thousand ;

it may be more than that, but not less." The serjeant "Tell me

1. Lit., examine the oil and its column ; i.e., examine the oil minutely.

Here, also a pun is made by the tell in tel kl dhar.

2. Rapat, f., corruption of Eng. 'report.'

3. Lit., will bring news from far of stages.

4. Lit., Lightning thrower; from Ar. barq= lightning, and Per. andakhtan

=to throw.

5. Lit., chief; pi., umara.

6. Mark, here also, the inflected past participle ro,e, is used to show

impending action.

7. The past tense of chukna used with the root of any other verb irroni-

cally indicates a strong future negation.



precisely ;
what will be the use 1 otherwise ?" The money lender

"What, an unfortunate I am ! Oh ! what will be the use of telling

lies." The serjeant "You, being such a rich man, are wailing

for ten thousand rupees." The money lender "Well ! how nice !

what a slight wound it is." The serjeant "And being an educated

man." The money lender "Will you simply
1
go on talking idly,

or will take any steps ?" The serjeant "what sort of steps ?" The

money lender "Send (some) men at (various) entrances (of the

city) ;
and search for him within the city." The serjeant "First

let me make an enquiry
8." The money lender "Then is it the

enquiry (that you are doing.)" The serjeant "Call the butcher."

The butcher "I am already here." The serjeant "The sairtt,

who occupied thjs house, what do you know about him ? But

beware, every thing must be true, do not tell lies." The butcher

"Sir4
,
what can I know about Mast Shah ?" The serjeant "Well,

go on friend."

The butcher "I do not know anything else, but only that he

ran away with the price of seven seers of meat (which he owed me).

May God retaliate on him: he w'ont be able to enjoy it very long."

The people laughed at this. The serjeant "Well, he" has robbed

you as well." The butcher If I (ever) come across him, I shall

throw him down 4
. The serjeant "First let him be found, but

there is little hope."

The serjeant then enquired from the inhabitants of the quarter

as to the visitors of Mast Shah. "Had there been one or two

visitors" replied they "we might give some description ;
had there

been ten, we might have named them : but how can we provide

you, with an explanation when hundreds of men visited the place

from morning till evening. From day break, people frequented

1. Fa,ida ; pi., fa-wa t
id.

2. Khali, lit., empty, ffhull is a meaningless appositive, to intensify

the idea.

3. Tahqiqat, pi., of tahqiq (to ascertain truth), used in UrdTt as Sing. Fern.

4. Lit., companion, hence 'master' or 'owner'
; generally added to names

and disignations to show respect.

5. The pun is on the words 'butcher' and 'pachharna', as he throws down

the animal for slaughtering.



the spot ;
and Good God ! what, a crowd used to be there."

'There is no nationality
1 or profession of which none visited

(the house,)" said another person, "some went to learn the art of

alchemy, some to be favoured with a child, while others simply

for the sake of a visit. These people are just Hke a flock of

sheep (who follow each other blindly).'' It was a very lively

scene at every hour of the day."

The Serjeant ''Yes, he was a vagabond3." A man "God forbid !

he was such a good man that it is only I who know (him, thoroughly

well). A second "I tell you that this money lender is (simply)

^oing to do for him. A saint, like Mast Shah, and to steal jewelry

impossible "A third "Certainly !" A fourth "Well, the people

of this world are like dogs. I have examined most esteemed

dervishes, and found nothing but deception in them." The

serjeant ''Well, I know it very well." The money lender "Now

everyone is at liberty to say whatever he likes." The Serjeant

Well friend, I think ten thousand is not the correct value." The

money lender "Well, I am going to the inspector, what enquiry

can you, poor fellow, make." The serjeant "Well, you can go."

The money lender "Well, I take you all to witness that this

man (the serjeant) is only quarrelling and scolding me (and is

doing, nothing else)." The serjeant "What a fool he is (address-

ing the mob)." The money lender "Keep a civil tongue in your

mouth." The serjeant "Well, now dictate to me the lost property*

Cm detail)." The money lender "The jewelry, worth ten

thousand rupees." The serjeant "The jewelry of the valuation

of ten thousand rupees is lost. (The money lender first informed

me that the lost property was worth four thousand rupees, then

stated to be eight hundred, but now says that the value was ten

thousand)." This sentence was added by the serjeant. The

serjeant "What are the details of the jewelry ?" The money
lender "It consisted of various articles4 ." The serjeant "The

petitioner was asked as to the details of the property, to which he

1. Qaum, pi., aqviam.

2. Lit., living on bad liveli-hood
;
from Per. bad* bad

;
and Ar. ma'ash

liveli-hood, (root Ws/tlife).

3. Mat, pi., nmwal. 4. Lit., number.
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replied that he could not recollect it. Afterwards the question was

put, how he came to know the value then ; he said that he

would make the government pay him ten thousand rupees." This

paragraph was also added by the Serjeant in the statement. The

money lender "It is getting
1 late. Men must he sent to the

various entrances (of the city) or he will never be found." The

Serjeant "Well, my good sir', if there is some special law 8 issued

for you, then it may be carried out, otherwise I will follow my
own (departmental) ways." The money lender "Well, it does not

matter." The Serjeant "You certainly have lost some of your

jewellery, for you are deadly pale* ;
it wont be worth ten thousand,

may be valuing two or three hundred." The Shaikh "Oh no ! will

he being such a wealthy man be broken-hearted 5 and crushed6 for

two or three hundred rupees. It must be a big sum."

The Serjeant "Good sir ! these are very avaricious people ;

if a pice is lost from their pocket
7
(they are so grieved that) they

will not even take their meal." The money lender "I have not

only been swindled of my money, but also have been made a

laughing stock by my neighbours." The Serjeant "Yes, quite

true.8" The money lender "Alas ! alas9 !" The Shaikh "Laid

Sahib, you certainly have committed a mistake
;

but God is

Almighty."- The money lender "Mistake ! my reverend sir.

I have rather committed a folly." The Serjeant "Well, rt

seems so." The money lender "Ten thousand is a big sum. 10

Good God !"

1. Mark the progressive action indicated by this form.

2. Lit., kind to the slave; from Per. banda z. slave
;
naixakhtan = to be

kind to.

3. Qanun, pi., qataanin.

4. Lit., deadliness is spread over your face.

5. Lit., having a shrunk heart.

6. Lit., Withered.

7. A cotton pod.

8. Ba-ja, Lit., in its place ;
hence appropriate, true.

9. Per. Sarf=hundred.

IO. Raqam Jtl raqam, is probably misprint for raqam si raqam. Such

expressions are generally used interrogatively. So 'raqam si raqam' means

not a trifling sum.
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Some people advised him (the money lender) to go to the

Inspector and inform him of the fact. "The Serjeant is a subtle

man," said they, "we ourselves have come in contact1 with him.

May God keep a good man protected, from him. He is not

wicked
; but, when wisdom was" being distributed (in the darbar of

God) he was absent
;
and that is what's the matter." The Serjeant

and the money lender followed* by a large attendance arrived at

the police station. The Inspector at the station said, "Why is there

such a crowd
;
has there been any accident." 3 The Serjeant "Here

is a wealthy person." The Inspector (dead drunk4
) "Sahukdr

on the measure 5 of mdnubdr." The Serjeant "Mast Shah has

cheated (him)." The Inspector "Mast Shah, the protector of the

world, the wise and the venerable !" The Serjeant "Excellent !

well sir, now complain to the Inspector^ and allow me to bid

you good bye
6." The Inspector 'Petetion, object, duty, debt or

wh^t ?" The Serjeant "What merriment and enjoyment." The

money lender "Quite right,
7 now I shall not complain to any

body else." The Inspector "Bring some water water bring

some water water water come come." The money lender

"I am off now. I am just going to appoint some ten or twelve

men throughout the city, and send some two or three men to

the various entrances." The Serjeant "Well, why do you

not complain to the Inspector, now." The Inspector "Bring

some water. (Having drunk the water) Thanks to God." After

saying this poured some water on his head. A constable "Sir,

please lie down for a while." Another (constable) "Please lie

down inside. The Superintendent may be coming to-day."

Constable "Yes, it is quite right. To-day the Superintendent is to

1. PalS parnS (lit., frost falling) to fall into the clutches of.

2. Note that the repetition in pichhe pichhe, gives the force of 'along.'

3. Waridat pi., of warida. The sigular is never used in UrdTt, but the

plural in singular sense.

4. Lit., broken in to pieces through intoxication.

5. Wazn, pi., auzan,

6. Bandagi, lit., slavery ; worship : a term of salutation in India, gener-

ally amongst the Hindi^s.

7. Lit,, reasonable
;
from Ar. 'aql, reasoning, wisdom.
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come, and you
1 are in such a condition." The Serjeant ''God

forbid."

The Inspector "Nonsense ! the Sahib is to come.'' The

Serjeant "Yes, he is really to visit the place.

The Inspector "Well, today, it is Thursday."
8 The Serjeant

Yes sir, you are quite right. Here, the money lender has to say

something." The Inspector "At this time, please attend to him

yourself. I an going to have just a little sleep." "The Inspector

is not in his senses at present," said the money lender, "now if you

leave me, I may take some steps myself." After uttering these

words, he left the police station. There was an uproar through

out the city that Mast Shah was a hypocrite
8

;
and had ran away

with (some) property. Some called him a dissembler* ;
but those

who were credulous,
5 had faith in Mast Shah. They insisted that

the money lender was going to entangle him and his assertion was

wrong. Instead of doubting, they believed that he was putting
6

a libel on Mast Shah. Laid Har Parshad entertained the strongest

faith and (consequently) fell 7 out with some persons. Mannu "It

is good that I was not ensnared, he had asked me also for

jewellery. Lala Har Parshad "Well, do not8 chatter so." Mannu

"Oh ! I am not9
telling lies." "Lala "You are talking

nonsense. The Shah can himself produce karors of rupees."

Khan Sahib "Well, if not karors, he took away thousands."

There was laughter at this. "It is simply your suspicion," said the

Laid, and you should not think so. It is against (the laws of) wisdom

to reproach a dervish without any sure reasons."

The money lender "Dervish ! Oh dervish ! why do you not

call him hypocrite. Oh ! what a nice dervish
;
and you name him

1. ffufur, lit., presence, used in addressing by menials to superiors, or

for extreme reverence.

2. Lit., Friday eve. The Muslim day begins at sunset.

3. Lit., coloured jackal.

4. Lit., feigned straight forward (man).

5. 77/?5<f= belief, from 'aqd = a knot. 6. Lit., cutting.

7. Here the servile verb parna, indicates 'impropriety.'

8. Note, nah'in may be used after an Imperative, but never before it.

9. Note, thora h't is generally used to show negation.



a dervish. Are such people called saints, who run away
1 after

getting hold of ten thousand rupees.'' Khan "But sir, you are an

extremely straight forward man. for being a money lender you are

^o easily cheated." The money lender ''That's chance." Khan

("Strange ! that) a big sum of ten thousand rupees you handed

over in toto." A man came and stated as follows. "I have just

come from an entrance (of the city). A dervish was sitting under

ihe tamarind tree, which grows there, and .was talking with three

or four men in a very low tone. They were asking him to dis-

iribute half the jewellery amongst them, but he did not agree to

it. I was listening to the proceeding quietly Had I known8 that

the reverend saint 5 is a very cunning* robber I should have

slaughtered
5 him

;
but I was not aware of the fact. I should really

have arrested him, otherwise I must have changed my name, which

is Zuhur-Bakhsh for some other (name).

The money lender "Alas ! alas !" Zuhur Bakhsh "Very

sorry." The money lender "What sort of stature had he ?"

Zuhur "What do you mean by 'what sort of.' He was middle

-ized." The money lender "And his eyes." Zuhtir "Blue."

The money lender "Hair." Zuhur "Brown, as the Europeans
have." The money lender "Yes he was the man. What was his

dress ?" Zahur "He had a sandal coloured tahbjnd* (round his

loins) and a stick in his hand."

The money lender "Come along and give it out in the police

.nation." 7 Zuhfir "No sir ! 1 even curse the person who accom-

panies you. There are hundreds of complications, who is there

to give evidence to discuss with the pleaders and be dragged

(hither and thither) for ten or twenty days." The money lender

Strange !" Zuhur "I am off8
" The money lender "What a

nice joke it is !" The people reasoned with him saying, "My

1 . Lamba bona
t to run away.

2. Note the idiomatic use of the Aorist for the Past conditional.

.3. Lit., noble personage. 4. Lit., uncle of robbers.

5. Lit., I should have measured his neck.

6. A piece of loose cloth worn round the loins in place of trousers.

7. Chaukl, also means 'a chair', 'a bench almost square.'

8. Lit., the slave takes leave.
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good man \
l are you afraid* of going to the police station ? There

is a man who is suffering a loss of ten thousand rupees, and you
entertain no sympathy for him." Four constables, taking with

them the money lender and Zuhur Bakhsh, arrived at the entrance

(of the city). They proceeded in the direction of the tamarind

tree, where they found nothing but desolation. They enquired as

to the spot where they were sitting to which Zuhur Bakhsh replied,

on which all were dismayed*. One of the constables said that he

was just going to get some clue.

They went to the hemp shop, which was situated at the "end

(of the road) and made an enquiry. A constable "Has any

dervish been here ?" The hemp seller "I do not know, sir."

Constable "How long have you been sitting here ?" The hemp
seller "Sir, I am keeping this shop for (the last) several years."

Constable "Well, why are you afraid ?" The hemp seller "Yes

I am really afraid." Constable "You are a perfect lunatic ;

what have you to do with it ? You should tell me every thing

clearly." The hemp seller "Have me" saved
;
and do not suffer

me to be dragged to the court." Constable "Do explain it now

please." The hemp seller "About two hours before he visited

my shop,took a seat and asked for some hemp. I gave him (some)

very thick and well pulverized hemp concoction, in which there

was (some) dudhiyat round pepper and clean sugar of Shahganj.

He drank it up and then he said 'My boy* you are a good man."

(Afterwards) he gave me a shell, and when I took it he laughed"

Constable "Was there any other person with him ?" The

hemp seller "Yes, there were three." Constable "Did they

drink as well ?" The hemp seller "Yes, all of them."

Constable "Well, go on." There was a porter sitting at the shop

of the hemp seller, he explained that after drinking the beverage

Mast went to the confectioner's shop, opposite
the place ;

and one

1. Lit., man of mankind.

2. Lit., why is your soul getting out of (your body).

3. Lit., they rubbed their hands and remained (helpless).

4. A sort of milky grass.

5. Mark that bachcha, though in Vocative case is not inflected, to show-

affection.



of his companions laid himself down on a char-pa,i'-,
1 but he did not

know the next direction they took. (The constable) asked the

confectioner as to the matter. No sooner saw he the appearance
of the constable than he was confounded 8

;
and aWirst he denied

having any
3 information (concerning the affair). Constable

^sternly) "speak or4 I shall take you away (to the lock up). There,

in the police station you will come to your senses5 ". The confec-

tioner "Well, I do not know 6 what (various) people come to my
shop : it is not my business to recognise every person." The

money lender "Why are you frightened ?" The confectioner

'Well, tell me, what have I to do with it." Meanwhile the hemp
seller came up and reasoned with the confectioner, after which

he stated as follows : (The confectioner) "They were four in

number, after taking the b^erage when they felt hungry they

came to my shop and ate some sweet-meat. One of them was a

dervish7 and the rest were some other persons. But the three

together ate up one seer and a half of laddus* and three suhdls*

with some barfi. One of them laid himself down
;
and after a

short time nobody11 knows where they went away." Constable

"How much did they pay you ?" The confectioner "(They) paid

me two rupees". Constable "Do you k now their destination".

The confectioner "Not at all. How can I know where they went

to ?" A clerk in the P. W. D.18 who was posted in that part said,

"They were talking amongst themselves that they should go to

1 . Per., Char = four
; pa ** leg. Charpaya = quadruped.

2. Lit., hands and feet were swollen.

3. Jante wante wante, is a meaningless 'appositive ;
it intensifies the

meaning.

4. To, is understood after nahln.

5. Lit., you will come to know the rate of flour and pulse.

6. Jane, is a colloquial abbreviation of Khuda jane^ham nah'in jantf.'

7. Shah, lit., means king ;
but followed by jl or tahib means, a dervish.

8. A kind of sweetmeat, shaped like a ball.

9. A very thin and broad greasy cake.

10. A variety of sweet-meat made of sugar and milk (in appearance

like ict).

11. Ko'i, understood before Kya.

12. Slgha Department ; ta'mirat, pi., of /a'wirbuilding.
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Shah FasiKs cemetery ; they must have gone there." The constables

and the money lender set out for Shah FasiKs cemetery." The

money lender "Let us see, whether any trace is found or there

will be a fruitless end of all our efforts.1 Till now we have got

(every) information but in future the case is doubtful. It seems

a bit difficult and not easy. In the event, they all were found at

Shah Fasth's cemetery, how nice would it be then." The constable

knew the situation of Shah Faslh's cemetery ;
the four constables, the

money lender, Zuhfir Bakhsh and two or three other idle 8 fellows

set out (for it). While in the way, the money lender's brother,

brother-in-law, son and friends met them. They were coming on

a carriage, and after alighting commenced a conversation with the

money lender. (The money lender) "Well, to-day I am involved

in a great trouble". (One of the* new comers) "Very strange
'

what was the whim that possessed you? Had I been in your

place I would have killed him
;
and must have snatched 3 something

from him." (The money lender)
ilNo\v what is done is done,

(one of the new comers) "As you are* mad for alchemy, it is a

good remedy for that. If you 19ave the madness even after losing

ten thousand rupees, I shall take you for a gainer. You found an

instructor, although he took away ten thousand rupees, but he

gave you a useful lesson
;
and now you will not forget it". (The

money lender) I am now swindled of my property and over and

above am made a laughing stock by* my neighbours. "Yes, it

is quite true."

In short the money lender said that they are supposed to be

at Shah Fasih's cemetery. They asked him to go in the carriage ;

taking with him the constables as well, while they themselves

were coming- in some hackney carriage. The money lender took

his seat
;
two constables occupied the seats inside, and two were

on the coach box. The Laid5 Sahib after a short while arrived

1. Lit., may remain licking the lemon with salt. Non, H., for nainak.

2. Lit., thoughtless. 3. Lit., would have twisted out.

4. Damangir, lit., holding the skirt; from Per. daman=* skirt, giriftan

-to hold.

5. Lala is a term used for up country Hindus mostly for men of standing

but uneducated for the sake of politness.
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at Shah Fasih's cemetery, by carriage. They looked hither and

thither, but solitude was prevailing : at one spot some ten or twelve

men were engaged in gambling. The constable "One of you,

come here." A negro "Well, what do you want ?" The constable

"Come here, do not chatter 1 so much." The negro "What?"

The money lender ''Well, come here friend." Another constable

caught hold of his hand and dragged him along ;
a third one

arrested two other men. "Had any dervish been here," said they,

"if you will tell the truth, we shall set you free, otherwise will be

accused 1 of gambling." Negro "Then what should I tell you.

unless you ask me something ?" The constable "Had any dervish

been here just now ?" Negro "Might have been". The

constable "Wont you tell me". Negro "We were busy with

gambling, none (of us) did see (him)." The constable "Well,

ask these two". One "Sir, I do not know anything" The other

"I did no^ see here any beggar at all." The constables "If

they have not seen, it does not matter, take them away to the

police station." The one "Yes, go on." The other "Yes, you

may take us away but ". The constable "What do you
mean by 'but' ?" He stated the matter clearly as follows. "A
dervish accompanied by three other men visited this place just a

little before
;
on arriving here they smoked some charas* and

chewed some small pieces of sugar cane
; (afterwards) they had

a smoke and made a stake at which they lost eight rupees. After

a short time one came again and won six rupees ; when he left

the place he had lost rupees two."

"Which direction did they take," said the constable. "I do not

know," said he "but he was saying that he was off to Tikait Ganj,

on which his^companions agreed and suggested to pass the night

there." The constable "After all, do you know any of those

three." The one "No." The other "Why do vou not ask me ?

I shall tell you." The constables, the money lender, Zuhur Ba^hsh

1. Lit., do not make speeches.

2. Lit-, you will be caught hold: of for the crime of gambling. ('Illaf,

lit., illness).

3. The exudation of the flowers of hemp collected with the dew and

prepared for use as an intoxicating drug.
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and four or five other idle follows were just on the point of

leaving for Tikait Ganj when the money lender's relatives1 arrived.8

They enquired as to the clue, on which, "Do not ask me anything,"

said the money lender, "We went to the entrance (of the city),

where was nothing but solitude. (We were informed that) they

will be found at Sah Fasth's cemetery ; (but) here the people say

that he has gone to Tikait Ganj. We are going there as well,

(as a matter of fact) I seem wholly reserved for this (business).

What remedy is there for (a wrong) incurred by oneself. As I

have sown so I shall reap."

In short, leaving the carriage and the servant for him they went

away home
;
and after a short time the Laid Sahib arrived at Tikait

Ganj. The Constable (addressing a peasant) "Had any dervish

been here recently ?" The money lender "Wearing sandal-wood

coloured clothes." The peasant "Sir, I did 3 not see (him).

The constable (addressing a woman) "O good womag* ! h?W any

dervish passed by this way." The woman did not respond. The

constable advanced and said to a tailor* "Had any dervish passed

by this way recently ?" "I did not see (him)," replied the tailor,

"My business is to sew, not to watch the people." The money
lender "It is difficult to find any clue here

;
for no one gives us

any information." The constable "Well, go on looking, I shall

find him out
;
our pains

6 will not be all for nothing."

The money lender "Our visit has altogether proved useless but

we were not provided with any information (of the sort) before this."

The constable had advanced some ten or twelve steps, when he

found two men
pitting

at door, one of whom was engaged in smoking
while the other, sewing something. He approached them and

said, "A little before this a dervish visited this place, h* is a culprit.

I. PI., of 'azlz. 2. An pahunche for a pahunche.

3. It is in country dialect. The particle ne is omitted after ham and

nahln is used for nahtn.

4. Lit., fortunate
;
but in UrdH, it is always used in the sense of 'good

natured.'

5. Lit., successor
;
hence a 'caliph' : but in India it is used for a tailor, a

Muslim barber, the manager of a wrestling arena etc.

6. Lit, busily runing about.
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you dont get up. Tahawwur Khan, Tahawwur "Khan (.the name of

anothef constable) come on, all of you." (Afterwards) he asked

the name of the man who was smoking the huqqa, on which h

replied (that his name was) Shiva Bakhsh. The constable "What

is your profession ;
but your statement should be entirely true ?"

Shiva Bakhsh "Patwari ship This has been 1 the profession of

my forefathers." The constable "Is this house occupied by

females or males ?" Shiva "By males.'' The constable "Open

(for) I shall search it. Open it at this very moment
; you are a

culprit." Shiva "The door is closed, and my servant has gone

away to fetch some milk". The constable "(you) open it yourself."

Shiva "It is difficult to open it
; (better) wait a little." The money

lender "You seem to be an accomplice."
8 Shiva "Sir, I too am a

government servant ;
I do not know 8

any dervish or saint
;
and so

long as I am not acquainted* with (the matter) what is the use of

talking about (it)". The constable "Well, we can talk till to-

morrow
;

first let me know, where you have hidden the Shah Jl ?"

Skiv "If I have hidden him (anywhere), may both of my eyes be

lost."'

The constable "Well, then track him out.
1
'

The man who

was sitting and quietly listening, gazed at the Constable, and

said. "Well, constable, why do you enquire about him, after

all." "I have some business," said the constable, "if you tell

me where he is, you will get a reward". "Good, I do not earn

much by sewing," said he, "now I shall be a member of

C. I. D." Constable, Zuhur Bakhsh and the money lender

accompanied the tailor
;

at first he proceeded to a pond, and

slinking away from it, arrived at a mound and from thence he des-

cended. At a little distance, there was an old and ruined mosque*,

where he took them and said, that they were to find (the Shah Jl}

Jhere. When the constable looked for him hither and thither, he.

said as follows. The constable "Come here, come here." ^Another

t. Note that the past participle of anS preceded by a present participle

indicates retrospective continuous action.

2. Lit., conspiracy. 3. Ka janit nShlfl ko jante nahift>

4. Waqfiyat, vulg., for -maqifiyat. 5. Lit., to be broken or burst.

6. Lit., the place of prostration ; pi., masSjid.
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constable "Did you find him, did you ?" The money lender

"Where is he, where is he ? Well fetch a lamp fro some

where". The constable "Well, friend, here afre some clothes."

The money lender "Take them away." Another constable

"Look in carefully, are there only clothes or some man as well."

The third (constable) "There is no trace of any human being
1

;

but no doubt some clothes are lying." Zuhur "Ran away, alas ran

away I" An idle fellow "Well they made off." Zuhur "Now,

(certainly) no trace will be found." The constable "Do not say

so, I have arrested culprits absconded for years : is it possible that

he wont fall in my hands)"? Zuhur "Yes, that's the. prestige of the

Government3." Lighting the lamp Zuhur Bakhjh and two

Other constables examined (thq place) all round ;
when all the

following property (namely) two earthen pipes, two tawas* two

chhatanks* of musk scented tobacco, one lah-band, one cap, two (bed)

sheets, one lathi* and six annas in coppers were found. (From this)

they deduced, that they were sitting here, smokfng their pipes and

as they saw the constables, they left the place ;
but it was amazing

how they ran away so quick. Zuhur "Indeed, by God, it is a good
bit of detective work but now it is difficult (to get them)". The

constable "Yes, it can not be found out where they have now

taken refuge." 7 ;

The other constable "But he will certainly be caught, for he

cannot escape for long." The money lender "If he is caught

and my jewellery is also found, how nice would it be, and what

good luck6."

Zuhur "How much will you let me have ?" The money lender

r "Two hundred rupees". Zuhur "Would to God, he may be

found, would to God he may be found just at the moment, (so that)

I may have a jolly good time." The constables took a look roun d,

.

1. Admi, lit., a descendant of Adam
;
hence human being ;

a husband ;

_a servant.

2. Lit., head of business
;
when it means 'government' it is always feminine.

3. A thin round piece of earthen ware, put in a chilam over the tabacco.

4. One sixteenth of a seer, equal to two ounces.

5. A thick bamboo stick.

6. Pan barah, lit., the ace and the twelve in dice : fig., good luck.



there appeared a hut and all of them talking quitely proceeded (to

it). The money lender "Well they wont ever hide in this
; they

are not novices1
(in the art of robbing)". Zuhur "Good gracious !

all of them must be expert thieves."

The constable "Certainly, they can never have hidden in it ;

but, perhaps some clue or something for indentification may be

found : as their lathi and sheet was obtained." The money lender

"One man should go first, but with a lathi not empty handed."

The constable "I am going, let me have the lathi, and then see

(what follows)." The other (constable) "Take your shoes off,

that no creaking noise may issue (from them)." The constable

"Well, see, I have taken them off."

Taking the stick, the constable approached the hut and began

to look (into it) carefully : the other one as well went near him

quietly and asked as to the presence of any person in it, to which

the former said "I dont know, 'wait a little." Meanwhile the Laid

Sahib and Zuhur Bakhsh advanced (to the place), for a time they

meditated 8 over the subject and then surrounding the hut shouted

out "Come out, come out or I (the money lender) shall kill you."

At which a response came out from within "Who is there my
friend ?

3 Why do you trouble a poor fellow like me ? What wrong

have I done to you ?" The constable "Who art thou ?" The

beggar "Friend, I am a dervish." The beggar came out (of his

hut). Tni^constable "Oh ! We is a beggar." Zuhur "Are not

you a dervish, a perfect one." The beggar "What ! I live by

beggary." The constable "How do you beg ?" The beggar

"I go out near the evening,* and make my rounds." The constable

"How do you cry out, while begging ?"

The blfcgar "If you wish, favour the beggar (with something

as a gift to God
;

and secure its benefit from Him. *(O), my
master, (O) my Lord fill up (my bowl)." "The money lender "Oh !

1. Lit., raw, unripe.

2. Note that a habitual past tense formed by Kama is treated as

Intransative.

3. Lit., father. The beggars and dervishes generally use the word for

their addressee, to show humility.

4. Lit., two watches remaining in the day.
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he lives here" The constable "Do you know this beggar ?'
J

The money lender "Every evening he gets (some) bread from

my house." The beggar "Sir, where is your house ?" The

money lender "The big building in Katarl Tola near ChhaUa,

within the gate.'' The beggar "Yes sir, the house where Hulas

Barl is employed, isn't it ? I know (that place)." The money
lender "Yes, yes, that's it, that's it." The constable "Well

dervish, tell me had any one been here recently ?" The beggar

"Yes sir." Zuhur "who had come ?" The beggar "He was a

saint named Mastdn Shah, who is very fond of alchemy, and some

two or three vagabonds accompanieohim." The money lender

"(Then) how long did (they) stay (here)." The beggar "Sir, I

have no knowledge of that." The money lender "How were

they engaged ?" The beggar "Sir, they occupied the plat-form

in this mosque and smoked a pipe ; (afterwards) they took (some)

opium, unbarked some sugar
1 canef-ehewed it, talked about some-

thing and took some fire from me for which they favoured me with

two pice ;
and I do not know anything besides this." The constable

"What were they taking about ?" The beggar "The topic was

'gold' they were discussing about the price of some golden bangles,

one maintained that they were worth five hundred rupees, while

the other four hundred rupees;''

The money lender "Alas ! alas !" Zuhur "They have

escaped." The money lender "It is very vexing." Zuhur

"Had we arrived here a bit earlier should have arrested* them."

The beggar "Sir, have they committed any theft !" The money
lender "Theft, you say ! they have robbed me." The beggar

"Well, what were the articles 3 ? (I think) it must be the bangles."

The money lender placing his cap at the feet of the Wggar said,

"By th$ loaves, which you have been getting for years and years

from my house, tell me quite truly, where have they gone ? "Lost be

both of my eyes" said the beggar. "If I know anything more

about them
;
and why should I conceal it. But here lives the wife

of a navvy, her house also is a haunt for rogues, if you ask her you

1. Paufida a big and thick sugar cane.

2. Mark the idiomatic use of Aorist for past conditional.

3. Mai, pi., amwai.



may get at some clue." Zuhur '-The same navvy's wife who

quarrelled with Mammu Khan ?" The beggar "No sir, she is

living here for the last six months." The money lender, cons-

tables and Zuhur Bakhsh taking the beggar with them started for

the place, where they arrived after a short time. "Now I must

leave you" said the beggar, "for if .she comes to know that the

Beggar had led you here, she will certainly set my hut on fire 1

tomorrow." Zuhur "All right, you go away." The money
lender "Open the door, open it." Zuhur "Shout loudly." The

money lender "Open the door, open it. Is there any body in ?"

Navvy's wife "Who are you, tell me ?" The money lender "It

is I." The Navvy's wife "Has T got any name, or is it only T ?

Tell me your name."

The money lender "Nur Khan." The Navvy's wife "Whence

have you come, and to whom." The money lender "Well, Mast

Shah had called me here ;
I have found the house after a great

many enquries and numerous troubles." The navvy's wife "He

has just gone away, and may be on the plat-form of the mosque :

will you come in, should I open (the door) ?" The money
lender "Will you not entertain me with a smoke ?" The navvy's

wife "Wait, I am coming."* The money lender was gleeful, the

constables pleased and Zuhur joyous, that now the clue was found

out and Mast Shah would by no means be able to run away.

The navvy's wife had a wash, todik a preparation of betel,
3

changed her dress and then opening the door said, "He is not

here, but when you have had a smoke, I shall let you know, his

destination." As the door was opened the money lender at once

rushed in, and at his sight she was taken aback. 'If you were to

cut (her) there would be no blood in the body (through fear).'

The navvy's wife "Well, who are you ?" The money lender "A

creature (or slave) of God." The navvy's wife "What business

have you here ?" The money lender "Not, any particular

business
; well, let me have a smoke." The navvy's wife "Are you

a Muslim ?" The money lender was at a loss what to say in reply

I. Phunkna, lit., 'to blow.'

2. Note that the Past Tense here indicates immediate future.

3. Gi*urll = a. betel-leaf prepared and folded, ready for chewing.
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and (so) was silent. "Take the way out1
," said the navvy's wife,

"or I shall cry out. What a nice fellow you are ! what right have

you to get into a stranger's house by deceiving (her) ?" The money
lender "Mast Shah had called me, that is why I came." The navvy's

wife "Who is that Mast Shah ? I have not even heard his name."

Meanwhile the constables and Zuhtir Bakhsh rushed in head long, at

which she lost her senses8
,
for now it appeared that it was difficult toft

escape. She was taken in, very artfully, and it grieved her very

much. "You have deceived me very badly," said she in a manner

indicating
3
sorrow, "well still it does not matter." The constable

"Tell me, where is Mast Shah ?" The navvy's wife "Which Mast

Shah ?" The other (constable)"Mast Shah:' The navvy's wife

"When you have found him out, I may tell you.'' The third

(constable) "I say do not joke with us now, but say where is he ?"

The navvy's wife "I have not heard his name even." Zuhur

"Strange ! First you said, 'go to the mosque, he had shortly before

been here and now is gone in the direction of the mosque", but

now you are inventing stories." The navvy's wife "Will you kill

me ?" Zuhftr "If thou wilt give us information, thou wilt be

saved, otherwise will be sent ( to jail) for fourteen years." The

navvy's wife "Pooh, be satisfied*." The constable "She is

very rude." The navvy's wife "Why, what for, have I robbed

you ?" The constable "Take her along." The navvy's wife

"(Yes) go on
;

but if ejfen a shell is lost from my house, I

shall bring a case against you and shall be .compensated."" Look

here," said the money lender, "such-like things wont be of any

avail. Do you want to be set free ? O, it is impossible. Only let

me know as to his destination, and that is all."

The navvy's wife "I do not know." The money lender

"Then, why did you confess before (this) ?" The navvy's wife

"Now get out of my house, and stay there, I too shall accompany

you." "Listen to me," said the constable, "let us search her house:

what can she do, except cry ? But none is to hear her. If she

complains against us, we shall contradict her by saying that she

I. Lit., walk and take air.

t
2. Lit, her senses disappeared, ffawas is the pi., of kassa.

3. Lit., rubbing her hands. 4. Lit., have your face made up.
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has gone mad, and is trumping up a charge against us
;
what she

says is all wrong, she is only calumniating us." Saying this the

constables started searching
1

. The navvy's wife raised an uproar,
8

but all to no purpose. "What is that ? What is that ?" said

Zuhilr BakhsK, while searching : after examining, it was found to

be gold. The money lender "Let me see it, let me see it ;

well it is gold." Zuhur "Yes, here it is." The constable

"Whence didst thou get it ? Art thou so rich 3 that gold is to be

found in thy house ?" The navvy's wife flared up and began to

call them names. "Wonderful ! how nice ! in your opinion I have

no position.
4 A piece

5 of gold was lying there, you got hold of it

and started to scold me : I shall never give in6 through these

scoldings. Well, now do not touch anything else, or you will find

me the worst person." The constable was enraged and gave her a

kick. "You carrion ! you do not feel ashamed, but moreover

growl and chatter : get away." The navvy's wife became quiet,

for she knew that if she spoke any more, it would end in a harder

beating. The money lender 'It is a piece of the bangle. Alas 1

alas ! they have distributed (the property) and so much has fallen :

to her." "Is it yours ?" said Jthe constable. "Yes it is from

this wretched one's jewellery" said the money lender, "it grieves

me awfully : but what is done, is done. Now if I get back even a

small number (of the articles), I shall consider it a great boon7

and shall thank (God) lakhs of times." Zuhur "O navvy's wife

explain it, explain it
; you have nothing to do with it. Think over

that, you wont be implicated but only Mast Shah
;

if you disclose

everything clearly, you will be set free just at once." The

constable "Only let me know where have they all gone ?" The

navvy's wife "Well, take an oath." The constable "About

what ?" The navvy's wife "That you will restore to me my gold

1. Mark that an Infinitive can not be inflected for the feminine according
to Lucknow School

;
while the Delhi School inflects it.

2. GhaparU, is a meaningless appositive.

3. Lit.; reality. 4. Lit., means.

5. Zar'n^z little, is used for Za.ro. by women.
6. Lit., some other women may be giving in through these threats.

7. Lit., booty, plunder.
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(piece)." The constable "Bring it here (addressing some of his

companions). The is the gold, keep it with you, is that all you
want ? Will you tell me now, or still you wont ? Well go on,

speak out." The navvy's wife "Come on this side ? I shall tell you

( the matter) in the corner ;
but there should only one man go to

find out the circumstances." The constable "What does that

mean ? You should accompany us and point (the place) out."

The navvy's wife "Well, listen to me." The constable "Go on."

The navvy's wife "On the spot, where dolls are beaten 1
,
there

lives an old woman, please go to her house and say that Mast Shah

had called you ;
that your name is 'Abid ''All and he is your brother-

in-law. After all that the woman will open the door (for you)."

Zuhur "I do not believe in her statement
;
she has stated every-

thing wrong;" The navvy's wife "Well, then I can not help it.

I have told you the truth, you (better) go and find it out : it is quite

near and not any great undertaking." Three constables and the

money lender set off ;
one constable and Zuhur Bakhjh remained

there. The navvy's wife kept the gold by her and said "They will

be caught now." They all arrived at the cross-road2 where dolls

were beaten
;
but now it was difficult to find out the house occupied

by the old woman. A woman was coming along carrying some

water ; one (of the) constables enquired of her as to the house of

the old woman. She said "What do you mean by burhl an old

woman or the woman named Burhan ?" "No, the old woman" said

the constable. The woman smilingly .said, "She is not old, but

young, only her name is burhl (old woman) ; that house yonder
5

belongs to her." The constable going to the door called out,

"Open the door at once," and some one from within asked who

was at the door. The constable "I have to see Mast Shah (then

addressing the money lender) what name were we told
; I seem to

forget it now." The money lender "It was a pretty good name."

The other constable "JTdmid 'All." The money lender 'Abid

'Ali, 'Adi'd'Alz, it is good that I can recollect it." Afterwards

+
1. There is a Hindu festival, in which they beat dolls etc.

2. Chau-raha, from chau or clicir = four, and rah = road.

3. Note that the adjectival termination wala is added to nouns inflected

infinitive and adverbs, but never to adjectives.
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some one said, "Who is there." The money lender "

Some one said from within, "To whom have you come ?" The

reply was, "To Mast Shah." The question, "Who called you ?"

The reply, "Mast Shah" The question, "How :
do you know him ?"

The reply "(He) is my brother-in-law."

A woman coming to the door said, "He had come, but (after-

wards) went away. Do you know anything, have you heard any

good tidings ?" The money lender "Yes, I really know it. How
could I fail to be informed (of such affairs)." The woman "What

do you know (of it) 1 The money lender "The matter concern-

ing the jewellery ;
and for this very thing he had called me."

The woman "No doubt it is a big sum, that he has got hold of."

The money lender "Well, open the door, how long can I stay

here (outside) ?" The woman opened the door, all of them, the

money lender and the constables at once rushed 1
in, at which the

woman was puzzled and dumb founded. "Well, tell me where

Mast Shah has hidden (himself)," said the constable. "He

certainly had been here, accompanied by two or three other men
;

but (now) he has gone to the railway station in disguise," replied

the woman. "This woman seems to be straight forward and

simple," said the money lender, "but that navvy's wife had a very

crooked mind* and was so wicked that she did not confess ( the

matter) for hours : while this poor one gave (the matter) out at once

(addressing the woman) "Now tell me the condition (of the

affairs) correctly and (also) where Mast Sh$h has gone. Has he

gone to the railway station or any where else ?"

"If she states everything correctly" said the constable, "that

will be good (for her) otherwise she will have to suffer punishment
8

and there is not the least doubt about it. I shall simply say that

Mast Shah was seen in her house by two men, and shall make

them give the verdict : that is all and she will be convicted (for it)/'

"I have told you again and again" said the woman, "that he has

gone to the railway station : now in what other way should I tell

you (that you may believe it)."

All of them consulted together (and said), "O God ! what a

I. Lit., sank in. 2. Lit., of cutting and entangling.

3. Saza (punishment) is understood before bhugteiigi.



calamity has befallen us. From home we came to the police

station from that place went to the entrance (of the city), thence

to Shah Fasihi's cemetery, thence to Tikait Ganj, afterwards to

the house of the navvy's wife, from which we proceeded to this

place and now will have to go to the railway station. Good God 1

Terrible !" "Well, anyhow" said the money lender "we must

go there, I shall please you all (by giving you some reward)." The

constable "If the jewellery is found, we shall by all means 1 have

a reward and a substantial* one, but in the event it is not obtained,

what can we have ?" The other constable. "It will certainly be

found : clue will be found at the railway station." The third

(constable) "Would to God that the clue may be found
;

so that we may get a handsome reward from the Laid Ji."

All of them agreeing to go to the railway station
;

fetched the

head constable of the Tikait Ganj police station and asked

him to take her in his custody, for (spme) stolen property

was found in her house. The head constable asked her to

accompany him to the police station and enquired where her

father was : she replied that he must be coming back, meanwhile

he arrived and hearing the circumstances began to weep, (when)

the house was given in his charge.

The constables, the money lender, Zuhur Bakhsh and others

arrived at the railway station by hackney carriage ;
but the train

started just on their arrival. The money lender (Becoming

confused). "Stop i^, stop it, a robber is going (by it),) O ! for the

sake of God stop it for a while." A railway constable "O ! it

will not stop by your order." Another constable "It will never

stop, please go and proceed with your business." The money
lender acquainted the station master with the matter

;
he was

quite silent after hearing it and (then) said "Was the jewellery

worth ten thousand rupees ?" Two or three Europeans arid the

same number of native Christians3 and Babus were gathered and

jeered much at him (saying) "He is an alchemist, and in what a

1. Lit., if thou wiliest or dost not; at nolens volens,

2. Lit., quite full.

3. Kirattl, in Bengal is generally used for a clerk, while in up country

for a native Christian.



good way he has made fifty (rupees) from ten." The station

master -"Tell me his description, I am going to wire it. The

money lender gave the description and a telegram was sent that he

(the Shah] should be arrested at once, if he is found in the train.

The money lender looking foolish returned to his house. In that

quarter the topic of Lald's coming back and the finding out the

clue of the thief became noised abroad and people began to

gather in flocks and he (the money lender) had to repeat
1 the story

in detail to every new-comer. Mast Shah had acquired such a-

reputation
1 that half of the city believed in his perfection (in

Sufism) and knowledge of alchemy; but since this news had got

on foot most of them took the alchemey for a delusion only. An

elderly
3 man delivered a very good speech on this occasion. While

this conversation was going on, a constable
'

jumped up and

arrested the person with whom the Naivab was talking meanwhile

the train stopped at a station, and the passangers were amazed

and said, "O God* ! for what offence has this innocent person

been arrested : he was listening the story of the alchemist quietly

when suddenly a constable rushed in like a calamity." All of

them together raised an uproar and reasoned with the constable.

One (of them) -"O ! set him free." A second "Well, Sir

leave him alone, first let us know the crime^of this poor fellow,

why do you arrest him for nothing. Leave him, what authority

have you ?" A third "Let go his hand, he wont run away." A
fourth "Well, friend constable,, I think you are mistaken, he is

not a thief." A fifth "Well, friend first acquaint us with the cause

of his arrest or is it the town of Simla5 that you can arrest6 any

gentleman (you like). A sixth "I think thou art not drunk."

"You do not know this man" said the constable. Afterwards he

asked his name, to which he replied "Kamaluddin." \Wonderful !

Kamaluddin must be living somewhere else, your name is Mast

Shah," said the .constable smilingly. He tried his best to get

1. Note the use of the historical present for the past.

2. Lit., had impressed (his) colour.

3. Mu'ammar = aged, from 'umr = age. 4. Lit., my God.

5. Simla Hill is proverbial for injustice, especially amongst women.

6. Note the use of past tense for habitual present.



loose, but all of no avail : the constable grasped him tightly.

Meanwhile, hearing this noise the station master as well came on

the scene, He was a very bulky
1

Bengalee with a corporation,

having a long dhoti on, a cap of the uniform of a station master

on his head
;
he wore very stiff1 boots and came shuffling along.

The station master "Why is he making noise ? What is that

row 3 ?" Head porter "Why are you making that disturbance

here ?" The constable "He is a culprit ;
I compared his features

with the description (I was equipped with), and studied it for the

last four stations, and (then) found out that he is the very man4
.

(Although) I did not speak (to him), but kept watching him lest he

should run away ; when the train stopped here I knew that its wait

here was for half an hour I at once caught hold of his hands, (and

here is the description) which you can now compare." The
Station master compared it and said, "O ! it is very bad, you
should not do such a dishonest5 act." "He is going to entangle

me" said Mast Shah, "(simply because' he owed me a grudge :

and caught me only to implicate me. "Well sir,
6

even, if

you invent thousands of stories" said the bystanders, "it will

be simply throwing away words." The passengers were amazed

(and said amongst themselves), "O God ! What agreeable coinci-

dence7
it is, that the Nawab was still describing the story, it has

not attained its end yet ;
and we saw Mast Shah ( in his person)".

The station master asked the Nawab seeing that he always

travelled by the first class why was he travelling by the third class

that time. The Nawab showed the ticket and said, "This time as

well I am travelling by the first class
;

at a station I got down,, but

the train was going to leave it
;

I hurried up and got into this

1. It is a slang expression; from Per., tan = body, = and, and tosh a

meaningless appositive.

2. Lit., wood breaker.

3. It is a Bengali expression. The Babu speaks incorrect Urdtt.

4. Shakhs, pi., ashkhaj.

5. The sentence should correctly be thus : haiii, yih barl bun bat hai,

is tardh be-ltnanl nahih karna chahiye.

6. Lit., (your) presence.

7. Ittifaq (triliteral root, w, f, q.)at (i) chance, occurrance
; (2) union.
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compartment in haste, I shall change now. There has been a good

joke : I have been telling this very story for the last four stations,

and what is still stranger
1 to Mast Shah himself."

The station master laughed heartily and was joined by the

passengers of the compartment. One of them said, "It is what we

call a lucky coincidence.'' Mast Shah hearing the phrase, lucky

conicidence began to say within himself "For them it is a lucky

conicidence
; why dont they call it 'the nemesis of (my) deeds 8 '

?"

"The thing that makes me laugh is that the story was repeated to

his own noble self8/' said another gentleman. "But, sir, he

changed his colour several times* while listening the story,"

said a third passenger. And several passengers confirmed. "I

recognised him after considerable trouble," said the constable,

"for a long time I compared the features and considered whether

I should arrest him or not
;

lest he should be some other person

and I might have to repent for it. Though I took service amongst
the constables but still, I have not lost the characteristics of

gentlemen." Mast Shah was a very clever 5 and cunning
6
fellow,

who had robbed thousands of persons he was talking smilingly

with an imperturbable aspect, as though he had no knowledge of

the crime. Mast "By God, it makes me laugh ;
I do not know,

why I am arrested twice7
during this month, once 8 on boat where

they took me for Mast Shah : (here as well), although I swore that

I have no connection with Mast Shah at all, I am Kamaluddm
;

but

none believed it. As a matter of fact the damned Mast Shah takes

after me
;
well any how, I can not fight against the Government :

but in four or five days I shall be off and twist my mustaches

(triumphantly)." Nawab "Is it really so ? Mast "(you) will

I. Lutf, pi., altaf. 2. A'mal, pi., of 'amal.

3. Lit., self with the State, originally a Royal title.

4. The repetition in ho ho j'ata tha indicates 'from time to time.'

5. Lit., one who buys the ashes and rubbish of a gold-smith's shop and

sifts it to find gold.

6. A whelp which has been out in the rain and has lost all the fear it

entertained for it
;
hence an experienced man (in bad sense).

7. Martaba, also means rank, and is always masculine.

8. Daf'a, also means a section in law, and is feminine.
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come to know yourself." N "You are the man." M "Right!"

N "Well, tell me where are those ten thousand ?" M "Well !

why should I tell you." N "Sir, you are really a cunning man."

M "Exceedingly." N "Will you not teach me how to prepare

alchemy ?'' M "First bring some jewellery." N "Yes, quite

true." A passenger "You^will get such a good beating",
1 that

you will remember it (for a long time). Shameless creature, (you

say) . 'bring (some) jewellery, first.'
" M "Thanks to God, that I

have to listen to such expressions today. Alas ! alas ! what is within

one's fate can not be averted by any means." N (addressing

the passenger) "What is the use of such a conversation ?" M
f'Let him say, sir." N "No, it should not be so." Meanwhile an

octroi peon came up and smiled when he saw Mast Shah. "Why do

you smile Mr. peon ?" said the Nawab. "Without any reason," said

the peon, "sir he has cheated me as well, but now he is in disguise.

(Addressing Mast Shah) Reverened brother, peace (be with you)."

"May (you) live (long)," replied Mast Shah smilingly, "I hope you

are well
;

I have not seen you for a loiag time, where have you

been so long ?" N "How did (he) cheat you ?" The peon

"Dont ask me sir,
8 now today he is caught after all. "On the

day (when he visited me) he was dressed in coloured clothes, had

a rosary in his hand and some nine or ten citizens around him.

He came to me, took a seat and engaged himself in conversation :
8

and made away with the articles on which octroi-duty was due in

the course of that conversation, so that even my angels
4 could not

know of it. The other day a man came and informed me (of the

fact)." N "Do you know his home ?" The peon "No Sir !"

The station master "Is that peon telling lies or speaking the

truth ?" M "Well, Babu sahib, it is all true." (The bystanders)

1. Be-bha,o ki, 1ft., having no rate: juti (slipper) is understood after

the phrase.

2. Sahib tumhare, is an expletive. 3. Wateh, is a meaningless appositive.

4. Khan, is slang after firishta. According to Muslim belief, there are

two angles one at each shoulder of a person, appointed by God to write down
his good and bad deeds.

5. Mark that Begalees generally mis-place accents, and are fond of pro-

nouncing '$' as 'sh.'
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laughed at Jhis heartily but his coolness was admirable. N "He
is very skillful." Master ''(He) is a perfect rogue

1
." M

"Thanks to God, thanks (to God)." The peon "He seems to be

a great man, as if he were united with God." The passenger

"His very eyes are indicative of his wickedness." 1 The constable

"The money lender has advertised that (the person) who finds him

will be favoured with a reward of (Rs.) five hundred."

N "Then, it is splendid
8 ." M "Now you have nothing, but

enjoyment
3 ." The passenger "It is through you only." At this

they all laughed. Master "Keep an eye
4 on him." N "He

will not run away." The constable "No he cant, (if he does so)

I shall pursue him in such a manner that he will remember it

for a time." "It is through you" said Mast Shah to the Nawdb,
"that I am entrapped today. Had you not opened a lengthy story,

such a calamity would not have befallen me
;

if you let me have

your address, I shall write you (about myself) tomorrow. But O !

Mast Shah (what a nice fellow you are !) 'you yourself took away the

property and have fooled me 5
finely." "Now I as well," said the

Nawab, "can not believe in your words
; you are really a very

cunning fellow, for sometimes you laugh and smile, sometimes

remember God and at another time you do something else, all

these together clearly testify to your being Mast Shah." Meanwhile

the Inspector of Police came up, the constable in accordance with

his departmental rules saluted him and said "My Lord, I have

arrested a culprit."

The Inspector "What sort of culprit ?" The constable "A

proclaimed offender." The Inspector "Is it ? Ha ! ha ! Where is

he ?" Mast (Pointing out the Nawab) "Sir, he is standing there."

The bystanders laughed at this. The constable "My Lord ! This

is the man." The Inspector "What is your name ?" M
"KamaluddTn5 and my nom de plume is Kamal." The Inspector

"Hallow ! you are a poet as well." M "And not an ordinary one."

1. Lit., wickedness is raining from his eyes.

2. Lit,., what to say of it. 3. Lit., now the silver is yours.

4. Correctly, 'dekhte raho.' 5. Lit., made me owl.

6. The / of the definite article al is not pronounced before t, s
, d, *, r, g,

h, $> ?> f.i
* and n

! they are doubled instead.



The Inspector "Whose pupil are you ?" M "(Of) the Holy

Ghost."

The Inspector "Well, tell me what happened and where were

you caught." M My Lord
;
on this very train, and just a little

while before." The Inspector "What is your crime ?" M "Sir,

(some body else, named Mast Shah) took ten thousand rupees worth

of jewellery from a money lender and promised him that it would

become worth fifty thousands, (for, he said) that through his skill

in alchemy he would give five times more (than what he brought).

The money lender was some fool, he 1
(the Shah) took it and ran

away." "Listen to me Adjutant," said Mast Shah in the ear of

the Inspector, "I am Mast Shah, Mastan Shah or Gudaf Shah*, by

God, if you will not protect me, I shall betray every thing in

detail about the bribe which you took in the case of Tulsi Das ;

and when I shall come back from jail shall take your life. I have

informed you now, so that afterwards, you may not get an

opportunity of blaming me." The Inspector "You try your

jokes on even with cannyfolk
3 and are trying to deceive me. Well,

look here, I shall bid farewell to my service if you are acquitted.

Get away, you worthless chap." M "Very well, (but) be careful

you have used bad language." The Inspector "You will be

beaten as well." M "For the sake of God control your tongue*."

The Inspector "shut up your nonsense." The constable "Sir,

dont do him anything here; let him go to the police station and

then we shall have our revenge
5 on him. The Inspector "All .

right." M "Well, I shall see it." Two constables took Matt

Shah away to the Police Station. The Inspector had directed

them that when it was evening they were to put him into a closet

and to give him such a sound beating that he would never forget

it
6 while he lived

;
but neither should there be any wound or mark

nor should any; blood come out (of his body). "You will see"

said one of the constables "that I shall leave you half dead
;

1. Here iha^rat is used ironically.

2. Lit., rag. 3. Lit., martyrs.

4. Lit., beak (a witty and jesting expression).

5. Lit., will take out all the fractions.

6. The Urdn idiom is 'will remember it for life.'
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(oh !) you were going to prepare alchemy, now I shall fool you."
Mast Shah smiled (and said) "You will beat me I think

;
but it

does not matter at all, for if you will beat me today after some
ten days I shall see to you, and in a manner that you wont forget

while you live. The constable "Well, come along then." M
"I am ready to go." The other constable "Well, do you want

to be beaten on the way now ?" M (smilingly) "Thank you."

The Inspector "He is shameless as well." M "Well, you will

come to know about modesty and shamelessness."

Mast Shah in the custody of constables arrived at the Police

Station
;

and the constable informed the Inspector of the station

that the dervish, who cheated the money lender and ran away with

jewellery worth full ten thousand rupees, has been caught. The

Inspector was very much pleased and asked him where he was.

"Here he is," said (the constable) "our lordship, had asumed

the title of Mast Shah." The sub-Inspector "Hallo ! it is his

noble 1 self." M "Yes sir." The sub-Inspector "Are you

(the man named) Mast Shah ?" M "Yes sir." The sub-Inspector

"You made a good haul." M "Yes sir." The sub-Inspector

"He is a joker as well. We will have to deal with him in a

different way, (for) he does not seem to be a man of words but

of blows.*" The constable "He was challenging the Inspector."

The sub-Inspector "Hallo, such boldness. Well, see, how I

shall pay you my compliments
3

; all your haughtiness will melt

away in a moment. Speak out, what is your name ? Be quick."

M "Ask the constable, sharp." The sub-Inspector (becoming

annoyed) "Are you mad ?" M "(Thou) seemest to be so."

The constable "Shut up or you will be beaten."

The sub-Inspector "Dont say anything to him, be quiet for

a while, I shall put him right and in such a manner that he will

not forget it for a life time." M "certainly". The sub-Inspector

"Tell me your name." M "The constable knows4 my name."

I. Sharif, pi., Shurafa or ashraf. 2. Lit., kicks.

3. Mark the slang ironical UrdTI expression.

4. The word ma'lum (known) is not applicable to animate objects.

It is wrong to say wuh Zdml mujh-ko ma'lum hai. It should either be us

'adm'i ko main junta huh or us admi ka hal mujh-ko ma'lum hai.

12



The sub-Inspector "Well, what is his name ?" M "Tell him,

tell him the name I had told you. Had I not told you ? Have

you forgotten it now." The sub-Inspector "You discuss so much

but will not explain clearly what your name is. You are very

obdurate and wicked." M "(Your) very appearance proclaims

it." The constable "He stated his name was Jamaluddin."
The sub-Inspector "Is your name Jamaluddfn ? Dont bother

me." M Jamaluddfn must be living some where else
;

I am
not even acquainted

1 with him." The sub-Inspector "Well, good

man, then why dont you state your name ?" M "They change

the (letter) j to k so that it may become my name." The

sub-Inspector "What ? Well, he has started a conversation in

Persian. What is the name you stated ? Now tell me your name

quietly or you will be put right." The constable "Sir, he wont

admit it in this way; there (on the station) he worried* me

(a long time)."

The Sub-Inspector "O wretch ! hast thou got any name, or

the devil ! art thou nameless ?" M "How nice ! the devil and

nameless. Yes, this is as much as can be said
;
You are more

notorious than the devil." The Sub-Inspector "Well, if you

wont state your name, then by God I shall tie you up and shall

-give you such a sound beating that you will remember it for your

life : you worthless fellow." M "Well, the constable had stated

that my name was Jamaluddin say, 'yes'. "Now I say that if you

change the (letter) j to k you will come to know my name." The

Sub-Inspector
"Kamaluddin ?" M "There you are

; well,

stretch out your hand (so that I may shake it). Was not that a

riddle."

Meanwhile the Inspector arrived. "Rogue, well say now, whether

you are in my power or I am in yours. (Formerly) you were

talking very overweeningly
8 why dont you speak now." "He has

been showing much too much impudence*." said the Inspector to

1. Lit., exchange of greetings. ^

2. Nakob dam kar diya mera nak men dam kar diya ; lit., brought my
breath into my nostrils.

3. Lit., he was talking beyond (his position).

4. Lit., had lifted the sky on his head.
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the Sub-Inspector "and would not be satisfied by any means. He
came to me and whispered in my ear, 'Well, listen to me, whether

I am Mast Shah or Mastan Shah if you will not set me free, I shall

really kill you. . And, you (mind) took a bribe in the case of

Tulsl Das "

"Yes, here also he was talking imperiously
1
"

said the Sub-

Inspector, "and used some harsh language as well. At first he did

not let me know his name ; sometimes he gave me an enigma and

sometimes a riddle, and I was extremely bored (in this way) ;
I

was just going to beat him, but he was saved (by giving out his name).

You will see that he will certainly be beaten, before he leaves the

place. He will not stop his tongue and (at the sametime) I can

not control my temper very long." The Inspector "I myself am
anxious about it." M "Is that so, I adjure you in the name of

God, say truly, are you anxious about it." The Inspector "He
seems to be a wag."

The Sub-Inspector "Well see, (all) his jokes will flee away."

The constable "Should I take him into the closet and give him

some four or five blows ?" M (getting up) "Come on." The

constable "Come along." Another constable "Well, what swank*

come along. You will get such a beating that will not forget it while

you live. One versus twenty."

The Nawab Sahib got into the train ; although he had nothing

to do with this case, still he directed the station master that he

should inform him about it.

1. Lit., he assumed the air of Nadir Shalt. (A Persian freebooter, after-

wards king of Persia, who invaded India in 1739. He is proverbial for

his imperiousness).

2. Da'wa, pi., da'awi.
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THE STORY OF MASIH-UL-MULK. 1

(From Bandt-un-na'sh*. By ShamsuP 'Ulama

Moulavl Nazlr Ahmad Sahib}.

Amongst the ancestors of the well known Nawab Badal Beg

Khan, who resides at Lai Kuan*, there was one (named) Masih-ul-

mulk. Although he was only a royal physician
9

;
still he had

acquired such an influence over the king, that all the affairs of the

State were left in his hands. When he had such an authority it

behoved him to please the government servants, to take care of

the poor and to administer justice to the oppressed ;
but he

exercised such a high handedness, that the people were soon

dis-satisfied with him and raised complaints. There was scarcely

any one who did no blame or remonstrate against
6 him.

Hundreds of men, who having been in the service 7
(of the king)

for ten generations were faithful8 to him with their whole heart, were

discharged without any fault or offence. There was none, whose

pay was npt more or less reduced except Manh-ul-mulk 's own

nominees.

The payment was previously made as late as after six months

but during the time of the Hakim it was extended to years ;
and

still the wages were so much curtailed, that those to whom rupees

ten were due received only six, while those who earned six

recived four only. The endowments due to widows, orphans and

cripples were confiscated without any hesitation. Complaints about

all these things were made to the king ;
and whenever he asked

Maslh-ul-mulk (about them) he would explain to him saying, "My

1. Lit., Messiah of the country.

2. Constellation of the Bear (as having the stars scattered, in opposition

to the Pleiades vfc;re they cluster).

3. The literary Government title for Muslims
;

it means 'the sun of the

learned.'

4. The name of a quarter in Delhi
; lit., 'the red well.'

5. Lit., his name was in (the list of) royal physicians. Ism, pi., asma.

6. Note the Urdn idiom.

7. Namak-khwar lit., salt eater (from Per., namak = salt
;

and khurdan

to eat).

8. Lit., well-wisher (from Ar., iaz>=good, and Per. ra>5s/a = to wish).



Lord, the treasury has become totally empty and (the State) has

run up to debt of karors (of rupees). I have resolved to

pay it of, and it will be settled in a year or two. They
have been fed by Your Majesty

1 for their whole lives and have

had innumerable enjoyments through your favour ;
if they all join (in

the common cause) and do not mind certain inconveniences.

Your Majesty will be freed 3 of the heavy burden of debf" The king

would nevertheless protest and say, "Do not dishearten my people.

It does not matter if my expenses
8 are cut short

;
but they are men

of small means 4 and should not be oppressed. It matters little, if the

debt is settled after ten years instead of four : on the contrary these

poor people will be ruined if treated with much severity. God
frobid ! if even a single individual of them deserts, it will be diffi-

cult to find a similar man although thousands of rupees be spent ;

each of them is tried and tested. Well, look here, you can do what-

ever you like 5
,
but should not lessen the sum alloted to charity. In

reality it is a trifling (sum for) charity
6 and if it is compared (with

the expenses,) it will prove a mole-heap
7
against a mountain, well,

whatever it is, it is absolutely indispensable.
'

Maslh-ul-mulk had,

not even the slightest
8 shadow of goodness in his heart ;

and was

destitute of generosity, philanthropy
9 and mercy : all the reasonings

of the king were to no purpose. (It is taken for granted that) the
'

life of a tyrant is short.

The wretch 10
, (now) resolved on performing his daughter's

marriage. As it was the first occasion that he had had to hold such a

1. Lit., they have eaten your majestic salt.

2. Subuk-dosh hona, lit., to be light shouldered.

3. Masarif, is the pi., of masraf.

4. Auqat (the pi., of taaqf), when used in it's literal sense, is masculine

plural ;
but meaning 'means', is used as fern. sing.

5. Mark that jo chahna so karnZ, should grammatically be, jo chaho so

karna
;
but the former is also correct idiomatically.

6. Khairat, is the pi., of khair
;
but in Urdtt is used as sing. fem.

7. Lit., a mustard seed. ,

8. Partau, is lit. 'shade, reflection.'

9. Lit., creatures. Sing, khalq.

lo. Bacha, is the contemptuous form of bachcha (a child) and means a

wretch.
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big festivity, he unscrupulously spent all he had hoarded by his

exactions1 and cruelty, moreover he ran up a debt of thousands
;

and (so) ruined himself for (mere) fame and reputation. When
the king

8 saw these preparations, he became suspicious, and (at the

same time) the oppressed people got an opportunity to poison his

mind against him (the Hakim.} In short his name was struck off

the Royal Register.
8

Just after his dismissal4
,
his creditors began

to worry him
;
and the Royal servants, who were already annoyed

(with his behaviour) taunted him. Maslh-ul-mulk could not do

anything, but take the way to the Ka'ba* (of God) now, a sinner8

turned saint. When the servants of the house came to know of

his departure, they all curtly refused to go with him
;

and

the maid-slaves and man-slaves too avoided his company. From

amongst such a crowd (of attendants) only a maid-slave, named

HoshmatuF accompanied him. She being a play-mate of the

Hakim's younger daughter, Nazparivard
8 and of the same age, felt

attached to her
;
and that is why she undertook her attendance.

Although Hoshmand was a maid-slave she was very prudent and her

name fitly denoted her qualities. Though she was methodical,

discreet and prominent amongst all the servants on account of her

sagacity, yet her sense (of self respect) made her aspire to liberty.

She hated her position very much and meditated in her mind (on

the matter) that there were three classes of men in the house : first,

the members of the house who had every comfort and authority,

second, the servants who waited upon the members of the family

and drew high wages and whenever any of them was not satisfied

with his job he would leave it and go away ; thirdly there were

those who belonged to her own class that is the maid-slaves and

1. The repetition 'mar mar kar }

gives the idea of several times. The pi.,

of hag is huquq.

2. Lit., the protection of the world.

3. Daftar,ss(\) an office
; (3) a register ; (3) a volume.

4. Note the idiom.

5. 'The house of God' at Mecca, where the Muslims go fof pilgrimage.

6. Lit., 'after eating nine hundred rats, the cat set out for pilgrimage.'

Hajj*e a pilgrimage to Mecca; eiyGrat^a visit to any other Muslim holy

place; t'irath a. visit to any Hindu sacred place.

7. Lit., wise, prudent. 8. Lit., brought up in delicacy.
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man-slaves. There was no limit1 to their toils and hardships ;

neither could they leave the place nor had they any right to

any remuneration, (so) they were the most wretched people of all.

Hoshmand thought over the cause of her bondage 8 for life and

the offence for which she was punished, but was always at a loss

to find any. On certain occasions she intended to put the question

before her fellow-slaves but she found none of her own intellectual

capacity. All of them had only so much wisdom* that if on any

day there was a pressure of work or they were given a thrashing,

they would weep and wail for a time and then be all right.

Hemistitch* (If) a drop of water falls upon a smooth earthen

pitcher it always runs down off it. But Hoshmand always looked

after herself
;
leavt alone beating or thrashing, she used to grieve

at harsh words for months. She always reflected over her condi-

tion and that is why she looked melancholy ;
and would rather

weep for her misfortunes whenever she found herself alone. She

was so much absorbed in the various aspects of liberty that nothing
else could please her

;
the more she desired it the more she was

looked down upon by the family members, especially was

Nazparivard extremely bitter against her pride and used to say

"Being a slave girl she is so proud ! To live in huts and dream

of palaces (to be poor and proud)."

Hoshmand secretly made an enquiry about herself (and found

out ) that her mother was sold (to the Hakim) for two loaves (of

bread) during the femine of 94 (12 94 A. H.) by her (Hoshmand's)

grand-father.
1 At that time her mother was ( some) six or seven

years old, when she grew up, the Hakim married her to one of his

slaves
;
and Hoshmand was the only child brought forth, and then

her parents died. When she came to know of it, she conceived

that she was indebted to the family for their maintaining her and

her mother
;

but (she argued that) the mere favour of her

maintenance did not entitle them to keep her in such a disgraceful

and wretched condition. The obligation for their bringing up was

I. Hadd
; pi., fyudud. 2. Qaid pi., guv^ ^ 'Agl ; pl.'ugul.

4. Compare the English saying "\\'xe ^ater from a duck ,

s back>l
,

5. NSnS = matern -; grand".father . dgdg = paternal grand-father. Note these

words though masculine and end in a do not inflect.
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the same on the other children of the house as on herself, so there

was no reason why when she was -grown up she should be treated as-

a slave-girl and the others as equals. This of course she admitted

that her grand-father was in need of two loaves during the femine
;.

and they saved his life by giving them to him
;
but at the same

time it was their duty to help him for they could offord it. (Further

she reasoned) in the world people showed greater favours than

this, and did not make another their slave : at the same time

she could not make out why her grand-father had sold her mother,

certainly she was his daughter, but it did not seem proper to her

that one should have any right to sell some body (else).

In short, Hoshmand"s brain was full of hundreds'1 of such ideas.

When bad times overtook the Hakim* all the* maid-slaves and
1

man-slaves ran away
3 like a camel without a nose-string, and no

one was sure that Hoshmand would stay : rather it was astonishing

that she had stayed when others had run away, and discharged

her duties more devotedly than before. At. last when two days

were left to their setting out, Nazparward herself said to her "Well,

Hoshmand, now it is the time for you to get your long cherished

liberty and go away wherever you like." 4
"Really," said Hoshmand,

"I appreciate 'liberty' very much, but I did not mean that I should

leave the house and part from you. Besides this family I have no

other connection in the world : if in these bad times even my life

be of some use to you, and (thus) the obligation for your maintain-

ing me be paid off, I if God 5
pleases will not hesitate to give

it up."

In short, the Hakim with his wife, younger daughter and

Hoshmand arrived at Bombay, where he disposed of the costly

jewels he had and embarked on board the ship with necessaries and

cash, and after (a voyage of) fifteen days landed at Jadda. It was

still a long time to the Hajj (so) it was settled that they should

4, Lit., scores.

2 Lit. \",'hen- the affairs of the Hakim were spoiled.

3. Lit., appeared wailci.^
ab0ut -

4. Lit., 'in the name of God go aw^.' Muslims commence every work

with bismillah and hence bismillah karna means to begin 2 work.

5. A true Muslim will always say in-shasha,.Allah when making a promise.



first pay a visit to Medina : while on the way they were overtaken

by Bedouins, who robbed them of all property to the minutest

articles. The bedouin, Jabir got hold of Hoshmand and Nazparward
and took them away and handed them over to his wife that they

should be used as slave-girls for the family, and that when Raihana

and Zaimaran would be married, they were to be given in their

dowry as maid-slaves. For poor Nazpanvard it was a terrible

calamity which broke upon her. She was separated from her

family, home, parents, relations 1 and friends and was degraded

fiom a lady to a slave-girl ; moreover a worthless and mean maid-

slave. In the house of Jabir, it was not her work to clip betel-nuts

or to prepare betels, otherwise she, following the maxim, 'what can

not be cured should be endured,' 1
might have performed (her

duty); but there she
v

had to tend and milk the sheep, goats and

she-camels, and to perform kitchen duties 3
;
but none of those

could be carried out by her, (and so) she was always busy weeping.

Hoshmand could not bear4 to see her in that plight. For a

day or two they were not questioned
5 about anything : Jabir

might have talked about them to his wife, but this they did not

understand.

Nazparward was still busy with her weeping, while Hoshmand

began to take part in the domestic business. One day Jabir was

talking to his wife and at the same time was staring at Nazparward

sternly.
6 Hoshmand made out that he did not like Nazparward's

wailing and idleness, (so ) she went to her and said, "Whatever was

in our fate has come to pass, and what is (still) remaining will

arrive (in future) ; your weeping will not be of any avail. For the

last five or six days you have not taken the least quantity of food

and your eyes are swollen
; please pluck up courage." No sooner

1. 'Aziz = a dear one
; pi., a'izza.

2. The proverb literally means, 'wrath of dervish on the soul of dervish.'

3. Pisna />a3n5=griending and cooking.

4. Lit., the liver came to the mouth.

5. Gachha, is a meaningless appositive.

6. Nikal nihal= nikal nikal kar
;

if a conjunctive participle is repeated,

har may be added only to the last root. The repetition here has the force

of repeatedly.
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had she uttered 1 these words than Nazparward began to cry still

more bitterly. After a short time Hoshmand began to say "Our

wailing will not end8
today ; it will last for our life : if we shall

live there will be ample time for it." "What can I do," said Ndz-

parward "my heart is bursting within me (and I can not cotrol

my tears)," "It is quite true" said Hoshmand "that it is

an extraordinary* calamity, and however much we grieve for it

will (comparatively) prove inadequate ;
but I say of what avail

will it be ?" "I" said Nazparward, "will give up my life by this

process." "Would that," said Hoshmand the giving up of

one's life was in one's control, it would have been a very

nice thing, (in that case) I would have preferred to die than

to see your miseries." "I" said Nazparward "already faint very

often and my death will (likely) occur in a day or two." "Every

evil" said Hoshmand, "has taken place, but upto this time God has

kept our hnour safe, now I am afraid this is in danger." When

Nazparward heard this she was startled and asked her about it.

"The Bedouin" said Hoshmand "who has caught us is named Jdbir.

Today he was talking to his wife, and at the same time was staring

at you very sternly : his looks do not appear favourable (for us)."

"Well," said Nazparward "what was he talking then ?" "I do not

know," said Hoshmand, "What he was talking about for such a

long time in his own language ;
but at any rate it was about you."

"What did you make out," said Nazparward, "of his intentions ?"

(On that day, it was the first occasion in the life of Nazparward that

she addressed Hoshmand with 'the word 1 /;* 'you'). "So far as

I can*gather" said Hoshmand, "he wants you to stop your moaning
and wailing and do some work." When she was told this she

was again upset and then recovering after a long time began to say,

"If I will not work according to his will, he can not do anything

more than kill me
;
and I am ready to die of my own accord."

"I am braver than you," said Hoshmand, "for dying, but there

1. Mark the idiomatic use of an infinitive followed by a clause, intro-

duced by kl.

2. Note that thora hi preceeding a verb indicates strong negation.

3. Repeated nouns intervened by sa, set si have the force of enhancement

pi., of musibat is mata'lb.

4. Instead of tu (thou), used to inferiors.



lies the fear, that perhaps he may not kill us, but inflict some other

dishonour upon us." "What ought we to do then ?" said Ndzparward.

'(Following the maxim) What can not be cured should be endured"

said Hoshmand "we should endure it." "You are aware" said

Nazparward "I do not know how to work." "I shall do (all) the

work/' said Hoshmand, "you simply go about with me." "Is

there no means of our escape," said Nazparward "from this place."

"What means can there be," said Hoshmand, "We should secretly

run away at night" said Ndzparward. "A strange country," said

Hoshmand, "and strange people ;
neither do we know the names

of cities nor the way to any place, (at the same time) legs are

not strong enough (to walk any long distance) ; (so) whither

can we run away." "Have you come to know anything about

(my) father." said Nazparward, "Nothing," said Hoshmand.

'This jfabir," said Ndzparward "must know (about him)." "Certa-

inly" said Hoshmand, "but who will dare to ask him, firstly we do

not know his language, secondly he is a man of such a harsh

temper that even his own daughters are terrified 1 at his appearance
and are so frightened of him that they never appear before him."

"Is there any good natured one amongst the female members here"

said Nazparward. "How can I know," said Hoshmand, "so

early, his elder daughter, Zaimaran seems to be sociable,

whenever she looks towards us there is pity in her looks."

"(Well), let us go to her and acquaint her with our trouble,"

said Nazparward "In what language?" replied Hoshmand.

"We may explain to her in gestures (or signs)," said Ndzparward
"We should not hurry about it," responded Hoshmand. "How
bad our ignorance of the language has proved," said Nazparward.

"I think," said Hoshmand "our ignorance of the language is very

beneficial' to us at present : in the first place, if we are not able

to do anything according to their desire, we have the reasonable

excuse of not understanding (them) ;
and in the second place they

can not know our intentions, we can talk freely and they can not

understand us at all." "Jabir's wife" said Ndtparwad, "and his

daughters work with their own hands, will they now leave all the

work for us to do." "No," said Hoshmand, "it seems a very good

I. Lit., breath is annihilated. 2. The pi., of fajda isfowajd.
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custom amongst them that they treat slaves like equals as regards

work, clothing, food and all other things." In short, through the

consolation of Hoshmand Nazparward as well began to move about,

but she was not accustomed to work over and above which she was

very much grieved, as she had no skill (in performing household

work) everything she touched went wrong. The members of Jabir's

family knew her to be a perfect fool and work shirker. It was

due to Hoshmand that Nazparward's defects were concealed, for

she always took part in her work, otherwise, God knows, to what a

crisis her condition might have reached. Hoshmand used to work

hard and suffer every inconvenience herself, but never deemed it

right that Nazparward should take any trouble
;
and so far as she

could, she never allowed her to touch any work. After she was

admitted into Jabir's family, she came to know what she really was,

and when she compared herself with Hoshmand, she was ashamed

of her own self. Now it was disclosed to her that the people she

hated, were in reality the useful ones, and she herself altogether

useless and in need of other's 1
(help). This was the time when

she realised what 'liberty' was and what a calamity it was to be

the maid-slave of others. Now it was clear to her that Hoshmand's

longing for liberty was not unjustifyable. Yet it was a piece of good

luck that in the family of Jabir these two were not treated so badly

as the slave-girls in her own family. There they lived just as

Zaimaran and Raihana, the two daughters of Jabir, did : their food

and clothing was the same and their work equal, it was not the case

that Jabir's wife and daughters would enjoy their seats on their beds,

like the begams of Delhi and Lucknow, and would not move even

to quench their thirst. This was not the case with Jabir's (family)

only ;
it is the custom of the country, however rich they may be

they never think work a shameful thing.

Although Jabir was a robber still he was in good circumstances.

He had one hundred loading camels and about a thousand sheep

and goats, these formed his property and wealth, and the plunder

he obtained once a year or once in two years was over and above

I. Dast-nigar, lit., looking at the hands of, (i.e., looking for the help of) ;

from Per. rfas/= hand and nigristan^to look.
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it. However 1

they led a very simple and plain life : every member
of the family was content, liberal to guests, generous, brave,

laborious, hard-working and true to his promise and word.

Although for a long time all these things seemed (very) strange

to Nazpanvard; but as all of them had an aspect of goodness
in them, Ndzparward began to like them gradually ;

and sometimes

said to Hoshmand "Although these bedouins are rude and wild I find

ihem better than town-folk in many respects." "I as well," said

Hoshmand, "appreciate one custom of this country that the

women are more respected in these parts." "What is the reason

you find for it ?" said N&zparward. "Firstly," answered Hoshmand

"they are allowed to marry as they choose : now you see that

certain matrimonial alliances are proposed
8 about Zaimaran and

she discusses them without any hesitation. In our India the girls

.are married it such a minor age, that they have no sense of such

affairs at all
;
and even those who are grown up can not speak

anything about their marriage, for it is taken as an act of immodesty.

The second reason why they are so respected is that, they are as

free as men as to their matrimonial alliances : in this country, men
are allowed to marry several women and the same is the case with

women, for divorce is not supposed to be any disgrace and re-marriage

is not prohibited. You know (all) about 'Azra, this Jahir is her

seventh husband
; still, you see, how all the ladies of village pay

her respect. The bonds of matrimony are not so strong in this

country as in ours. The alimonies are fixed at small sums, if the

man is not satisfied (with his wife) he will at once divorce her and

in the case the woman is displeased she will set herself free 8
. Now,

if a woman is divorced once, it does not make her liable to any
blame

; nay thousands of people would long for her and hundreds

of them would desire to get her. In India the men have kept

their freedom, (for) those who can afford, marry from two to four

wives
j
but restrictions are laid upon women so that in no case

can they have another husband ;
that is why the women are so

much lower than men."

1. Ba-in-hama = with all these; from Per. 5 = with, J = this, hama = a\\ >

2. Note the Urdn idiom.

3. Divorcement of a wife for compensation paid by her.
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Meanwhile Zaimdns matriage was fixed up : it was proposed

with Sabii the son of Mughlra, a bedouin chief. After it, there

were great rejoicings in Jabir's family ;
but the sorrow of

Hoshmand and Nazparward was renewed ; for with the sole

intention Jabir had brought them that they should form a part

of his daughter's dowry, so the time for the separation of

Hoshmand from Nazparward had come. Jabir authorised Zaimaran

to select either of the two she liked
;
and Hoshmand was chosen

by her. Zaimaran was endowed with such good-nature, that had

Hoshmand entreated her she would have taken Nazparward in

her place : though it was very distressing to part from Nazparward,

yet she found it advisable that she herself should accompany
Zaimaran. She had stayed so long at Jabir 's house and was never

free from planing
1 about their rescue, but could not find any means.

Although there was no reason to hope for such a means when she

would be at the house of Mughlra, still her heart felt sure to come

across some ;
and she explained it so earnestly to Nazparward, that

she, as well, was conciliated. Zatmaran's wedding was performed,

but in a plain and simple Islamic fashion
;

entertainments for

guests and dowry were on such a small scale, that had a man of that

standard at Delhi or Lucknow, married his daughter in that way,

he should have been laughed at by the people. In short Zaimaran

left her parents and went to the house of Mu^hjra, and Hoshmand

was in her company. After a few days it so happened, that

Hoshmand was serving the meal of Sabit and Zaimaran, when her

eyes fell upon Sabifs hand, she found him wearing the very ring

which had been worn by the Hakim. For a long time she kept

on looking at it and found it to be the same ring and stone : once

or twice when she got an opportunity, while Sabit was asleep she

examined it and made sure that it was the very ring, which the

Hakim possessed, now she began to enquire that how it fell into

the hands of Sabit.

Bedouins are very quarrelsome people and are ever ready for

slaughter and bloodshed (even) on minor points. It was the

third or fourth month since Zaimaran went to her father-in-law's

house, when suddenly, the clan of Mughlra started preparations

I. Fikrmi thought ; pi., afkar.
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for a battle ;
while Mughira proposed all the female members

should be sent to the house of the Shaikh of Basra. It was not

such an affair that there was any difficulty for Hoshmand to find

it3 cause out; after a little enquiry she came to know that

Mughlra was the chief of a big party of bedouin and wherever

they committed any pillage they sent the
l

Ushr, that is the tenth

part of it to him. Last year an Indian caravan was plundered on

the way to Medina before the Hajj ;
in that raid Shaddad also,

a member of Mughlra's clan, took part ;
and as a tenth of it, he

gave the ring to Mughlra which was on the finger of Sabit. It was

only recently when he found out that Shaddad had got hold of

the chief of the carvan as well
;
and intended to use him as a

slave
;
he was an old man, who told him, that he was feeble and

unfit to do any service
;

it would not be much use to him if he made

him a slave, afterwards it was concluded 1 between them that if he

should pay one thousand Dirhams he would be released. That

old Indian was a physician* as well, accordingly he went to Mecca,

and earned a part of it through his profession and some of it he

borrowed from his countrymen, and (thus) payed the thousand

dirhams to Shaddad. Mugklra sent for a tenth of it to Shaddad,

but he refused, to pay it and this prolonged the quarrel and

a battle was to be fought. At first he denied receiving those

thousand dirhams : Mughlra had learnt from reliable sources that

the Indian physician was still in Mecca : he made an enquiry

through his friend the Sharif of Mecca and found out that his

receiving the thousand dirhams was quite true ; (consequently) he

forced him to pay the tenth (of it). Now Hoshmand found out the

correct address of the Hakim, at which she was very much pleased ;

and began to reflect within herself that had she wings she would

have flown to Nazparward at that very moment and given the

good tidings to her. No sooner had she found the true state of

affairs out than she busied herself with (different) plans ;
she thought

as the Hakim was in Mecca and people went to the place from

every direction for Hajj yearly, it was not difficult to send him news

(about their ownselves.)
^

I

1. Shart^ condition, term
; pi., skara,it or shuruf

n
.

2. Tahib, pi., atibha.
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The battle which was to be fought between Mughlra and

Shaddad was postponed, as the period of Hajj was approaching

near. On making an enquiry Hoshmand came to know that there

was a teacher named Mutawakkil, who resided in Mughira's village

and who used to go to Mecca every year for explaining the rules1

of Hajj to Indians. This man was a kind of priest, he would

approach them, just as they landed at Yalamlam and make (some)

ten or twenty of them perform the Hijj, and whatever they gave

him for his services formed his living. Mutawakkil was a very

good natured and godly* man, the bedouin specially Mugfara
had a great faith in his piety and virtuousness. Whatever Hosh-

mand obtained from Mughira's house she used to give something

to Mutawakkifs family by reducing her own meals. 3
Gradually she

established friendly relations with him and when she had made

herself sure of his devotion and honesty she said to him "I want

you to do something for me, which I am going to explain you,

when you go to Mecca please find out an Indian physician named

Malsh-ul-mulk through the Sharif of Mecca and tell him only this

much that Ndzparward, who is with the bedouin Jabir at Blr-ul-

A'rab has sent him her compliments." Mutawakkil made a very

firm promise and said "If God pleases, I will certainly deliver your

message to Masth-ul-mulk" Immediately after going (to Mecca),

Mutawaakil searched for Masth-ul-mulk, as he was family physician

to the Sharif of Mecca, Mutawakkil soon found him. No sooner

he had heard the name of Nazparward than tears began to flow

from his eyes. As Mutawakkil was a godly man, when he saw

him weeping, said to him, "If I can be ot any service to help you
out of your miserable condition, if God pleases, I will not hesitate

in doing so." Afterwards Maslh-ul-mulk described the story of

his being plundered and confined ; and said "Nazparward is the

daughter of my own wretched self
; please tell me only so much

what is the best way to rescue her." "Though all the bedouins"

said Mutawakkil, "are independent, still they respect the Sharif of

1. Manasik is the pi., of mansak.

2. Khuda-parast= GoA. worshiping (Per., Khuda = God
; parast~idau = to

worship).

3. Note the UrdH idiom.
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Mecca. If he tries, your daughter will easily be liberated." When
Musih-ul-miilk came to know of it he felt very happy, went to the

the Sharif and acquainted him with the matter. He at once wrote

a letter for him (to Jabir) and sent his special servant with him.

He with the servant of the Sharif went to Blr-ul-A'rab and handed

over the note of the Sharif to Jabir. When he received the

note he welcomed to him (Maslh-ul-mulk) to his house with great

hospitality, but Maslh-ul-mulk hesitated (in going to his house).
4<
It is not fair," said Jabir "your daughter has been for a year in

my family aud I have takeu care of her honour, (so why) should I

take you for a stranger." In short, Jabir took MaslK-ul-mulk

inside the house. As Nazparward saw him, she ran to him and

threw herself on the feet of her father
;
when they reflected over

their circumstances after the separation, both the daughter and

father cried so bitterly and loudly that all the member* of Jabir 't

family were touched. They embraced each other, while weeping
in such a way ;

as Bhadoti embraces Sdwan^. As soon as it was

over, Nazparward asked (her father) about the welfare of her

mother. "She is no better than a dead person.'" said Maslh-ul-

mulk, "on account of her separation from you." Afterwards they

talked over their (past) miseries. When Maslh-ul-mulk heard the

compliments and the address of Nazparward from Mutawakkil he

felt as joyful as one does, who dies through (excess of) joy ;

(consequently) he did not ask Mutawakkil about anything else,

that is why he did not know anything about Hoshmand as yet ;

and as he did not find her with Nazparward, he supposed that she

must be somewhere else. "How did you obtain my address ?"

said ^azparward to Muslh-ul-mulk. "I was told," said Maslh-

ul-mulk "of your compliments and address by a teacher,

named Mutawakkil." "I do not know." said Nazparward, "even

the name Mutawakkil : perhaps God, feeling compassion on

my miseries might have sent one of his mysterious persons

to you, or Hoshmand who had been here, might have talked

about it to someone
;

but I have no knowledge of the

j. Sa-oian and Bhadoii are the eleventh and twelveth HindH months of

the ftli year, corresponding to July and August respectively.

2. Lit., though alive but in a grave.

13
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affair." "W Hoshmand with you ?" said Musth-ul-mulk. "Yes,

at the very beginning," said Nazparward, "it is now fifth month,

that she was given in the dowry of Jabir's daughter Zaimardn

and went with her." "Where is Zaimaran married ?" said Maslh-

vl-mulk. "It is at about six or seven stages' (distance), a place

called Tmrana, where she is married to Mughiras son Sabit."

"It is very strange about Mutawakkil'," said Maslh-ul-mulk. "Yes,

it is really romantic," said Nazparward, "please ask Jabir, if

there is any man of the name."

Masth-ul-mulk asked him about the person and was told that

he was not in that place but was a teacher at 'Imrana. Now Maslh-

ul-mulk and Nazparward were assured that she had been instru-

mental in her (Nazparward's) rescue ; afterwards Nazparward

explained, to Masih-ul-mulk all her faithfulness and all her favours

and sympathy.
Now Maslh-ul-mulk reflected in his mind, that

he would not be following his sense of honour and (the principles

of) humanity if he should take away Nazparward and should not try

to release Hoshmand : so he resolved on going to 'Imrnna, and

began to enquire of Jabir about the (halting) stages. Jalir replied"

that a message-bearer was expected from 'Imrana that night, who

would be able to give the right details. When a watch of night

was over, he arrived and was accompanied by Hoshmand. As she

saw Musih-ul-mulk, she threw herself at his feet: and when he

asked her to give him a discription of her circumstances, she told

him "When Mutawakkil came back after the ffajj, I asked him

about my message and came to know that you were found, the

means for (my) younger lady's release were procured, and that

you had set out for Blr-ul-A irab with the Sharif's letter. Mutawakkil
asked me about your story

1
,
I described it (to him) from the very

beginning to the end, when it was over, he asked me why I had

not tried to secure my own freedom
;

I replied to him I did not

require it, for I had been a slave girl for my whole life*, and that

one was in need of it and may God favour her with it. I do not

know what struck Mutawakkil and what he said to Mughlra, in short

I was set free. I told them that I could not accept this obligation

1. Lit., whatever happened, from Ar. wa whatever and jara = happened.

2. Lit., birth.
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uutil I had seen my lady free. A messenger was bound for this

place, they put me in his company." In this way God freed both

Nazparward and Hoshmand, and Maslh-ul-mulk parted from

Jabir joyfully
1
taking both of them with him. He took Hoshmand

for his daughter and Nazparward regarded her as her sister.

SELECTIONS FROM MAU'IZA-I HASANA.

(By Shams-ul- ' Ulma Nazlr Ahmad}.

(I)

Your letter, which is enclosed herewith after correction, grieved

me very much. I separated from you with a desire of your

learning English ;
but I see you are going to lose both English

and Arabic. Undoubtedly you have lost Arabic already ;
now

take English, there are so many silly mistakes in it which apparently

show the decrease of your knowledge. Now your English must

be of such a standard that I should not be able to find any mistake

in it
;
for I am not an English scholar, neither am I fond of English

nor by the grace of God am I under any obligation of knowing
it but when I find such silly

1 mistakes how can I have patience ?

If you continue to be so, you will spoil, all my labour with you,

at Delhi. I have often told you that it is necessary to have the

letters corrected (that is) you ought to have it corrected by some

one and retain the corrections (in your mind). You have become

so independent that you dont care a bit for my remonstrations.

If that is your English which you wrote to me, a curse be upon

such a knowledge (of English). I have corrected the most

common mistakes had I taken the style and the idioms 8 into notice,

there would have hardly been left a word. Of course, these letters

of yours will put me in a position to judge as to your work. If

you do not find any logicians in Delhi, cant you secure in such a

big city a person who may correct your English : perhaps you

take Delhi for A'zam-garh and think your father to be an officer*

i. Se is understood after kh_ushi. 2. Lit., open,

3. Sing. Muhawara. 4. PI., hukkam.
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of that place as well. In the event you continue under the present

conditions, it will be injurious for you to stay at Delhi. 1 bid

farewell to such a college ; although there is no good English at

ray house but still there is no doubt about Arabic. Do not read

the corrected letter in a hurry as is your habit, but carefully. I

believe that you will understand the answers of the Arabic questions

quite well.

Tahsll Nagra,

20th February,

(II)

After greetings it should be known to my (dear) wife that it has

become a custom of the world that when any near relative of a

person dies, he is to condole (with him) ;
but I am not writing

this letter to you in accordance with that, for the calamity has not

befallen you only, but me as well. The relation between a

husband and a wife is very wonderful, for a man and a woman

when linked together by their marriage become co-partners in

all the things of the universe
;

and this peculiarity is not found

in any other relation. We have combined share in our property,

home, maintenance, offspring, honour, happiness, sorrow and

grief. Had the girl lived, would have she been yours only
1

? No

she must have belonged to both of us. Now when she has died,

the loss is not only yours but mine as well
;

still I admit that the

attachment you had for her was far greater than mine. But perhaps

on account of the connection of my soul (with her), I felt distressed

without any apparent reason on the day she expired, and under

that very condition I wrote a letter to master Bashlr : if you

compare the date of the letter and of her death, probably you will

find both the dates to be the same : verily we are from God and

certainly will return towards Him. By the death of Zahir Nasir

etc., we have perfectly experienced that no one has any control

over death
;
now as for grief, that also goes away gradually :

(however) I do not blame you. I tell you my own feelings how

I loved Nasir, his grave is (still) infront of my eyes, but I sleep

and Faugh all the same and carry out all my worldly business.

I. Note the idiom : grammatically it should be turn akeli.
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Now when we have forgotten our grief for them after a few years,

so considering her minority (she will be forgotten sooner) ;
at

last our worldly duties (will overcome us). It is written in books

and is quite right, (they say) that the wise and the foolish both

have patience, but the difference is that the former is quiet from

the very beginning relying on God, while the latter after wailing

and moaning. Consequently we will have to be patient and

so we should not lose a blessing
1 for nothing. You must

strengthen your heart, wipe away your tears and pluck up courage.

God is our master
;
He gave (her) to us, and He Himself took (her)

away. He bears neither grudge nor enmity to us
;

whatever He
does for us it is in our favour, but through* our deficient discretion

we are unable to find out the good of it. Think over the organi-

zation of the worM, you will find there, health, wealth 8
,
children

power, nobleness, piety and thousands of other blessings, which

He has distributed according to His will amongst mankind. He
has favoured us as well with a large portion of these blessings ;

but we have not got monopoly of His blessings, and as to children4

we must thank Him heart and soul for we are not destitute of

them. May God prolong their lives and make them prosperous

in worldly and religious
5 matters. They are quite sufficient, what

will you do with more ? Be loving to them, pray for them to

God and have patience against the calamity (taking the occurrence

to be) the will of Him. Perhaps in the next world we may
secure His mercy with the help of these calamities. What, a

nice strophe of some master poet is (the following) :

The Distributer of eternity distributed (everything amongst) all

the mankind ;

According to the worth of each individual.

(He) favoured the nightingale with moaning, and the moth with

burning ;

But favoured us with sorrow, which appeared to be most difficult.

1. Lit., the reward (in the next world).

2. Wajh (lit. face) reason
; pi., taujuh. 3. M'Zl pi., amtaal.

4. Aulad, pi., of walad^a boy, a son
;
but in Urdfl au!ad is used as sing.

fern., meaning offspring.

5. Dim;pl., adyZn. (Z>an.debt ; pi. duyun.)



O God ! give us power to be perfectly patient, Amen ! When

any calamity befalls a person, he should compare himself with

other creatures of God and he will find that thousands of men
in worse condition than he himself is : look at the circumstances

of the poor in your own house 1
. It will be a great ingrati-

tude (to God) if we forget His innumerable 1 kindness and favours,

and are not able to endure a slight affliction. Bashlr is a

(minor) child, he will be depressed by your wailing, have pity

on him and on your own wretched condition as well. This

earthly structure is not Alexander's Wall, if you go on consuming
it through sorrow, what will be the result. June 4th, 1876.

an)

Your aversion8 to Delhi is a good omen for jrou ;
and certainly

every man who has common sense, modesty and a nice sense

of honour will disapprove of the manners*^ind behaviour5 of Delhi

(people). Do not throw yourself into these entanglements, (rather)

take yourself for a person who under the necessity of acquiring

knowledge is away from his home. Although I know that it is

quite useless to favour them with anything, still I can not help

it. Had you not been there, perhaps I should not have taken any

notice of the people of Delhi for years : and you know it as I

found them not worth communicating with I have stopped corres-

pondence with them altogether. 1 do not know what injury they

sustain on my account : I (do not find myself) to be a burden to

them in any way. Through (the grace of) God I have never been

under any obligation to them, on the contrary I help them so

far as I can. If you look from the stand point of justice, you
will find that I have helped every individual,

6 man and woman

old or young ;
but there is nothing to remedy ingratitude. In-

numerable thanks to God, who through His grace has made me

j. Note the repetition of noun in possessive construction which has the

force of 'the very.'

2. Tokrohm*baskets full and Chhakroh** carts full.

3. Yih after the Infinitive is grammatically superfluous, but not

colloquially.

4. Ausa'
; sing. wa?'. 5. 'Adat ; sing. 'adat. 6. Lit., breathing being.
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independent of their praises or reproaches. If they praise

me, thereby they will not bestow anything upon me, but perhaps

may please me and get some money out of me ; I can not be

benefitted in any way, or if they go about slandering me through-

out Delhi they cannot do me any mischief.

Now see the modesty of the people of Bijnaur for a while ;

you know how indebted 1 I am to Maulvi Sahib ; and

if he asks me for anything I cannot refuse it to him : I have

never suffered any loss through him. Now his opposite are

the people of Delhi, whom I have favoured all my life, still

they are not friendly with me. In reality there is an element

of envy ; they are jealous of me as God has not bestowed

upon any one of them the same blessings, Bashlr, for the

sake of God you must have your ideas grand, ambition high,*

courage great
3 and be contented. Cursed be the comfort obtained

with the help of another : may God not make you in need of any

other person's help, but rather make you able to favour others.

Dear boy, you should drop all these things and stick to your

studies, which is the thing mostly needed. You must not have

any need of yours connected with
,
and from my treatment

you will come to know, how much I love money in comparision to

you. O ! the enemies of sense, if some money is saved 4
against

your wish, why are you, jealous of me
;

I shall not take it away

with me. These people can never be happy so long as they do

not see me in a wretched condition according to their envy.

Bashlr, my sufferings are considerable
; they are so good in their

dealings that half of my money is lost within the family ; you

should not waste your time in these entanglements.

If by any means they catch a glimpse of this letter, the fire of

their fury will be ablaze, and they will attack you all together.

Destroy the letter after you have read it
; only for your informa-

tion I have written to you of this affair, for as to my ownself I have

found out I have to live whether (I am) happy or unhappy.

What opinion can I give about from such a long distance 1

1. ffagq *
right, claim

; p].,huguy.

2. Lit., expanded. 3". Lit., high.

4. Pas-andaz, pas** behind ;
andalchtan^to throw, to put.
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The compromise is certainly very good, if it is desired with sincere

heart and both the parties desire it. Bashir, you must be careful of

your meals
;
that is you should have fixed times for them, never

take them out of time : variety
1

is also injurious, the satisfying

of hunger with one kind of food, which appears agreeable, is a

security for health.

e^ i8?6.

Your ears must be well acquainted with this hemistich God
1

has not formed the five fingers alike. The fingers with their

differences of length, form and joints are enabled to assist and help

each other : viz. the difference of the fingers has made the hand

stronger and more useful, yet there is a certain limit to this

difference, and it is not capable of excess or defect. This very

principle holds good for the people of a family, if the circums-

tances of the one differ from that of the other agreeably, this

difference will be useful for each of them individually and for the

whole family collectively. But, suppose a finger of any person's

hand is unnaturally lengthened to a yard ;
it will be a nuisance to

its own-self, to other fingers and to the whoie hand. As regards

wealth I am that long finger in the hand of my family, for I can

make neither my-self happy nor others.

oL 'i^tii -.& "feftoi o^ x.
w.ort n

(V)

"-Although there is no necessity of writing you any letter at this

time, but still as Maulavt ......-Sahib wants the paper, I write (you)

these few lines. The annual examination is quite soon approach-

ing, you must use your utmost efforts and devote yourself entirely

to your studies. If you are hot promoted to the second class next

yearj I shall be very much grieved. Although you get more

opportunities
8 than I of finding out the ways which may lead you

to success : but a language in never acquired without composition,

which I believe you have neglected and still continue to neglect.

1. Agsant ; sing. qism. Af'ima;; sing, ta'am.

2. MaToaqi
1

; sing, manga'.
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The regular use of time is full of blessings ; by acquiring little by

little every day we gather a lot. 1 The reason why school* education

is approved is that they teach different sciences8 and various arts4

at the same time. If any person goes on repeating only one subject

throughout the day, he will get tired of it
; but when there are

various subjects in view, and they are attended to by turns, he will

go on working the whole day long without being exhausted. If

you send your English composition to me, I can arrange to have

it corrected by the Padrl Sahib* and send it back to you. It wilt

be advisable in case you are not able to secure any man there

for correction. In Arabic Maulavi Sahib can lend you substantial

help provided that .the principles of receiving and giving instruc-

tions are observed by both the parties,
8
respectively.

(VI)

On the 8th of January by
7
9 o'clock at night I arrived in my

district. At first the trairk-was late at the start and afterwards in

the way its stoppages
8 were more than usual, in short I arrived at

Buxar after 3 o'clock, otherwise I might have arrived there

earlier. Amongst the passengers of my compartment there was

an Indian doctor
;

I told him about your ring-worm, he was a bit

at a loss, but a European gentleman told me that goa powder
was the most effective for ring-worm, and that it was agreed upon

by all the doctors of the time to be the best remedy for it. It is a

white powder, and a phial of it can be obtained from English

druggists for some eight annas. It has this peculiarity that it

causes neither inflamation nor smarting. Take a very little*

quantity of it in the palm of your hand, put into it two or three

f. Zakhira* store; pi., Zakhajr. 2. MadZris is the pi., of madrosa,

3. 'Ulum, pi., 'Urn, sing. 4. Funiin, pi., fann, sing.

5, A Christian priest or missionary ;
it is a corrupted form of Portuguese

word.

"6. fiirafain is the dual of ta raf . Cf. janibain (both the parties), -oialidain

(parents).

7. Idiomatic repetition. 9 8. Waqfat is the pi., of waqfa.

9.. A weight equal to oX5th part of a tola.
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drops of water knead it and rub it on the ring-worm. Use it

morning and evening, probably you will find its benefit in three

days.

glh January, 1877.

(VII)

Your letter of the I7th is received, O ! creature of God never

delay so long (in writing me). Does your frugality consist only

lessening the number of letters (that you usually sent me) ;
I have

written you previous to this and am writing you again, that you
should not rely on the examination, but make progress in your

class some how. Take my advice for the future, you will not be

able to prosecute your studies with success and reputation under

the present circumstances, besides the school work you must

work seriously for at least three or four hours daily at home,
otherwise it will be simply troublesome for you as well as for us.

You have had enough education for worldly business, so you had

better stay with me and appear at the law examination after you
have learnt it. If you intend to study at school you must bear

in mind that the Entrance is the first stage, and then you must

acquire at least the degree of B. A., but Bashlr, these are not the

ways which you have adopted for attaining that degree of learning.

It is necessary
1 for you after reading and studying your daily

lessons regularly, to look into them deeply and assimilate them

and continue the labour diligently.
8 You despair of the resuh

of your first exam, while the others are much more difficult, how

will you be successful in them ? In short if you intend to study

you must work in the proper way. K you go and walk about

in Chdndni Chauk, see the Museum, waste time in tales and fables,

and go to bed just after night fall 8
, you can not learn anything

in this way. You can learn only if you value each and every

minute and labour as far as your health permits. Upto this time

you took my help in Arabic only, in future you should avail

yourself of it for Mathematics as well. I shall be able to give you
instructions at least upto the Entrance. Pay attention and make

1. Short (lit, condition, term
; pi., shuru^ shara,it.

2. Lit., moderately. 3. Lit., two watches of night.



up your deficiency in Arithmatic and Algebra, arrange the events

of History
1 in the order of questions and answers

;
and then it is

worth appearing at the examination, nothing can be done simply

with prayers. You are not keen, otherwise it was not difficult for

you to acquire Arabic, while Maulavl was there : the subjects

of school were merely an excuse, and they even are defective.

Maulavl Sahib bought several houses, and in the whole estate

I like the shop, while other buildings and mansions are a worthless

collection. It is awful that 's house is worth thirteen hundred

rupees, and its rent is only three rupees, in proportion to the

interst on promissory notes it should have been 4/8 but there is no

one to look after it. We have not acquired it gratis, but have

paid a bundle full of rupees, tnere is no reason why we should not

be benefitted to the full. The Maulavl Sahib is kind hearted, my
dear wife is careless and you are not fitted to deal with it.

The Maulavl, my well-wisher has neither ability nor leisure,

the house is left as if it had no owner : if the tenants come to

know of it, they will not pay even three rupees. Big mansions

always cause some loss, but it is a weight on my shoulders like

our sins,
8

it seems very difficult to get rid of it except by the help

of God. When I found out that there was nobody either at Delhi

or at Bijnaur to look after (my estate), I adopted the system of

(investing my money in promissory) notes had there been any

person to attend to these things I could earn a deputy collector's

pay lawfully and the capital would have been quite safe. It is at

least something that the poor Maulavl Sahib inspite his infirmities

takes the trouble of doing as much' as he does but the organising

powers and intelligence of all of us are quite clear the end.

2ist January iSjj.

(VIII)

The condition of Maulavl Sahib is really very pitiful ; may
God console him. Although I am against the current custom of

condolences, but still I have written him a letter according to your

directions. It is improbable that Maulavl Sahib should be

t
;

1. Tarikh, here it means 'history ;
it also means 'date.'

2. Lit., bad deeds : a'mal is the pi., of 'amal.



consoled by any sort of condolence
;

but by the lapse of time a

man becomes pacified in himself, though this sort of pacification

is condemned 1
by the lawgiver (of Islam).

Here we find some signs of a disasterous famine. (Usually) the

rains begin by the 5th of June, but a month and a quarter has

clasped and there is no rain (as yet) while the last year was

entirely dry. If there should not be any rain this year, such a

calamity will befall (the people) as none can imagine. The people

are very much distressed, the average rate (of wheat) at Balhari

is two seers (for a rupee) while here four seers. May God protect

(us).

Bashir, now your English has very much improved.* The

English paper, addressed to ......which was enclosed in my letter,

must necessarily be your own composition, it was free from mistakes.

Bashir, (pay) a little (attention to) Arabic (as well) by studying

only English a man is stupified, (only) God knows why there is

this calamity.

Well, master Bashtr, why are you so depressed and reserved

now-a-days ;
neither do you ever write me any of your lessons

nor ask me for anything : creature of God ! why are you tired

of me so soon, I myself am tired of the world. Here are a number

of men human in form, but not in reality.

It is very difficult to make every work easy,

Even a man can not become a man (in its real sense).

(IX)
...-:o *ri- ; ;

In the service* of my dear ......after greetings

Mr .......has not improved his temper at all. He always quarrels

with every man and disgraces me. The news of all these mean and

base quarrels gets abroad, which I am very much grieved to hear.

In reality he has not received his pay as yet. Here all the state

1. Na-mahmud\\t., not praiseworthy.

2. Masha;Allah=a\\t., whatever God wishes 'a phrase generally used by

Muslims when speaking of some good quality in a person, as a cha^m against

an evil-eye. Another phrase used for the same purpose is chashm-i bad dur

-lit., an evil eye be at distance.

3. 7an5A-lit. threshold. -
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business is quite slow and dull, the officials do not care about any
one's post or pay, it is only by the favour of the Nawab Sahib (I get

my pay) ; they have nothing to do except lying down like infirm 1

people. Whatever money is sent to you it is from my pay. I have

not received even a single penny from my English pay (pension) ?

delay in every work and putting off of every matter is the custom

of this place.

Maulavl has sent some money to his father as well. He is

proud of his son's service, whereas here matters are quite un-

settled, unreliable and unstable. I fear lest his revered father

should come to know of Maulavl 's high pcret and become ex-

travagant.

i877 . (A. Z>.)

(X)

It would be gre%t injustice and perverseness to think that the

ways and customs of other nations are mostly foolish and non-

sensical
;
and it is still worse to hate a member of some other

nation, simply because he belongs to a different nationality. We
are linked with the Hindus by a very strong tie, which people

express in a very nice simile namely we are connected with them,

as the shirt of a dress is connected with its body. We have been

living together, mixing with each other and having dealings with

each others for generations and generations, covering hundreds of

years. Whether we quarrel amongst ourselves or be estranged,

still we shall be called Indians, and black nations. Our aims'

(and aspirations) are so linked and common 8 between us that we

by no means can leave each other. Consequently it will be advan-

tageous for both of us if we be sincere to each other.

Well, I intend to describe some of the customs of the Hindus :

first of all I shall treat of the sacredness of cow and ox. Think ot

1. In olden times in India, this was a class of infirm people, who were

dependent on royal pensions; and who had nothiog to do. Ahdl^Mt.,

lonely.

2. AShras, sing. Aara| ljt., object ;
interest.

3. Interwoven.
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those benefits which mankind derives from this animal, you will

find it peerless in the animal world. Cultivation is the most

essential (thing for human life) ;
it is used in all the toilsome

labours (namely) driving and baggage carrying : it produces milk

and ghee, even after' its death its bone, skin, horn and everything

is used. In my opinion the person who introduced the system of

its being reared as a sacred animal was a very wise and prudent

man. He reflected over the requirements of the country and found

Out that as long as it was not introduced as a religious duty, it would

never be observed perfectly.

In the same way the reverance of the Ganges ancPthe Jumna,

are not without reason. I take my ownself, owing to my connection

with Bijnaur, I have a special love for the Ganges. Whenever I

happen to cross it, even if I am not thirsty, I feel involuntarily

inclined to drink that digestive, limpid and cold water. Some-

times it has so happened that when it was not the time for

any prayers and I was halting by its bank, I made ablution with

its water if not bathed and performed two genuflexions (of prayer)

before proceeding (on my journey). Karors of bighas of land in

India is irrigated by these two rivers. It is known that water is

one of the bounties1 of nature
;
and people (often) find pleasure in

artificial pools and canals, will (you) still count these two rivers

inferior. Taking into consideration the heat and the climate of

the country, the custom of Hindus of bathing daily is worth

adopting.

In Europe if not all most of the doctors agree that man is not

intended 'by God for taking flesh
;
his teeth are not capable of eating

flesh. In the stomach of flesh-eating animals, a kind of acid is-

produced which helps the digestion of flesh to a great extent ;
while

the stomach of man is not capable of producing that acid. This

is the origin of vegetarians, who like Hindus of our country do not

take any meat and are increasing in number day by day in Europe.

Once I saw in a newspaper
1 that the doctors of America have

1. Mahasin' sing. husn.

2. Akhbar* (newspaper), used as mas. sing., is the pi., of khabar f.

= news.
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proved by evidence 1 that it is medically injurious to eat the leavings

of another.

In short even the meanest custom of a country is not without

some (reasonable) ground ;
but it is possible that the people might

have begun to observe it in excess, or owing to some change

amongst the people it might be in a condition requiring reform.

Now a days the educated (in English) Indians have a turn of mind

to despise everything of their country ; which shows their wrong

prejudice and ignorance.

Long ago, the sanitation of Gorakhpur town was in my charge :

a new book arrived from England, the collector (of the district)

gave it to me to see, if there was anything in it worth choosing.

When I studied it, I came to know that a commission was appointed

to find out the easiest process for removing bad smells. The

members of the commission had made investigations for years and

years in France, Constantinople, Arabia, Egypt and India, in short

throughout the world
;

8 and at last found out that earth by its

very nature is disinfecting. The book, which the collector had

given to me was the report of the commisson. After its study I

was struck with two ideas, firstly spirit of investigation in English

people, how much trouble they took for so little a thing ; secondly

the thing they found out after so long an investigation was known

to our prophet thirteen hundred years ago, and (accordingly) he

has spoken of it as 'clean and capable of cleaning other things.'

I . Dalafl ; sing, dalil.

3. On all sides and directions.
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THE GRAVES OF A FAMILY.

[Translation of a poem by Mrs. Hemans, a poetess ofEng land.]

All of them were the flowers of the same tree
; /

They were as it were the lamps of the whole house.

They were all brought up at one and the same place ;

And as they grew up, their beauty increased.

What a time it was when they all lived together !

Pain, gloom, and sorrow were not to be found 1 among them.

They were all happy, and their hearts enjoyed great peace :

They kept the house cheerful, when they were alive.*

But, alas ! they are now along in their respective graves,

Mountains and seas separate them from one another.

Their mother was devoted to them
;

And this was her custom every night,

To stoop down with great affection, while they were asleep,*

And take their sweet kisses.

Although they were flowers still unblown,

What desires did not their mother earnestly cherish about

them ?

They always remained before her eyes ;

And she was their ardent lover 4
day and night.

Alas ! they are now out of sight !

Tell me, O Death, where they are.

The grave of one lies in that water, ^
So dark in colour

;

Ah, the resting place of another

Is in the lonely forest>f America !

I hear that on the grave of that poor fellow

A pine tree casts its shadow.

Another was drowned alone in that sea,

Whose waters are deep blue.

1. 'Angara fabulous bird, a
rarg

avis
;
and hence 'anqa hona~to be rare,

not to be found.

2. Mark the Urdtl idiom in this line. The word chahal pahal, meaning

'brisk activity,' is not to be found in dictionaries.

3. Note the present participle being used as infinitive.

4. Parxuana, literally, means a 'moth 1

;
and as a moth is very fond Of

a lamp, it has come to mean 'a lover.'



There sleeps he at the bottom,

Whence they bring up gems.

Over his watery grave

There is now none to weep.

Another sleeps in Spain ;

And the vine weeps over his grave.

Since there was much wielding of swords,

A river of blood flowed there.
n

Ah, how he grasped the standard !

And how tightly he bound it to his waist !

Lest the enemy should snatch it from him,

And defeat him as was not his expectation.

One of them now lies buried yonder,

Where grows a large henna shrub.

The gentle breezes

Meeting the boughs and twigs,

Scatter a sheet of leaves,

To cover his grave.

She went to Italy and died therer-

Where flowers ever bloom ;

She was the one beauty of the house,

She was lovely and delicate.

Those dear ones are now sleeping far apart

Each in the spot to which Fate directed their steps.

Ah ! their sweet songs

And their attracting everybody's heart with their song t

The hearth even echoed, <^
Such were their voices at that time.

They ever laughed and laughed,

And they passed their time in merriment and play.

What a terrible thing, O Death, would it be to face those,

How terrible would it be,

One's whole life would be spent in vain,

And fidelity would mean naught,

Were there no hope of a Resurrection
;

And of separated friends meeting once more !

Saiyid 'All Sajjad Dihlawt,

Author ofNa'i Naveli (a novel).



THE RUINS OF DELHI.

Where'er one looks one finds nothing but ruins :

It is such a howling wilderness 1 that one loses one's senses

there.

What a warning sight is this grave-yard f

The marks of the dead are by degrees effaced by the foot-

steps of passers-by.

There now remain but a few graves, and a few hollows

That show us their wide-mouthed laughter.

The sleepers, on whose aves country people wander about

unceremoniously,

Are sleeping
1 a sound sleep in the laps of the graves.

Robbers have now made this ground their play-ground,

And wiW beasts have made these graves their home

The dead are lying at a distance from any habitation with

none to care for them
;

While we are standing here, shedding tears over their loneli-

ness.

They were the lamps of their house and the candles of

the assembly ;

But now we find them in this City of the Silent, destitute of

friends.

Once drums were beaten in their palaces ;

But now owls cry the watch o'er their graves.

Here is ruin, there pomp and grandeur reign supreme :

The signs of the departed recite their silent tales.

This calm and quite, these graves, and this plain are all

telling us something :

Hark ! they all sing the mournful tune of instability (<5f

this world).

This world is transitory, and its enjoyments too are transient.

I. Hu Haqq is the corruption of the Arabic ffuwa Haqqun, meaning 'He

is Real,' and hence Hu Haqq ka 'alam or simply Hu ka 'Slant means a place

where no being but God exists.

9. Correct idiom is aram larte hain.



Of what use, then, are pride and haughtiness, and riches ?

Rise, O sleepers, O ye who are intoxicated with the wine of

neglectfulness.

Just
1
open your eyes, and see why we are rousing you

from sleep.

Do you at all know that time has assumed a new colour ?

That your nation has been ruined and are becoming

extinct ?

Why is your tongue silent ? Say something, who and what

were you ?

Tell us something of
yourselves ;

and we are Celling you

something of ourselves.

They do not rise, they do not hear : what a strange per-

verseness is this, O God !

What hearts of stone ! how they torment us
}

Sweet seems your oblivion to us !

O dwellers of the region of nothingness, we ,too will soon

join you.

Muhammad In'amu-l-ffaqq, B. A.

LAMENT FOR A BROTHER.

My heart is wounded by thy separation, my Brother !

My breast is scarred like a tulip, my Brother !

My feeble* life is melting from thy separation, my Brother t

Continuous streams' flow from my eyes, my Brother,

Since thou hiddest thyself from my eyes, my loved one.

My heart is never still on account of thy separation, my
Brother !

I have made all preparations for the journey,

I am now only waiting for death, my Brother !

I. Zara, 'a little,' is generally used in a polite request.

i 3. Nitar has been wrongly used in the text, for it always follows :ar, and

is never used singly.

3. Lit, 'strings of tears.'



You have been so sulky with me that you won't be reconciled 1

After all, w]& has turned your mind against me, my
Brother !

O loved face, the world is dark without thee :

The pupil of my eye is now a lamp at thy grave, my
Brother !

What a sleep are you sleeping? Wake up; let us two

take a stroll
;

The sweet vernal breeze is blowing in the flower-garden,

my Brother !

Bt-dil has no make some floral offerings on thy grave ;

; So he is weaving a garland of tears8 , my Brother !

Muhammad Aslam, Be-dil*

THE MONTH OF FASTING.

Tell me, mummy, why is there such a dullness in the house ?

Why is your face so gloomy to-day ?

Why is the maid4
standing without any work to do ?

Why is the oven cold and the pots
5
lying upside down ?

Neither8 is flour being kneaded, nor is the handiya*

on the fire :

And there is, too, grumbling -in my tummy.

My darling,
8 the month of fasting begins to-day ;

Eating and drinking is now forbidden in the day.

There is a general order for the Faithful to fast :

And those who object to the divine order are Infidels.

1. Mark the Urdfl idiom.

2. The idiom in the text is not correct. It sholud be har gundk raha hai.

3. Lit. 'heartless' is non de plume of the poet.

4. Bh\ after mama is redundant.

5. Deg is a large metal pot for culinary purposes : degcha is smaller than

deg ;
and degcki is still smaller.

6. Mark the idiomatic omission of na before 5/5.

7. An earthen cooking-pot.

8. Lit., 'the life of mother.'
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But, my dear, at the time of early meal 1 for tbee

I kept something on the shelf
; find it and eat9 it.

Mummy, if I remember correctly,

I always heard you saying,

God is compassionate,
8 and merciful,

1 and the supplier of

daily bread*
;

And He is specially liberal to the Faithful.

Is He the Compassionate and do we so suffer ?

Is He the Provider and yet we so suffer ?

Your cheeks are dull, and your lips are dry ;

And see, too, your face is changed.
4

From the lines on your forehead grief and annoyance appear ;

And your limbs 5 have become weak on account of intense

weakness.6

You said that our Faith. is all ease,

Being a true Muslim, why do you suffer such hardships ?

You said the Lord is without any need,

Free from desire, longing, avarice, and greed.

Then, for God's sake, please solve me this secret-

Why is He so arbitrary with the Faithful ?

I salam to such an order from a distance.

Do not ever make me, O God, as a Faithful.

For God's sake, my son, cease from euch insolence
;

Do not thus pollute your tongue with such words of impiety.

That kind One is never unkind :

There are hundred secrets hidden in each of His command-

ments.

Should I too, my darling, be called thy enemy,
Were I too force thee to take bitter medicine ?

Mummy, your citing the instance of medicine is out of place,

It restores an indisposed mind to health.

I. Sahar'i (lit. relating to the down) is the food eaten by Muslims a little

before dawn to commence a fast.

3. Nosh karna is a polite expression for khana, 'to eat.'

3. These are three of the ninety-nine epithets of God in Arabic.

4. Lit., 'Rocket is flying across your face.'

5. Sing, 'K?W or azwS 6. This is rubbish.
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But I see in your f^|ts
a virtue

That turns a full moon into a crescent through weakness.

What a good philosophy is that which makes a strong

man weak !

What a good remedy is that which makes a robust

man feeble !

You have not had, my dear, an opportunity

To think and ponder over this question ;

You are not aware of this fact, my dear,

That fasting is a medicine for diseases of the mind.

Fasting is the road that leads to the knowledge of the

Creator.

On which depends one's welfare in both the worlds.

How shall a wealthy man, who does not even know the

name of hunger,

Value, satiety and gratification of the appetite ?

What need will he have to thank God ?

What business will he have to remember God's benevolence ?

It is fasting that makes 1 one value 1 food
;

It is fasting that teaches one the lesson of thankfulness

to God.

If we always get our fill of food and drink,

And never endure any hardship for a moment,

In what a plight shall we be in times of helplessness?

If we are not accustomed to endurance, we are sure to die.

^This fasting has taught us to have patience,

And has saved our lives in times of helplessness ?

If our belly is always filled with pula,o and zarda?

And we never taste the bitterness of starvation,

Then what sympathy shall we have with the sufferings of

the starving ?*

What sympathy shall we have for the sighs of orphans and

the waitings of widows ?

1. BatH,e hai and parha,e hai are the old forms of the Present, batata hai,

and parhata hai.

2. Lit. 'value the taste of.
'

3. Sweet rice.

4. Mark the UrdTI idiom.
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Those who know the wisdom of the commandment
of the All Wise

Have sympathy with the poor and orphans.

Diseased is the heart that is not sympathetic :

Distempered is the head that does not bo\Jraown before

God :

Unhealthy is the mind that has no forbearance :

Diseased is the eye that does not see the truth.

If, my dear, you ponder a little,

(You will find that) fasting is a medicine for diseases

of the mind.

Sirafu-d-Din Ahmad.

';v,cn;i -.'? tfsscb -Gii^- n.m

A DESCRIPTION OF WOOL. 1

What is wool ? It is nothing more than a few hairs ;

To look at, it is rubish and nothing more.

Neither is it the curls or the tresses of a mistress,

Nor the hyacinth, nor the vsilet nor ambergris.

Nor is it the snare which entangles mankind.

Nor the calamity
8 which when takes hold of one, takes his

life away.

Nqr is it that dense cloud which by raising a storm,

Would wither up the souls of the corn-dealers. 1

Nor is it the musk-bag of Tartary nor the musk of Khutan.4

Nor is it so black as the enemy's face, or the blac^serpent

(cobra).

It does not bear half the resemblance to the pure ambergris.

In fact, it has not even one coil of the twisted locks (of a

mistress).

Nor it is the longest nor the darkest night, nor the night of

separation ;

It is only shorn hairs which is a poor thing.

1. This description is hardly applicable to wool.

2. The hair of the mistress is generally compared to bala or 'calamity.'

3. 'Cultivators' and not 'corn dealers' is what is meant.

4. A town and province in Turkistan.



\

The blades of the scissors must have cut their roots.

And must have given evidence of their sharpness at each

stroke ;

Or the razor must have removed them from heads,

Chiefly at the suggestion of the royal barbers.

Weavers arranged them while they were in a state of con-

w fusion,

And
the^'

became valuaole, though they were worthless.

You (wearers) paid the price
1 and got netted

;

Like the heart of the lover you are fettered with every hair.

Better have the string of its praise rolled up (stopped),

It is a strong chain, take care of your feet (lest they be

entangled).

EXAMPLE.

The sheep which is known for its cheapness,

The price of which is not even ten or twenty rupees ;

With this clothing (wool) does it keep its body covered.

And protected from heat and cold.

This alone guards it against snow and rain,

And night and day (does it remain) adorned with this robe

Oft have I seen it covered with mud,

But never did I see this garment removed from the body.

If, like you, this sheep were to pride itself on its wool,

Being puffed up, it would have turned from sheep into wolf.8

It would, by kicking, harass its fellows,

And what would that silly beast gain if it did so ?

You pride yourself on the cast-of clothing of the sheep ?

Good, my friend, good !

Have you (allowed yourself to be) deluded by a few hairs ?

Stow away in a box your ulster of Kaghan,*

Allow not yourself to be ridiculed4 by wits.

(. There is a pun upon the words jal and dam.

2. Bherya is introduced simply for a pun upon the word bher.

3. Evidently, name of some place.

4. Literally 'cause not your plaster to be opened.' It is doubtful how far

this idiom is correct.



Keep quite, don't you praise so much your blanket,

If you do consider it an object to pride, keep it in a bundle.

Looking at the blanket1 one's hair stands on end,

(Even) bears when they hear of it, are very much astonished.

If you have a soft thick blanket,3 I have nothing to do with it,

It is neither a furance nor a hearth, nor a bath.'

Don't you brag if your pattu (woolen cloth) is soft,

Be careful that the hill pony does not bring a suit against you.*

Granted that your dhitssa* is priceless,

Is there not one like it in the world ?

Your ermine is cat's tail,' be not proud of it;

You are a man, see that the cat does not laugh at this tail.

If you have a priceless fur, may it be auspicious to you,
7

The hares are all looking about, hide yourself in your house,

Your Honour !

If you have got a shawl embroidered with gold keep it

concealed
;

If there is a plain suit of clothes, keep that in your house.8

If embroidery has encroached upon (your suit) do not be proud
of it.

Look at the beauty of the fins of the fish or of the tail of the

peacock.

If evil-natured people will hear you praising your rug, they

will say,

"Look, don't be mad, the surgeon is close by,
9

Wear the very best of clothes but don't be proud ;

1. Ke after Kammal should be ko, otherwise there would be no sense.

2. Gudma is a soft thick blancket.

3. The author means that these things are more useful.

4. This is meaningless. Nalish daghna or dagh dena (to bring a suit

against one) is an idiom.

5. A rough, woolen cloth used as a wrapper.

6. The cat's tail and the fur (the latter occurring in the next verse) hare

respectively been compared to the ermine or the fur (or has origin been

traced ?).

7. Meant to be ironical.

8. By ghar rakho, the author means "use them."

9. The word rag has been epigrammatically repeated.
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Set the vein of shame in motion (i.e., be ashamed of yourself).

Don't be proud of other's wool,

You are quite a wise man, but I fear that (one day) you may eat

grass (act foolishly).

Come and hear the truth about silk cloth,

Listen with eagerness to (my) subtle thoughts.

Whose property is silk ? just explain to me,

To what State does this treasure belong, come and tell me.

Silkworm is a worm, which is neither an elephant
1 nor a lion ;

It is never vanquished by elephant or lion.

It lives* on the mulberry tree,

That is to say, it has its abode high above the ground.

It casts away its excrement and you pick it up,

And make something out of it in your own way.

You name this excrement your clothes, .

(And> these clothings are famous in the world.

From this dress is apparent one's lordly luxury ;

The elegance of this dress is famed throughout the world.

When you came with Turkish velvet on,

You in your home look the Sultan of Turkey himself !

One moment, you regarc^he nicety with which it sits upon your

chest,

At another, the fine cut and fashion of your clothes.

When your hand comes in contact with the sleeves,

It remembers the slipping of one's foot. 3

A river of congealed oil flows for miles*

The hand, on touching, slips over it for miles.

Granted that it is the velvet of Kashan*

(And) he who wears it is fit for a Sultanate.

But the fact of its low origin you remember not,

1. Pll is a pun on the word pila.

2. Nashiman is a 'nest,' but the silkworm can hardly be supposed to

have one.

3. As the foot slips on a very smooth pavement, so does the hand when

touching the glossy velvet.

4. 'For miles' is a poetical exaggeration. Velvet is compared to a river

of congealed oil.

5. Kashan in Persia is noted for its velvet.
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There is a subtle point in every thread, that you don't

remember ?

You gazed on the softness of the velvet,

But never gave an interpretation of its dream.*

The interpretation of the dream is that you should keep

yourself awake
;

If your heart be awake, then why should you be given to

conceit ?

This dream does not suggest sleep,

And if it suggest sleep (gold ?) the explanation is elixir.'

The gold embroidery is (meant to) rouse (you) from your

indolence,

And to wake the pupils of your eyes from sleep.

Have you ever noticed the grand robe of the butterfly,

That beautifully-cut garment and the wearer itself so beautiful ?

Two wings of the shape of a triangle and with spots,

The spots of variegated colours that appear on them,

So fine and thin that the eye dare not rest on them.

Display the exquisite workmanship of Nature's hand.*

Oh that continual closing of the wings after opening every

minute,

(And) the flying in the air with these two fans !

How it claps its hands with these every moment !

These wings are two flying thrones, and itself is Solomon4
by

them.

If,.like you, the butterfly had been proud,

Then it could never have flown to the skies and gained such

a height.
.

1. Velvet is represented by oriental poets as always sleeping.

2. This line is obscure.

3. Yad is the Arabic for 'hand.'

4. The author has confused the 'throne of Solomon' with his carpet,

vide Hughes' "Dictionary of the Islam."



How grogeous is the coloured dress of birds !

StilJ, not one of them knows what it is to be proud;

They are not seen to change their dress for months
;

It lasts them for years.

With one uniform they always remain satisfied
;

Every one on seeing them calls them "Happy creatures !"

They have the one dress for the cold season and for the rains,

It is also their pride
1 in Summer.

This is their mourning dress, likewise their wedding garments,

They have not got a bit8 beyond this

It requires neither a washerman nor a tailor,

It has never seen a thread and needle, nor has it ever been

cut out and fashioned. 8

This dress serves as their shroud after death
;

Oh, how simple are their ways !

They are satisfied with the gift of their Creator,

And are content with what they got from Fate.

When are they ungrateful
4 at the threshold of God ?

(Although) they (enjoy) not all the blessings like men.

It is clear from the dumb silence of animals,

(That they mutely say) "We are free from ingratitude."

Oh that colour, the loveliness and the beauty of flowers in the

garden.

Looking at which, the eye is charmed !

Wonderful* is their beauty of form and gracefulness ;

One surpasses the other in beauty !

Great God ! how coloured is the dress they have on6
;

A garden is unfolded to imagination if the eye falls on it !

I. Zi-shani means 'magnificence.' 2. Katran means 'clippings.'

3. Tarash means the cut or the shaping of cloth.

4. Kafir ni'mat is 'ungrateful.' Note the interrogative kab which intro-

duces a negative sense.

5. Ghazab ka or Sitam ka both imply "wonderful," "of a high order,"

etc.

6. Bar meaning "lap." "breast" or "body" is used only in poetry.



At evening, they look differently
1

:

Shade and sunshine each imparts a different beauty to them.

When the morning breeze touches their bodies,

Their hidden virtues show themselves.

It is their scent that perfumes the brain,

It is this quality which makes people weave garlands of

them.

Were they (flowers) proud of their dress (petals) and scent,

How could they gain a place on the emotionless breasts of

people ?

X

CONCLUSION.

If you want to be (loved like) flowers, do not be proud* of

your clothes ;

I give you the best of advice, forget it not :

If you purify your soul, it will become beautiful
;

Dip it into the dye of knowledge that it may be beautified.

There is no better or more valuable garment,

How it fits the body t It is not loose in any place.

Ktep it always free from spots and stains,

Keep your eye on (guard) its puiity.

God who has woven its warp and woof,

He alone knows its fine workmanship.

It is connected both with the high and the low worlds (the

world above and also with earth),

With the one it is more closely allied, with the other less.

If the burden of sins comes in contact with it,

Ginger-bread
3 work as it is, it will instantly give way.

This is the robe which has no fear of robbers,

It is neither afraid of insects nor of age.

However clever there may be a thief in this world'

Even dexterous4 enough to steal the scent from the rose,

1. Tars, shan and rufr are here synonyms, meaning 'way,' 'manner,

'fashion,' etc.

2. A pun on the word phul.

3. Kajo bhojo means 'ginger-bread work,' ;> , feeble and weak.

4. Literally "accustomed."



He can in no way lay his hands on it,

How can he have it
1

? The hand can not reach it.

This is the special robe of God's Durbar

Oh how great is this gift from the Court of God !

Oh God, confer on (Thine) sinful Arshad* such a robe,

That under the beauty of it, each of his sins be concealed.

The cloth and lining may be of the same quality and colour;

All my outer and inner acts be of the same nature. 1

May my heart become clear like running water

And all its pollution
* washed away !

If like the wave a crease 5
appears in the mind,

May it be instantly removed !

With this dress may this body of dust be beautified,

May every evil and pollution be far from me.

Arshad.

.tlulf v-.i;^

BEGGARY.

Those who hold patriotic views

Often discuss this question :

"The beggars who walk about a-begging,

Is it proper or improper to give them something ?"

The Conservative party among them

Says "It is always well to give ;

The habit of begging is bad, right enough,

But miserliness is worse.

Refuse not the requests of beggars' ;

Even if they ask for your life, cheerfully sacrifice it.

The results of cha'ity are great ;

The rank of generous men is high.

1. Hath ana is to obtain. The word hath has been epigrammatically used

in this verse.

2. The nom de plums of the writer of this poem.

3. That is, there may be no hypocrisy.

4. Mushkil asan hona means the smoothing away of a difficulty. . . i

5. Shikan does not seem to be appropriate for water,

6. Arabic plural of fagir.

15
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Those who perform good deeds to-day,

The Kausar1
zndjannat* are for them to-morrow.

Dar-us-Salam* is kept aside for them,

They have the highest place in Paradise." *

All old people in the country

Say this and act accordingly."

But the Liberal party holds different views

Regarding which there can be apparently no discussion.

They say, "People who give (alms) to a beggar

Ruin him for both worlds.

He remains fit neither for this world nor for the next ;

He follows niether religion, nor law.

He has no shame or self-respect,

Nor is he ashamed of his effrontery.

The powers that he had been endowed with,

He has absolutely wasted them all.

He thinks, that the tongue is meant for asking alms,

The ears are for hearing reproaches ;

The nose is for smelling food.

And the eye is for eying the dishes of charitable persons ;

The legs are for going from door to door,

And hands to fold before man.

Those who give them alms morning and evening,

Do not do right.

Those who do not refuse their requests

Spread bad morals throughout the country.

They themselves teach begging,

And, by encouraging them, make them bolder."

Some are so vehement in their views

(That they think) that Legislation should stop this perni-

cious custom ;

That the Government should be petitioned*

So that it may stop (the custom of) begging :

It sould enact such a law

That no one may beg.

\. Kausar is a fountain or river in Paradise.

3, 3 and 4 Different stations of Heaven.

5. Dadfaryad karna, to seek justice in a court.



If the Liberal party goes on in this way,

Its efforts will eventually bear fruit.

A day will undoubtedly come

When begging will be held as a crime
;

Those who are now begging from door to door,

No one shall ever see their shadows.

Hall.

ENGLISH DRESS.

My respected
1

(elder) brother

Whose kindness to me is exceeding,

One day I thus addressed him respectfully ;

"If you will kindly excuse my boldness,

I should speak out my mind on a certain point

Which keeps me uneasy day and night."

He said, "What is it ? Say it by all means.

Do not hesitate to speak out."

Then said I, "My honoured (brother)!

I have this uneasiness (preying upon) my mind.

What is the reason for your taking up these (English) ways
And giving up your ancestral manners.

Neither is there thsPajama* nor the achkan*

There are, however, the coat and pant, as ornaments of the

body.

1. Amjad, 'most honoured." The dialogue in this poem is not an ima-

ginary one, and 'Amjad' here stands for the full name of Shams-ul-UlamS

Maulavi Sayyad Amjad 'Ali, M. A., Professor, Muir Central College,

Allahabad, the elder brother of the writer of this poem. Answering both

purposes as pointed out, it will be observed that the word 'Amjad' enhances

the poetical beauty of the line.

2. Indian trousers.

3. The long coat of Indian Mahomedans.
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In place of the turban, there is the hat :

From a Maulavi you have turned into a Pope
1

Although you wear a beard.

Still the moustache is rather too long.

Well, you have changed your ways,

(But), pray what are its merits ?

If you ask me (however) about its demerits,

They are without number.

However, I shall state a few (of them),

Though I am afraid to speak :

Those who look, at your exteiior,

Call you an infidel.

Looking at your appearance, my Lord

They get scared and disgusted.

However, if you do not mind them,

Just reflect

That when the external appearance is changed
There must (necessarily) be a change internally.

The love of Islam wil! disappear from your heart,

Christianity will appeal to you.

You will be disgusted with your own people,

The company of Sahibs will (alone) be sought by you.

But (mind) they are the rulers, and you the ruled,

They will associate with you ! It is very well known.

In short, you have lost your own nationality

As also have been disappointed in your expectations from

the. Sahibs."

When he heard my speech,

My elder brother said :

"What thou hast said is true, but

Do also reflect on what I now say to thee :

What harm is there if people shoud call me an infidel ?

The Great God knows what is hidden.

I. The word 'Pope' has been humorously introduced to rhyme with top

in the previous line.
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He knows all the secrets of the heart,

To Him are known all the tricks of the evil nature.

Infidelity and faith depend on the heart (that is to say. it

matters not what religious views one holds so long as

he has a good heart) ;

All persons who have knowledge, know this to be a fact.

Although people should mistrust us.

We are responsible to God, and to no one else,
1

Do not pay heed to one's external appearance.

(For instance) the hearts of beautiful ones are stones (hard).

Where the heart is full of deception and fraud.

What if any one wears the///a
s and khirga*

Many a Maulavf thou wilt find

In whom there is not the faintest odour of sanctity.

They wear the cloak and turban

So that under cover of these, they may go hunting (i.e. play

their tricks).

They get themselves worshipped by their followers

And then rob them to their heart's content.

They hang before themselves the screen of Religion,

And then seek the object of their heart (carry on their nefa-

rious business).

Boldly they do such deeds

Of which a notorious sinner will be ashsmed.

Besides this, my good-natured Yusuf4
!

The clothes of Indians,

Are they the dresses of the 'Arab ?

They have nothing to do with Islam.

Where is that dress in India

To which the appellation of 'national' is true ?

I. Digar hech means also 'there is nothing else to fear.'

2 and 3.Flowing robes.

4. The name of the writer of the poem.

5. The 'Arab is held to be the true type of the Musalmins.
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Every one presents a new spectacle ;

Whoever you look to, his dress differs (from others).

One wears the achkan,

Another adorns his body with angarkha
l

One is devoted tojubba and khirqa,

One likes the shirwant*

If one approves the Fez.

Another loves the Dopalll*

One adorns his head with the turban,

Another thinks it beneath his dignity to cover his head.

If one wears the tahband^

Another likes the deoli* with all his heart.

If one wears the pdjdma,

Another is clad in a pantaloon.

Now all the dresses are the same,

Be they European or Indian.

In fact, to tell thee the truth, plainly.

European dress is preferable.

The Turks wear it
6

Whose civilisation is famed far and wide.

My whole speech which thou hast heard

Was only for the sake of argument.

My object is simply this,

That objections to dress are wrong.

Whatever kind of dress each man needs

Let him wear it by all means

Isl&m lays no restrictions as to (modes of) dress,

(What is required is that) the heart should be free from de-

ception and fraud.

1. A dress like the achkan.

2. Shir-want is the present-day long coat worn by Indian Mahomedans.

3. A small cap.

4. A piece of cloth worn round the waist fastened at both ends.

5. Ditto but not so fastened.

6. Literally, adorn their bodies with it.



Let the interior (heart) of man be all right,

It matters not how he dresses

This only is incumbent on each Mahomedan,

That he should always adhere to religion* laws
;

He should perform what he is required
1

(by religion) to do

And refrain from what he has been forbidden* to do."

This speech had reached this point

When a voice came from some hidden source.

"Do not dwell on the specification of dresses.

Listen to the saying of Sa'dl3 with the ear of sense :

Strive to do thy duty and wear what thou likest,

(Even) put a crown on thy head, and a staff on thy shoulder I"

Muhammad Fusuf jfa'fari, 'Ranjur'

of 'Atimabad.

1. Awamir, pulral of 'amr,' an order to do a thing.

2. Natsiah'i, plural of 'nahy* an order not to do a thing.

3. Sa'dl, the celebrated poet of ShfrSz in Persia.



QUATRAINS BY RANJUR.

'The Wicked man is better that the disreputable/

Some say that the selfish man is bad

(While) others maintain that the drinker1 is.'

Ranjur ! if you take my opinion I shall tell you
"The wicked is better than the man of ill-repute."

'The hypocrite preacher.'
i'jl !,'!.[; V.-.. : i'l-?-: s bn;; bv*r; ,

I know the preacher quite well,

He should play his tricks on somebody else.

This keeping to his cell is not without reason

"There is necessarily something at the bottom of it." 8

'The world rests on hope.'

Those who are sick, entertain a hope of recovery,

Those who are poor, expect riches,

Where there is no hope, suicide is a trifling matter,

It is quite true that "The world is sustained by hope."

(Pertaining to) love.

When I recited the poem composed in her praise

The pride of that conceited goddess* (i. e. my beloved) was

more exalted ;

The Karela* was bitter by itself

(And) climbing on a mm (tree) it became terrible.

\. Mai-asham, lit., wine drinker
;
Per. mat = wine, and ashamidan=sto drink.

2. Lit., an afflicted one ;
a sick man : here it is used as a poetic name

3. Lit., surely there is something black in the pulse (dal).

4. Lit., idol. 5- A kind of vegetable, bitter in taste.
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(Pertaining to) love.

As yet the disorder of (my) confused mind has not left me.

The madness for the linked curls has not yet departed

Even in (my) grave I think of your curling locks,

"Although the string is burnt, still its knots are not loosed."

*A burnt child dreads the fire/

Thou assurest me of thy friendship

(While) I am disgusted at the very word of 'friend,'

(And) why should not I be for I have been the victim of my
friends.

"A burnt child dreads the fire." 1

'By the good fortune2 of the cat the string

of the meatsafe3 has broken.'

Alas ! I am so unfortunate

That O my heart ! I am separated from her

Having quarrelled with me she went away to the house of my
enemy

The cat's luck was good for the string broke and down came

the food.

'As the stone was heavy (I) kissed it

and let it fall down.'

Ranjur proved false to his love

(And) turued his heart in some other direction.

That Idol possessed the charms of a beloved

(But as) "It was a heavy stone I kissed it and let it fall down."

'The past time knows no return'

Ranjur ! why do you lament ?

(And) why do you regret your past deeds ?

1. One bitten by a snake fears string.

2. Se is understood after bhagoh.

3. A kind of net-work bag used as a safe for edibles, hung down from the

ceiling.
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"Whatever is done is done, now you must think of the future,
1

"The time which is past never comes back."

'Many a mickle makes a muckle.'

A single pice of extravagance daily,

Tell me, what sum will it make in a year ?

my dear friend ! do you not, know,

"Many a mickle makes a a muckle."

. ii

-

:, fvjow v .

'Forced labour is better than idleness.'

1 admit, that a shop-keeper is better than a man in service,

That is an independent person is better than a man under

obligation

But idleness is a great pest*

O friend ! "Forced labour is better than idleness."

'A wise foe is better than an unwise friend.'

I grant your friend is good ;

AH the world speaks well of him.

Inspite of this, if he be unwise,

A wise foe is much better than he.

il iifl^ii (I> 'lV8*d ?

'Misfortunes never come singly.'*

After finishing the course of barristership, the profit he has

made is that

His practice is not successful, which has caused all his pro-

perty to be sold
;

How will the English style be maintained now,

"Misfortunes never come singly."

1. Bat is understood after age ki.

2. Lit., many a drop makes a river.

3. Lit., malady.

4. Lit., when in poverty the flour is too much moistened (than is required

or making it into bread) and more flour has to be added.
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4If any one is pleased
1 in a shawl we are

pleased in our mere skin.'

Why should we take the wealthy to be powerful,*

They are no match for us
;

O Ranjur ! in what way are we inferior to them ?

If they are pleased in a shawl we are happy in our skin.

'(Only) God is free from defetcs.'

Although you are busy with poetry the whole day and night

And you are acquainted with all the fine paints of literature
;

Why do you have my defects in view,

(For) O critic ! it is (only) God, Who is free from defects.

'Man is a bubble of water.'

The life of man is a bubble of water,

It is in no way more permanent than the bubble

He is determined to defeat his rival,

(While) death is resolved upon his destruction. 8

'Silence is a safe guard against seventy calamities. '*

Although the tongue is a blessing for men,
But talking rubbish is a bad habit

;

It brings calamities upon men,

While silence is a safe-guard against seventy calamities.

'To kill two birds with one stone."

If you want to be the head of the nation,

You must procure some remedy for its short-comings
6

i. Lit., intoxicated.

3. Bala-dast, from Per. bala = upper, rfast=hand.

3. Mat denatmto give check-mate (Ar., maia^he died). Here there is

a pun on the words maut and mat.

4. Afat, used colloquially for the pi. afateh.

5. Lit., one feast for two occasions.

6. Lit., diseases
; sing., marax, m.



(So that)' the nation may profit by it and you as well may gain
a reputation

Thus the proverb "To kill two birds with one stone" may be

applicable to your case.

'When face to face every one pretends to love.'

O my friend ! so long as you were seperated from (Ranjur)
You regarded Ranjur as one of the dead.

Now (you seem) disposed not to be parted from him,

At our meeting love seems to have rushed back to your heart.

'Out of sight, out of mind.'

O Ranjur ! it is quite useless to complain of the neglect of the

beloved.

None remembers the absent lover.

Have you not heard this famous saying,

One who is out of sight is out of mind from heart.

'Pride before a fall.'
1

If that goddess favours you (with her love)

O fool ! do not boast of it before me

Surely one day you will have to pay for these your boasts,

Listen to me "pride preceds a fall."

'It requires skill even to do a misdeed.'

O friend ! why art thou mimicking Europeans (in their

fashions) ;

They count you amongst the monkeys ;

But even mimicking is not an easy (thing)

"(For) it requires skill to do even 'a mis-deed."

'Between two stools we fall to the ground.'

Owing to my avarice for worldly objects' t am rejected by God,

But the world hates me extremely ;

1. Lit., the head of the boaster is lowered.

2. Lit., world.
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Alas ! Like the dog of a washerman.

O Ranjur ! "I neither belong to the house nor to the ghat."

'A nation, victim to the mutual dissension can

never prosper.'

O friend ! that nation can never prosper at all,

Which is given to low quarrels
1
amongst its members

It is far away from prosperity ;

(And it is sure and certain that) it should never be successful.*

'Hypocrisy.",

The counsels of the preacher which he gives to others

Are quite different from those which he follows himself;

This saying pertaining to elephant, holds good in his case

(That) he has some teeth for eating and others for show.

'While there is life, there is hope.'

Although my thirst (for seeing my beloved) has never been

quenched.

Still why should I despair of drinking the wine of (our) meeting ?

I console my heart with reasoning,

(That) O heart ! so long as there is breath there is hope.

'Do not put off till to-morrow, what you

can do to-day.'

Whatever thou hast to do, do it in the present,

Who knows, what is going to happen in. future
;

Have this, my admonition, written in golden letters,

"Never put off the work of today till tomorrow."

j. Lit., fighting with shoes.

,2. Bfl a creeper ;
mandha z tinsel.

3. Exterior is quite diffrent from interior.
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'A barking dog: seldom bites/

You claim to be the reformer of the nation,

But we know your power and strength

This saying is entirely true, and there is not the slightest doubt

about it,

"(That) the clouds which thunder much rain little.

Faithlessness of friends.

Since I have been injured by my friends,

I am afraid even of my own shadosv,

He, whose tongue is burnt with hot milk,

Drinks even butter-milk after repeatedly blowing on 1
it.

Kiches are deceitful.

The poor are longing for riches

While the rich are afraid, lest thieves should steal it

O Ranjur ! it is a laddil* of bur*

Those who taste it repent while those who have not tasted it

regret.

1. A burnt child dreads fire.

2. A k'ind of sweetmeat, shaped like a ball.

3. Lit., chaff, husk.
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